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2.2.3-58 OWS Aft Skirt Transducer C7189 Location 2.2.3-127

2.2.3-59 Estimated Retro-Rocket Plume Contamination 2.2. ?-131

2.2.3-60 Correlation of Temperature Data for S-13G Painted 2.2.3-133
Aft Skirt

2.2.3-61 Aft Skirt Maximum Orbital Temperatures at Beta = 0 2.2.3-13h

Deg, Sensor _7189

) 2.2.3-62 S-13G White Paint Degradation 2.2.3-136/

2.2.3-63 Temperature Response of Gold Taped Sidewall to 2.2.3-1hl

Direct Solar Exposure

2.2.3-6h OWS External Wall Temperature SimulatAon for EREPS 2.2.3-1h6
31 and 32

2.2.3-65 OWS External Wall Temperature Simulation for EREP 2h 2.2.3-14{

2.2.3-66 Tank Wall Optical Properties 2.2.3-ih9

2.2.3-67 OWS Mean Internal and Floor-Stowed Food Tempera- 2.2.3-157

ture History, DOY's 13.5- lh7

2.2.3-68 OWS Rack-Stowed Food Temperature History, DO_ 's 2.2.3-1_ 8
135 - lh7

2.2.3-69 OWS Film Vault Temperature History, DOY's 135 - lh7 2.2.3-159

2.2.3-70 OWS Mean n_ernal Temperature History, DOY's 2.2.3-161
I)_7 - 15_

i 2.2.3-71 OWS _a=k-Stowed Foo_ Temperature History, 2.2.3-162

DOY's lh7 - 15_
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2.2.3-72 OWS Film Vault Temperature History, DOY's 147 - 155 2.2.3-163

2.2.3-73 SL-2 Urew Comfort Conditions 2.2.3-164

2.2.3-74 OWS Cooldown After Parasol Deployment 2.2.3-165

2.2.3-75 SL-2 External Surface Temperature Distribution 2.2.3-167

2.2.3-76 OWS Mean Internal Temperatu_e History, DOX's 2.2.1-169
148- 174

2.2.3-77 OWS Temperature During the First Storage Period, 2.2.3-171
DOY's 173 -,209

2.2,3-78 OWS Maximum and Minimum Internal Temperatures, 2.2.3-172
DOY's 210 - 268

2.2.3-79 SL-3 Crew Comfort ConditJ ons 2.2.3-174

2.2.3-80 OWS Surface Temperatures for a Single EREF Maneuver 2.2.3-177

2.2.3-81 OWS Surface Temperatures for Back-to-Back EREP 2.2.3-178
Maneuvers

2.2.3-82 OWS Temperatures During the Second Storage Period 2.2.3-180
DOY's 268 - 320

2.2.3-83 SL-4 Maximum and Minimum Mean Internal Temperatures 2.2.3-182

2.2.3-84 SL-4 Crew Comfort Conditions 2.2.3-184

2.2.3-85 OWS Tank Wall Temperature Response During EREP's 2.2.3-187
29 and 30 (DOY 014)

2.2.3-86 OWS Structural Temperature Transducer Locations 2.2.3-193

2.2.4.1-1 TACS Minimum Thrust Versus Total Impulse Consumed 2.2.4-3

2.2.4.2-1 TACS Schematic 2.2.4-4

2.2.4.2-2 TACS - Component Locations 2.2.4-5

2.2.4.2-3 TACS Installation 2.2.4-6

2.2.4.P-4 TACS Control Valve 2.2.4-7

2.2.4.2-5 Typical Detail of Brazed Joint 2.2.4-9

2.2.4.2-6 TACS Bimetallic Joint 2.2.4-10

2.2.4.4-1 Skylab TACS Usage 2.2.4-16

2.2.5.2-1 Solar Array Wing Assembly 2.2.5-4

; 2.2.5.2-2 Solar Cell Module 2.2.5-5

2.2.5.2-3 Orbital Workshop SAS - Electrical Power 2.2.5-7

2.2.5.2-4 SAS Beam/Fairing Skirt Attach Point 2.2.5-8

2._.5.2-5 Wing Section Retention ;_d _elease System 2.2.5-10

, 2.2.5.4-1 OWS Solar Array Performance 2.2.5-37

2.2.5.4-2 SAG Performm_ce - SAG 1 and SAG 2 2.2.5-39

:_ (DOY's159, B = i0°)

_ 2.2.5.4-3 SAG Performance - SAG's 3 and 4 (DOY 159, 8 = i0°) 2.2.5-40
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2.2.5.4-4 SAG Performance - SAG's 5 and 6 (DOY 159, B = I0e) 2.2.5-41

2.2.5.4-5 SAG Performance - SAG's 7 and 8 (DOY 159, 8 = lO°) 2.2.5-42

2.2.5.4-6 SAG Performance - SAG 1 (DOY 175, 8 --+ 73.5°) 2.2.5-43

I 2.2.5.4-7 SAG 1 Voltage, DOY 339, Beta = -9° 2.2.5-442.2.5.4-8 SAG 1 Current, DOY 339, Beta = -9° 2.2.5-45

I 2.2.5.4-9 SAG's 1 and 2 Voltage, DOY 034, Beta = 0° 2.2.5-46
2.2.5.4-10 SAG's 3 and 4 Voltage, DOZ 034, Beta = 0° 2.2.5-47

2.2.5.h-1: SAG's 5 and 6 Voltage, DOY 034, Beta = 0° 2.2.5-48

2.2.5.4-12 SAG's 7 and 8 Voltage, DOY 034, Beta = 0° 2.2.5-49

2.2.5.4-13 SAG's 1 and 2 Current, DOY 034, Bets = 0° 2.2.5-50

2.2.5.h-14 SAG's 3 and 4 Current, DOY 034, Beta = 0° 2.2.5-51

2.2.5.4-15 SAG's 5 and 6 Current, DOY 034, Beat --0° 2.2.5.-52

2.2.5.4-16 SAG's 7 and 8 Current, DOY 034, Beta = 0° 2.2.5-53

2.2.5.4-17 Solar Array/Temperature Transducer Temperature 2.2.5-_6
Differential (Beta --0°)

2.2.5.4-18 Solar Arra_/Temperature Transducer Temperature 2.2.5-57
Differential (Beta = 73.5°)

2.2.5.4-19 SAG Characteristics - 15 Modules DOY 159; SAG's 2.2.5-58

i, 2, 3, 4, and 7

2.2.5.4-20 SAG Characteristics - 14 Modules DOY 159; SAG's 2.2.5-59
5and8

2.2.5.4-21 SAG Che_acteristics - 13 Modules DOY 159; SAG 6 2.2.5-60

2.2.5.4-22 SAS Transducer Thermal Profile (DOY 159, Beta = 2.2.5-6__
I0°)

2.2.5.4-23 SAS Transducer Thermal Profile (DOY 175, Beta = 2.2.5-65
+73.5 °)

2.2.5.h-24 SAS Transducer Thermal Profile (DOY 339, Beta = 2.2.5-66
-9°)

2.2.5.4-25 SAS Transducer Thermal Profile (DOY 034, Beta = 2.2.5-67
0° )

2.2.5.4-26 Typical SAS Thermal Profile (Actual vs Predicted) 2.2.5-68

2.2.5.4-27 SAS Temperature Transducer Measurement History 2.2.5-70

2.2.6.1-1 Zero G Connector - Disengaged 2.2.6-10

2.2.6.1-2 Zero G Connector - Engaged 2.2.6-11 .

2.2.6.2-1 Rigl d Trough 2.2.6-17

2.2.6.2-2 Flex Trough Usag_ (General Concept) 2.2.6-18

2.2.6.2-3 Closed Trough System (General Concept) 2.2.6-19

2.2.7.2-1 OWS Floodlight Locations and Marking 2.2.7-7
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2.2.7.2-2 Remote Lighting Switch Panel 616 2.2.7-8

2.2.7.2-3 Remote Lighting Switch Panel 630 2.2.7-9

2.2.7.2-I_ Circuit Breaker Panel - 613 Lighting 2.2.7-10

2.2.7.2-5 Floodlight Assembly Detail 2.2.7-16

2.2.7.2-6 Exploded Floodlight Assembly 2.2.7-17

2.2.7.2-7 Floodlight Cross Section 2.2.7-18

2.2.7.2-8 Portable Lighting 2.2.7-20

2.2.7.6-1 Floodlight as Originally Proposed- In Force 2.2.7-37
Until December 12, 1969

2.2.7.6-2 Pictorial History of iB6936h Floodlight Design 2.2.7-38

2.2.7.6-3 Floodlight Design in Force From January 15, 1970 2.2.7-40

Until February 13, 1970

2.2.7.6-h Floodlight Design in Force Since February 13, 1970 2.2.7-h2

2.2.8.1-I "Ring" Bus Circuit Concept 2.2.8-5

2.2.8.1-2 Communi cation Box 2.2.8-7

2.2.8.i-3 Communi cations System Wiring Concepts 2.2.8-16

2.2.8.2-1 OWS Signal Conditioning Power 2.2.8-27

2.2.8.2-2 OWS DAS Heater Power 2.2.8-28

2.2.8.2-3 Telemetry System Schematic 2.2.8-29

2.2.8.h-1 Sequence No. C6 2.2.8-,5

2.2.9.2-1 Fire Sensor Control Schematic 2.2.9-8

2.2.9.2-2 Control and Display Panel 616 - Caution/Warning 2.2.9-11

System

2.2.10.1-1 OWS Experiment Accommodations - Experiment 2.2.10-9
Location

2.2.10.1-2 OWS Experiment Accommodations - Experiment 2.2.10-10
Location

2.2.10.1-3 Experiment Accommodations Typical Floor Mounting 2.2.10-11
Provisions

2.2.10.1-!_ SAL Tripod 2.2.10-12

2.2.I0.1-5 Water Pressurization Network 2.2.10-15

2.2.10.1-6 Water Pressurization Panel 2.2.10-16

2.2.10.1-7 Water Pressurization Network 2.2.10-17

2.2.10.1-8 ESS _._Supp y Panel 2.2.10-18

2.2.10.1-9 OWS Experiment Accommodations Vacuum System - 2.2.i0-19

Experiments

2.2.10.1-10 Redesigned LBNPD Vacuum System 2.2.10-21

2.2.10.2-1 Film Vault 2.2.10-35
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2.2.10.2-2 Film Vault 2.2.10-36

2.2. lO.2-3 Film Vault 2.2.10-37

2.2.i0.3-1 Solar Flare Notification System 2.2.lO-h5

2.2.10.4-1 Scientific Airlock (SAL) Design Requirements 2./.lO-j0

Summary

2.2.i0. h-2 Scientific Airlock Installation 2.2.lO-Sh

2.2.10. h-3 SAL Window Container 2.2.10-56

2.2.10.5-1 -Z Scientific Airlock Filter and Desiccant 2.2_10-66

Equipment

2.2.10.5-2 +Z Scienti fic Airlock Filter Equipment 2.2.10-67

2.2.10.5-3 SAL Repressuri zation Subsystems 2.2.10-70

2.2.11.1-1 Maximum Urine Delivery Rate 2.2.11-7

2.2.11.1-2 Proof Pressure Tests 2.2.11-18

2.2.11.1-3 Trash Disposal Subsystem Trash Bag Locations 2.2.11-2h

2.2.ii. 1-h Trash Disposal Airlock Sequential Operation 2.2.11-25

2.2.11.i-5 Trash Lock Loading Equalize Pressure 2.2.11-26

2.2.11.I-6 Trash Lock Trash Bag Eject 2.2.11-27

2.2.ii.1-7 Waste Management Schemat ic 2.2.11-29

2.2.11.1-8 Skylab - Orbital Workshop DCR HSS Waste Manage- 2.2.11-30
ment Subsystem

2.2.ll.1-9 Waste Management Subsystem 2.2.11-31

2.2.11.1-10 hO00 ML - Urine System Volume Determinator Stowage 2.2.11-32

2.2.11.1-11 Waste Management Subsystem 2.2.11-33

2.2.11.I-12 Waste Management Collection 2.2.11-3h

2.2.11.i-13 Waste Management Subsystem Fecal Collection Bag 2.2.11-36

2.2.11.i-14 Fecal Collector - Functional Diagram 2.2.11-37

2.2.11.i-15 Skylab - Orbital Workshop Collection Bag Usage 2.2.11-39
Stheme

2.2.11.1-16 Waste Management Subsystem Fecal Contingency Bag 2.2.11-40

2.2.11.1-17 Urine Collection and Sampling Equipment 2.2.11-h3

2.2.11.1-18 Waste Management Subsystem Debris Collection Bag 2.2.11-_7

2.2.11.i-19 Trash Disposal Subsystem Trash Bag Locations 2.2.11-h9

2.2.11.I-20 Trash Collection Bags 2.2.11-50

2.2.ll.l-21 Fecal/Urlne Collector 2.2.11-54

2.2.11.i-22 Fecal/Urine Collector - Block Diagram 2.2.11-55

2.2.11.1-23 Fecal and Urine Collection Facilities 2.2.11-57

2.2.11.1-2h Fecal/Urlne Collector 2.2.11-60
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2.2.11.1-25 Fecal/Urine Collector - Schematic 2.2.11-61

2.2.11.1-26 Typical Urine Drawer - Schematic 2.2.11-62

2.2.11.1-27 Urine Chiller - Functional Diagram 2.2.11-64

2.2.11.1-28 Urine Separator - Exploded View 2.2.11-oL,

2.2.11.i-29 Waste Management Subsystem 2.2.11-72

2.2.11.1-30 Waste Processor Chamber 2.2.11-73

2.2.11.1-31 Waste Processing and Urine Management Facilities 2.2.11-76

2.2.1!.1-32 Waste Processor - Functional Diagram 2.2.11-77

2.2.11.i-33 Urine System Dump Compartment 2.2.11-81

" 42.2.11._.-3 Waste Management System Fecal and Urine Return 2.2.11-83
Containers

2.2.11.i-35 Vacuum Cleaner Assembly 2.2.11-86

2.2.11.1-36 Vacuum Cleaner and Accessories 2.2.11-87

2.2.11.1-37 Trash Airlock 2.2.11-90

2.2.11.i-38 Urine Collection Drawer Seal Debondlng - Second 2.2.11-142
Mission

2.2.11.1-39 Daily Urine Volume (Mechanical vs LI Analysis) - 2.2.11-156
First Mission

2.2.11.1-40 Dail> Urine Sample Size - First Mission 2.2.11-157

2.2.11.1-41 Daily Urine Volume (Mechanical vs LI Analysis) - 2.2.11-160
Second Mission

2.2.11.1-42 Daily Urine Sample Size - Second Mission 2.2.11-161

2.2.11.2-1 Wardroom Food Reconstitution Waste Dispensers 2.2.11-190 •

2.2.ii.2-2 Water Dispenser 2.2.11-191

2.2.Ii.2-3 Rehyara_ion Backup Provision (Drinking Water 2.2.11-192
Dispenser)

2.2.ii.2-4 Water System 2.2.11-195 _;

2.2.11.2-5 Potable Water System Schematic 2.2.11-197 !

2.2.ll.2-6 WMC Water System Schematic 2.2.11-198

2.2.ii.2-7 Water Storage Provis ions 2.2.11-201

2.2.11.2-8 Water Tank - Schematic (Typ) 2.2.11-202

2.2.Ii.2-9 Pump Assembly Water Agitator 2.2.ll-20h

2.2.11.2-10 Water Tank Heater Blanket - Schematic (Typ) 2.2.11-205 .._

......13..2-11 Potabit:U,._.c,.... S._h,.,:_atic 2.2.11-207

2.2.11.2-12 Water Pressurization Panel 2.2.11-210

2.2.11.2-13 Pressure Regulator 2.2.11-211

?.2.11.2-14 Water Pressurization Network 2.2.11-212
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2.2.11.2-15 Water Pressurization Network 2.2.11-213

2.2.11.2-16 Water Pressurization Network 2.2.11-214

2.2,ll.2-17 ESS N2 Supply Panel 2.2.11-216

2.2.11.2-18 Hoses 2.2.11-_1[

2,2.ii.2-19 Hose Restraint 2.2. ll-21_

2.2.11.2-20 Wardroom and WMC Water Port - Urine Flush Port 2.2.11-21_

2.2.11.2-21 Wardroom Water Network 2.2.11-220

2.2.ll.2-22 Wardroom and WMC H20 Heaters 2.2.11-222

2.2.11.2-23 Water Heater - Functional Diagram 2.2.11-223

2.2.11.2-24 HSS Water System Water Chiller 2.2,11-225

2.2.11.2-25 Water Chiller - Functional Diagram 2.2,-1-226

2.2.11.2-26 Water Management Dispensers - Installation 2.2.11-228

2.2.11.2-27 HSS Food Reconstitution Water Dispenser 2.2.11-230

2.2.11.2-28 HSS Water Subsystem Drinking Water Dispensers 2.2.-1-232

2.2.11.2-29 Water Subsystem Drinking Water Dispenser 2.2.11-234
Instal] ation

2.2.11.2-30 WMC Water Supply Network 2.2.11-236

2.2.11.2-31 Urine Flush Dispenser 2.2,11-238

2.2.11.2-32 Personal Hygiene Water Dispenser 2.2.11-242

2.2.11.2-33 Partial Body Cleansin_ Facilities - Handwasher 2.2.11-243

2.2.11.2-34 Washcloth Squeezer Bag 2.2.11-245

2.2.11,2-35 Vacuum D_,_p and Vacuum Exhaust Systems 2.2.11-247

2.2.11,2-36 Wardroom Vacuum Outlet - Water Dump 2.2.11-248

2.2.11.2-37 Dump Heater Probe 2.2.11-250

2.2.11.2-38 Vacuum Provision Schematic (Typ) 2.2.11-251

2.2.11.2-39 WMC Vacuum Outlet Water Dump 2.2.11-252

2.2.11.2-h0 Water Purification Equipment 2.2.11-255

2.2.11.2-41 Water Sampler 2.2.11-256

2.2.11.2-42 Reagent Container Assembly 2.2.11-258

2.2.11.2-43 Color Comparator 2.2.11-259

2.2.11.2-hh Water/Iodine Waste Sample Container P/N IB80557 2.2.11-261

2.2.11.2-h5 Iodine Addition Chart 2.2.11-263

2.2.11.2-46 iodine Contalner 2,2.ii..264

2.2.11.2-47 Iodine Injector 2.2.11-265

2.2.11.2-_8 Water Deionization Filter Assembly 2.2.11-267

2.2.11.2-49 Portable Water J.:_tem S ::uumatic 2.2.11-271
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2.2.11.2-50 WMC Water System Schematic 2.2.11-272

2.2.11.2-51 Water Usage - Skylab 2.2.11-29h.1

2.2.11.2-52 Water Consumption - Tank i, SL-2, Wardroom 2.2.11-295

2.2.11.2-53 Water Consumption - Tanks lO and 2, SL-3, Wardroom 2.2.11-29L,

2.2.11.2-54 Water Consumption - Tanks 2, 3, 4, and 5, SL-h 2.2.11-297

2.2.11.2-55 Water Usage - Tank 7, SL-3, Personal Hygiene 2.2.11-2_,b

2.2.11.2-56 Water Usage - Tanks 7 and 8, SL-h, Personal Hygiene 2.2.11-299

2.2.11.2-57 Daily Drinking Water Consumption, CDR - SL-2 2.2.11-300
/

2.2.11.2-58 Daily Drinking Water Consumption, SPT - SL-2 2.2.11-301

2.2.11.2-59 Daily Drinking Water Consumption, PLT - SL-2 2.2.11-30P

2.2.11.2-60 Daily Drinking Water Consumption, CDR, SL-3 2.2.11-303

2.2.11.2-61 Daily drinking Water Consumption, SPT - SL-3 2.2.11-304

2.2.11.2-62 Daily Drinking Water Consumption, PLT - SL-3 2.2.11-305

2.2.11.2-63 Daily Drinking Water Consumption, CDR - SL-4 2.2.11-306

2.2.11.2-6h Daily Drinking Water Consumption, bl_1- SL-4 2.2.11-307

2.2.11.2-65 Daily Drinking Water Consumption, PLT - SL-4 2.2.11-308

2.2.11.2-66 Water Tank No. 1 Iodine Depletion 2.2.11-312

2.2.11.2-67 Water Tank No. 2 Iodine Depletion 2.2.11-313

2.2.11.2-68 Water Tank No. 3 Iodine Depletion 2.2.11-314

2.2.11.2-69 WaZer Tank No. h Iodine Depletion 2.2.11-315

• 2.2.11.2-70 Water Tank No. 5 Iodine Depletion 2.2.11-316

2.2.11.2-71 Water Tank No. 6 Iodine Depletion 2.2.11-317

2.2.11.2-72 Water Tank No. 7 Iodine Depletion 2.2.11-318

2.2.11.2-73 Water Tank No. 8 Iodine Depletion 2.2.-1-319

J 2.2.11.2-74 Water Tank No. 9 Iodine Depletion 2.2.11-320

2.2.11.2-75 Water Tank No. l0 Iodine Depletion 2.2.11-321

: 2.2.11.2-76 OWS Iodine Solution for Water Purification 2.2.11-325

2.2.11.2-77 OWS Reagent for 12 Determination 2.2.11-327

2.2.11.2-78 OWS i Water Heater Resistance vs Days 2.2.11-346
Operating

2.2.iI. 3-1 Personal Hygiene Equipment 2.2.11-382

2.2.11.3-2 Gener_l P,rpnze Tlz_ue/Soap D_spenser 2.2.11-38_,

2.2,ii.3-3 Towel an_ Washcloth D_spenser 2.2.11-389

: 2.2.ii.3-4 Washcloth/Towel Drying Area 2.2.I1-391

2.2.11,3-5 Personal Hygiene Kit 2.2.11-392

2.2.ii.3-6 WMC/SI _er _ L_.: ::[:_",rLocc:';i:,,: I- _9._,,or.i. c t " 2,2.1 _' '
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2.2.ii. 3-7 WMC Water Module 2.2.11-395

2.2o11.3-8 WMC Water Dispenser/Squeezer 2.2 11-396

2.2.ll. h-1 Location of Personal Hygiene Equipment 2.2. ll-hl2

2.2.ii. 4-2 Whole Body Shower (Operational) 2.2. ±i-4_4

2.2.11.4-3 Shower Centril%_g_C Concept 2 ? L!-.4]5

2.2. ii.5-1 Ambient Food Storage "2._. Li-435

2.2. ii.5-2 Ambient Food Supply - Daily 2.2.11-4q6

2.2. ll.5-3 Galley 2.2. ll- 438

2.2. ll.5-4 Food Table and Restraints 2.2.11-440

2.2.11.6-1 Sleep Compartment Equipment 2 o.11_449

2.2.ll.6-2 Blanket and Pillow Installation 2.'2.1!-452

2.2.ll.6-3 Sleep Compartment Light Baffles 2.2.ll-h57

2.2.ll.7-1 Refrigeration System Schematic 2.2.11-473

2.2.iI.7-2 Refrigeration System 2.2.ll-474

2.2.ll.7-3 Refrigeration Subsystem Installation 2.2. ll- 475

' 2.2. ii.7-4 Refrigeration Subsystem Radiator. 2.2.11-476

2.2.ll.7-5 Refrigeration System Radiator Bypass Valve 2.2.11-478

2.2.ll. 7-6 Refrigeration System Radiator Relief Valve 2.2.11-479
1389613

2.2. ll.7-7 Refrigeration System Urine Free zer 2.2.11-481

2.2.11.7-8 Refrigeration System Food Freezer 2.2.11-482

2.2.11.7-9 Refrigeration Subsystem Chiller Control Valve 2.2.11-483

2.2.ii. 7-10 Refrigeration System Regenerator 2.2.11-484

2.2.11.7-11 Refrigeration Subsystem Regenerator Heater 1B853_7 2.2.11-485

2.2. ll.7-12 Water Chiller 2.2.11-486

2.2.11.7-13 Centrifugal Separator System Chiller Compartment 2.2.11-487
Details

2.2.11.7-14 Refrigeration Subsystem Pump Pa_ks4_e 2.2.11-488

2.2.1] .7-15 Refrigeration System Pump 2.2.11-489

2.2.11.7-16 Refrigeration System Pump Relief Valve 2.2.11-490

2.2.11.7-17 Refrigeration Subsystem Filter (15 M) 2.2.11-h92

2,2.11.7-18 RS Performance Data Daily Minimum/Maximum - _.? ii-5h2
"L-IISL-2

2.2.11.7-19 RS Performance Data Daily Minimum/Maximum - 2.3.11-543
SL-.1/SL-2

2.2.11.7-20 RS Performance Data Daily Minimum/Maximum - 2.2.11-5hh
SL-I/SL-2
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2.2.11.7-21 RS Performance Data Daily Minimum�Maximum - 2.2.11-545
SL-1/SL-2

2.2.11.7-22 KS Performance Data Daily Minimum/Maximum - SL-3 2.2.11-546

2.2. ii.7-23 RS Performance Oa+p Dally Minimum/Maximum - SL-3 2.2.i,_-5)

2.2.11.7-24 RS Performance Data Daily Minimum�Maximum - SL-3 2.2.11-54o

2.2.11.7-25 KS Performance Data Daily Minimum/Maxlmum - SL-3 2.2.11-549

2.2.11.7-26 RS Performance Data Daily Minimum/Maximum - SL-h 2.2.11-550

2.2.11.7-27 RS Performance Data Daily Minimum/Maximum - 8L-h 2.2.11-551

2.2.11.7-28 KS Performance Data Daily Minimum/Maximum - SL-h 2.2.11-552

2.2.11.7-29 KS Performance Data Daily Minimum/Maximum - SL-4 2.2.11-553

2.2.11.7-30 SL-I Refrigeration System Data - Launch +6 Hours 2.2.11-555
G.E.T.

2.2.11, _-31 KS - Food Temp History (DOY 136) 2.2.11-558

2.2.11.7-32 RS - Food Temp History (DOY 137) 2.2.11-559

2.2.11.7-33 Radiator Bypass Valve Cycle 2.2.11-560

2.2.11.7-34 KS Performance Trend Data (Pre-act/Act/Post Act) 2.2.11-561

2.2.11.7-35 RS Performance Trend Data 2.2.11-562

2.2.11.7-36 RS Performance Trend Data 2.2.11-563

2.2.11.7-37 KS Performance Trend Data 2.2.11-564

2.2.11.7-38 RS Performance Trend Data 2.2.11-565

2.2.11.7-39 Refrigeration System Secondary Loop Leakage 2.2.11-567

Tracking (10 Day ¢ Averages)

2.2.11.7-40 Refrigeration System Primary Loop Leakage (lO D_V 2.2.11-568

¢ Averages )

2.2.11.7-h! Refrigeration System Primary Loop Leakage (i0 Day 2.2.11-569
e Averages )

2.2.11.7-42 Refrigeration System Secondary Loop Leakage (i0 2.2.11-570
D_V e Averages )

2.2.11.7-43 Refrlgeration System Food Freezer Temperature Trend 2.2.11-576

2.2.11.8-1 Habitation Area Pressure Control System 2.2.11-597

2.2.11.8-2 Habitation Area Latching Vent Valve 1B74535-501 2.2.11-598

2.2.ii.8-3 Habitation Area Solenoid Vent Valve 2.2.11-600

2.2.11.8-4 Pressurization and Pressure Control System Hablta- 2.2.11-601

tlon Area No._-Propu!slve Vent

2.2.11.9-I Vacuum System _chematic 2.2.11-609

2.2.11.10-1 Fnetmatic Control System 2.2.11-626

2.2.12.1-i Suit Drying Station 2.2.12-4

2.2.12.1-2 Suit Drying Perfona_:Ice CX-5 Testing (_"r in OBMS) 2.2.12-Al
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2.2.12.2-i Suit Drying Station 2.2.12-22

2.2.12.2-2 PGA Support Equil,ment Stowage 2.2.12-23

2.2.13.2-1 SWS Equipment Stow3ge 2.2.13-7

2.2.13.2-2 OWS Stowage 2.2.13-_

2.2.13.2- 3 0WS Stowage Compartments 2.2.13-10

2.2.13.2-4 Tissue Dispenser - Installation 2.2.13-12

2.2.13.2-5 Fecal Bag Dispenser 2.2.13-14

2.2.13.2-6 Towel Dispenser 2.2.13-16

2.2.13.2-7 Trash Container 2.2.13-18

2.2.13.2-8 Food Boxes 2.2.13-19

2.2.13.2-9 Food Freezers and Food Chiller 2.2.13-21
!

2.2.13.2-10 Urine Freezer 2.2.13-24

2.2.13.2-11 Film Vault 2.2.13-26

2.2.13.2-12 Equipment Restraints - Internal 2.2.12-28

2.2.13.2-13 Plenum Bag 2.2.13-32

2.2.13.2-14 Tool and Repair Kits 2.2.13-35

2.2.14.1-1 Model DSV7-321 Wei6h md Balance Kit 2.2.14-4

2.2.14.1-2 Model DSV7-322 Forward and Aft Hoist Kit 2.2.14-5

2.2.14.1-3 Model DSVT-323 Stage Transporter 2.2.14-7

2.2.14.i-4 Model DSV7-324 Stage Cradles Kit 2.2.14-8

2.2.14.i-5 Model DSVT-325 Stage Handling Kit 2.2.14-9

2.2.14.1-6 Model DSV7-335 Handling Kit 2,2.14-10

2.2.14.1-7 Special Tool Kit (DSV-hB-305) 2.2.14-12 !

2.2.14.i-8 Desiccant Kit, Secondary, Saturn S-IVB (DSV-hB-365) 2.2.14-13

2.2.14.1-9 Beam Kit, Cover Hoist, Saturn S-IVB Stage 2.2.14-14
(DSV-_B-368)

2.2.1_.i-i0 Support Kit Dummy Interstage and Engine Protective 2.2.1_-15
(DSV-_B- 392)

2.2.1_.I-ii Desiccant Kit, Static, S-IVB S_age (DSV-4B-450) 2.2.14-17

2.2.14.1-12 Dynamic Desiccant Trailer 2.2.14-18

2.2.1_.i-13 Weigh and Balance Kit, St_ (D6V-4B-345) 2.2.14-19

2,2,1_.2-I Solar Arrm_" Hoisting and Handlin_ Kit Model 2.2.1_-26
D6VT-304

2.2.1_.2-2 Solar Array Hoisting and Handling Kit Model 2.2.14-27
DSVT-304

2.2.14_2-3 Hoisting Operations 2.2.14-28

2.2.14.2-4 Model DSV7- 305 2.2.1 _-29
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2.2.14.2-5 Solar Array Hoisting and Handling Kit Model 2.2.14-30
DSV7- 305

2.2.14.3-1 Plan View of Flared Aft Interstage Access Kit 2.2.14-34
Model DSVT-326

2.2.14.3-2 Model DSVT-326 Flared Aft Interstage Access Kit 2.2.3.4-35

2.2.14.3-3 Model DSV[-326 Basic Platform Assembly 2.2.14-3o

2.2.14.3-4 Handling Kit Flared Aft Interstage (DSV7-hB-307) 2.2.14-37

2.2.14.4-1 SMMD Handling Fixture Model DSVT-345 2.2.14-47

2.2.14.4-2 Model DSV7-345 2.2.14-48

2.2.14.4-3 Model DSVT-346 LBNPD in Shipping Container 2.2.14-49

2.2.14.h-4 LBNPD With Hoisting Adapter installed Model 2.2.14-50
DSV7-346

2.2.14.4-5 Fork Li_'t (P/O Model DSV7-349) 2.2.14-51

2.2.14.4-6 Model DSV7-347 Handling and Installation Kit 2.2.14-52

2.2.14.4-7 Model DSV7-347 Handling and Installation Kit 2.2.14-53

2.2.14.4-8 Control Console in Handling Fixture Model 2.2.14-55
DSV7-348

2.2.14.4-9 Control Console on Equipment Handling Cart Model 2.2.14-56
DSVT-348

2.2.14.4-10 Installation of Control Console MI31 Model 2.2.1h-57
DSV7-348

2.2.14.4-11 Motor Base Handling GSE Model DSV7-348 2.2.14-58

2.2.14.4-12 Model DSV7-3h9 Fork Lift - Configuration A 2.2.14-59

2.2.14.4-13 Model DSV7-349 Fork Lift - Configuration B 2.2.14-60

2.2.14.4-14 Model DSVT-349 Hoisting GSE for ESS Console and 2.2 14-61

Metabolic Analyzer

2.2.14.4-15 Model DSVT-349 MI71 Ergometer Handling GSE 2.2.14-62

2.2.14.4-16 Model DSV7-35 _.B_4D Handling GSE 2.2.14-63

2.2.14.4-17 BMMD Handling GSE Model DSV7-351 2.2.14-64

2.2.14.4-18 Right Side View of ASMU on Donning Station 2.2.14-65

2.2.14.4-19 Model DSV7-352 ASMU Adapter 2.2.14-66

2.2.14.4-20 Right Side Donning Station on ]385337-1 Cart Model 2.2.14-67
DSV7-352

2.2.14.4-21 Model DSVT-352 Positioning ASMU on Donning Station 2.2.14-68

2.2.14.4-22 Model I)_VT_'L;_Installution of Protective Ca_e 2.2.14-69

2.2.14.4-23 PSS Bottle Handling Hook Model DSV7-352 2.2.14-90

2.2.14.4-24 Model DSVT-352 988 Bottle 2.2.14-71

2.2.14.4-25 Model 9SV7-353 Common Flisht Stowage Contalnerl 2.2.14-73

Handlin_ C_E
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2.2.14.4-26 Model DSV7-353 AMS support 2.2.14-74
2.2.14.4-27 Model I_GV7-353 AMS Handling Adapter Assembly 2.2.14-75

2.2.14.4-28 Model DSV7-355 Exp S063 HandlinH Kit z.2.14-76

2.2.lb.4-29 Mo4el DSVT-355 Alignment Fixture 2.2.14-('i

2.2.14.4-3C Model DSV7-357 Exp S183 UV Panarama Handling 2.2.14-78
and Insta/lation Kit

2.2.14.4-31 Exp TO20 FCMU Hand__ing and Installation Kit ?.2.14-79
DSV7-359

2.2.14.4-32 Photometer Container Handling GSE Model DSV7-361 2.2.14-81

2.2.14.4-33 Model DSV7-361 Photometer Handling GSE 2.2.14-82

2.2.14.h-34 Model DSV7-361 Sample Array Container Handling GSE 2.'_._4-83

2.2.14.4-35 Inverter Handling GSE DSV7-367 2.2.14-84

2o2.14.4-36 ETC Stowage Container Handling GSE DSV7-367 2.2.14-85

2.?.14.4-37 Model DSV7-367 ETC Handling GSE °-.2.14-86

2,2.14.4-38 Model DSV7-367 ETC Support Stand 2.2.14-87

2.2.14.4-39 Model DSVT-372 A9 Container Handling GSE 2.2.14-89

2.2.14.5-1 Meteoroid Shleld Handling Kit - DSV7-302 2.2.14-92

2.2.14.5-2 Meteoroid Shield Handling Kit - DSV7-302 2.2.14-93

2.2.lb. 5-3 Meteoroid Shield Handling Fixture 2.2.14-94

2.2.14.5-4 Meteoroid Shield GSE Hardware for Installation 2.2.14-95

2.2.14.5-5 Hoist and Rigging Fixture Assembly 2.2.1_-96

2.2.14.5-6 Motel D6V7-371 Meteoroid Shield Counter Balance 2.2.14-98
Kit

2.2.14.6-i Crew Quarters Veritcal Access Kit 2.2.14-i03

2.2.14.6-2 Vertical Crew Quarters Access Kit Model DSV7-303 2.2.14-104 ;

2.2.14.6-3 Access Platform Assembly 2.2.14-105

2.2.14.6-4 Access Platform to Support Rall (Rolling Position) 2.2.14-106

2.2.14.6-5 Access Plat_orm to Supp¢,rt Rail (Locked/Unlocked 2.2.14-107
Position)

2.2.14.6-6 Access Stands for Installation of Kit 2.2.14-108

2.2.14.6-7 Crev Quarters Access Kit Model DSV7-303 2.2.14-109

2.2.1_.6-8 Crew Quarters Floor Plates DSV7-303 2.2.14-ii0

2.2.14.6-9 Plenum Area Access Eqtilpment 2.2.14-111

2.2.14.6-10 Model DSV7-307 Upper Dome Protective Cover/Access 2.2.14-112
Kit

2.2.14.6-11 Dome Protective Cover/Access Kit and Forward Skirt 2.2.14-113

Access Kit

2.2.14.6-12 LH2 Tank Dome Protective Cover/Access and Forward 2.2.1L--ilL
Skirt Access Kit
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2.2.14.6-13 LH2 Tank Dome Protective Cover and Access Kit Model 2.2.14-115
DSVT-307

2.2.1_.6-!h Lal2 Tank Dome Protective Cover and Access Kit Model 2.2.1_-I16
DSV7-307

2.2.14.6-15 Protective Covers 2.2.14-11 "

2.2.14.6-16 Model DSVT-311 Hoist Assembly 2.2.14-ii9

2.2.14.6-17 Model DSVT-31i Dolly Track 2.2.1h-120

2.2.14.6-18 Model DSV7-311 Food Container Handling GSE 2.2.14-].21

2.2.14.6-19 Model D6V7-311 Urine Return Container Handling GSE 2.2.14-122

2,2.14.6-20 Model DSV7-311 Storage Container Handling GSE 2.2.14-123

2.2.14.6-22 Model DSV7-311 Water Contsiner Handling GSE 2.2.14-124

2.2.14.6-22 Model DSV7-311 Portable Water Tank Handling GSE 2.2.14-125

2.2.14.6-23 Film Vault Drawer Handling GSE Model DSVT,-311 2.2.14-126

2.2.14.6-24 Model DSV7-311 Portable Water Tank Checkout 2.2.14-127

Handling GSE

2.2.14.6-25 Model DSV7-311 HSS Cart 2.2.14-128

2.2.14.6-26 Cable Weight Assembly _nstallation Model DSV7-311 2.2.14-129

2.2.14.6-27 Hatch Transportatica Kit Model DSV7-311 2.2.14-130

2.2.14.6-28 Hatch Transportation Kit Model DSVT-317 2.2.14-131

2.2.14.6-29 Handling Fixture for Access Panel Meteoroid Shield 2.2.14-132
Segment,

2.2.1_.6-30 Flared Af_ Interstage Access Kit Model DSVT-,326 2.2.14-134

2.2.14.6-31 Plan View of Flared Aft _nterstage Access Kit Model 2.2.._4-135
DSV7-326

2.2.14.6-32 Model DSV7-326 Flared Aft Interstage Access Kit 2.2.14-136

2,2.14.6-33 Model DSV7-326 Basic Platform Assembly 2.2.14-137

2.2.14.6-34 Forward Skir_ Access Kit Model DSV7-325 2.2.14-138

2.2.14.6-35 Dome Portective Cover/Access Kit and Forward Ski:'t 2.2.14-139
Access Kit

2.2.14.6-36 Basic }latform Asse,,bly 2.2.14-140

2.2.14.6-37 Basic Platform AAsembly with Upper Level Platform 2.2.14-Ihi

2.2.14.6-38 Forward Skirt Access Kit - Access Kit Modlfication 2.2.14-142

2.2.14,7-1 Model DSV7-327 Aft Umbilical Carrier 2.2.14-148

2.2.14,7-2 Aft Umbilici', _]t, Checkout Stand (DSV-_B-346) 2.2.14-i49 "

2.2,14,7-3 Umbilical Kit, Forward Launcher (DSV-hB-316) 2.2,14-151
(DSV7-373)

2.2.1_,8-1 Vacuum Pumping Unit Installation (D6VT-314) 2.2.1_-153

2.2.1_.8-2 Pluld System Schematlc (D_VT-314) 2,2.14-15'.
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2.2.14.8-3 Refrigeratioa Subsystem Service Unit DSVT-315 2.2.14-156
= Front View (Door Removed)

2.2.14.8-4 Refrigeration Subsystem, S_rvi ce Unit 2.2.14-157

2.2.14.8-5 A...cessoryKit Mechanical Test (DSV7-316) 2.2.14-1%;

2.2.14.8-6 Accessory Kit - Mechanical Test (DSV7-316) 2.2.14-16_
Pressure Dec_7 Leak Detector Schematic

2.2.14.8-7 Accessory Kit Mechanical Test (DSVT-316) 2.2.i,-16 ° _

2.2.14.8-8 Air Content Tester Assembly P/N IB87918-I 2.2.14-163

' (DSV7-316)

2.2.14.8-9 Accessory Kit Mechanical Test (DSV7-316) 2.2.14-164 ,

2.2.14.8-10 Flexible Hose End Fitting GSE - RS Coolanol-15 2.2.14-170

; 2.2.14.9-I Ground Thermal Conditioning System DSV7-301 2.2.1_-175

2.2.14.9--2 Ground Thermal Conditioning System - System 2.2.14-176

, Configuration D6V7-301

2.2.14.9-3 Ground Thermal Conditioning System DSVT-301KSC 2.2 14-177
Operational Configuration

2.2.14.9-4 Ground _ermal Conditioning System DSVT-301 CCU 2.2. I_-178
Mechanical S_hematic

2.2.14.9-5 TCU Temperature vs. Flowrate 2.2.14-181

2.2.14.10-1 Ground Thermal Conditioning System DSV7-334 2.2.14-188

2.2,14.10-2 Ground Thermal Conditioning System DSV7-334 2.2.1_-189

2.2.14.10-3 Ground Thermal Conditioning System DSV7-334 2.2.14-190

2.2.14.10-4 Ground Therm_ Cc_ditionlng System OWS Interior 2.2.14-191
D6V7-334

2.2.14.11-1 Distribution System, Environmental Control Kit 2.2.14-197
(DSVT-3hh) k

L
2.2.14.11-2 Normal OperatlQnal System, VAB (& Fad Contingency) 2.2.14-19_

DSV7-3_h

2.2.1_.12-i Accessory Kit Mechanical Test (DarT-316) 2.2.1_-201

2.2.14.12-2 Accessory Kit - Mechanical Test (DSV7-316) 2.2.14-202 i
Scientific Airlock Leak Test Kit Schematic

2.2.14.13-i HSS Water Subsystem Checkout and Sterilization 2.2.1_-207

Console DSV7-312

2.2.14.13-2 0WS Checkout and Steril._zatlon Wa_er Subsystem, 2.2.1_-208 --.
Hss (DeVT-_2)

2.2.14.13-3 OWS Checkout and Ste,'illzation Water Subsystem, 2.2.14-209

HSS (_V7-_2)

2.2.14.13-h Water Subsystem GSE D6V7-312 2.2.1_-210

2.2.1b.14-i Checkout Kit, W_te Menagement System (DSV7-373) 2.2.14-_I>

2.2.1_.14-2 Ground Support Equipment - Waste Management - 2.2.11,-_1,
Fecal/Urine Collector Air Distribution Te_t
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2.2.14.16-1 Leak Test and Checkout Accessories Kit DSV7-300 2.2.14-22!;

; 2.2.14.16-2 Leak Test and Checkout Accessories Kit DSVT-300 2.2.14-226

• 2.2.14.16-3 Leak Test and Checkout Accessories Kit DSV7-300 2.2.14-227

: 2.2,14.16-4 Leak Test Pnd Checkoat Accessories Kit DSV7-300 2.2.14-.:,

2.2.14.16-5 Leak Test and Checkout Accessc_'[es Kit DSV7-300 2.2.14-.;."

2.2.14.16-6 Pneumatic Pressurization Console 2.2.14-23t_

2.2.14.16-7 Gas Heat Exchanger (DSV7-332) 2,2.14-232

2.2.14.16-8 DSV7-350 Vacuum Pump External View 2,2.14-234

:_ 2.2.14.16-9 Model DSV7-363 M509 Sphere Pressurization Schematic 2.2.14-235

_ 2.2.14.16-10 DSVT-364 System Schematic 2.2.14-236

2.2.14.16-11 1B56759-I Panel Assembly from DSV-hB-h93A Kit 2.2.14-21o

2.2.15.2-1 Water Pressurization Panel - 500 2.2.15-2

: 2.2.15.2-2 Trash Disposal Airlock- 634 2.2.15-3

2.2.15.2-3 Portable Water Tank 2.2.15-4

2.2.15.2-4 Waste Management Compartment Water Dump Valvp.- 831 2.2.15-6

2.2.15.2-5 Waste Processor Door - Waste Processor Control & 2.2.15-7

, Display Panel - Waste Processor Circuit Breaker

Panel- 817

2.2.15.2-6 SMMD Operation/Calibration - SMMD Reading Versus 2.2.15-8

Processing Time

2.3,2-1 PO32? Material/Component Usage Form 2.3-3

2.3.2-2 Aluminum Foil Insulation Installation 2.3-28

2.3.2-3 Closed Installation System (Overall Concept) 2.3-33

2.3.2-4 Wire Trough Installation Tank Sidewall - iB7h713 2.3-3_

2.3.2-5 Wire Trough Installation Crew Qu_xters Ceiling - 2.3-35
1BThTlh

: 2.3.2-6 Wire Trough Installation Tank Sidewall - 1B7_713 2.3-36

2._.2-7 Flex Trough Usage (General Concept) 2.3-37

2.3.2-8 Rigid _rough 2.3-38

2.3.2-9 Application of Co_-_ctor Boot Assembly to Tubing 2.3-39

2_3.2-10 Wire Trough Typical Section at Wire Clamp 2.3-40
?

2.3.2-11 Wire Trough Fire Break and End Fitting 2.3-_i

" 2.3.2-12 General Illumination Fluore,,_centBulb _._̂-,0"

2.3.2-13 Cross 5ectlon of Lens Assembly 2.3-52

2.3.2-ih General Illumination Floodlight 2.3-53

2.3.2-15 Refrigeration Subsystem Braze Fitting for Transi- 2.3-55

" tion from Aluminum to CRES Tubing
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2.3.2-16 Refrigeration System Component-to-Bos_ Fluid 2.3-56
Connection

2.3.2-17 Refrigeration System Flare Tube Connector (MC) 2.3-58
F
?

! 2.3.2-18 Refrigeration Subsystem - Refrigeration Pump Unit 2.3-59
Enclosure

2.3.2-19 Shrouded Coolant Combustibility Test-A1 Tape Intact 2.3-61

2.3.2-20 Shrouded Coolant Line Combustibility Test Sample - 2.3-62

A1 Tape Removed

2.3.2-21 Shrouded Coolant Line Combustibility Test Sample - 2.3-63
A1 Tape Removed

2.3.2-22 Shrouded Coolant Combustibility Test - A1 Tape 2.3-64
Intact

2.3.5.1-1 Allowable Surface Area of High Vapor Pressure 2.3-90
Materials

2.3.5.1-2 S-13G Thermal Control Coating Test Results 2.3-92

2.3.5.1-3 S-13G Paint Predicted Outgassing Rate as a Function 2.3-93
of Time in Orbit

2.3.5.1-h 0WS External Coatings 2.3-9h

3.1-1 Reliability and Safety Inter-relations Between 3-3
Functions and Activities

3.2.2-1 Design Review Flow Chart 3-17

5.5-1 OWS-1 Post Manufacturing Checkout Schedule 5-60

(Page 1 of 2)

5.5-1 OWS-I Post Manufacturing Checkout Schedule 5-61
(Page 2 of 2)

5.6.1-1 Spacecraft Overall Schedule - Sky!ao 1 5-88

6.1.i-i Memorandum - Orbital Workshop Configuration 6-2 !
Definition

6.1.2-1 Skylab - OWS Change Request Form 6-4

7.2-1 MDAC-W/HOSC Coordination Interfaces 7-5

7.2-2 HOSC Skylab Operations Support Facility Layout 7-7

7.2-3 Skylab Data Flow 7-11

7.2-4 Action Request Flow 7-17

7.3.2-1 Orbital Workshop Prelaunch and Mission Support Team 7-20

7.3.2-2 OWS Mission Support 7-21

7.3.b-I Overall Action Item Flow 7-2_

7.3.6-i OWS Mission Support Center Location and General 7-32

Layout

8.1.2-i Orbital Workshop Solar Arra_ System 8-10
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8.i.2-2 Refrigeration System 8-12

8.1.2-3 Film Vault Packaging 8-13

8.1.2-_ Thruster Attitude Control System 8-15

8.1.2-5 OWS Environmental Control System 8-16

8.1.2-6 Skylab Personal Hygiene System 8-18

8.1.2.7 Water System 8-19

8.1.2-8 Waste Management System 8-20

8.1.2-W Waste Collector and Processors 8-23
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1.2.2.5-1 Skylab Missions - Calendar Day/Day of Year/Mission 1-14

Day

1.2.2.5-2 0WS Experiment Activity 1-16

2.2.1.2-1 Orbital Workshop Internal Color Requirements 2.2.1-29

2.2.1.3-1 TC-9 Qualification Test: TACS Sphere Installation 2.2.1-158

2.2.1.3-2 TACS Nitrogen Gas Storage Spheres Production 2°2.1-161

Acceptance Test

2.2.1.4-1 Aft Interstage - Design Ultimate Loads 2.2.1-179

2.2.1.5-1 SL-1 Orbital Workshop Module Wieght Growth 2.2.1-188

2.2.2.1-1 Meteoroid Shield Test Verification Summary 2.2.2-25

2.2.2.1-2 Problem Summary Subsystem Habitation Area Tank - 2.2.2-32
Meteoroid Shield

2.2.2.2-1 Meteoroid Protection Test Verification Su_amary 2.2.2-47

2.2.2.2-2 Meteoroid Proection Structural Evaluation Summary 2.2.2-50

2.2.3-1 Thermal Control System Performance Summary 2.2.3-5
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2.2.11 Habitability Support Systems

2.2.11.1 Waste Management Subsystem

A. Design Requirements - The Waste Management Subsystem (WMS) shall

provide for the collection, processing, storage, and/or disposal

of the feces, urine, and vomltus as well as debris, particulate

matter, and free water from the atmosphere, and shall provide

support for experiments M071 (Mineral Balance), and M074 and

M073 (Bi-Assay of Body Fluids). It shall also provide a Waste

Disposal System utilizing the LOX tank as a waste tank for dis-

posing of all wet and dry materials and refuge collected in the

habitable ar_.asinteE_al to the oroltal assembly.

l/ General Requirements - The WMS _hall be capable of collecting

urine, feces, and vomit simult_,eousl>; shall be designed to

preclude mixing and cross contamination of urine, feces,

vomit, and debris between crew members; and shall prevent

cross contamination in excess of one percent between the

samples from the same crew member obtained on different days.

The WMS shall provide the capability for transferring pro-

cessed and identified samples of the collected urine, feces,

and vomit to the Command Module (CM) for subsequent return to

earth for analysis. All atmosphere used in the collection

process of the WMS equipment (except for intentionally dumped

atmosphere) shall be passed through a replaceable odor con-

trol filter. Odor removal assemblies, with filter replace-

menta as required, shall maintain the level of malodorous
l

constituents of flatus within the compartment as specified

in paragraph 3.3.1.2.1.7 of CP2OSOJIC. It shall _lso

2.2.Ii-i
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provide for the collect£on, temporary storage and disposal

into the waste tank of refuse collected in the habitable

areas of the workshop. The functions, equipment, items and

general requirements for the _4S are listed below:

• Fecal collection: vacuum drying and storage

• Urine collection: sampling, volume determination,

dis_os_.l and/or freezing, and storage of samples

• Vomitus collection: vacuum drying and storage

• Debris collection: deactivation and storage

• Removal of free water from the atmosphere

• Storage of new and used tissues, empty and filled

collection venicles

• Sample processing and storage techniques, which are

compatible with mission operations, from launch through

recovery.

• Collection, temporary storage and disposal of refuse

Equipment Items :

• Fecal collector

• Urine collector

• Vomitus containers

• Vacuum cleaner

• Waste processor

• Urine freezer

• Ccllection bags

• Storage containers

• Toilet tissues and dispenser

• Urine return container

2.2 •11-2
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• Disposal bags

• 'iTasnAirlock

General Requirements :

• All subsystems shall be def _ned to _u;port a cre_ of

three for each misslo_

• All equipment provided for personal use of the crew

shall be id.ntified for each crew member.

• Aids and restraints shall be provided as necessary for

the operation of each of the subsystems. One-handed

operation shall be a design goal

• All materials used in the subsystem shall be selected

to minim_ze particulate contamination.

• The subsystem shall be designed to provide the capa-

bility of bei:_ cleaned for collections o_'accumulated

debris or spilled debris

• TEe subsystems shall _e designed to minimize equipment

handling and operations

• All systems necessary for life suppo'_ are to be

supplemented by contingency methods in the event of

failure. These backup efforts nee_ not support the

experiment requirements

• The s_bsystem shall provide for tanitLry disposal of

waste which is no_ to be returned for analysis, such

as soiled ragss toveZs clothin_, waste water and refuse.

2.2.11-3
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a. Fecal Collector Requirements - The fecal collector shall

provide the capability to collect and contain all con-

: sistencies of fecal matter. The requirements for the

collector are:

1. The fecal collector shall provide a p_sitlve means

to ensure separation, collection, and containment

of the feces and wiping material.

2. Capability shall be provided to clean the fecal

collector seat and associated equipment after use.

3. A fixed receptacle shall be provided to support the

fecal collector bags during use.

h. The fecal collector seat and the related restraint

equipment shall be arranged in such a manner that

! the crewman may assume the squat position during

defecation and be able to perform the wiping with-

out escape of the feces from the collection

container.

5. The opening of the fecal collector seat shall be

designed to minimize the possibility of smearing

I the seat with residual fecal material by relative

motion between the buttocks and the fecal collector

seat.

6. All equipment, controls, and displays of the WMS

shall be visible and accessible to the astronaut

while positioned on the fecal collector seat.

7. The fecal collection process shall not alter the

constituents of the fecal material (including water)

2.2.11-4
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until a mass measurement has been performed and

its results recorded. After the mass measurement,

the fecal collection shall be vacuum dried.

• _. The maximum duration of each complete defecation

cycle (excluding defecation) shall not exceed 15

minutes. The cycle shall include system prepara-

tion, initiation of processing, and preparation of

the WMS for the next cycle. The WMS shall be

designed to limit initial preparation time to no

more than 30 seconds.

9. The clear depth measured from the top of the fecal

collector seat to the bottom of the fecal collec-

: tion bags shall be a minimum of thirteen inches.

/ i0. Accommodations shall be provided for an articu-

lating GFP mirror near the fecal collector.

b. Urine Collector Requirements - The urine collector

shall provide the capability to collect, contain,

; determine volume, sample urine, and to dispose of

excess urine. The requirements for the urine collector

are:

1. The urine receiver shall completely enclose the

urine stream during the collection process. _e

tailoff or dripping portion of the normal urination

process shall be accommodated by the urine --

collector.

4
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2. The urine receiver and the urine collection unit
/

shall be operable while the astronaut is restrained

in the seated or standing position.

3. The urine collection unit shall be designed to

_" i collect and contain the urine for the following

conditions :

6 Average output of 2000 ml/man/24 hours

; • Maximum output of 4000 mllman/24 hours
L

• Miniatureoutput of 600 ml/man/2h hours

• Maximum delivery rate shall correspond to the

_, _ curve shown in Figure 2.2.11. i-i.

! • Average of i0 micturitions/man/2h hours

i • Minimum single void of 35 ml

I h. A means shall be provided to control bacteria

! growth, odors and contamination.

: i 5. The urine collector shall provide the capability

to extract representative samples of 122 ml

I (minimum), from a homogenous pool for freezing.

The samples shall be frozen below -2.5°F (-19,2°C)

within 8 hours of each 24 hour pool period. ;

6. Urine remaining after sample extraction shall be
1

disposed of into the LOX tank. The system shall

provide the capability to dispose of the urine at

acheduled intervals.

7, The _ine collection unit shall determine the -_

volume of each 2h hour void to an accuracy of

+ 15 percent.

2.2. ll-6
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8. The urine collector shall be designed to prevent
L

in cross-contamination between the users. A flushing

capability shall be provided as a mean, of con-

trolling cross-contamination between the 2h hour

! pooled urine collections for each user. The

flushing system shall be capable of dispensing

_ water from a pre-installed water container in fouA-

increments of 50 + 5 ml per crewman per 2_ hour

pooling period. Use of the flushing system shall

; limit the day to day cross-contamination between

I urine samples to less than one percent of the

volume collected each day. The total urine/flush

residual carry-over from day to day shall not

. exceed i0 ml.

9. The 24 hour urine pool shall be maintained at a

temperature below 59°F (15°C). The temperature of

the pool shall not exceed 59°F (15°C) for more than

an accumulated time of 3 hours during the 24 hour period.

lO. The maximum time for each urination cycle

(excluding urination) shall not exceed one (1)

minute, The cycle includes system preparation and

preparation of the WMS for the next,urination

cycle. The WMS _hall be designed to limit initial

preparation time to no more than 30 seconds.

ll. Volume measurement, sampling, sample stowage, and

: zystem preparation for the next 2_ hour cy_le i

2.2.11-8 }
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(excluding the actual dumping time required to

dispose the excess urine at scheduled intervals)

shall not exceed 20 minutes total time for three

crewmen.

12. The urine collection system shall interface with

the CM for transferring, collecting, measuring and

sampling, and the dumping of the urine collected

during CM operations prior to 0WS activation.

13. A lithium chloride tracer shall be incorporated as

the prime method to determine the volume of urine

collected in each 24 hour urine pooling period.

Lithium shall be added in the amount of 30 _ 0.3 mg

into each pooling bag prior to flight.

14. An alternate urine collection system shall utilize

Apollo type roll-on cuffs and adapters to accommo-

date urine collection directly into urine collec-

tion bags without the use of air entrainment.

Provision shall be made on each adapter to prevent

backflow. After each void, the urine collection

bags will be stowed employing the chilling pro-

visions of the urine collector. Primary volume
\

measurement shall be accomplished by using a lith-

ium chloride tracer. The on board mechanical

volume measuremer system shall be used. The con-

tingency urine collection system shall also pro- i

J

vide the capability for extracting urine samples.

2.2.ii-9
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c. Vomitus Collection - Contingency fecal bags shall be

provided to collect and contain vomitus material from

the crewmen. Specific requirements for collecting and

containing vomit are:

i. Vomitus shall not be collected in the same con-

tainer with other wastes.

2. The bags shall have the capability of being

carried by the crewmen without interfering with

their mobility and performance, i

3. The bags shall be capable of operation without the

aid of a vacuum source or atmosphere circulation

equipment and shall be portable.

_. Each bag shall be designed to contain a minimum of

lO0 ml of vomitus.

The bags shall interface with the waste processor

for processing and shall interface with the GFP

Specimen Mass Measuring Device (SMMD).

6. The bags shall be provided as specified in

I-SL-008.

d. Waste Processor Bmquirements - The waste processor shall

provide for vacuum-drying the fecal and vomitus collec-

tions and debris collections (if necessary) so that the

waste products therein are deactivated and bacterial

contamination is prevented. Requirements for waste

processing are:

1. All fecal and vomitus collections shall be vacuum

dried.

2.2. ii-i0
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2. Each processor shall have the capability of being

individually controlled and shall include a display

to indicat_ to the Astronaut when each specimen has

been deactivated and is ready for storage.

3. The atmosphere overboard-leakage rste of the pro-

cessor shall be apportioned from the five pound

mass/day total OW8 leakage rate.

4. All control parameters necessary to monitor opera-

tion of the processor shall be apparent to the

operator.

5. Six processors shall be provided.

6. Temperature sensors shall provide direct power

interrupt to the heaters in the event of an over-

temperature processing condition.

e. Thermal Conditioning Requirements - Provision shall be

made to freeze the urine samples to below +27°F (-2.8°C)

within 3 hours, to O°F (-17.8°C) within 6 hours and to

below -2.5°F (-19.2°C) within 8 hours.

f. Urine Return Requirements - Provisions shall be provided

for transferring the frozen urine samples from the OWS

to Earth via the Command Module (CM). The provisions

shall have a thermal con'_rol capability to maintain the

urine samples after removal from the urine fremzer at

temperstures not to exceed 17OF (-8.3°C) for '_c_hours.

g. Collection Bags - Collection bags shall be provided for

the daily collection of urine, sampling of urine, and

2.2.11-11
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collection of feces. The requirement_ for the fecal

and urine collection bags are:

I. The fecal bags shall be fabricated from an

impermeable outer material and shall be designed

for compatible operation with the fecal collector

and the waste processor. The fecal bags shall

interfa,;e with the SMMD (GFP).

2. The urine collection bags shall be compatible with

the urine collector for 2h hour urine pooling,

urine chilling, volume measurement of the urine,

and transfer of the urine to the urine sample bags.

The urine _'ollection bags shall also be compatible

vlth urine dumping into the waste tank or with dis-

posal of f_[l urine bags into the trash airlock.

3. The urine sample bags slm_l be compatible with

freezing a m[nin_lumof 122 ml of urine and shall be

designed for miuimum stowage volume.

h. Modified £ecal bags shall be provided for use in

the CM, These bags shall be compatible with the

waste processor and shall interface with the SMMD.

5. The collection bags shall be designed to prevent

splashing during waste collection. The bags shall

be configured s_ that no ccntact with the interior

surface is required in order to seal, process, and

store the bags for return.

2.2.11-12
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6. A means shall be provided to pass gas from the

collection bags but not solids and liquids. The

bags shall be impervious to liquids, gases, and i

solids when sealed.

7. All collection bags which are placed on the SMMD

shall be marked with the empty bag weight to within

+3.0 grams.

8. Each urine sample bag and the fecal and vomitus

collection bags shall provide for recording:

• Designation of the Astronaut providing the

sample

• Time at initiation of processing or freezing

J

• Volume or mass of the sample

9. The collection bags shall be designed to require

m_nimum stowage volume. Fefer to the Stowage List

for the quantities of bags required.

i0. The OWS waste collection bags shall interface with

the CM stowage facilities.

ii. The fecal bag shall be designed to eliminate fecal

matter from contacting the seal lip during

defecation.

12. Urine half sample bags having a minimum volume of

50 ml, shall be provided and ahall be compatible i

with the blood sample collection system.._

2,2.11-13
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h. Waste Storage Requirements - Provisions for the storage

of the waste management supplies and processed samples _"

shall meet the following requirements:

i. All supplies for sanitary operation of the WMS

shall be located in appropriate storage containers,

within easy reach of an astronaut while positioned

on the fecal collector seat.

2. Storace containers shall house the tissues and

clean waste collection vehicles to be used for

fecal, urine, vomitus, and debris collection.

B. Storage containers shall be provided for used waste

collection vehicles and the processed contents of

each.

_. The vehicle storage containers for feces, urine, and

vomitus shall be removable from the OWS Waste Manage-

ment Compartment (WMC) in modular form for transfer

to the Apollo CM and subsequent return to earth.

i. Toilet Tissue Requirements

i. Toilet tissues and a dispenser shall be provided i)
' F

for use in the WMC.

2. A dispenser for the toi2et tissue shall be easily

accessible to an astronaut positioned on the fecal

collector seat.

3. The chemical composition of the toilet tissues

_ shall not alter the collected sample constituents.

J. Vacuum Cleaner -A portable vacuum cleaner system shall

be provided to collect and contain particulate material

{

i
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from any location within the OWS. The requirements for

debris collection and cortainment are:

?

i. Tb._portable vacuum cleaner _ygtem shall be capable

_o of collecting debris (including free water) and

particulate matter from the atmosphere from all

accessible areas of the OWS. After being filtered,

the atmosphere shall be returned to the OWS.

2. The vacuum cleaner shall be capable of being oper-

ated throughout the OWS.

3. Removable collection vehicles shall be utilized.

h. The portable vacuum cleaner system shall be elec-

trically powered utilizing a universal electrical

cable and preinstalled electrical Junction boxes.

5. Capability shall be provided for cleaning in

restricted areas.

6. Means shall be provided to deactiv%ge collected

debris such as food wastes.

7. Vacuum cleaner bags shall be supplied el,specified

in I-SL-O08.

8. The vacuum cleaner shaJl have an interlock to pre-

vent operation unless a bag Is installed.

9. The vacuum cleaner shall provide the capability to

contain collected waste when the blower is not

operating. The vacuum cleaner shall incorporate

provia one to permit one-handed carrying of the

vacuum cleaner and attachments and include a capa-

bility to be attached to the grid floor.

2.2.11-15
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i0. The vacuum cleaner shall have opposing, non-

propulsive, exhaust vents and shall have a three-

position switch for on, off, and momentary.

k. Trash Collection Bags

i. La_'ge Trash Bag

• Shall have capability of closing and

reopening during loading and unloading of

trash items.

• Shall have capability of being restrained to

OWS wall locations and crewman's utility belt

by means of snaps.

• Opening shall be sized and designed to accom-

modate all trash items defined by Logistics.

• Large bag shall restrain moist and dry solids.

• Shall not open or rupture when exposed to

trash airlock depressurization and waste tank

pressures.

, • Venting shall be done through the bag material

and seams stitching. _

• Restraint tabs shall be provided to restrain

and position bag in trash airlock.

2. General Purpose (GP) Trash Bags

• Loading of trash items in GP bag shall be

done by crewman using one hand.

• Removing and replacing GP bag from locker

door shall be done w_th minimum effort to

crewman, and requiring no tools. !

2.2.11-16
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• '['rashitems sh_ll remain in GP b_g when trash

lid is opeL, by _ome means of restrair_t.

• Opening shall be sized ar.d design£_ to accommo-

; date all trash _tem_ defined by Logistics,

except for urine and iL_-inch (O.h06 meter,_)

food ont ainers.

• Shall restrain moist and dry solids.

Opertlng of filled bag shall have the capabil-

ity oC b_ing (:losed prior to storage in was'-_

tank.

• Shall not open or rupture when exposed to

trash airlock depressurization, and waste

tank pressures.

• Venting shall be done th_'ough the bag materipl

and seams stitching.

• Restraint tabs shall be proviaed to restrain

and position bag in trash airlock.

1. Trash Airlock -The trash _irlock shall be des_:%ed to

perfor_n normally in the '3psi (3_.5 kN/m _) environm_n ",

provided in the OWS. Its life shall be based on five

operations per da_, for lhO drays at OWS interlor ambient

temperatures. Its proof pressure shAi _.be approxlmatoly

i0 pSl (68.9 kN/m 2) differential e,nd shall be capable

of withstanding an orbltal m_lZ'umction differential

pressure of 26 _|Id (179.3 kN/m 2) without d_ma_e (s_e

Figure 2.2.11.1-2).

2.2.11-17
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2/ Design Parameters - The design parameters for each major

component of the subsystem are shown in the following

specifications:

i

a. Fecal/Urine Collection Module SCD IB79135

• b. Centrifugal Separator SCD 1B87234

c. Fecal Collection Bag SCD 1B79138

d. Contingency Fecal Collection Bag SCD 1B79hSO

e. Urine Collection Bag DWG 1B95300

f. Urine Sample Bag DWG 1B95357

g. Vacua, Cleaner Bag SCD 1B79142

h. Portable Vecuum Cleaner Assembly SCD 1B79137

i. Power Module - Blower SCD IB83241

J. Waste Processor Module SCD 1B79136

k. Trash Airlock DWG 1BS1491

1. Trash Bags DWG 1B82542

m. Disposal Bag DWG 1B85790 i

J

!
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B. Subsystem Description - The Waste Management Subsystem (WMC) is com-

posed of five groups of equipment: The coll_ct[o_i module equip-

ment group which makes possible the gathering and positive

containment of biological wastes from the crewmen, urine-air

separation, urine measurement and urine sampling; the vacuum

cleaner module (debris collection) equipment group which makes

possible the gathering and positive containment of loose waste

from throughout the OWS; the collection bag and handling equip-

ment group which receives and contains the wastes, and provides

for handling while those wastes are moved between the various

equipment and when the wastes are processed; the waste processor

, equipment group which makes possible the vacuum drying and

inactivation of the solid biological wastes contained in collec-

tion bags; and the waste disposal equipment which makes possible

the temporary storage of refuse in trash bags and the disposal of

the trash bags into the waste tank via the trssh airlock.

The five equipment groups are selectively utilized in such a

manner as to accomplish s_x unique and completely controlled

functions: :

• Debris collection

• Urine collection

• Contir_ency urine collection

• Fecal and/or diarrhetic collection

• Vomitus collection and/or contingency fecal collection '_

• Refuse collection and disposal

2.2.ll-20
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In debris collection the crewman removes a debris bag from its

stowage container and installs the bag in the vacuum cleaner

carmister. The debris is then collected and contained in the bag

in a normal vacuum cleaning manner. The crewman then removes

the debris bag from the vacuum cleaner, seals the bag and places

it in a trash bag for eventual disposal in the waste tank by way

of the trash airlock.

In urine collection the individual crewman removes the urine

receiver from t:le drawer and installs it on the collection module.

The crewman then micturates into the inlet line of the collection

module. Entrained air flow carries the urine to the centrifugal

separator; where air and urine are separated and the urine

pumped into the urine bag. The urine is collected in this manner

for a 24-hour period, and the urine bag is replaced at 24-hour

: intervals. After that period the total volume is determined and

a sample extracted in a sample bag. The s&mple (bag) js frozen

and stowed in a container for return to earth in the Command

Module (CM). The urine bag containing the residual urine is removed

from the collection module, placed in a trash bag for eventual ':

disposal in the L0X tank by way of the trash airlock.

In contingency urine collection the crewman micturates directly

into the urine bag by way of an elastomer cuff. The bag is

stowed in the collection module for a 2h-hour period. Again urine

is collected for a 2h-hour period, volume determined, sampled,

and disposed of as above.

In fecal/diarrhetic collection a fecal bag is removed from its

stowage container and installed in the collection module. The

%
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crewman defecates into the fecal bag using entrained air flow to

assist moving the bolus from the crewman into the bag. The used

bag is sealed, removed from the collection module and placed in

the Specimen Mass Mes_,urement Device (SMMD) where the the mass is

determined. The sealed bag is then placed in the waste processor

for a given time (the time is a function of the mass) during

which the solid wastes are processed (dryed) by the combined

effects of vacuum and heat. The processed material is then

stowed for return to earth via the command module,

In vomitus collection and in contingency fecal collection the

crewman obtains a contingency fecal bag from its stowage container

and defecates/vomits directly into the bag. The bag is then

sealed, mass determined, processed, stowed and returned to earth

8.Sa_ove.

In wet and dry material and refuse collection the crewman obtains

trash bags from stowage containers and mounts them in the

following locations :

• Waste management compartment

• Wardroom

• Sleep compartment .

• Experiment compartment

• Forward compartment

Periodically as required filled bags are sealed and disposed of

into the waste tank by wa_ of the trash alrlock.

Design Concept-Trash Airlock - The ]281491 trash disposal i

airlock assemblM is basically a pass-through chamber built into i

2.2.11-22
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the waste tank common bulkhead and extending through the floor i

; into the habitation area. Each side of the chamber is equipped _

with a hatch, forming an airiock (Figures 2.2.11.1-3 through -6). •

The hatch on the habitation area side is subject to the habitation

area pressures and temperatures. In orbit, the waste tank is
/

_rentedto space vacuum, and the hatch on that side of the airlock

!_ is exposed to the waste tank temperature. The airlock is equipped

with a pressurization valve that allows its pressure to be equal-

°" ized with that of either the habitation area or the waste tank,

as required. The valve body contains the habiuation area vent _

in the form of a threaded female port which is also used as a

pressurization test port. In orbit, the trash disposal airlock

is normally vented to the waste tank. The airlock body is spherical,

approximately 24-inches (0.61 meters) in diameter, and has a pres-

sure gage for crew observation. It is equipped with a mechanical

ejector to accomplish the transfer of the waste material to the
!

: waste tank. The functional steps of the operation cycle of trash ;

disposal from the habitation area are as follows: ._

, • Valve/outer door handle - press 5 psi (34.5 kN/m2) (verify) _

• Lid - unlock and open '_

,, • Insert trash bag

• Lid - close and lock

; • Valve/outer door handle - close/vent [verify 0.5 psi (34.5 kN/m2)]

• Valve/outer door handle - open

• Ejector handle - eject return to close

• Valve/outer door handle - close/vent _:

• Ejector handle - retract

2.2.11-23
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A flow diagram of the six functions i_ pr,_sented in

Figure 2.2.11.1-7. Functional descriptions are presented in

Figure 2.2.11.1-8 through 2.2.11.1-11.

i/ Waste Ms/lagement Supplies - W_ste management supplies for

collection of waste material conzist of fecal b=gs, con-

! tingency fecal bags, urine collection provisions and con-

tingency urine cuffs to collect and to retain a crewman's

i body wastes. Collection bags are provided to support waste

management activities for normal operational usag,e, for con-

tingency tulle," "or,modes, and to facilitate hygienic

waste collection, waste processing and on-orbit storagt and/

: or disposal. Vacuum cleaner bags are _iso supplied to collect

and to retain cabin debris, and trash ba_,s are supplied tc

the collect refuse in habitable compartments.

Collection bags are com;tructed of an impermeable outer

material with an openin, _ of sufficient _[ze to allow waste

material and air to enter (Figure 2.2.Ji.i-12). A vapor

port on each collection bag (exce_,t t}'_eurine ba_-_)_llows

: air and vapors to pass throu_,_h :_nd exit the b:1_ The va_,or

oort contains a millipore filter witil :_u_droph<,bic surface;

water and solid material cannot exit tL:',_u_'},_h[s v,_por !_ort.

Liquid waste materi,'_l in the b:_g is r,'!,_,il,,dFrom the va;_or

port by the hydrophobic surface :tnd is :_tt:,,_,tedto the sld,'

of the bag cpposite the vapor Fort by :_ h,vdroFnilic surface.

Collection bags also includ,, a sea[ablt, clo, <,r,.to permit

positive _etentlon of the collected w:L:[_,; _},Arin_ stora_'_e _)r

%
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disposal. A data entry tag is provided as an integral part

of the fecal bags, contingency fecal bags and sample con-

tainers to permit each cre_,-nanto record pertinent data for

use during post-flight analysis.

a. Fecal Bags - Fecal bags (Figure (Figure 2.2.11.1-13)

are utilized to collect fecal matter in the fecal col-

lector (Figure 2.2.11.1-14). The fecal tag permits

: collection of feces while installed in the fecal col-

lector utilizing a gravity substitute entrained air-

flow technique. Cabin air and the fecal matter are

drawn into the collection bag utilizing a blower. Air'

is then allowed to escape from the bag while the fecal

material is retained in the bottom of the bag through

the suction effect.

Fecal bags are obtained from a fecal bag dispenser in

the WMC. A single bag is removed and inserted into the

fecal collector. With the gravity substitute airflow

blower operating, fecal matter is retained in the bag

during the waste collection functio, '_vapor port

provided on the bag passes or._lyvapors ;_om the bag.

Solids and liquids are retained in the bag by the milli-

pore filter on the vapor port 3,nconjunction with the

action of the hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces.

The wiping function is accomplished using wipes; the

wipes are disposed of in the fecal bag. Adhesive sealing

features on the bag opening insure waste isolation from

2.2.11-35
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: the external environment. After the bag is sealed and

' removed from the fecal collector, the b'_g and _ts con-

tents are weighed on the specimen mass measuring device

.: (SMMD) in the Waste Management Compartment (WMC). Per-

_ tinent data is recorded on the bag's data entry tag.

The bag and its contents then undergo waste processing :

to a soli_ form to facilitate on-orbit storage and preser-

vation (Figure 2.2.11.1-15). During waste processing,

all trapped air and water is removed from the waste

nmterial through the application of mechanical pressure,

heat and exposure to vacuum pressure. When waste pro-

cessing is complete, the filter port on the bag is sealed _

and the bag is transferred to a stowage compartment in

the WMC for eventual return to earth in a fecal return

bundle.

b. Contingency Fecal Bags - Contingency fecal bags are pro-

vided for the contingency collection of fecal ma_ter and

for normal collection of vomitus. The bags collect feces ''"

or vomitus without the aid of gravity substitute airflow _,

or s collection facility. The bag utilizes a gummed

flanged which facilitates a positive adhesion to the

buttocks during defecation (Figure 2.2.11.1-16). A

finger thimble is provided integral to the bag to perform

the bolus separation function. The secondary wiping
_Z

functD_n is accomplished using wipes; the wipes are dis-

posed of in the bag. An adhesive closure seals the bag

for containment of waste material.

2.2.11-38 _
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_: For use as a vomitus bag, the crewman does not remove

the strip-off cover, but presses the bag firmly to the

: mouth area when v_,it collection is desired.

The bag features are similar to those cf the fecal bag

to permit mass determination, data entry, waste proces-
L

sing, and on-orbit storage for eventual return to earth

in a fecal return bundle.

c. Urine Collection Provisions -The urine collection

provisions of urine inlet lines, _rine bags, and sample

containers are used to collect urine in urine drawers

(fecal/urine collector) in conjunction with a gravity

• substitute airflow. Each of the three urine drawers

(one per crewman) contains a urine inlet line, a urine

_ag and box assembly and a centrifugal separator to

collect and store each days urine collections from eac_

crewman The collection cycle ends after the morning

urination.

• Urine Inlet Lines - The urine inlet line connects

to a urine separator in the urine drawer and routes
o

urine from the crewman to the urine separator in

the drawer. The crewman urinates into _. hand

conical-type urine receiver on the inlet line. A

mou_t (urine receptacle) is provided on the fecal

iLrinecollector which positions the receiver for

either standing or sitting urination, Three urine

°_ inlet lines are used, one per cretan, and are

2.2.11-_I
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disposed of in a disposal bag after eight days of

_: urJne collection cycles are completed (Figure

2.2.ii. 1-17) • Replacement urine inlet lines

are made readily available fr_n a limited supply in

a _C stowage compartment. The _C supplies are

_ replenished periodically from packages of urine

inlet lines stowed in OWS forward dome storage

compartments.

• LTrine Bags - Urine ba_s attach to the urine

sel_rators in the urine drawers and provide urine

storage durir_ the 2_-hour collection cycle period

for sample withdrawal. One urine bag is used in

each urine drawer and connects to the drawer's

• urine separator with a urine inlet boot (Figure

2.2.11.1-17). This boot routes urine from

the urine separator into the urine br_. A check

valve inside the boot retains the collected urine

in the bag. A urine dump quick-disconnect is

provided on the urine bag for use in disposing of

the urine in the backup mode us i_ urine dump equip-

. ment. Each urine collection bag contains s precise

. quantity of Lithium Chloride _hich is used for post-

_ fliaht volume determination.

:_ Each cr_wun uses one urine bag per da_ and disposes

_ of his urine bag and the urine into a dis_al ba_

at the end of the daily urine c_llection cycl_ a' _r

2.2. L1.-_2
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/ sample vithdr_al (Figure 2._..11,1-15), Replace-
\

merit urine bags are made 'eadily available from a

limited supply in _ WMCstorage compartment. The

%_4Csupplies are replenished peri_dica!ly fT_n

packages of urine bags stowed in 0WS forward dome

stowage compartments. I

• Urine Bag Box Assembly - The urine bag box ansembly

(one per crewman) conSains the urine collection bag.

Thi8 box serves ,_s a handlinK fixture for _he urine

bag, during manual mixing (shaking) of the 2_-hour

urine pool with the Lithium Chloride and contains

the bag during the sampling operation which takes

place on the upper panel of the fecal/urine collec-

tor. When in the urine drawer the bag box which

contains a spring l_aded pressure plate, maintains

back pressure on the urine in the urine bag and

ma_tn_ains thermal contact with the cold plate to

assure urine chilling.

• Scruple Containers - At the end of the da _ly urine

collection cycle, the urine which has been accumu-

lating in the urine bag over a 24-hour period will

be sampled twinK a sample container. Three sample

@_ttiner8 are used dally (one per ernuan) and

_re lnd/vidually contained in the criuper/cutter on

t_e upper panel of the collection module. The

_: 8ample container will expand to a voluRe of

1974020217-082



approximately 122 ml during urine sanple withdrawal.

The sample containers are si-owedin the collapsed

state and evacuated of all air. The sample container

is connected to the urine bag quick disconnect (0jD)

:" through a matins QD on the sample bag. The sample

container tnen expan4s to the sampled volume whJle

being restrained by the crimper/cutter door. The

crimper/cutter handle is actuated which seals and

cuts the sample bag and seeis the hose remaining

with the urine bag. The three sam}le conta._ ners

(one l_om sac| crewman) are then transferred to the

urine freezer for ol_-orbi_ preservation for eventual

_ return tc earth in a urine return container (Figure
)
: 2.2.11.1-17). Replacemen% sample containers are

made _eadAly available from a limited supply in a

_C stowage ccmp_ent. Thc _C supplies _re

replenished per.o_cpily from packages of sample

containers st_we4 in OWS forward dome 3forage

comp artmer_t S•

@ Contingency U,'AneP:..',:le(Cuffs) - Contingent" urine

cuffs are used as a backup mode or an alternat-.

mode of collecting urine. This mode of urine col-

iection m_y be used at the crev_An'a discretion or

_ if the blover and/or separator i_ inopera%ive. The ._

cuff co_ects to the cuff adaptor an_ _-al_e as_.mbly

located on a corner cf the urine ba_. Use of th_

cuff permits the cretan te use the urine

2.2.11-U5
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_ collection system without the use of the gravity

simulating airflow system. 2h-hour collection is
'i 2

: maintained as in the normal airflow mode. The bag

box assembly, urine drawer, chilling and sampling

_2

:_ are used in the normal mamner except that during
f.

/ urination the bag box and/or bag is removed from _
/ )

the arine drawer for use.

; d. Vacuum Cles_._r Bags - Vacuum cleaner bags (Fig- _,

• ure 2.2.11.i-18) are provided for use in tne vacuum

: _ t,_,erto collect and retain particulate matter and

_ater utilizing gravity substitute airflow from the ,;
/

'- vacuum cleaner blower. Upon inst_llation in the vacuum

, cleaner, the vacuum cleaner _nlet fitting inserts itself %

into the opening on the debris bag when the bag's access )

door is closed to permit air and debris to be directed ;.

.: into the bag (Figure 2,2.?i.i-12). The air then exits ;_

the debris bag through the vapor port while solids and "i;

/,

( liquids are retained in the bag. _rnen sufficiently '
L .._

full, or at 7-day intervals, the debris bag is sealed, _

removed, and disposed of in the trash dispos_l a_rlock ),

: (Figure 2.2.i±.1-15). ;

e. Trash Collectlon Bag_ - Biologically active trash is =_

disposed of into the waste tank in trash collection bags ,_

which provide for controlled off-gassin_ of liquids !.2, contains6 in the trash. Controlled venting via the _

trash bag_ prevent_ excessive waste tank pressurea. In I '_"

2.2.ll- _6
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_ addition, bagged trash minimizes the formation of large

ice crystals, which may have collected on and clogged
?

! the screens in the waste tank. Two types of trash col-

?
° lection bags were provided: trash bags that served as

trash receiving stationz within the OWS; and disposal'L

Z

bags used for bagging large items.

• General Purpose Trash Bags - Certain stowage com-

partments in the OWS are allotted to the collection

of trash in a trash container. Eight trash contain-

ers are located in the 0WS; one in the experiment

compartment, two in the wardroom, one in the WMC,

three in the sleep compartment (one in each _leep

_ area), and one in the OWS forward compartment

(Figure -_.2,11.1-19). Each trash container

:_ accommodates a trash bag which accepts and retains

all trash inserted into the bag (Figure 2.2.11.1-20).

Four hundred and twenty trash bags are grouped in

packages of 7, 8, and _5 trash bags per package.

: These packages are stowed in stowage compartments

throughout the OWS _nd are used as resupply provi-

sions. The filled trash bags are then disposed of

into the waste tank through the trash disposal

airlo ck.

Small trash from throughout the Orbital Assembly (0A)

is brought to one of the eight trash containers for "~

d_sposal. The trash is inserted throug_ the hole in

2.2.i_1-I_8
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the trash container door, directly into the trash

:: bag mounted onto the backside of the door. The

trash bag contains a split, flexible diaphragm

through which the trash is inserted into the bag.

The 6-1/2-inch (0.17 meters) diameter of the dia-

• phragm constrains the use of the bag to small items

such as tissues, towels, washcloths, etc. The trash

bag is ll-inches (0.28 meters) in diamoter by 15-1/4- !

, inches (0.39 meters) long and is constructed of arma-

_ ion. The bag is impermeable in the orbital assembly _

; (OA) habitable atmosphere, but will vent vapors when :

exposed to the vacuum of the waste tank. The trash

bags in the wardroom and the WMC are replaced daily,

other trash bags are replaced weekly, I_nena trash •

bag i_ removed from the trash container, a bag-

mounted adhesive-backed cover is sealed into place

over the diaphragm to seal off the opening. The bag
?

is then placed in the trash disposal airlock for dis-

posal into the waste tank. The trash bag i- restrained _"

in the alrlock by three bag-mounted restraint tabs,

which fit over three restraining pins in the ai-lock, i"
.i

One side of the tab is open to permit rapid bag

release from the pin during the trash ejection cycle. _:

@ Large Trash Bags - Disposal bags are used for large

items (urine bags, sleep restraints, food overc_ris,

charcoal filters, etc.) which do not fit ;

2.2.11-51
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into the trash bags. Three hundred and fifty-twoJ

: disposal bags, grouped in packages of 35 and 37

• disposal bags per package, are stowed in stowage

compartments throughout the OWS. When a largo item
?

is to be disposed of, a disposal bag is obtained :_

from one of the stowage compartments and transferred :

: to the work area. The dispo'Jal bag is secured near

the work area by the bag's velcro lining or its
_2

: snaps (Figure 2.2.11,i-20). The snaps mated with _
\

_ the SWS snap pattern. "Sts_s" in the bag opening _;

maintained the bag open or shut.

After use, the bag is sealed shut by a snap tab

on the bag and disposed of into the waste tank

through the trash di._posal airlock. The disposal

bag is restrained in the trash disposal airlock by

the same type of restraining tabs used for the trash i
r

bags.

The disposal bags are 13 i/2-inches (0.3_ meters) in

diameter by 21-1nches (0.53 meters) long. The roll- _

over sealin_ featu of the bag reduces the aseful

volume of the bag by 20 percent and the length by

about 4-inches (10.2 centimeters). Each bag is con-

• structed of armalone and is impermeable in the OA

habitable atmosphere; however, the bag will vent ._

vapors when exposed to the vacuum of the waste

2.2.11-5E
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_ 2/ Waste Management Equipment - Waste management equipment associ-

ated with the collection, processing, _torage and return or

disposal of waste material is provided through use of a fecal/

urine collector, waste processors, urine freezer, urine dump

equipment, fecal return bundles, urine return containers, and _

j vacuum cleaner and trash airlock.

a. Fecal/Urine Collector - The fecal/urine collector

(Figure 2.2.11.I-_I) is a rigid, vertical-mounted unit ::

which provides the l_:ardware items necessary to collect

feces and urine from each crewman. The unit contains one

fecal collector for collection of a single defecation

° and three urine drawers, one per crewman, to collect each

urination and to store the urine in a chilled state for

a 24-hour period. A fecal/urine collector blower unit _

provides a gravitysubstitute airflow to draw and retain :

the waste material into the fecal collector and into the i

urine drawer centrifugal s_.parator and storage bag during ?

waste collection (Figure 2.2.11.i-2J.). The gravity

substitute airflow is filtered through a fecal collector _

filter to remove noxious odors prior to its recirculation

back into the _in by the blower unit.

The fecal/urine collector permits one crewman to acc_-
i ,

plish defecationandurinationsimultaneously,_ile

seated on the collector. Body stabilization is attained

through use of collector-mounted crewman restrains con-

slsting of a lap belt and two handholds. The urine

2.2.11-_3
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:_ receptacle, utilized for attaching the urine receiver

assembly of the urine bag is located at a convenient

height to facilitate standing urination. The urine

receptacle is movable into two different positions _o

acc_odate comfortable body positioning during __ated

or standing urination. A pair of light-duty foot

restraints is located in front of the fecal/urine col-

lector to permit standing urination and to allow the

crewman to conduct maintenance on the fecal/urine

collector.

• • Fecal Collector - The fecal collector is an integral

part of the fecal/urine collector and consists of -'

a fecal collection receptacle, a mesh liner and a

hinged seat (Figure 2.2.11.1-23). The hinged seat

provides access to the mesh liner to permit instal-

" lation of a fecal bag. The sea_ is contoured and

contains airflow holes to allow cabin air to be

drawn into the fecal,bag as a gravity substitute

airflow. The seat upon closure, provides an inte- j_

" gral seal between the fecal bag and the fecal col- _:_

lection receptacle and between the seat and the

bottocks of th_ crewman. Gravity substitute airflow

_. through the sea_ airflow holes, draws the feces into

7 the fecal bag where it is retained. Air drawn from

the cabin into uhe fecal bag is exhausted through

A

the collection bag's vapor port, through the mesh

A

2.2.II-56
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< liner and into the fecal collection receptacle. T_ne

cabin air is then passed on to the fecal collector

filter and the blower unit. The fecal bag is

_i removed from the fecal collector after euch defeca-

tion e_udreplaced immediately with a new bag. The

fecal bag with its contents is then vacuuR dried in

a waste processor to facilitate on-orbit storage. !

• Urine Drawers - Three urine _rawers are located at _ :

the base of the _ecal/urine collector, one assigned

to each crewman through the use of "Snoopy" decals.

L

The urine drawer_ provide a facility to collect,

temporarily store for 24-hours, the urine from

three crewmen. Each drawer contains the facilities

to _ccept the urine (urine inlet line), to separate

the air from the urine (urine separator_, to collect

and store the urine (urine bag). Each urine drawer

is also serviced vlth Refrigeration System (RS)

coolant to refrigerate the urine bag, to cool the

urine separator and is provided with a gravity sub-

stitute airflow from the collector's blower _nit.

_ Two banks of s"_ches, Blover/Separator Bus 1 Power
!

and Bus 2 Power switches, are located on the fecal/

• !
,_ urine collector cabinet a_Jacen _ to the fecal collec-

tor. The svlzches are used to simultaneous"y power

the collector's blower unit and the drawer's urine

_ separator.

2.2.11-58
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In use, the crewman will select his drawer using !

the urine inlet receiver and Airflow Valve which

permits gravity substitute a_rflow to dr_w the air

into the urine sei_rator. The appropriate blower/

separator switch on the fecal/urine collector is

then turned on to start the drawer's urine separator

and to start the collector's blower unit (Fig-

Ure 2.2.11.1-24 an& -25). _he crewman then places

the urine receiver on _he urine receptacle to

receive u._Ine. The cabin air and the crewman's

urine are dr_wn throuu,, the urine inlet line _n_

into the urine separator '_iL_ure 2.2.11.i-26).

: Here the urine and ai: are sep_:eted by _entrifu&al

action with the urine being passed intL,_h_ u_"__e

hag and the cabin air bein_ routed to the filter

and blo'_er. Upon _ompletlon of urination _he crew-

man restcws the urine receiver, the Airfi ,w Valve

is closed and _.he blower-separator s_:itch !_ turned

\

off_ _owever, _n interlock circuit permits the urine

separate, to continue operating for five m .nutes to

empty +he separator of all urine. This operation
i,

is repeated over the _..hour urln, collection cycle

2

_ with the urine being _ooled earn. _im_ in the _,rlne

, bag. This accumulation of urine Is reCrlgerated by "

a cold , ate type urine chiller which i:_ supplied

RS prLlary and secondary coolant to preserve the

L.2.11-59
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_ urine at approximately 59°F (15°C). The urine _:

separator also contacts the urine chiller with

_. two heat sink plates to cool the separator prior

:_. to urine collection. The urine chiller in each ,.

-::' drawer contains two temperature readouts, one for

_! on-board display on panel 616 and one on telemetry }

:!:' (Figure2.2.11.1-2T).

At the end of the 2_-hour urine collection cycle, :,,

the urine drawer is opened, the urine bag is discon- i_

nected from the separator. The urine bag and bq box

usemh_7 are removed and the urine bag is then manu-

ally mixed to insure a homogeneous mixture. The bag ':

and box assembly are mounted on the face of the col-

i_ lector in the urine bag squeezer mechanism. _he !

" volume measurement plate is installed in the box !:

_ assembly and the volume is determined and recorded.

A sample bag is obtained and installed in the ;

-'{ crimper/cutter assembly, the QD of the sample bag _.

is connected to the QD of the urine bag, the urine _

_: _ squeeser is actuated which transfers urine from ,

_'_ the urine bag into the sample bag, the crimper/ ._,

_;/_'":_:_*_'_'"__I cutter is aotttatelwhich seals and. cuts the sample _,:"._.

_:"'":-:" bag and sea.lm,the mating half of the sample bag ho_e ::

_;._._;'-ii!?. which remains with the urine bag. The sample bag ,_

is r_oved from the cutter assmbly and stowed in ~,-.

the _rtne freezer. The urine bag with the remaining ' i

1974020217-101
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urine is removed from the box assembly and stowed

_-- in the trash disposal bag. A fresh urine bag is

;: obtained and connected to the urlne dump line to
:<- i

-' remove trapped air and check for leakage through

the urine bag QD. The bag is then installed in the s

box assembly and placed in the urine drawer. The _-

';_ bag is connected to the centrifugal separator. The

urine receiver and inlet hose assembly are removed
f

_ and a fresh urine receiver hose assembly is installed :_

" to the separator and stowed in the receiver c_npart-

_ ment of the drexer every eight days. The drawer is

closed and locked, resd M for the next days collec- '"

_ ttons. This procedure is repeated for the other two

_ drawers. The trash bag with the three filled urine _

bags and used urine receiver assemblles is sealed .=

" and disposed of through the trash airlock into the i_

_,: waste tank.
L

• Urine Separators - One removable urine separator

• is located in each urine drawer (Figure_ 2.2.11.1-26

_ and -28) and is used to separate the cabin air from

_ : ,' the crev_n's urine during the collection p_cese.

_hlch is _upplied OWS bus power from panel 8E5

bl_er/eepsrstor _vttchu on the fecal/urine

collector cablnet (Figure 2.2.11.1-2k). A time

de_ eireul_ J_ provided to allo_ the separator

•t •

_ _:.-o_ . : _
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_: to run for additional _ minutes after the blower/ _

, separator switch is positioned off to _n_y the
I

_ ! separator of residual urine. A separate circuit

.... breaker for each separator is provided within the

_' fecal/urine collector cabinet. _

? I _:
_: , Each urine separator contains a urine inlet which

_:",_ attaches to the drs_er's urine inlet line. The

_' ' urine inlet routes the cabin air and the crewman's

i urine into the vaned separator. The spinning action

_: of the vanes acts on the urine/air mixture and

">" propels the urine to the periphery of the separator _

through centrifugal action. The cabin air exhausts

< through the center of the separator through a

_ rel_aceable filter to the air outlet for routing _

_: to the filter and blower. A urine outlet on the _

separator housiug picks up the urine at the separa-

__ tor's periphery and routes it go the urine inlet :

_:- ,. boot of the urine bag. A heat sink plate, nounted _:_

:- on the top and bottom of _he separator h_ia_, i8 _k

t:_ ?_: twed go contact the urine _hiller .for ther_£ con- : ._

"_-_',- ditioning of the urine separator. A_e separator

i8 ehllAe_ to prevent it fr_ taereaaing the teupera-

tu_w of _he urine d_ _he eeperation proeeee.

Om urine separator i8 provided fo_ the pem_l

useof eacheremaa. The add_tlonal8epa_ato_s

1974020217-105



along with one spare. The urine separators and

their motors for the SL-2 mission are launched in
I

_ position in the secured urine drawers in the fecal/

-_. urine collector module. Upon activation the SL-2

c_ will unsecure the urine dravers and remove tvo

• launch restraints (one bolt each) from each separa-

tor. Each subsequent mission's crewmen rill then

install their urine separators using the original

three motors. The used separators are tape sealed

at their openings, five are stowed in the T027

locker and one in the food freezer. The SL-_ sepa-

rators rill be flushed and rsmain installed in the

urine drawers. Two spare motors, one spare separa-

tor, three spare urine separator power cables, and

six spare separator filter8 are s_owed in the 8pere

parts stowage compartments in the O_ forv_rd dome

, (locker
L

• Collector Odor Control Filter - The fecal collector

_:. . filter is located vtthtn the fecal/urine collector

cabinet behind & hinged door and removes odom

ruttlttng fr_ defecation and urinatirJn. The filter

lroceseu all the atz used during vute collection

_io_ to i_l enterins the blover. The i_£ter

remvu the ede pessing the air throh an

unule_ be4 of activate4 charcoal. The filter is

1974020217-106
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: stowed in OWS spare parts stowage compartments in
L

_* the OWS forward done.

• Blower Unit - The fecal/urine collector blover unit

_ is located vithin %he fecal/urine.collector cabinet

> behind a hinged door and provides a gravity sub-

stitute air flov for the hygienic collection of

' feces and urine. The bloeer unit exhausts cabin

"= air b_ck into the _C which is dravn through the

:_ fecal collector and the urine dravere and p_sed

through the fecal collector filter. The bloeer unit

: is replaceable, should it fail, vith a spare pro-

.: vided in s sI_re parts stowage colpartaent in the

-t OWS forvard d_e. The blover unit is also inter-
?

changeable with the suit dryer bloeer unit anA the

vacuun cleaner blover unit which _ also be

:_ utilisedu replacementparts. _Ick release

i mounting techniques are eaployed on each of the

three blover units to facilitate lnterchan_eabtlity, ,:

The collector's blower unit is nomal_ p_ered ....

f_ _8 bus 1 through the BLO_2/SIP_TOB H.J5 1 >

_ _ _itchas located adjacent to the fecal col- :.
<

._<. leered. A short pcuer cord vith s sero-8 eonneetor

_,.. _ rout_) pover to the blover umtt. Xn tbe event

_-. , . that 0_8 bus I power Is unavailable, O_ bus 2 pc_er
- _ be utilised thrm_ the BL_I_/81PM_O_ N.B 2 :'._.,

i_--.:,,..,. P(N_ evitehee locate4 opposite to the bus 1 . ,:..

_ ">,5£'.. ...._k- "" _-
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of the vacua/cabin vent valve to the cabin position, _ the

'a

.... vacutun outlet to the waste tank is sealed off and the cabin

, air is bled into the processor. When the processor pressure
?

_ is equalized with the cabin, the door can be opened. The
4,

' collection bag containing the waste material is then placed

_, in the open processor and the door is closed. The vacuum/

_ cabin vent valve is rotated to the vacuwn position to lock

_ the door shut and _o open the processor chamber to the vacuum

_} of the waste tank. A processor pressure plate is actuated

: upon door closure which applies a slight force to the collec-

tion bags aiding in the expulsion of the wapors through the

_ bag's vapor port and _tntaintng the bag in contact with the

_. heater surface. The crewman then selects the desired drying

interval for the particular _s of waste material in the

_.- bag. Aut_aattc waste processing has now been initiated as a

: 15-minute delay timer begins counting down to permit suffi-

,- ctent collection bag deflation prior to the application of

: he_t. Upon expiration of the 15-minute delay timer, the
m

_" : Kreen timer light i8 illuminated and the temperature control

_- • : circuit i8 a_tivated with the processor heater being thermo-

s;- • |t&ticall_ controlled to lO$°F (_0.6_C). This ten_erature will

_ sufficient, with the reduced pressure in the chanber, to i_

cause the water in the _ute natertal to evaporate and to be '_

exhlulted thr_ the vlew_a/eabin vent valve into the vute - _

tanku_lllsla_thewasteprooeuorvaou_aventllne. Upon

_tion of _he h_0 rem_la_ng tiner, the heater eleaent

il tur_edoffauY_matlelA_y,eoupletlagthe wasteIn_oeenlng.

:_":: 2.2.]A-TM
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The collection bags are then removed and transferred to a

_ storage area in the _@4Cfor eventual return to earth in

fecal return bundles. (See Figure 2.2.11.1-31). In the _

_ event that the processor temperature exceeds 16_OF (7_.9°C),

: an overtemp cut-off circuit will activate, illuminating the ?

amber overtemp light, removing timer and heater power.

i A LAMP TEST switch is provided on panel 600 in the _C to

:_ checkout the waste processor status lights. Activating the :*

switch to the bus i or bus 2 position will Illuminate all _

the TIMER lights and the OVERTEMP lights on all six waste _

processors simultaneously (see Figure 2.2.11.1-32).

The waste processor door seals, filter saver valve seals and

,/ vapor port are replaceable with a spare stowed in a spare

parts stowage compartment in the OWS forward dome.

e e

?,

/
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_/ c. Urine Freezer (part of refrigeration subsystem) - The urine

c freezer is located in the WMC immediately below the waste

_ processors and provides interim low-temperature storage cf

._ urine samples for eventual return to earth at the end of the
/

_:_ mission. The 122 ml urine samples, which are contained in

,.= sample containers, are retained in urine tre_s which hold

_ _2 sample containers (2 weeks accumulation) in partitioned

_ segments (Figure 2.2.11.1-31). Two urine trays are stacked

i in the freezer at all times together with either three tanks

! of thermal capacitor (SL-2 mission) or with a spacer (SL-3

and 8L-_ missions).

" An integral thermal capacitor composed of dodecane is contained

_. in a sealed botto_ compartment of e_h urine tray. The dode-

,_ cane, after being thermally conditioned in the freezer, main-
s

tains the surple ccn_ainers below 17°F (-13°C) during the

return to earth portion of the mission in a urine return

i_ container.

For the SL-2 mission, the 'urine freezer is launched with two
%

i urine tr_vs and with three removable tanks of thermal capac-

,'."" ttor (dodecane) to u|ure thermal |tabtlization of the trays

;_:'_ prior to the installation of the initial urine namples from"}:. : .',

.c; _j*, ..

,..... -_ the 8M crew. The tanks will moss.any the SL-2 urine
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trays in the urine return container during the return-to- _ ,,_

earth portion of the SL-2 mission to provide an exlditional _

:_. heat sink and filler material in the SL-2 urine return con- ..

_ tatner. At the end of the SL-2 mission vhen the urine

freezer is emptied, a spacer, vhtch remains in the freezer ::'

L

, thereafter, is inserted into the urine freezer together vtth

t_o empty urine trays. The remaining two urine trqs for the _,

_ next mission are stored in wardro_n freezer 1 (food depleted

,_..... d_rtng SL-2 mission) for thermal conditioning. After the .

first 28 days of the SL-3 mission, the urine freezer viii be }

filled vith frozen samples. These sample containers in their _"

urine trays rill he transferred to vardroc_ freezer i for
3

storage during the remainder of the mission. The two empty

urine trays which occupied the vardroo: freezer since the _,

previous SWS deactivation, rill be transferred to the urine

:!
_ _ freezer. At the end of the SL-3 and SL-k atsston8, four !

_ filled urine tra_s used on each of these missions will be .

. returned to earth in a urine return container. The SL-3 and "::

-_.; SL-_ _isston supp_7 of urine tr._s snO, the urine freeser

} ipa_e_ are 8to_ed in the urine return contatnea_s until _

'_ reader for use.

" Teo tamper_ture neasurenent8 are located in the urine freeser

_ , for on-board displa_ on panel _1_ and on telemet."_'. _:

5 ,.,.A"

_ _ ' _ _ _ __ ....... -- _''_ _" '_ _ _ _ " ____," "_ _ _" :_ _ '_ _ "_
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tank vacuum pressure to the urine dump equil_nent dump lines

tank. }

Prior to use, the urine bs_s are connected through the dump 7

QD to the urine system to evacuate the gas and cheek the bag z
?

for leakage. Full urine bags will be transferred to the _
4

• urine d_p equilment i_ediately a_ter volume deterai_ation

7,

and _apltng when this backup method of disposal is desired.

Boalal_, the three urine hap containing the residual urine

will be i_ediate _ 4isposed of into the waste tank through i

the trash dAspossl airloek. ',

e. Fecal Return Bundles - Teenty-ftve fecal return bundles are

provided for use by the 8L-.2, SL-3 and SL-k cr_s to return

the mission ace_ulatton of fecal matter and vomitus deposits _

contained in processed collection bags to earth. '_

.The fecal return bvndles (Figure 2.2.11.1-3_) are beta

l_brto b_ which are provided with separate fecal return

b_e straps to secure the return bundle to ad_ecent _

equil_ent in the CMd_tag deorbit and recovery operations. ;_:

Proeened fecal be_ and contingene_ fecal b_ are sto_ed

on-o_t_ in t |te_m_ _t in the _4_. At the end of _;

each _lsslon these collection ba_ are gathered '_p and placed :_

in feee£ retwm bw_lee in vaaTtag quantities, so as to liait i

the volt_e of the _ eentalner t_ its partte_lar stovage

envelepe in *,,he (_. 'Abe feea3, return bundles are then trans-

£e_ed to the CM an_ iceland a_ predeteraAned loe&ttons ustn_

t_e fecal return bun_e etmpe,

• 2.2.1.t..8_
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. stowed in the return container are then removed. TWo are ._

- placed in the urine freezer and tvo ere placed in vardro_

*_ freezer 1. The SL-2 trey rill insert the urine freezer

_ spacer in the urine freezer upon 8L-2 deactivation and

_ transfer the three deodecame tanks in the freezer to the _

SL-2 urine return container. The urine return container lid

is secured into place and the return container and its
/

contents are then _ed to the CM. The urine samples

:, are maintained in the frozen state through the pbue ehsnse _

of t_e thermal capacitor tn the urine tr_yl in conJunctiou

vith the therma3_ insulated return container. In this
r

,_ manner, the urine is maintained belov 17°F (-13°C) durt_ (]4

: deorbtt sn_ ree_ jry operettcns.

_ S. Vacutm Cleaner - The w_utm cleaner (Figure 2.2.11.1-3_

and 36) is treed to collect and retain particulate matter,

_ eater and debris uttlisin8 a 8rarity substitute airflov pro-

_ vtde_ by a h3_wer unit. The w_m cleaner is • portable,

self-contained unit povered f_u convenient hi-pc_er ac_.e_ :

m_ry outlet. The vaeu_ cleaner utilises • debris b_ which

: retains the debris for eventual disposal.

The _ cleaner is stowed for read_ aeee_ibility in

' tm'wud e_psrtaent locker co_partzumt F_ to_th_ vtth its i:

attae]z_ats, hose and eadd_, A bet• _rte eudd_ e_q_tel_

_ ene_ the VC unit and T_v-rld_ poueh-tt_rpe _xna_e and

eouve_eut aeeeu of vaemm el_sn_ aee_m_t_ "'"

_ _ (lq_re _._.Lt.Z-_). a ,mAsttether _ around_zeeea_

_:,:_ _m not in use.A _ s_U-_pla'O_deeead_ ste,m_ of the _

• 2 2 11-8_

; /
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15-foot (4.6 meters) hi-power accessory cable when the cable

, is not in use. The short strap is also used to secure the 3

cable to c_venient structure to restraint the cable when it _::

is deployed for use. Three attachments are provided:

• A surface tool for screen cleaning and for collection _

of loose and free floating debris. _:,

• A crevice tool to facilitate the cleaning of confined :,
)

_'ea8. _

• A brush attachment for removal of dirt and debris :_

adhering to surfaces.
,f.:

A k-foot (1.2 meters) long flexible hose is supplied which _

connects to the vacu_ clee_er inlet fitting and provides a i;;

tool/hose adapter with a locking feature for the attachments. .:

The hose together with the vacuun cleaner and 15-foot (4.6

meters) power cable provides a radius of operation of approxi- i}

mAtely 20-feet (6.1 meters) from th_ hi-power accessory outlet.

A vacuu_ cleaner bag access door is hinged to the blower unit

?

through the use of one latch. The access door is used to ,,

install and remove the debris bag when full or at weekly :,
5

intervals. Blower unit airflow and debris enters the vacuuz ?

cleaner through the i_et fitting on the access door and

puses into %he b_. The entrained airflow retains the ;_

debrio into the bag while the air exits the bag throuEh the

bag's vapor por_ Air t_ then exhausted through NPV's _'_:

?
lo_ated on both sides of the blower unit to negate any

vaeut_ eleener motion produced by the exhausting airflov.
/

The blower uni_ l| controlled by a blower unit integral >

2.2.11-88
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i 3 position lever lock power switch located on the carrying

_..... handle. The blower unit integral power switch features a

MOM ON position and an ON position for short term usage or

_ for extended usage. The blower unit's circuit is as

"_:, described for the fecal/urine collector blower unit. 'Fae

i vacuum cleaner interlock plunger is operative when the

,_ . blower unit is utilized a_ a vacuum cleaner. The plunger is

depressed when a debris bag is installe_ (enabling theA
4"

..... circuit) and extended when the bag is removed (disabling the

circuit) insuring against inadvertent operation of the vacuum

cleaner wl_en the debris bag is not in place.

The inlet adapter of the vacuum cleaner is completely

removable to allow the blower unit to he interchanged with

other blower units. The vacuum cleaner blower unit is

: identical to the fecal/urine collector blower unit and to

_' the s_it dryer blower unlt and may be interchanged with

i
_ each other in the event of a malfunction.

h. Truh airlock - The trash alrlock (Figure 2.2.11.I-37) is

_: composed of welded se_nents forming a spherical shell with ::

_ machined aluminum fittings to accommodate the various

_: mechanism components. Basic components include:

!,

, • 1382638 Inboard Hatch Assembly - A1 Plate 707_-T6_I

_ • l__g?Ah8_+.boar__a_teh- _a_!Plate 6061-T651

: Outboard Hatch Seal - Fluorosilicone

Rubber MIL-R-25988Type IX Class _ -

I
2,2.11-89 I
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i_ • IB8_67, Sphere Shell Weldment - A1 Plate 6061-T651

• IB82618 Cylinder Assembly - AI Plate 6061-T651

• ]382636 Trash Ejector Mechanism - A1 Plate 7075-T651

• IB82646 Pressurization Valve Assy .CRES - A-286 _:_

CRES - 316

i_ • IB90672 Absolute Pr_suze C_ge

_ • ]382853 Inboard Hatch Latch - CRES Bar 3055e
"

i. Inboard Hatch Assembly (]382638) - The hatch subassembly

is the lid covering the trash container cylinder. It _-

_-_ contains a gasket-type seal which is removable on-orblt

and m_7 be replaced with an on-orbit spare if necessary.

'Thehatch subassembly houses the ejector mechanism in

a circular cavity approximately _-inches (10.2 centimeters)

deep and 13.8 inches (3_.i centimeters) in d/emeter. _

2. Outboard Hatch Assembly (IB82848) - The outboard hatch

or "eyelid" forms the seal between the vehicle environ-

ment and tho waste tank vacuum when trash is being

_i inserted into the airlock cylinder. Its seal is molded _,

_ into the eyelid and cannot be replaced on-orbit. After

the trash bag has been inserted into the cylinder and

_i the inboard hatch is closed an_. latched, the eyelid is

operated by means of the valve/outer door handle, i.

Operation of this handle causes the eyelid to lift
/

inward O._-inch (1.02 centimeters) to prevent |cuffing !

of the seal. 1% rotate| inside the sphere to clear the -,, :

opening through which the truh bq is e_eet_d into the :,

wute tank. ' _"

9740202 7- 29
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_ 3. Sphere Assembly, Weldment (1B82676) - The sphere assembly _

_-_ is a weldment shell which serves as the basic mounting

structure for the mechanical system which makes up the
._.

-"_'_ trash disposal operating system. The sphere itself isL

_ composed of six welded segments. The se_nents are -3,

'_ -5, -7, -9, -ii, -13. The welds are performed on an

_;-_ automatically progre_ed welding machine. The material

thickness of the matching welding surfaces are 0.i_5 +_

O.005-inch (0.368 + 0.013 centlmeters), with a mismatch

of O.005-inch (0.013 centimeters) permitted. This mls-

_ match erasures that the proper weld penetration is achieved,

! assumin£ that the other welding constants are maintained.

_. Cyl/nder Assembly {IB82618) -The cylinder assembly serves

as the compartment into which the trash bag is inserted?

_ before e_ection into the waste tank. It provides a
c

; smooth-walled cylinder 13.81 inches (35.1 centimeters) in

: dilmeter and approximately 22-inches (55.9 centimeters)

l_i. Three steel pegs are provided at the inboard

eircu_erence of the _ltnder at 120 de6rees to support

_, end pceition the trash bags before e_ection. !_

_ 5. Trash _ector Mechani_ (1B82636) - The trash e_ecto_

__'_ mechani_ is baaed on the l_y tongs principle with

_:-_,_ several ele_nte in series, The mechanism is equipped

{}i'._ ' '_rAth m_ e_eetion plate which contacts the trash bag and

e]ee_s it into the vl_rte tank when the e]eetlon handle is ,:i

r_tsed to the e_et poeition. .,

e

2.2.11-22 _:,
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6. Pressurization Valve Assembly (iB826h6) - The pressuriza- i

tion valve assembly is actuated by the valve/outer door _

_ handle. It has a three-fold purpose (Figure 2.2.11.i-37) _

L The handle is normally stowed in the depressurized posi-
• ,?

_, tion when in orbit. In this position, the airlock is

" vented to the waste tank vacuum. Mo¢ing the handle _

1_ clockwise from this position causes the valve to expose

the airlock to the 5 psi (3_.5 kN/mR) vehicle environment _

• i!
: which pressurizes the airlock and permits the inboard _,

' hatch to be opened. After insertion of the trash, the

:_ hanile is rotated to depressurize, which exposes the air-

{ lock to the waste tank vacuum. When the airlock pressure

L has been lowered to approximately 0.2 psi (1.38 kN/m2),i,

the handle is in the full co,mter-cloc_wise position .._

ii which opens the outboard hatch to permit trash ejection.

: ! 7. Absolute Pressure Gage (IB90672) - The absolute pressure :

gage permits the crewmen to read pressure from approxi- _,

mately zero to 15 psla (i03._ kN/m2). Knowing the _res- _,.

sure in the airlock enables the crewmen to decide when

it is time to open the eyelid and eject the trash, i::,

8. Inboard Hatch Latch (1B82853) - The inboard hatch latch _i

i_. functions to: ,_

I

_ @ Unlatch the inboard hatch, making it possAble to

r_se the lid for trash insertion. ._

- 2 2 11-93
J

i
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J
• Provides an over-center latch to hold the lid in

a preloaded condition to ensure an adequate seal

between the vehicle and the waste tank when the

airlock is exposed to the waste tank vacuum.

NOTE: The pressure in the vehicle causes sealing

of the airlock by forcing the inboard hatch against

its seal.

9. Mechanical Interface (Internal and External) - The trash

e_rlock interfaces with the comnon bulkhead by means of

an alwain_ alloy flanged ring. The _Lrlock attaches to

one ring flange with 2_ 1/_-inch (61.6 centimeters)

diameter bolts. The opposite flange is then bolted to

the commc_ bulkhead.

1974020217-132



3/ Waste Mans_ement Design end Vevelol_nent Reviews - The Preliminary
"_.

\: Design Review (PDR) of the Waste Management Subsystem was pre-

_- sented at MSFC August 27-28, 1969 The same methods for basic

_i:_
_ fecal collection and processing, contingency fecal collection

_i and processing, and vomit collection and processing presented

- at the PDR exist in the final design. There is one exception:

" vomit was to be collected in a separate bag; presently, conttng-

_ ency fecal collection and vcmlt col_ectlon utilize the same bag.

._, The urine collection and preservation system presented at the

PDR utilized a bag for each collection. Each bag, after collec-
.(,
: tton, was placed in the processor where the urine was vacuum

dried; then stored, and returned via the ccmnand module for

"_ snsA.vsis.

, Subsequent to the PDR, the preservation scheme for urine was

changed from vacuum drying to chilling during coile_tion and

sampling; and freezing of the z_ple obtained after each 2_ hour

,_ collecttou period. The system utilized • single collection bag.

After each collection the gas in the bag wu expelled _hru a ._

zitex filter membrane, and the bag containing the urine was held

againet • chill plate to maintain the urine below 59°F (15oC).

Just prior to t_.e Cetttcll Destsn Review (CI)Ri in September 1970

:. • failure of this urine collection method occurred. The filter

;_ r in the collection bag clc_ed, and would not permit air flow

_, after bein_ in contact With the urine for a period of t_ae _trtn_
/

._, chilling.

 97402027- 33



...... The CDR of the Waste Man,ernest Subsystem, except for urine

_ collection and preservation, was presented at MDACSeptember

14-17, 1970. The sEne basic system was presented that was pre-
3=
-_

_ sented at the PDR. The only significant difference was tee

f

_ utilization of a 6 drawer processor instead of a nine processor

due to the elimination of vacuum drying urine.

_ At that time 3 methods of collectinE urine were under desiEn

,* end test: (1) A one-bag collection system which used a modified

collection bag with a larger filter which allowed holdin6 the

? bag open during the 2_ hour collection period to limit filter

?: exposure, (2) A two-haE collection system where the urine was

_ collected in _e bag; then transferred to a holding ba_ that

did not have a filter, for chilling the urine, and (3) centri-

•;:* f_al separator system that separate the urine from the air and

pumped the urine Late a holding ha6 for chilling the urine.

The CIR of the urine collection and preservation system wu pre-

sented at Fairchild Industries March 31, April 1, 1971. All

three eTeteme were presented at the CDR.



i

determination agent contained in the bag, a urine

_ receiver capable of receiving urine and nf connection to

_he rectrculatton line, and through use cf a screw o_

adaptor is also capable of cuff contingency mode

_ collection, ;

• Urine Separtors.

:_ • Folding Teflon urine receiver and inlet home and valve

i sss h, i:

: • A recgractable pressure plate capable of exerting a pres-

sure equivalent to 6 inches (1._9 kN/m2) of rater on the

:, urine holding bag. It also kept the bag in initimate :

J contact vith the cold plate in order to chill the urine ::
/

pool. The pressure plate vas actuatel through the alrflov "_

valve handle on the urine drawer front panel. This plate ._

i connected lechantcall_ to the volume measurement indica-
:_ :

t or dt al gage.

; • The dr_ers vere modified to accommodate the urine :_

separatora, urine collection bag, and preasure plate, etc.

; • Additional equi_ent like hose rollers, urine collection .

_. , transfer aaeembly (UCTA) adept_s, new urine suple ba_,

i etc.
Y

i"

2
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During the Sk_lab Medical Experiment Altitude Test (SMEAT)

conducted at MSC, Houston, during July and August 1972 it was

_.o, determined that the 2000 ml capacity of the urine system was not

adequate. As a result, the final design parameters of the

urine system were established during a meeting on September 26,

_ 1972 at MSC.

:- The final iteration t. as follows:

• Preliminary volume determination chemicaA1T using the

ltthtma chloride tracer.

_- • EliaAnatton of rectrculatton by use of manuall_ shaking

of the urin_ pool.
t_

• Design of a _000 nl urine holding bag capable of alter-

nate cuff mode operation.

b

• Modification of the urine simple bag.

_ • Design of a urine bag container box and epring 8_tuated

_ pressure plate

• Bltnlnatlou of the nee_enlenl dial sage voluae neasure-

nant staten _,4 • nicrcmeter ga4e plate 87stem used in

eonJtmetlon vtth the urine be4 box use:bl,y and the mmual

8quseser handle Msembl_ used to take 8asple8.

?

• Deillgl of • hsrd-uetal eome-reeelver in place of the old

- teflm Folded eme eenst_uett_, end associated inlet

2.2.1i.-98
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• Design of a combinatJon urine suple bq holder and

crimper/cutter assembly for use in sampling and sealing _T

the sample. ;_

• Design of a urine bq box support me_hlntsm capable

through use of squeezer handles of spplytns additional _

preeeure on th_ urine collection bq to assure adequate

f111in6 of the urlne slple bqs. Thls device Is _Iso
/

used in conjunction _Lth the Ltercmeter voltmetr£e plate .

for uchsnLcal volume meesurLng.
i

• Modification end simplification of the urine draver to

aecnmodate the hey hardvare.

• Desisn of nev ad_pters for use vith interface equilment

• such Is the UCTA's Qd the urine d_p syste-.

There are no open action items tram the Preliminary and CritieL1

DostSn Revie_.

C. Testtn6 ?

1/ Appliestton of OV8 Test ProWl Results - The perfo_nanee eapa-

bLlit¥ of the Waste Nans&_Nmt B_stea has been substent/sted '

throush a test pro_ that has verified eem£_eo vith Vaste 1

_mqlment 8ubsyste_ Re_uirsments. Tables 2.2._L_.1-1, -2, end _

-3 l_O • iList21_ of Li]_o lt4m end C(_pG_mt teStS end m:nponenta [ -"

i Lneluded in the Test Aneu_ent Doeul_nt, (]OkT4¢. i "'"

; ,j

; I

1
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Table 2,2.11.1-1

WASTEMAllAGE_f_ SUBSYST_ D_PME_T TEST8



................ i

B

Table 2.2.11.1-2

WASTE MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEM QUALIFICATION TESTS

,_, _TNE ITEM TITLE REPORT NUMBER

HS-2 WMS Support G_176

U i

• HS-90 Urine Subsystem Redesigned Gk199

_

HS-91 Urine Bag Assembly G_196
'r

HS-_I Urine Freezer R7038

HS-_2 Urine Sample Ret Cost G3973

HS-7_ Biocide Wipes R7067

H8-85 Urine Freezer (Blood) G_IS0

?

i

). _:,
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Table 2.2.11.1-3

WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

TESTABSESS_ DOCU._INDEX

IT_ PAGE

IB79136 WASTE PROCESSOR MODT_E .................. 8-5

1379137 VACUUM CLEANER ASSEMBLY• PORTABLE ............ 8-9

iB81h91 TRASH DISPOSAL AIRLOCK ASSEMBLY ............. .8-13

1382363 SCIENTIFIC AIRLOCK AS&EMBLY ............... 8-151

13826h6 VALVE ASSEMBLY• PRESSURIZATION .............. 8-1_
n

iB832hl POWER MODULE (BLOWER ASSEMBLY) ....... •....... 8-19

13838h3 COUPLING Q/D VACUUM LINE SAL 8-23

1386327 S.A.L. WINDOW ASSEMBLY .................. 8-25

13869h0 HOSE ASSk_4BLY, VACUUM .................. 8-27

1387196 HOSE ASSEMBLY, SUIT DRYER ................. 8-29

_8723h CENTRIFUGAL SEPARATOR, URINE ............... 8-31

1388912 HOSE ASSEMBLY • INLET, COLLECTION MODULE ......... 8-35

1389057 F_CAL URINE COLLECTOR MODULE ASSY ............ 8-39

]390672 GAGE• PRESSURE• ABSOLUgE ................ 8-43

1391023 BIOCIDE WIPE ....................... 8-h7

3391817 DESICCANT UNIT, SAL EXPERIMENT .............. 8-h9

iB928hh FILTER ASSEMBLY, SAL ................... 8-51

139hh85 COUPLING ASSY, DEPRESSURIZATION ............. 8-53

1395300 BAG ASSY - URINE COLLECTION ............... 8-55

1395357 CONTAINER ASSY - URINE SAMPLE .............. 8-57

1395373 BOX ASSY - CRIMPER C_TER ................ 8-61

1395383 DETERMINATOR ASSY - VOLUME ................ 8-63

115Ch02100 FILTER, ODOR CONTROL (COLLECTION MODULE) ......... 8-65

i15C_02320 HEATER EXCHANGER, URINE CHILLER COLLECTION MODULE .... 8-69

115Ch03101 HEATERASS_LY (PRO_SOR) ........... . . . . 8-73

I15C_0310R VALVE, PROCESSING CONTROL ...... . . . ....... 8-77

ZISD_02260 nLLOWS (COLLZC_IO_MODULE) . . . . . . ......... 8-81

ZlSD_022_ mmLows (OOLLECT_O_MODUL') . . . , . .......... 8-85

2.2.11-102
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Table 2.2.11.1-3 (Continued)

} ITEM PAGE

_ I15D402300 CHILLER COMPARTMENT ASSY, COLLECTION MODULE ....... 8-89

!I15D403009 PANEL ASSEMBLY, CONTROL, PROCESSOR ........... 8-93

;_ I15Dh03010 PANEL ASSEMBLY C_RCUIT B._EAKER, PROCESSOR 8-97

5 I15D406003 _[KCK DISCONNECT INSTALLATION, VACUUM CLEANER 8-I02

_'_ llSDhO600h HOSE ASSEMBLY (VACUEM CLEANER). . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8-105

ih4979 HAND VALVE 8-109

_ Ik_980 QUICK DISCONNECT .................... 8-i11

:_ 3165-i-0h24 HOSE ASSEMBLY ..... , ................ 8-112

!_ 3165-2-O123 HOSE ASSEMBLY ...................... 8-i15

ME 28h-O3h3 VALVE, MANUALLY OPERATED, 3-POSITION, 3-WAY ....... 8-11'

ME 289-0032 GAGE ABSOLUTE PRESSURE 8 119

; C11015-8 HOSE (COLLE_ON MODULE) ................ 8-121
_, , ,,,

?
2:..

1 ;

2.2.11-103 ,. _,:_

i
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2/ P-oblcm Summary - All problem encountered in the Design and

Develo_ent of Waste Manqement Subsystem components have been

satisfacto_'_ly resolved. A summary of the problems, their

resolution, _d their status is presented in Tables 2,2.11.1-_

throush 2.2.11.1-8.

1974 2N917-1A9
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Table 2.2.11.1-8

WASTE TARK - TRASH DISPOSAL AIRLOCK

PROBLEM SUMMARY

STATUS

ITD4 PROBLEM SOLUTION CLOSED 0P_

i. Absolute pressure gage - Made more rugged. X
failed in first phases Retested successfully.
of vibration testing.

2. iOutboard hatch - drifted Tension strut was added. X
from its exact center Retested successfully.
after cycling due to

: brinnellinE of alum hub
for antirotational bolt.

3. Pressurization valve Land was turned down to X
plt_ - plug land galled, give clearance with bore.
causing valve handle Handle load reduced to
load increase. Bore acceptance level, co_-
was also salled, tinued testin6 with no

further problem.

_. Inboard hatch latch - Solid film replaced with X
galling between latch krytox greane. Testing

_ eccentric and mating continued succersfully.
part. due to lack of

! proper lubricant
cauaed excessive latch

- loads.

i

E

2.2.11-110
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3/ Subsystem Conclusions

a. Naste Processor

_ o Summary of Capabilities versus Design Requirements -

The processor module has demonstrated its capability of attain-

ing the design requirements. The unit has:

! Demonst:-ated its ability to process feces, diarrhea, and

i v_mttus to an inactive state in which bacterial growth is

_ prevent .-4.

_' Demonstrated that the leakage rate from the cabin atmosphere

through the processor is well within the 0.27 lb/day

(122.5 grams/d_y) allceance.

Demonstrated that it can be operated with a minimum of

crew tie, effort, and maintenance. •

, S_ccessfully completed qualification unit vibration testing _-

(at_AC).

Met the touch teaperature requirement of I05°F (_0.6°C)

;" (except for indicator limps). ._:

Successfully met the electrical requirements such as over

• and undervoltage, input transients, and reverse6 polarity. _

o 5tumsry of Open Problems and Plans for Corrective Actions "

There are no open problems nor plans for sorrectlve action _

_,i usoctated vtth the processor module. All problems Eenerated _

_i- dtu'Injthedevelopmentanddesignphaseshave beenresolved ""

• satisfactoril_r.

_.2.11-111
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o Long Durati,:n Operational Capability

- The unit as a whole has been subjected to life testing of 140

cycles of op,ration of each of the six processing chambers to

i_ simulate one operation per dq of a che_)er during a 28 de_ mission

and two 56 da_ missions. A _ycle involves o_=in_ and closing the

_ chamber door, vent valve, and locking handle; the pressure _late

/ assembly and d_rper are also operated by virtue of their connection

to the cha-,ber door. Some failures of indicator imp filaments

(each lamp has two fileBents) and timer skipping of 1/2 hour incre-

• ments occurred. Voltage surges due to the test set-up are believed

responsible for letup filemen_ f_tlures.

Tiers ve_e revorked to the p;-_duction configuration, employing

al_in_ rather than stainless gears for reduced inertia. A second

lhO cTcle operational life test was completed.

In addition to the above test of the _rplet¢ unit, vard.oas

_ente of the processor module have been subjected to qualifi-

cation tests which include a life test. These cerements are:

_ C_M_WT LIFE TEST REPORT



.......... ]

b. Collection Module

o Su_a._y of CapabilitiesVersus Deslgn Requirements

The Fecal/Urine Collection Module has demoflstretPd to date, its

capability of attaining the desisn _equirements. The trait has:

Successfully completed protot_ vibration testing.

Been able to st_pply the necessary airflov.

Been able to accc_odate the necessary coolant flows.

8ueeessf_._r met the electrical requirements.

Attained the necessary acc'tn'acie8 for volune determination.

Demonstrated the ability to collect in • zero G environment.

The capability for efficient ash interface.

_ The ability to prevent bacteria ccotaatnation in _he air-

stream introduced by eolleetlon.

o 81mmaz_ of Open Problens end Plsn8 for Corrective Actions

There aw_ no open problem8 nor plans for corrective aetl_ uso-

elated vith the Fecal/Urine Collection ModuAe. All problem8

Jmea_ed dtwtag the develol_nt and desian phases have been i
/

resolved |atisfaetort_.

o Lo_ Dur,aUm Oper_looal Capability "'-

The umtt a a Vhole hm been subjected to 14tfe testing

end several of the nora erttieel eau_ente have |ueeessFul_y _

unde_j=eze life tests in ezeeos of the requlrenente. _.-. sore

1974020217-151
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i important components end their capabilities are as follows:

Blover Assembly

Two endurance tests have been run on the blcver, o_e for 2000

hours and another for 630 hours, successfully, although the

requirement is 250 hours.

Odor Control F.iter

_. Develop=er.t tests _.ave sh_n that t:e odor cot.fro1

filter bee an operational lifetime i.'._xcess of fifty-

_, four da_s or nearly tvi_e the lifetime r_,_ulred(28 da_-s).

These tests vere run absolutely dry '_hich.--5kes the 1_sult_

¢ extremely conservative. The odo, e_,trol filter did demon-

aerate a grea_er llfe ex_ectan_ during qualification.

Time Delay l_lq

: An7 one time dele_ rel_ will be required to underso _0 cycles

vhlle in orbit. DurinK queAtfie&tion testing (reference Tempo

4 Report _tmber BR hl_-9) tvo untts were subjected to 3000 c_elel

• each vi_howr, deleterious effeeta. Thil is yell in excess of

the requirement.

: e. Yaeuwn Cleener end Peuer Module

o 8_naW of Cqpeblll_ee Ve_8_ Demisn Req_ireaents
,q

The l_uer nodule end vacua eleener h_ve dee_stFe_ed to date the

eepeblllt_ of _tteAnin_ t_i_ ru_ctlve deslSn req_lrenenta

The units have z
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Successfu!ly completed vacuum cleaner qualification testing. ._

e ,

f ;?

Provided the necessary airflow for zero-G collectipn with !i:
'; ,_o

specified po_er consumption limitations.

;L

Succesful_ met all electrical and electromagnetic interference

requirements.

: Successfully completed prototype vibration testing.

i

? 7

i Met the touch temperature limitation of JOS°F (kO.@C). "

) Demonstrated an operational life and cycling c_pabilit_ in _

: excess of specified requirements during prototype testing of

the vacuum cl_aner and testing of its most critical time

: dependent item, the blower. :;

,7 Demonstrated one handed operation with a minimum of crew time, _

: effort and maintenance. :_

Demonstrated the performance of the _lower at the habitation

#
period pressure and atmospheres. _

%

Demonstrated the ability Of the blower to sustain orbital

storage without subsequent degradation in performance.

Been able to dmonltrate acoeptable levels of acou_ttoal nolle -,_-_

generation during power _odule operation.

' 2.'_,Lt-_

I
?° . ...... . ............... ..........
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i o Summary of Open Problems and Plans for Corrective Action

i
'; There are no open problems nor plans for corrective action

I associated with the power module or vacuum cleaner. All problems

generated during the design and development phases have been

_. satis facatorily resolved.

o Long Duration Operational Capability

1

The operational life requirement of the p_er module is 250 hours

L of running time with a minimt_a of 7000 cycles ; the operational llfe

requirement of the vacuum cleaner is a minimum of 980 cycles for a

_ total runni_.g time of 94 hours.

This latter operational life requirement was dezonstrated

4 in the vacuum cleaner qualification te_t. :n

addition the life cycle test on the supplier prototype vacuum

_! cleaner verified that the unit was capable of meeting the specified

operational life requirements. The vacuum cleaner was operated

_ for 1963 cycles of 6 minu_es each; the canister was removed _nd\

.__ reinstalled on the power module i00 times; the hose from the vacuum

_ cleaner was attached and detached 980 tines ; the accessory tools

were attached and detached at the vacuum cleaner, and at the end of

; the hoee, a total of 980 times at each location (the cycling was
-2

:_ dAvided evenly betveer, _he three tool attachment); the debris bag
%

, w_ changed a total of 280 times. These tests are reported in .

/

'_' MelISTOI0_ .

5

_" 2.2.11-116
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Two endurance tests have been run on the blower, the most critical k
b

_ time dependent item in tilepower module.

' In order to validate the solution of premature bearing failures,
_ :,-

:_ a test program was undertaken to demonstrate the compressor :_'

.: reliability. A blower was modified to incorporatethe :,

teens,ended changes in Table 2.2.ii.1-6, Item 2 and _:_

subjected to a pre-qualification test which included

vibration, vacuum, acoustic noise, aerodynamicperformance, !

and extended life. The blower was operated successfully for

.. 600 hours without signs of degradation in performance. The

results of this testing are documented in AiResearch Report

:: Number 71-76.c.3,dated July 28, 1971. Based on the results of

this inspection, 1400 hours of additional endurance testing _'_

._ seemed to be a viable goal. Therefore, this additional testing

was undertaken and completely successfully. The results of this _

? additionaltesting are doc_nented in AiResearch Report Number .:.

_" 71-7962 dated November 12, 1971. :_
/

Prior to completion of endurance testing, a blower assembly was

subjected to _ualification testing successfully. In the course

of testing the unit experienced 7,000 starting surges over a }

period of 630 hours of operation. The results of this testing
/:

are doetuented in AiResearch Report Number 71-7886, dated _

'_
September 30, 1971. ..

_ Based _on the fore_olng teat results, the capability of the power
!

module end vaeu_ eleaner to meet and exceed their operational life

requireaente ie _eemed %o have been clearly demonstrated.

2.2, ZA-11_• I _:
t ,
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,_ d. Collection Bags

o Summary of Capabilities Versus Design Requirements

The eolle_.tionbags have demonstrated their eapabllity of attaining
/:

_ the design requirements.
/ j-

1. The Fecal and Fecal Contingcn_ Bag have demonstrated:
5

_: Their ability to collect in a zero-g environment.

• Their ability to prevent bacteria contamination from escaping

into t_leatmosphere during collecti_, mass measurement and

:, processing.

_- Their capability to collect the maxim_n required vol_ne of

feces, diarrhea and vomitus.

Their compatibility with the operational requirements of the

F

_ IB79136-I Waste Processor Module.

Their capability to provide sanitary conditions for the collec-

tion, retention and aealing of feces, diarrhea and vomitus.

Their a_ility to prevent mixing of and cross-contamination of

_ collected feces, diarrhea and vomitus.

Their capability to be disposed of through the trash airlock

i) and withstand the airlock depressuri_atton.

2. The Debris Collection Bag has:

_' T_e _ili_ to _ont_n .ast. m.tter p_i cle. and liquid .h_e ! '_itnltalled in the Vaou_ Cleaner with the power aodule shut-off.

_-.2.11-118

,?

_._ r,,-- ,,- _:_;, ,'_:,o.-' _o_ ....... ._ _, _ _._,,_- - -_ _ -=_;.... -_,,,'_ _,',_ _, _:_"_:'_: _.._. 2/ ",_.,_-:'.;_'_ ............ "" _=;_ • - -_| .
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C .;

Provided sanlta<: conditions for tnc collection, retent_o:-._u_d

4 sealing of debris by the crewman.

Demonstrated xts ability to prevent bacteria contamination fro::

a escaping into the atmosphere.

'I' Demonstrated its ability to luterface with the vacuum cleaner

interlock to prevent operation unless a b_ is installed. _

_' The capability to collect 350 m! and contain liquids at 20

_:_ inches (_.98 kN of water pressure with no leaksge, i_.

The capability to oe disposed of through the trash a!rlock _:_ ?-

5
: withstand the airlock depressurization. :,

#

o Summary of Open Problems and Plans of Corrective Actions }

?

: There are no open problems nor plans for corrective action a_so-

• ciated wit/_ the Collection Bags. All problems generated during
C

_" the developzent and design phase have been resolved satisfactorily. _

o Long Duration Operational Capability

g
The collection bags have completed the shelf life test as r_._orded

in MSIISTOOh7 {"Test Plan and Procedure for Shelf Life Tests or

Collection Bag Adhesive Materials", dated January i_, 1971). _

3. Trash Collection Bags )
v. _

_ Two line item tests were performed to e_ta_llsh the ade_uar,_y

[: of the truh bags. -.--

F' Line Item HS-67 Trash Bag Depl_ment Test .F"

_- Line Item ST-35 Trash Alrlo_ Functional Capabilit_ Te_t

t
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The Trash Bag Development Test consisted of tests to evaluate

concepts of trash bag materials and designs and to verify proper

operation of the final selected configuration under simulated

on-orbit conditions. Part I of the test included leakage,

burst and stowage tests on materials and bag designs. Part II

verified the operational interface of the trash disposal airlock/

trash bag concepts and included life cycle tests of parts of

: the Trash _isposal Airlock Assembly.

Based on the design requirements established for the Waste

Management, Trash Collection Subsystem, it was concluded that

the materials and design configurations selected will meet the

above requirements.

i

The interface of the Trash Disposal/Trash Bag concepts was veri-

_ fled and the life cycle tests of the ejector detent and inboard

hatch latch assembl_ were successfully completed.

_ The objectives of the ST-35 test were to evaluate the compati- ...............

.!_ bilit_ of the airlock's internal trash c_linder and it_'ejection

system when subjected to varioua-c_t_n_e_.ncy anomolous config-

urations of filled trash, urine and disposal bags. Thi_ test i

_ eo_sl|ted of sirloek depressurization and ejection cycling of

araalon bagn containing c_binations of stowed items that m_V _:

have presented a ejection problem during habitation. The _;

_ ejected equilment ite_ were c_apiled fr_ the OWS Stowage

_ _Ooatln_ Usage Report.
Y

_ All re|ring wu completed successfully. _one of the bag£ed

specimens beele lodged within the atrloek e_linder, no problems _
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vere eApe_'ienced with bag bre_kawa_V tabs and rejection forces

_ were low to moderate.

" No problems were encountered w_th bag tape and snap fastener

even during degraded bag modes, therefore all specimens ejected
/

; through trash airlock within the limitations of the test ,

cbJectives were thereby qualified for use in the Orbital

; Workshop.

e. Centrifugal Urine SeFarator

,L ;,

2 o Summary of Capabilities Versus Design Requirements

Based on the su.-.cessfulcompletion of all special feasibility _

• testing, Design Ve,rification Testing, and Production Acceptance

Testing of each unit, it is concluded that the centrlfugal urine

separator is compliant with all of the applicable specification ,

control drawing design requirements.

' o Open Problems and Resolugion Summary

None. _.

o Time/Life Cycle Limitations _:

!, The SV7h8753-1 Support and Filter is a time/life cycle limited _

component. Based upon the Design Verification Testing and result- _.
: ;'

_, ant data obtained, Hamilton Standard reco_ends the Support and

Filter b_ replaced after 28 da_s of use. (Reference: Centrifugal _'

: Urine Separator Desisn Verification Test Report SVHSER 5965).

-)" ;i_

" 2.2.11-121 :'_:

,?

L
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f. Trash Airlock

o Summary of Capabilities Versus Require-en_s

Based on _nalytical results shown in Table 2.2.11.1-9, it is seen

that actual factors of safety exceed r_.quired factors of safety

and, therefore, the structural integrity: of criticaJ cor.uonents of

the trash disposal airlock is verifi_.d mnalTtlcal!_'.

it is concluded from the Lnalyticai and zest results that the

trash disposal a/rlo_.-kmeet_ all de_agn requirements for use on

the OWS.

The trash airiock development test (_-n__= item "'n_-_i)"_ was cr_.pleted

• successfull_ and verified the design requlrement_ for ie,._'age,

proof _nd burst pressures, vibration, and repeated funct".onal

cycles under orbital differential pressure and tem-.erature

: envi ronment s.

; _/ Subsystem Certification

,_ a. General -_'_

Deniln maturity of the OW8 Waste Management Subsystem (WMS) is ])re- :

dieted on the results of the extensive and methodical testing. The

feet results demonstrate that:

_: o The method of achieving "_astemanagement in a zero-g environment

is valid, '-" -

!,

o The functlonal ca_ebili_7 of the ",_N sMste.-../coauonentais not

_ desraded after exposure to simulated fli_h_ Level environments.

2.2. ii-122
J
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o The system/component endurance capabilities are adequate for the

proposed OWS flight progrm.

o The materials used in the _ are compatible with crew s_ety,,

o The methods used in the _ are compatible with crew safety.

Specific major component certification is given below.

• b. Waste Processor

_ o Basic for Certifying Design Maturity and Manned Flight Safe _y i

Design maturity of the waste manqement fecal and vomitus processor I

li8 based on extensive and methodical developmeut spanning e period

of at least six years.

Initial development established basic design par_eters su,_ as

temperature, vacuum line sizing and pressure plate force. Further

refinements incorporated such features as pressure plate _d door

da_er, temperature controls for operational and over te_:rature

modes, time dele_s and timers. Hardware incorporating the,e

features vas subJented to severe labor_tory tests such as _bration _

and _eling to evaluate its flight vorthines_.

/

All flight _nits undoes a comprehensive acceptance test prior to

installation, Deoisn safety criteria were emphlised durin_ +_e

desi_a phue, Safety features inherent in the design the processor _
4

:! are:

A safety interlock prevents opening of the chmber When vented
/

to vaeu,m.

_ 2.2.11-121,
/

k
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Burn hazards are eliminated by stringent temperature control

and limitations.

Shock hazards are eliminated by use of low voltage.

Electrical fire hazards are eliminated by design and con-

struction under strict Qualit) Control supervision.

c. Collection Module

0 Basis for Certif_jing Design Maturity and Manned Flight Safety

Design maturity of the waste management fecal and urine collection _

r,odule is based on am extensive and methodical development period

spanning at least six years.

Initial development established basic design parmneters such as

airflov, orifice size end orientation, and man interface. Further

refinement of the system was accomplished by fltKht tenting in a

KC-135 aircraft in • sero-O environment using • ntnul_ted fecal

dAspenJer. The 8yeten van finallF man-rated by operating in a

_, sero-O flight tent pro6rem using human subjects.

. The Sk_lab hardware, beside incerpora_ing all the paremeter8 estab- ._

lished during the development program, has been nubJected to severe

laborstoa7 tenta eueh a8 vibration and cTeling to evaluate its flight

wol_eo8.

All flight unite undergo a comprehensive aceeptenee tent before

being installed.

2.2.11-125

! ..... .... - .....

....... 7" T["/ _, ........... ' '
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'° Design safety criteria were emphasized &_d carefuilM monitored

: during the design phase. Safety features i._herentin the design

of the collector module are:

Supports and r_.straintssafety retalr,the ere_nan in position i

,. during collection in zero-(;, t

Noxious odors and gase8 are filtered out of the collection

airstrean bM e_ odor control filter. ,,

Fecal bacteria are prevented from escaping into the Skylab

: atmosphere

All controls are guarded ngainst inadverten_ actuatio.n.

Shock hazards are eliminated bM the use of ic_ voitage. :

3

Redundancy, 8_ares, _nd the ease of replacement enhar.ce the

safety 'andreliabilit¥ o_' the collector.

d. Vacu_n Cleaner and P_er Module

/

o Basis for Certlf_ir_ Design Maturity and Marmed P_ght Safety

Design maturity of the vaste manqement v&cuu_ cleaner and pover .,

aodule le based on exteuive and aetho_ieal develol_nt epa_ ._

a period of at leut eix yeare,
~

Xnitlal develo_t ewtablAohed buic deelgn parmetem eueh u "

eArflm end orifice lise. Earl_ serc-O _li_ht teot8 vere eenducted

en the Huned Orbital Labor_tor_ (MOL) Pr_ to refine thue bui_ ----

)arenetem. Further refineln_8 ineorporated 8ueh feature5 u :_

varied attaeb_ente tneludt_| a nrfaee tool, e_viee *_ol, bruh

and hede.

•
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Hardware incorporating these features was subjected co severe

laboratory tests such as vibration and cycling to eva_uate its

flight worthiness, safety and performance.

_iI flight units underKo a c_prehensive acceptance test prier to

installation. Design safety c2'iteriawere emphasized during t_._

design phe_e. Safety features inherent in the design of _h_ vacu,_,

cleaner are:

A safety interlock prevents operation au a vacuu_ cleaner if

debris bag is not installed, preventing conteminaticn of t_._

power module.

Overload hazar_ are eliminated by use of a circuit breaker

lnteKral with power module.

Shock h_zards are eliminated by use of low voltage. "

Electrical fire hazards are eliminated by desisn and con-

i

struetion under strict Quality Control supervision.

i

•. Collection Bap _:

o B_ts for Certifyi_ Desi6n Maturity and Manned Flight Safe_y

Design naturity oF the vute naBqement collection bags is ba_ed

sn extensive and metho_cal development period spanning at least

mix _,eare..

X_tial develo_ent utabllshed basic desi_ parmterm such an bag

element a_m_e_ent, l_"ellu,1'e differential and filter _aterie£.

/

2.2.11-127
• m_ .
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Further refinements resulted in adaptation of the _asic parameters

to the different bag configurati_s. Sealing methods were developed

and extensively tested. Various filter materials were self :ted and

tested for processing optimi:ation. Time line tests were eondu_te_

for substantiating statistical data.

Flight hardware incorporating aAA these features were subjected to

severe laboratory tests to evaluaue its flight worthiness from a

safety end performance criteria.

Each flight bag undergoes a comprehensive acceptance test before

being installed.

o Trash Co_ection Bags

All t_ tlng was completed successfully. None of th_ begged speci-

:en_ becme lodged within the airlock c_'linder, no problems were

experienced with bag breake_a_ tabs and rejection forces were lov

tc moderate.

No problems were encountered with bag t_." and snap fastener even

during degraded bag modes, therefore all S_ecimens ejected thrnugh

trash airloek vtthin the limitstions of the test objectives were

thereby qualified for use in the Orbital Workshop.

f. Trash Atrloek Subsystem Certifi,=ation

o Basis for Certli_'lng Design Maturity and Manned Flight Safer)

..-e_

All stress analysis and etruetural denonstratton tests relative to _

_e tr_h disposal airloek have b, en ._atisfactorily c_mpleted to

verity structural _nteErit¥. _.
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o List of Open Items

_ None.

• o List of Waivers and Deviations to Specifications

A

None.

5/ Test Summaries

Qual HS-2 the fecal/urine collection system successfully passed

all Qualification Tests. The specimen demonstrated satisfactor-

ily performance md compliance with design requirements.

Note: Redesign of the urine syst_-,from 2000 ml capacity to

4000 ml capacity shortened some of the testing. This testing

was picked up later by HS-90.

The portable vacuum cleaner, the waste processor, stowed urine

separator, urine dump compartment, fecal bag dispenser bag

bundles and collection bag return assembly all successfully

passed their individual qualification test requirements with :

no failures or problems noted. Each specimen tested demon-

strate_ satisfactory performance and compliance with its

design requirements.

_._

f

2.2. i!_129 :_

, ]
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D. Mission Results

1/ Fecal Collection

a. Hardware Anomalies

: i. Collector Module

No anomalies were reported.
/

2. Air Flow

No anomalies were reported. ;

3. Fecal Bags

No significant anomalies were reported relative to the fecal bags.
J

Several of the black rubber outer cuffs did, however, come loose

from the fecal bags during the first mission. Those bags were _

': discarded and replaced with new bags. No anomalies were reported

: from the second or third mission crews. '

h. Contingency Fecal Ba_s T_

As in Apollo, the cleanup tasks a_ter ustn_ the paste-on

contingency fecal bags required excessive wiping. There was no

mention of the finger cott or the ability of the adhesive to :

:. retain the bag in position; however, there were no complaints.._

There was no mention of contingency bag sealing. It was stated _

that it took the first mission CDR approximately one hour to _:

perform the contingency fecal collection. The specimen mass

measuring device (S_4D) was not used to obtain the mass of the

feces collected in the contingency blgs. Then _s ILls0 no

:_ mention of any difficulties placin_ the contingency bag into the ;:_

processor or filter sealtn_ a,eter removal from the processor.

i /

2.2.11-131
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i. The contingency ba_s were not damaged n,- did they leak. •

: Although there were no changes to procedure or hardware

reconmended, it was clear that the crews were not satisfied "_

with the use of the paste-on contingency fecal ba_s. They were

messy and very undesirable to use. Since these bags are used

infrequently and there are no obvious substitutes, the crews _

could only convey their dissatisfaction.

5. Odor Control

Late in the third mission the crew reported a urine (aennonia)

odor coming from the collection module. The odor was apparent

P

when the blower was operating and Indicated a failure of the
?

odor control filter. They requested the _round's recommendations. ':

?.

The odor control filter was designed for 28 days of o_eration

and, as a result, the housekeeping procedures required filter

replacement halfway _hrough the originally planned 56 d_,v ,,_,

mission for SL-h. When the mission was extended to 85 d_vs,

no provision was made for additional filter replacement.

Although the filter was destA_ed for 28 days, it was tested :_

for 56 days. The Qualification Test ,,er failed on the 5kth }

day, In SL-k the second filter had bee, Installed approximately _

on the 28th day. Therefore, on the day the crew reDorted the ?,_

odor (DAY 79) this filter had been operating for approximately _.

51 d_vs. The conclusion that the SL-h filter had, in fact, _

failed about when expected.
o.o_

It _as recommended that the filter and blower (if necenary) be ,,_,

replaced. One more spare filter was on board. No l_trther con- _"i

ver_ations with the crew on thi_ problem were found and it ie _

not known if these unite were replaced.
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6. Fecal Ba_ Management

,. No anomalies were reported.
t_

' b. Hardware Assessment - The fecal collection equip_ent worked success-

) fully and the crews expressed general satisfaction." Crew assessments

-_'" of fecal collection equipment operation and usage are provided as

follows:

':' 1. First Mission Crew Assessment
/.

• The geometry of the fecal urine collector was found to be satisfac-

tory with respect to seat and standing positions except for two com-

ments_ the urine receiver was easier to use when not installed in

the yoke (holder), and the crews complained of the severe "crouch"

_, position required to be seated properly in order to maintain a good

seal on the collector seat.

The air flow system of collectin_ feces was reported to be a _ood

concept and worked exceptionally vell_ however, it was felt that

" higher air flow would provide even more satisfac_ory results. In

order to obtain the proper seal required for good aXr flow collec-

tion, the hand grips were always used. It was reported that exces-

sive pullin_ force on the grips was r_quired to attain the proper

_ seal. Triangle shoes were removes during collection prior to the

_ feet being placed in the foot wells.

Minor difficulties were encountered installing the ba_ in the ileal

receptacle as the second ._uff vu occasionally difficulY, to install

on the receptacle. It was also reported that several cui_l debonded

and thole ba_a were discarded. There vaa a report durin_ flight

:_ that the w,lcro lap belt worked loose. ]{overs r, durin_ the crew

_,_,11-133

•
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debriefing that report yes corrected. The crev indicated they vere
?

::' talking about s different belt and that the fecal collector velcro

r lap belt yes 8atis?actory.

;)

The crev reconmended that on longer missions, the seat be fabrtca-

_' ted from a softer material and the outside diameter ,_rldened. This

would _ke 1_ easier to obtain s good air flov seal. Controls and

vtpes vezt readily accessible in all positions. The sir flov did
r

not become uncomfortable and bolus separation yes obtained in most

_ cases depending psrttsi_ on the consistency of the feces, vhtch

,_ varied. Hereof, it definitely yes not li_e that obtained on

Apollo - it was more £J.ru and easier to separate.

{

_ There yes no dtfl_lculty in vtptng; hovewer, the articulating mirror%
/

vas alv_T8 used. All crewmen used approximately tvo vtpe8 each,

vhtch they placed in the bag, and then used a vet vashcloth fc_r

f_ns£ cleaning vhich yes then disposed of in the urine dtspost_l

: bag.

The collector seat did not become dirty. Bag sealing va8 accomplished

by the aethod which askes a one-inch fold instead of one-half lnch

folds. Bag sealing yes alva, s done vtth the blover on, and a_thou_

there vere no seals vhlch leaked, the crew conaanted 8everal tiros

i on the "tmfOrglwing" stiek_ adhesive on the bs_. _he time required

to a_eo_lish be4 sealing, ease nsssuriag, and proeeseor loadlnl[

?

; va8 not e_sidered excessive. Odor e_trol vas s&tts_etoz7 and

'_ noiselevelvas acceptableexceptduringsleepperiods.Thlsis

di_eusee4underUrineColleetleaIka_vare_saeseaant,psrasraph21b,

belov. There vere _8 fecal collections during the first ntssion

2.2. ii-I 3_
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vh£ch tm an average of one collection every rye da_s per crevaan.

There vere no fecal bags dnaaged during use and no filter or seal

+, leaks. Torn cuffs ) Is stated previously) yore relatively common

but cemsed no major problem. The only ch&nges tfl procedure or hard-

rare recciended by the crev vere the so_ter and rider seat plus

the use of the urine receiver without the yoke. The erev recomasnded

+ thAs fecal collection sir flov concept for future space missions.

The relieving c:ev cc_mntn are provided for fecal collection equip-

neat assessment:

6PT The fecal collecttcm equipment - vork8, ameh to our surprise,

if one is careful and raises It slov. Fecal collection equip-

meat, the oar flov method of collection appears to be prectt-

cal. A larger air flov) I think is aandatory on tutm

mAsstou destjns. The aAr flov Is IsrglnmA, hovever, the

metho_ &ppe&rs feasible, and the urine collection, not only

is the method feasible but the flov is probeJaly adequate and

very close go it.

CDR Waste eanagensat and hygiene equtpient turned out to be a
+/

• fontastloally pleasant surprise. I probably v_ molt adamant

against the feet that I dldn)t thank the fecal collection

equApment vould vork sad ve have all discovered pleasantly
?

_r t_ it vorks in an absolutely outstsadlag liner add I have

.+ to rote it aJ ezoellant.

_'m) focal/rapine oolleetor lap strap and lm_tho.tdo m an &bee-

! lute _ulreasat to the fecal collection equllz_at v_k$_

oomot_ in that you do have to pull the elneh do_ and held

yourself ve_ elsie - PAnder on the seat 2B o_Lex' fOr the sat

. 2,2.11-13_
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_ flOW to YOrk correctS7. If you do that the fecal collection

equipment works excellentl_ and therefore straps are neces-

sary. Perhaps they could be desiKned to do a little bit

_ better Job of holding toKether than it does riKht nov, but
J

we' _1 YOrk on it.

_ PLT X u a nov boy - hearing horror stories from the old heads -

have been deliriously happy and surprised with the operation

of the vute thinks and equipaant - the fecal collection and

the urine collection both, The air stream on the fecal col-

lectiou unit works quite well, I have found personally that ,_

I use the belt and I must use the handhold and pull :_8elf

down on the seat to make sure you set a good seal. The better

the sell you got around the lid of the seat, the better the

equipment seems to work.

2. Second Mission Crew Asse3sment

The second mdsslon crew rated the fecal collection equipment as gen-

era_._y Kood in terms of its operation and effectiveness. The con-

ment8 made under assessment by the first mission crew were senerally

applicable For the second mission crew comments. The second mission

: crew, however, more critical Ln terms of' the amount of "trouble" it

vu to prepare the collector for co_lection and general Fecal col-

lection nsnqenent tuks. The second crew also felt that the ear

flow yes low end should be lnereued For Future applications of

uSlzqK Sir flay U t I_vity substitute. The erev stated that the

air flow for ?eeal (and urine) eolAeetlonvex aeeep_ablehu_ low.

It vu suKSested that at leut _0 percent taereue In air flow would

probsbl_ be required for 8atlsfsetoz7 operation, The erev aiso dad

na_ lime_be vertleeAorientatlea_ the FoeeAeollee_oror the

1974020217-174
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o On DO1 223 the PIT reported, "Fecal collection equipaent - l

: rate that very good to excellent. The only dravback to the

fecal collection business is that it's too much of a nuisance

to fill a hey bag. There should be a better vay of futening

a bag on there - a lot quicker. It takes you about _0 seconds

to relief yourself fecal-vise, and about 10 minutes to take

care of all the logging, taking the fecal bag in the processor

out, securing it in the locker, putting the used bag in the pro-

ceosor, and then putting a nee fecal bag in the collector."

o On DO¥ 229 the CDR reported, "The strap that you use vhen you're

defecating is marginal; it'll hold you dovn but it ready needs

: to be better. A,l.so vhen you're on the fecaA collector and your

head'o over, you tend to be close to the ceiling which is

troublesome, but mostly, it blocks out all your light. There-

fore, If you want to read on the Job you are going to have to do

it with your book in the dark. It's have been nuch better if

_'d have _ade that thing set horizontal and not tried to save

0pace and all that stuff. Could have put ot over there in the

c_er."

• On DOY 2k6 the PiT reported, "Waste J_no4_zt and cleanup chores,

decided that the ear syste-,, (blover) that ve've got in the fecal

collector and urine drawer that vaJte managelent Is such improved.

Aid so it's that ite4a right there_ the e.lr entrappoent idea that

hu taken a lOt Of the III and a lot Of the york tll out, of

the Ire _sNpment. 8o I think that that tI a real plus and

io_thil_ ve ought to continue to have in f_ture s_stI. C_ean-

J4ag up after Its Ie4_eaent exereiie iI no problI, there's

essiltiI3_ no oleIDup at cal."

2.2.11-138
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_ o On DO¥ 222 the PiT reported, "l think aaother great design is

the vute mma_ement system. It's essentl_y a no mess opera-

tton. And the only thing that takes a little tim - it takes [

30 seconds to have a bowel novenent and about 10 to 15 more min-

utes to log all the data and snap the hey bag in place. So that

_ installation of the new bng could be designed in a more etfici- ;,

e_t Ier."

o On DOY 2_I the CDR reported, "Fecal collector filter. Easy to

put in, piece of cake. That's a good one. Just slide a couple

of pieces of rubber over and sna_ the on. That's a vinner."

3. Third Mission Crev Assessment :

• The third mission crev assesied the fecal collection system in a :

manner similar to the first tvo mission crevs. They felt that -

the system vorked in a very satisfactory _n, r. The CDR .:

; commented on DOY 333 that the first time he used the fecal

collector, he vas very pleasently surprised. "l l'ound that they

(fecal and urine colleotton S/stems) worked as advertised. _ ,_

The trey also made simll_ comments relative to _ll of the _.

"t_uble" the msna_ment tasks made in the collection process. :.

The time reouired for bex cheese, mass measurement, processing. _-

etc., vas thought to be excessive and annoyin_.

._ 2.2.11-139 _.
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_ 21 Uri_ Collec_Ion i

- a. Ha._Ivare ._oaalles

i. Urine Separator (Centrifusal Separator Urine Collection)

e First MAssion _bLrdvsreArteries

The first crew reported initial lov _ir flo_ in the urine re-

ceiver during the first urine collection. This eonditlon vas

corrected by installing • fecal bag in the fecal receptacle.

This vu necessary in order to provide the pressure drop needed

to balance the air flow between the fecal and urine collection

*_ for nor_A ouheys_ea operation.

During the early _orning of VO¥ I_9, s urine chiller telpersture

Of 560F Yas noted for Urine Chiller io. 1 for an extended period.

The erev reported that the cause was due to inadvertently leaving

the eolleotor blower/sepsr•tor switch on for an extended period.

Upon correction of switch position the temper•furs returned to

II_OlqlA.

D_ing the turning of DO¥ 1_7, • low air flow in UrJ_e Drever No.

3 _ reported. The erev changed the separ•tor filter and the

air flow bees noroal. The £ollo_Aag questions and ansvers "ere

• sent to the erev relative to this ancs_lT.

e CI_ Qustlon: When 7o_r urine separator filter vu removed,

eeuld you see what was bloek_aS the fllterT

]M.d the eentrif_e have urine in lit

._ kun,er: _re vat no visible bloeke4e of the urine

_ filter 'by an_ Iterial that we could sen. and

• no, the eentrifl_e _l_ not hsve urine /_ it

when ve ehan_ it out.

|
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• 8eecmd J4tsston Hsrdvare Anomalies

Opel_tlcql of the eo].lector v_J nozsu_ thl_h the entire nJs-

Jlc_ tmtll DO¥ 267 (HD-59) vhen, on deactivating hij urine

drmmr (removing and replacing the centriFu_l sep_ator), the

8PT Found that the suction line sd_l had debonded and l_.oated

aw_ Fromthe suction line. The seal vu c&p_ured, taped tc _

the co,lector Face, ana photo_aph(,_. Ezaa/nstion oF the re-

turned photoKraph ptJ_-pointed the fJLtlure mode and a raper kit

v88 fabricated For the third ndssion erov to remed_ the pl_,b-

Jem (see FiSure 2.2._1.1-38 for an illuetrstton oF the problem

end its proposed solutl_

On DO¥267 it vu reported that the urine separator suction line _

venner deb_ded. This s_oik_y v_J l_pOrt_l by the eFT as

Fellers :

• "There is s Ka8 _ suppJ_ line th&t rums Up Freer the back-

side of the 4raver, out thresh a _ittle tlsnp that th_

ne_s vith the _J s_pply _lne that 1*_ms out to the moyable /

portion of the drseer on the elides. Nov this ._stes vith

_he little vuher that has both s rubber eaeposition vith a

_s/ bscklq plate on It. The bank pl_e oQ this oetsl

veshor As honda4 in eeoc WW to the tl/ed _:ti_ of the

4rs_r. _m_w_, _ _ _T 4rsv_ (lb. 3) that _a41_ _

oane loose. As a n_tter oF fae_, tbe little v_her v_

eti_ te the novable portio_ oF the drear, so t_dLl_i_ £t *

ei loose _ I had the 4raver c_pletel_r out. _ vo'r_

_*_ I_oJ_ to u_e it ep_Ln, I_ of emn,x Lt vt_ be eseent/al _..
no

for tbe ne_ slssion that tbe s_r f_t_ta4 be tLl_ befo_ ea_

I
....... # I
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: LAUf,CHCO:IDITION :

_, SEALSBONDEDTO SUCTIONLINE "
._ FLA.'IGEBECAMEDEBONDED :

REPAIRTECHNIQUE

STAINLESSSTELLCOLLETIftSERTSI.TO TXISTI.G
SUCTIOflLINE _JITHPl_'SlOflS TO SEALDNAWER
rtOUtlTEUVALVEBOOY -"-_

UR]_ COLLECTIONDRAWERSEALOEIW)NDIHGSECONDIIISSiO_I
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of the drawers will function properly. And so some new

"_ bonding s_ent should be brought along so that the little

rubber composition washer can be rebonded to the fixed por-

tion of the drawer."

, o Third _Ltssion Hardware Anomalies
/

Durin_ the last week of the mission, it was reported by

the CDR, that urine salt crystal_ had began to show on all

th, separators. This formation had also shown up durin_

Qu_li_'ication Tests and did not impair the performance

of _e _eparators.

2. Urine Ba_ and Receiver/Hose

o First Mission Hardware Anomalies

A minor problem with the urine receiver hoses catehin_ on the

urine drawers is discussed later in this section.

o Se,_ond Mission Hardware Ano=alies

: A small amc'mt of urine leakaRe was reported which was associated

with ba_s and receiver hoses. These minor anomalies were de- :_

scribed durtn_ the Crew Technical Debriefin_ as follows.

o CDR "We only had a couple of urine spills towards the end.

I had one vhen my little rubber erom_et vasn't fit per-

• fectly on tima- centrifu_e. I noticed the spill. I

, looked in there and Saw that it fit correctly on one

side, and on the other side it ha_ bent under. So

apparently it had let urine somehow come out that way."

: _PT "You're talking nov about the interface b_tween the bs_

and the separator. I noticed that some of the ba_s

I leaked. _,en you pulled vacu_ on it you can hear the

2._.ii-i_3
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air hissing into the little black boot. I noticed that

one time when I had a bag that was like that. It did

leak around the _oot where it fits on the separator and

I had some urine spill. If they find a bag that leaks

when they pull a vacuum on it, they might Just want to

throw it away if they have plenty of them. I never

did that because I didn't know how deep the supply was."

_ o Third Mission Hardware Anomalies ;

Two leaks were reported in urine collection bags during

the third mission. The spills were cleaned up and the

bags replaced.

"i. 3. Urine Collection - Roll-On Cuff (OWS Bag)

e First Mission Hardware Anomalies

The most adverse comments pertained to the residual urine

remaining in the roll-on cuff causing the crew's fingers to

become wet with urine during each use. There were no crew

comments on the cuff installation and no physical discomfort

_ due to back pressure when using the roll-on cff. H_ndling

i of the loose be_ during collection and installation in the o

drawer was not mentioned; however, none of the urine b_s

was damaged or leaked. The samples were obtained from the "

roll-on cuff collection using the urine collection ba_ i

similar to the urine collection transfer assembly (UCTA) _

• samples in that they also contained excessive air. It was

i not necessary to use the roll-on -uff. Cuff collection was

never used as a result of failure of separator collection.

_ No changes in procedure were mentioned which would improve !_

roll-on cuff collection.

_ 2.2.11-i44 ,:,
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o Second Mission Hardware Anomalies

No anomalies were reported relative to the roll-on cuff

(OWS Ba_) urine collection system.

o Third Mission Hardware Anomalies

_ No anomalies were reported relative to the roll-on cuff

urine collection system.

4. Urine Sampling and Measuring Equipment

o First Mission Hardware Anomalies

_. No anomalies were reported durin_ the first mission with

urine sampling. Post mission analysis revealed that the

volume of samples wa._ low (average 90-100 ml rather than

120-130 ml). It appears that the method used by the PLT

for samplin_ was the best; that being, keeping pressure on

the urine bag as the sample is being taken.

o Second Mission Hardware Anomalies

A small amount of leak_e was reported on DOY 218 relative

_: to the urine sample bags. This was not a serious problem

• and did not occur frequently. The CDR reported a leak of

•. about 1/2 of a sample ba_ of urine. It is estimated that

_ the volume of this leak was about 60 millimeters or 2 ou,lces, i

::_ This problem was noticed at the time that a sample ba_ was i

-_ bein_ changed. Apparently, the confif_tration of the sample

ba_ had indicated that it was properly attached, but as it

_ turned out, the CDR said that it had leaked despite the fact

that it looked all right. This anomaly was reported on

]:X)Y 218 as follows.

_ 2.2.ll-lh5
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o This is the CDR for the Biomed people. I Just took _
,..

a urine sample and the top of the sample bs_ leaks

at the lower right hand corner as viewed from the top,

where the little spout is. Since that corner leaked

urine, another sample was t_ken.

o Third Mission Hardware Anomalies

Two leaks in urine sample bags were reported during the C

third mission. The bags were replaced with new ba_s and

placed in the freezer.

5. Urine Collection and Transfer Assembly (UCTA) Equipment

o First Mission Hardware Anomalies

Samples taken from the UCTA's during the first mission

j appeared to contain excessive air. It was estimated that s

these samples contained approximately 70 percent air. This _

was reported by the crew and confirmed by the sample volumes _
• J

measured post flight. The crew did not recommend any method _

of reducing air in the sample b_4_. _ere were no crew

comments regarding the method used to squeeze urine _amples

from the UCTA; however, during the crew debrieflngs, no S:

diffieulties in obtaining the samples were reported. _

o Second MAsston Hardware Anomalies

The second mission crew also experienced problems with ex-

/ eesstve air in the UCTA's. Crew comments relative to this _

_ problem are provided as follows: _i

o SIT On our first mission day, the CDR and PLT each had _q_

-" two UCTA's, but the SPT only had one UCTA, so we _

_ 2.2.ii-146

?
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_ only had five samples to make Instead of the

standard six. The samples were made as per
' 2

checklist, but as noted before on the earlier

_ mission, there's a lot of air getting into these

: samples. That's particularly true of PLT sample

number 2 because the UCTA didn't have much in It, _

probably only a couple or 300 ml of urine and that

mt_y have contributed to the extra air that _ot in i,

_' there. But I have been takin_ special pains to

_et or did take special pains to _et the sample -).

b_ as full as was possible. My guess is they're

_ something Like two-thirds to three-quarters full of

-_ urine and the remainder i8 air.

o Third Mission Hardware Anomalies

_ The third mission crew reported a leak in one UCTA. There

i8 no reported information as to the nature or cause c _ the ,

leak.

/. '}_

b. Hardware Assessmen_

1. Urine Collection i

o First Mission Crew llardware Assessment _

_, Air flov was nonsilered adequate by the first crew for urine :_

: collection. Time for urine collection was not excessive. Noise }

leeel of the urine separators was not disturbin8 during use; :'

however, when the system was used durin_ sleep periods, the ,:.

sleepin_ crewmen were, on occasions, a_kened by the separator
t

noise. This was attrt_'uted to the relatively low noise levels

]9740202]7-]85
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in the spacecraft which made any other noises seem loud

and disturbing. This was not considered a problem reouir-

ing any further action except for design of future space

vehicles.

Only one change in procedure became obvious to the first

crew while collecting the urine. The receiver yoke (holder)

was not ased in the standing position. It was more suitable

in zero-g to hold the receiver In their hands and to "float"

freely while urinating. This was brought out emphatically

_ by all three crewmen. Also, one foot restraint was enoch

for stand-up urination.

Urine drawer chillers operated normally throughout the mission!,

period. The crew reported no excessive buildup of moisture on

the heat exchanger plate. The crew did, however, wipe the
A

plates daily. On MD-25, the crew relayed the values readout

by the onboard display of refrigeration system temperatures:

Urine Chiller i - _h°F (6.7°C)

i Urine Chiller 2 - kSOF (7.20C)

Urine Chiller 3 - 4hOF (6.70C) _

Examination of all-data digital tape (ADDT) data and real

time data for the duration of the mission also indicate

an average temperature for three chillers of kSOF (7.2Oc).

_2

/

_ 2.2. ll-1 _,8

}
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The followln_ crew comments from the first mission are

provided for _eneral urine collection equipment assessment.

@ CDR "The urine collection equipment also, I have to say, _

after all the revoluations works in an outstandin_

manner. I have to rate it as excellent. The urine

collection equipment - once we found out that it

didn't work right unless you have a fecal bag in.

Otherwise you don't get enough suction to the urine

receiver. It works quite well. It stays surprisingly i

clean and after some _ days of use, the urine receivex

and hose have no odor, which T was "oneerned about
4

prior to launch."

PLT "This is for the medical adn MOT1 people. Apparently i

the maximum volume that our present urine measuring

system will handle is 3800 (ml). I measured my bag _

this mornln_ and it came out to 3800 (ml). Buto I

had quite a difficult time getti,lg the volume measure -

ment plate into the ba_, where you bring that last

flap up over the top. I think Just squeezing it into ;_

: the ba4_ wi4 give you no more than a 3800 (ml)

measurement. I have a feeling that there is an _,

additional, but indeterminate, quantity in the ba_.

If you wanted a number, I'd _uess right at h000 (ml).

Later analysis of the lithium chloride tracer supported the :
?

3800 (ml) maximum volume measurement.

?

2.2.11-149
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!. o Second Mission Crew Hot,rare Assessment

_,: Crew assesmnt for urine collection hardware during the second

Ktssion was somewhat varied and in certain cases conflicting.

. In general, the crew a_reed that the system was adequate 8n_ did

a 8ood Job of collecting. Most objections or criticis_s were in

: regard to the excessive crew time that was required for smapling,

b_ change out, etc. The following crew comnents are provided

relative to urine collection hardware assessment.

• o On DO¥ 223 the PLT reported, "Urine collection equipment

" works very well, haven't had any spills; blowers all work

_ good - it's Just a great system. It's no fuss, no mass.

• If there's some way ve could save time in taking samples,

_. changing bags and 8o forth, that 'd be a plus for that sys-

; teat bu_ as it is, it ' s pretty good."

.. e Crew Technical Debriefing

CDR Hey about wute nanaKenent ?

PLT Works, great system.

CDR Works veil but if we ever ended up with a new system

I think we'd want to improve the flow in both the

urine system and the fecal system. One of the things _:

T thou_t could be improved _d be to have mone

of not using a tissue after every urination to wipe

off the penis. At the end I would wipe it on the cuff

_d that worked fairly veil, but it scene to ne they

could have directed a slight air flow at a certain point

on the lid of that cup that would alloy you to eliminate

all the urine and you wouldn't have to use t, tissue to

de the Job. Did we change hoses and cups as often as

2.2.11-150
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i they recommended - once a week, once every d _ays?" _,

• PLT I changed probably once every 2 weeks. _

/

CDR You Just did because they told you to, it wasn't be-

• cause you felt like you needed to.

_, PLT Just for bugs add you can't tell when you need it on

account of ougs. There's a set of three cups and

_ hoses which come with every bag replacement kit. If

you rememoer you can use them, swap them out.

o On DOY 223 the CD_ reported, "Urine collection equipment - !

way too much trouole. It needs more air flow. There are

: several things tnat occur. One when you urinate with an addi-

tional volume, you can stop up the centrifuge and cause back-

flow. That tends to scare you a little bit. In addition to

that; if when you finish .rinatinK your last little drop,

juu'd ii_e to wipe it off on something as oppoaed to always

getting a tissue, when you wipe it off on the edge of the

cup and it Just hangs there in a oi_ blou. When you move the

cup...it comes off and becomes a beautiful gold oaLt quiver- _"_

ing througfl the air and you have to figure o-._ a w_v to Jerk

: out something and stop It or catch It and tl_&t is a lot of

trouble. I thtn_ sore &lr flow and some sort of paying &tten-

tion to boundary ls_er control where the _ir would tend to flow

• along the b.,undary of the cup and some little aaount In the

:Addle, I think, would do the Job. _k_be some little point

where you could ru0 off the pente and get the last drop where

the e_r flow was especially h$gh would be good.

2.2.11-151
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°_lrd l,IJ,sslon Crew i._r4vs,re Assessment

The urine collection system was reported by the third

mission crew to work very good. '_

On DOY 333 the CDR reported, "I think the equipment in

: there (Waste Mana_em:nt Compartment) is very mood. The

• pot and the urine collection devices I think are surprisingly

easy to use and they're very effective. I don't know how

much better you can pt these. Of course, I must admit

that before I got here I had very _rave reservations for

the ability of these systems to work well and I must s_v

i I was very pleasently surprised...the first time in usin_

both systems I found tLat they worked as well as advertised.

The co_plaints of the system are basically the same as the

_. first:and second crews.

The compartment lacked a good restraint system.

Tt took too lonR to seal fecal ba_s and obtain sa_les, i

Urine spills were a :tess to clean up.
j

t

f

2.2.11-152
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: 2. Daily Sapling and Bag Change-Out

• First _LLssion Crev Har_vsre Assessment

The daily ss_ling and urine bag ehanp-out task varied f_.o:.

_ 15 to 30 minutes depending on the crev_n and the lesrnln_

curve. Each erev_n normally performed smepltng on his ovn

system. In removing the urine bs_ box from the urine collector

drsver, the removal of the urine osg inlet boot from the urine

/ separator outlet tube alvs_s resulted in s_e urine drops. It

vss standard procedure for the crevaan to vtpe off these drops

vith a tissue. 'l_e PiT found it wery difficult to use the pu_

tab on the urine bag to drav the u-ine _roa the sepsrstor urine

outlet. The tab kept falling back _n the hole in the urine bag

box. As • result, after • fev days he no longer used the pull

t•b. It is not knovn ix _.he other erevaen used the pull tab or

II_t.

All of _he erevmn mixed the _ine aeeordin_ to procedure _ hoverer,

the CDRasde it • practice of alxtnE tvtee to insure adequate nix- _

ing. Them vu no difficulty In (•) installinK the urine bs_ box

in the squeezer delw=e, (b) in using the Toluae deteralaator

plate, (e) tnstalltnF, ssaple bM Into eft•per eutter, or (d) eon-

neetlng the ssaple be8 bose to the urine beg. Uov_er, the PL"

yes unable to ae_ure urine quantity _rester th_ 3800 I1. He

had tvo es_lee vhaeh both MSsu_d _800 al and felt he had _re

than 3800 al In t_e b_. Later LICt volvae deter_lnstlon ta41-

o&t_d s_n_zl_tely 3800 _ in one sad 3600 _1 In the otheF be4.

1 '
i . 11-1_32. 2
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Jo ssap_e he4s leeked_ however, one staple bag vas either d_-

s_ed by the CDR during reaowL1 froa the stovsus restraint or

dsaspd prior to reaow_. ,

The aost sl_fleant problem in the urine systea vu lov sample

bsl_ vol_ee. The systen vas deafened to co_ect sslples From

120 to 130 I1. DurlnK sample extraction _1 crevaen noticed

_, air entrs_pped (mia_ bubbles) in the urine in the sample bag.

Tnts was acre pronounced on the l_lret mission and dll_erent tech-

_ nlqvmo _l'o used on the second ntss£on vhtch reduced this problem.

It .'s not clear vhere air vas c_ing f_m; hoverer, the most

obwlous source Is the centrif_sl separator. The_e Is no obvious

reason for the excess air to be _nersted by the separator and

sero-_ tastlniK to slant _sslble. All crevaen reported that

_ suft_ctont force vas applied to the squeezer handle.

_he CDa noticed that the urlne iu the s_eple bq flowed back in

the ur_J_e eo_eetio_ be_ after releulng the squseser handle as

Indicated by bubble flov. A18o cyclt=4_ the sample bsi_ did noth- _

InK to decrease air in the scruple be_. _,

In extraetln_ the be£f saple, the 8PT reported he noved the

has're1 to "Pull" position end then back to "_alf" hepin_ to in-

crease h_f scruple else. ProeodUl_l chanKes for the second _18-

ston reduced this problem.

_ho other tasks req'_lrod for semp_lnKs I.e. s erf_q_ cu_tinK of

t_ s_ b_ tuhe,pu_b.t_crisped tube. _o the senate b_,

ll_tlkllll_ ha4 1pro t_leser tr_y I_d hl_dlll_ ft_leser flays vtt_



1

Frozen oqs veve not difficult.

_be urine dump system vas not used to dump urine; hoverer, all

urine bqo vere evacuated through the urine dump system prior

to the dally installation in the urine drswrs. The CDRand SFT

: also evacuated their scruple bqs prior to user althouKh this did

_: not appear to help increase sample volune. During urine baq evac-

uation, one inlet check valve "squealed" indicia/oK _tr passinK

thl_Ul_h the check valve. That baK wL8 d_sponed of and subsequently

_t vu the Keneral pieties by the trey to use the inlet boot pluK.

No difficulty _ experienced lost•slinK a nev urine bq In the

urine b_ box and on the s_parator. Only the PLTto urine dr_npr

had a tenbncy to mtl_k vhile closinA - it v18 d_ffleult to e_ose

the last inch of travel. The PIT reported th6t he vu rel_,r_ant

to ales the draft and thereafter he applied • Force slovly _tch

closed the door adequately. None oF the drays,- tracks vas lubri-

cated. The dl_wtr closin_ latch vorked easily end the draver

_penin8 "stop" alv_ys prevented the drawer from cominK out

entim_y.

It vas reported at Lean_ once that tvo 84q_rato15 yore "on" sl_l-

i te_8ous_y and the reeu_tinK current did not open the circuit

breaker.

_t d_y u_lne volume (_eehe_leal veraua Ll eneJ_yeis) for the

f'J,ret em in :tne.].udod :In lqlgure2.2.11.1-39, liovever, in _,enm'&l,

the CI8 •ve_sed appropriately l_O0 nit the PLT 25_0 hi, and the

aPT _tO0 _1. T_J dat_y urine sample sis_- _8 inO_t_k_ in FIKure

2.2.11-1_
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NO changes to hardware became obvious to the crew during thet

da/ly urine sampling and daily bag change-out tasks, however,

after reviewing the post-flight urine sample vol_mes of each
t

crewman, it appears the PLT's procedure of pushing with one
!

hand on the squeezer handle during crimper cutting of the

4 sample bag tube ma_,have helped obtain the larger samples.

This procedure was recommended for the second mission crew. ;

o _
Second Mission Crew Hardware Assessment

_; General assessment of the daily sampling and urine bag change-

• out was similar to that of the first mission crew. System

; ,_ management task times were about the same w_th each crewman

i normally performing his own tasks.

{ A minor amount of urine droplets was usually found when remov-
Z

. :, ing the urine bag box from the urine :ollector drawer, the re- _:

i moval of the urine bag inlet Ooot, etc. Like the first mission, :

-_ _ this was usually wiped up with general purpose tissue.

There was no significant difficulty reported relative to any of

the sampling and bag change-out tasks. _.

Crew comments relative to daily urine sampling and urine bag

change-out assessment are provided as follows: ,_

o SPT Got a little information for the biomed people. PLT

found out that you sent a change up for us to hold down -

on the urine bag while we take the sample to cut out -_F

: the number of bubbles and fill the bag better. Well,

PLT found out if he sloshed the urine back and forth

; in the bag, slowly, so it didn't make bubbles, he had

2.2.11-158
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uetter luck. I_ow,I naventt been able to develop

his tecnnique yet. But he seems to be getting ve_i

good samples that way. In addition to that he does

the squeezing down hard.

On DOY 239 the CDR reported, "What is the most disconcerting

personal hygiene problem you !have encountered? I think proOably

the urine dump...your fingers get dirty as the rubber nozzle has

urine in it..."

On DOY 246 the PLT reported, "Waste r._nagement is a very clean

system, it work_ well and is quite a tribute to engineering

design and ingenuity. I had one spill and I think a bag broke

a little bit, but it didn't let much urine out. I plugged it

in one place and I was able Just to soak it up with a few wipeR,

so _he waste management chores are no problem."

The daily urine volume (mechanical versus Li analysis) for the

second crew is included in Figure 2.2.11.1-41. However, in gen-

eral, the CDH averaged approximately 1140 ml, the PLT i_90 ml

and the SPT 1400 ml. The daily urine sample size is included

in Fi&_re 2.2.11.1-42.

o Third Mission Crew Hardware Assessment

There were no specific crew comments on samplln_ and ba_ chan_e

out except that the operation took too much time, especially

with the additional recuirement to dump the urine ba_ and add

the boric acid tablets.

2.2.11-159
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I" 3 Urine Collection and Sampling System Maintenance

: o First MissioD Crew Hardware Assessment

There were no urine spills and none of the urine bags leaked or

broke during the first mission. The condensation in the urine

drawers was minimal and confined to the chiller plate (primarily

on the bumpers). This condensation was wiped daily, although

the CDR felt that this may nc_ have been necessary. Occassionally,

the urine hoses were pinched when caught behind the separator

motor. This was corrected during the mission by insuring that

the urine hose was not in a position to become pinched prior to

closing of the drawer and no further action is required. There

was no mention on the frequency of iclet hose and receiver change-

out or if they were changed at all. It was a general practice by

the crewmen to wipe the excess urine from the receiver with

tissue after each usage. The one occurrence of separator filter

change-out due to the PLT's filter clogging required about 30

minutes of maintenance time. There was nothing on the filter to

indicate the cause of clogging. Several things could have

caused the filter clogging - high single void quantity combined

with foamin_ is the most likely. This same separator was reported

to be "cruddy" (grey substance) in the motor to separator gear

areas. This was found during deactivation when the motors were

switched to a new separator and the gear aA-ea vas subsequently

wiped off before the motor was installed on the new separator.

There waJ no evidence of _vine odor or bacterial growth notice-

: able in the urine drawer area.

2.2.11-162
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The urine collection water flush system was not used; in fact,

it wa_ not activated.

The crewmen reported no new wear or scratches on the urine

chiller plates and the thermal pads were not excessively worn.

It was never necessary to change a separator motor due to fail-

ure_ however, the separator motors were removed as planned from

each of the three separators during deactivation.

There was no indication of urine ba_ check valve leakage back

"_ into the separator.

Crlmper/cutter area (on _:_e fecal collection door) did not oe-

come contaminated with chips or urine.

o Second ILission Crew Hardware Assessment

There was no major spillage or breakage of urine or sample bags

during the second mission. One sample bag was reported to nave

leaked, but it was not a significant amount. The loose urine

was readily cleaned up and created no serious problem. Additional

urine droplets were cleaned up as required at the boot interface

to the urine separator.

There were no reported urine hose pinchlngs during drawer opening

J
or closing. Inlet hoses and receivers were reported to have been

_. changed about every 15 days.

The condensation in th¢ urine drawers was minimal and confined -_

to the chiller plates. _is condensation was wiped daily as a

part of bag chanSe-out. There were no separator filter change-

_ outs required and no clo_In8 reported. There was also no

_ 2.2.11-163
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identified problem relative to urine odor or bacterial growth

in the urine drawers. The drawers were considered to be in

clean condition at activation. The SPT commented on this sub-

Ject during the Crew Technical Debriefing.

o "The SPT h_d no spills at all. He also cleaned all the

drawers out Just before deactivation. I think we got a nice

clean system all the way across there for the next crew. The

whole thing looks in good shape."

Comments from the CDR relative to drawer cleanliness are provided

a_ follows :

o "Also one of the things we we_-: worried about before we went

was that we might come upon a moldy rubber or an open urine

drawer and might be a lot of bugs around in there somehow.

There never was. Everything was clean and dry and neat. I

think it's probably going to be the same for the next crew.

We left it real clean and he should be able to step in and

put whatever he's got in the drawers or in the coolers. It

all should work."

o Third Mission Crew Hardware Assessment

There were two urine spills in the collection module reported

by the third mission crew. Both spills were cleaned up by using

used towels and cloths. The compartments were wiped down by

biocide wipes. As in the first two missions a minimum amount of

coUdensation in the drawers was reported which was wiped daily.

Although some odor from the collector and urine 8alt_ on the *

separators was reported in the last week of the mission, no

change outs or maintenance were performed.

2.2.ii_-i6_
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h. Post-Fllght Analysis

o First Mission Crew Hardware Assessment

The daily urine volume (mechanical versus Li analysis) from each

urine co_lectlon bag from the first mission is plotted in Figure

2.2,11.i-39. The accuracy of Infli_ht volume measuring as compared

to post-fliRht LiCI analysis varied randomly. IIowever, it was clear

that the inflight messurin_ system was more accurate at the hi_her

collected volumes. There appeared to be a gradual learnin_ curve

• which improved the inflight measurin_ slightly during the latter

part of the mission. The sample bags arrived frozen as planned in

the lab. None of the sample ba_s leaked after thawin_ out. The

samples appeared to be acceptable for the biomedical experiments ex-

cept for the low ouantities in the urine sample ba_s mentioned

previously.

o Second Mission Crew Hardware Assessment

The daily urine volume (mechanical versus Li analysis) from each

collection bag from the second mission is plotted in PiAstre

2.2.11. i-_i. The sample bars arrived at the lab frozen as planned

and appeared to be acceptable for the biomedical experiments. The

urine volumes for each of the first mission crewmen as determined by

the analysis for lithium concentration in the returned urine samples

are p,ovided by Table 2.2.11.1-10.

The urine volumes for each of the second mission crewmen as determined

by the analysis for lithium concentration in the return urine samples
J

are provided by Table 2.2.11.1-11.

o Third Mission Crew Hardware Assessment

• Table 2.2.11.i-12 shows the urine volumes (mechanic_l) reported by the

crew in the daily log. The sample volumes and urine volumes by

lithium chloride analysis are to be obtained froaJSC.
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DOY MI) CDR SPT _LT
i

i_5 1 Li Trace Only Li Trace Only Li Trace Only

i_6 2 1057 ml 687 ml 913 ._

i_7 3 No% Received No% Received Not Re_elved

1_8 b 1125 eL1 8_9 ml 981 m_

1_9 5 _31ml 702 ml 1185 ml

150 6 iOOOml 725ml 23_3 ml

151 7 1256mi 89_ ml 1800ml

152 8 1336mi 88_ ml 2166 ml

153 9 11_6mi 858 ml 2869ml

15_ 10 1358ml 1129mi 2869 ml

155 11 i120mi 1301 ml 262_ ml

156 12 173_ ml 1120 ml 3374 ml

157 13 2162ml ll16ml 2869 ml

158 I_ 1558mi 1034 ml 3_3_ ml

159 15 ii0_ ml 919 ml 1943 ml

160 16 1358 ml 918 ml 2114 ml

161 17 i_52 ml l_OOml 2739 ml

162 18 156bml 1282 ml 3631 ml

163 19 2103 ml 116_ ml 1794 ml

16_ 20 1_8OmI Ib39 ml 2b07 ml

165 21 1723mi 809ni 3720mi

166 22 I_06nLI 156_ "_ 2629 ml

167 23 123511 IO85mI 2585 ml

168 2_ 1733 nl Ib06 ml 2629 ml

169 25 17_3mI 1230mi 3315 ml

170 26 1350 al 1631ai 3112-I

ITI 27 I_12mI 1356 ml 2773 ml _

172-I 28 1168 ml 1101 ml 3081 ml

172-2 2_ 533 -I 5bO ml 565 ml

Table 2.2.ii.i-I0

DAILY URINE VOLUME(tI ANALYSIS) - FIRST MISSIO_
2.2,11-166
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CDR SPT PLT

voo,. voL Pool VOL POOLVOL
boy (,.icL) .....¢LicL) (UCL)

210 1 10_1 ml i0_2 ml 1237 ,-_

211 2 102_ ml 92_ ml _0 ml

212 3 _ 993 ml 950 ml 7_8 ml

213 h 92h ml 878 ml 96_ ml

21h 5 718 ml 950 ml 13hl ml

215 0 789 ml i09_ ml 1515 m]

216 7 8_0 ml 1267 ml 1652 m]

217 8 908 ml lh21 ml 1778 ml

218 9 12_I ml 1288 ml l(_Su ml

219 I0 97h ml 1070 ml 13h5 m]

220 II 1086 ml 1188 m] I_76 ml

221 12 89h ml 1727 ml 1778 ml

222 13 97_ ml 13_5 ml i_20 r,,l

223 I_ 103h ml 15_3 m] 1388 ml

22h 15 1286 ml I_50 ml 1530 ml

225 16 1239mi 1729 ml 1366 ml

226 17 I_93mI 1330 ml 1239 ml

227 18 936 ml 1278 ml I_9_ ml

228 19 9h_ ml ih37 ml Ih37 ml

229 20 1330 ml 1832 ml 1286 ml

230 21 I_0_ ml 1937 ml 1308 ml

231 22 1330 ml 1308 ml 2318 ml

232 23 I_62 ml 1696 ml 1520 ml

233 2b 1066 ml 27_I ml 1775 ml

23h 25 1352ml Ih08 ml I_76 ml

235 26 1323 ml 1660 ml 1696 ml

236 27 1077 ml 1301 ml 1535 ml

237 28 1010mi lib6 ml 1_08 ml

238 29 903ml 1530 ml 15&6 m_

239 30 757ml 153o ml 1769 m]

UAILY URINE VOLUHE (LI AI_ALYSIS) - 510)r,O MI',,'.ION
i

Table 2.2.11.1-11

2.2.11-167 "
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CDR SPT PLT

_ POOL VOL POOL VOL POOL V0L

_ DOY "D I,.ICL) . (,.iCL) (LiC,.)
i ,, ,

?
_ 2_0 31 1117 ml 165h ml lh71 ml

2_i 32 1356 ml 1551 ml 1290 rl

I 2_2 33 1076 ml 1313 ml 157"(ml

2_3 3_ 8d2 ml 1291 ml 15h_ _.I

1 2hh 35 930 ml 1313 ml 1515 nl

_ 2_5 36 1023 ml Ih93 ml 13h2 ml

2_6 37 1391 ml I_23 ml 1729 m]

2_7 38 1270 ml I_37 ml lh17 ml

l 2_8 39 l16h ml I_17 ml 1507 ml

2h9 _0 1191 ml 1515 ml 1530 ml

250 _1 98h ml ].360ml 1889 ml

251 1_2 I_71 ml 1291 ml 1889 ml

252 h3 1335 ml I_55 ml 1520 m]

253 _h 1872 ml 16h2 ml lhhl m]

25h h5 1535 ml 1306 ml lhTb ml

255 h6 1096 ml 1253 ml !83d ml

256 h7 1566 m.l 1389 ml 1678 ml

257 h8 98_ ml 12h8 ml 1551 ml

255 h9 1520 ml I_50 ml I_I ml

_39 50 1081 ml i_76 ml 1551 ml

260 51 lOhl ml 1082 ml I_59 ml

261 52 12hO ml 1315 ml 1517 ml .%

262 53 859 _I 1082 ml 1362 ml

263 5h 1117 ml i_39 _i 10|:5 ml

26/a 55 9h7 ml 1_39 ml 1_88 m]

265 56 1155 ml 1597 ml 1572 ml

266 57 916 ml 1805 ml 1338 ml

267 58 1525 ml 1338 ml I_25 ml "

_8 59 5&5 _I 619 ml h65 ml - _

DAILY URINE VOLUME (LI ANALYSIS) - SECONOMISSION

Tsble 2.2. ii.i-iI __on%In_d )

2.2.11-168
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v,,

HI_ION URINE VOLUME. URINE VOLUME

DA_ M_[/CI!ANICA;.-_m_ LI. CL. SAMPLE VOLI.._..

Sigh C'DR I 'C.T'T PLT CDR SPT PIT _ SI:'T

1

2

h 1200 _500 2bOO

5 1200 2750 1500
6 i_00 1500 1600
7 0800 1200 3000

8 1800 1700 0900
9 1800 1600 2hO0

i0 1200 ).I00 2400

ii 1500 1705 2100

12 2100 1500 3000
13 1200 1300 1500

lh 1800 1600 2800

15 1300 '_700 1600
16 1900 _i00 1850

17 2200 !200 2200
18 2500 2290 3000

19 1100 23)0 2000

20 1400 295J 2600
21 2200 lh00 2000

22 1200 I_50 1700

23 1650 I_50 IA00
24 1900 2400 2100

25 2000 lhO0 1250

26 1300 1200 2200 i
27 2250 1500 1850

28 1200 1250 1500
29 1600 1500 1900
30 2100 1600 2300

31 I000 1250 1800

32 1350 1700 2000

33 1550 II00 1500
3h 0900 1150 1300
_5 1850 _000 1850

36 2000 11o0 2300

"r 12o0 175o 2000
38 1600 1550 2250

39 2000 2250 1800
_0 1750 2200 II00

_I 0800 1650 2200

_ 2O0O O950 185o
_3 0850 1850 II00

_ 1900 2050 19_0
_5 1700 1200 180o

_6 175o 135o 1500

_8 _I00 _250 2_50 " "

&9 o9O0 0750 I_50

50 2100 22OO 25r_n
51 2100 3050 19('
5_ 1750 1750 21_,

[

DAZLY URIH VO'.3RZ (LI A;IAI.¥SIS) - THIRD KI86IOW

Table 2.2.11.1-12

2.2.11-169
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 INEvoL i wLoIDAY MECHANICAL- ml LI. CL. SAMPLE VOLUME

53 _ 3600 17_0 2650

5h ......
55 2hO0 3850 2700

56 26oo 18oo 3350
57

58 2750 17oo 250059 1600 1750 2000
60 1800 2100 2h00
61 lOOO 2300 1300

63
6_ 175o lkOO 17oo
65
66
67 1300 1300 1800
68 2650 hooo 2650

69
70 1850 1900 1900

71 2600 1950 h200

73 2800 1600 h200
7b 17oo 0950 19oo
75 2_oo 1_5o 18oo
76 115o 19oo 125o
77 1200 0850 2250
78 2100 2000 2600
79 1700 3000 2600
80

81

82 2150 1800 2000
83 2300 2700 2100
8h

DAILY URINE, VOLUME (LI ANALYSIS) - TI_IRD MISSION (Cont.)

Table 2.2.11.1-12

2.2. ii-170
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3/ Waste Processing

a. Bardware Anomalies - No anomalies reported.

b. Hardware Assessment

!. First Mission Crew _ardware Assessment

The processor valve and door handles, door, damper, and pressure

plate mechanisms all operated satisfactorily.

: Except for _ 28, all fecal bags for the first mission were pro-

cessed using vacuum but without power.

Since the S_4D was inoperative (due to being left on for an exten-

sive period) at the beginning of toe mission, the crew did not use

_, the maxx/time curves for determining processing time. However, be-

cause of the low frequency of collections, i.e., every other day

per crewman, the four processor chambers used fox'vacuum drying

the fecal bags were not overtaxed.

The crew developed their own procedure for processing which was con-

sidereal satisfactory by ground control. The first crewman placed

his bag in Chamber I, the next bag in Chamber 2, and the next bag

in Chamber 3. The next collection from any crewman was placed in j

Chamber 2. The subsequent collections were placed in the chamber _i_

which had been processing the longest. This was determined by the

data and time as recorded on a piece of tape placed on each chamber

door. As a result, most bags were processed from 2b - 28 hours. A

few bags were left in the chamber for as long as four d_vs. When

removed by the crew, the 0_s looked dry.

The timer control was only operated on Chambers 1 and 2 on the last

day, and operated satisfactorily.

2.2.ii-171
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2. Second Mission Crew Hardware Assessment

There were no problems at the bag/processor interface. The four

• top chambers were used to process feces ; the two lower chambers

_ were used to dry desiccants (PGA and film vault). At various

times during the mission all chambers were in use; however, since

power was not applied except on Mission Day 28, all chambers were

not powered up at one time. Processing with heat on the last day

also produced satisfactorily dry bags_ however, processing time

for these bags is not known.

Because of a procedure used by the crew, the S_D mass/time process-

ing curves were never used. The SM_ was exchanged for the wardroom

S SNMD sometime in the mission_ however, mass data are not yet avail-

able. There was no noted difference between the specimens dried

with heat and dried without heat.

: Only one suit drying desiccant was dried in each of chambers 5 and

6 - taking approximately i0 hours to dry. The processor was not

used co dry any other items but feces or desiccants.

: Because of the procedure used by the crew there was never a need to !.

store full fecal bags awaiting an empty chamber.

No chambers were cleaned due to bag leakage or odors.

There was never a requirement to replace the pressure plates or

vacuum thimble screens. Temperature warning did not occur. There

was never a requirement to replace a control panel nor did any cir-

cuit breakers open during "power on."

No processor door sea_e were replaced.
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At no time during processing did the vacuum pressure reading on

WMC panel 800 pressure gage exceed .2 psia (.138 kN/m2_. ApDarcntly

the samples were acceptable for biomedical analysis upon return to

earth.

There was no specific crew con=nent relative to processor hardware

as'Jessment. It is assumed t_at all equipment operated satisfactorily.

The processors operated during the second mission in a normal manner

with all components and equipment functioning as anticipated. There

were no crew comments received relative to any problems with any of

the processing equipment. Four chambers were used for fecal proces-

sing and the remaining two for desiccant drying.

There were no reported problems at the ba_/processor interface. At

various times during the second mission all chambers were in

operation.

There was one problem associated with interference between the suit

: drying desiccants and the processor. This problem is discussed in _-.

paragraph 2.2.12.1 Suit Drying.

No repair or u£ntenance on any of the waste processor equipment

was required during the second mission, i_

The WNC pressure measurement was reported off scale high (high

waste processor exhaust line pressure) on DO¥ 210.

S. Third Mission Crew Hardwar_ Assessment

There were no anomalies or specific crew comments relative to the !

processor hardware during the third mission. Processor heat was used
J

A

durtn_ the mission net the relative mass measurements/time chart

provided. It is assumed that all ecuipment operated satisfactorily.
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h/ Vacuum Cleaner

a. Hardware Anomalies - No anomalies were reported.

b. Hardware Assessment i

i. First Mission Crew Hardware Assessment

The first mission crew reported that the vacuum cleaner worked

satisfactorily on the debris screens. The crew also reported that

the WMC fan screens and mixing chamber screen were pickinc up trash

and dirt. They felt that housekeeping involving cleaning of screens

should be done about every 3 days instead of once a week.

The first mission crew also reported that in general all vacuum

cleaning tools worked well and h to 5 vacuum bags were used through-

out the mission. The vacuum cleaner was not used to collect wet

debris or for any use other than debris collection. There were no

rec_ended changes to the vacuum cleaner procedures or hardware

however, there was • very strong recommendation that future vacuum

cleaners be more powerful. The vacuum cleaner was used •bout 15

minutes at a time.

2. Second Mission Crew HLrdware Assessment

The second mission crew stated the vacuum cleaner needed more suc-

tion to vacuum filter screens. The following are comments relative _

to the vacuum cleaner:

o On DO¥ 223 the PLT reported, "_e vacuum cleaner works very well.

We have a lot of vacuuming to do because that screen up there in

the dome gets real dirty plus some of the fans in the M_A and

the filters in the _C. The aesh is too big in the uol sieve - -_

area to collect anything so there is no sense in worrying about

i that. Everything gets caught there in the solids trap."

2.2.11-17_
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o PLT - "Vacuum cleaner - we use it. We Just leave whatever is

running - fans and all. And the vacuum cleaner sucks against

that very well. Y_stly what we've picked up from the screens

is paint chips, oread crumbs t small pieces of paper, hair and

lint, that kind of stuff. Normally what I do when I vacuum is

pick up the big things and throw them in the trash bag and then

vacuum. I've been changing the vacuum cleaner bag every time

I've used it because there's usually a lot of Junk that we pick

ur and I figure it's getting pretty full."

o On DOY 223 the CDH reported, "Vacuum cleaner - not enough suc-

tion. Althou_ it seemed to get in every place we tried to, it

Just needs more suction. You couldn't sell that to a housewife

in 15 minutes - she'd say it do-sn't pick up anything. Let's

get a bigger fan and all that."

"I notice they had estimated housekeeping 3D, which is a vacuum

cleaner bag replacing, at 20 minutes. I'd say it's about 5 to

10 minutes.

3. Third M1sslon Crew Hardware Assessment

The third mission crew reported the vacuum cleaner served the

purpose for which it was designed but that it could be improved

by previdine a simpler method of attachment in its atowaee locker

and by Dlacin_ the circuit breaker in a more obvious location.

The followinR are cowanents relative to the vacuum cleaner:

T
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On DOY 3hh the CDR reported:

Vacuum cleaner, they serve bhe purpose for

the low vacuum requirement here and I think

the - the circuit breaker location on the

vacuum cleaner, - I - flndmyself turnln_ that

thing upside down, sideways and every other

direction every time I never can remember

where it is.... is excellen_ it keeps me

from bumping the breaker of course but it Just

seems to me I don't know why it is, I personally

find myself searching for that circuit breaker

every time I get ready to use the vacuum cleaner.

It ought to be located in the same general area as

the switch I'm not saying it ought to be next to it,

but that's the only thing that is bothering me about

the vacuum cleaner.other than that and its weird

shape which is no particular problem. And the - but

the one thing about the vacuum cleaner I think was ,

really - is unacceptable is the way that thing stows

stores and some of the - the mounts that were designed.

All of them are blind pin locations. You have to - it

takes you longer to put the doggone thing into stowage,

if you bother to put it into stowage, than to use the

vacuum cleaner.

4
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5/ Trash Airlock (TAL)

a. Hardware Anomalies - Very ltttle additional risk results from tnis

interlock deactivation.

An assessment was made usin_ the MSFC mission support TAL to determine

the cause of the interlock rod damage (bending). It is believed that

the bent rod was a result of operating the lid latch whil= the outer

door handle was in the wrong position. This situation would nave

caused the interlock rod to experience high compression loads and pos-

slbly caused a slight bow (permanent set). Video from the OWS on DOY

254 confirmed that the bend is very slight and no loss of interlock

function is involved. In addition, it must be realized that the inter- _

lock rod can have no effect on the amount of force necessary to operate

the lid latch.

A review of checkout data indicates that the on-board spare seals do

not exhibit associated closing forces significantly different from the

currently installed seal:

o S/N _ (Installed) : 21-25 lb

@ S/N 1 (Spare: 21-25 ib

@ S/N 6 (Spare): 33-35 ib

@ S/N 1001D (Spare): 21-25 lb
/

Although improvement did not seem likely with a seal chan_eout, thei

crew was advised that if they wanted to shop around through the _3p&re

seals and choose the one they considered best, this was acceptable.

The crew chose to leave the TAL as le ....

b. Hardware Assessment - Other than the anomalies discussed above, the

operation of the tras_ airloc_ was acceptable sad did accomplish its

intended purpose during the course of the first two missions.
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The _econd mission crew expressed, on several occasions, their feeling

of depend_._ce on the trash alrlock and their concern about the situa-

tion that dOuld result from a permanent malfunction. They also

oeco_Aonally criticized the amount of time needed for trash disposal

and termed the operat_c_ a "nuisance."

The third mission crew again reported on the difficulty of

operating the lid latch and that it required a second crew member

standing on the lid and pushin_ on the ceiling to assist in closin_

the latch

It was also reported by the third mission CDR that there was no

good way of restraining oneself while per£ormin_ the trash airlock

functions.

I
i
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E. Conclusions and Recommendations

All Waste Management systems performed successfully in-flight.

The flight crew comments during and after the mission were very

complimentary. There were no damaged fecal bags and only minor

urine spills. This contributed immensely to the fligh_ crew's

attitude toward wast_° management. Samples of dried feces and

frozen urine were returned for post flight analysis.

The contingency systems were not required to be used except as

planned before activation and after deactivation. Urine collect-

ion was simple and easy. The daily sampling and bag change-out

task which the crew disliked prior to the mission because of

their complexity and time consuming operations, were found to be

acceptable tasks in-flight. The only anomaly was the low volume

in the sample bags returned. In stead of 122 ml the samples

averaged bet_leen 90 and ll0 ml. Procedure revisions were recom-

mended to the SL-3 and SL-b crews which did increase quantities

of the returned samples.

Fecal collection was very successful. It was the one area of

waste management which could not be adequately tested in 1-G or

in the simulated zero-G of the KC 135 ai:-craft. Prior to the SL-2

mission, the flight crew was very skeptical of its operation. Their

Dast experiences with the Gemlnl and Apollo paste-on bag were extremely
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unfavorable; however, crew comments such as: "turned out to be a

fantastically pleasant surprise" and "works in an absolutely out-

standing manner and I have to rate it as excellent" tell the

story. For future spacecraft they felt a higher airflow wou_Id

provide even better results.

Fecal processing and suit desiccant drying gave the crews no

problems. Most of the fecal processing was accomplished success-

fully without power.

The vacuum cleaner worked well but was never used to pick up wet

debris. Again, the flight crews repeated that increased airflow

would be required on future spacecraft. Suit drying was accept-

able. Because of the revised activation sequence, suit drying

and desiccant drying were not accomplished in the preferred

sequence; however, this did not degrade the drying of suits.

I

The waste management subsystem proved that using airflow as it

gravity substitute is an adequate means of collecting feces and

urine. For future systems, hig_ler quantities of airflow should

be provided. A softer seat material should be used to make it

easier in obtaining a seal. Some means of monitoring critical

system airflows (Ap gages) should be provided to the crew. i

t
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:: The trash airlock was utilized successfully throughout the

three missions. Although there were no malfunctions of the
[

airlock there were several operational difficulties which

were successfully resolved.

There were two incidents of near Jamming which were attributed

to overfilled trash bags. Further problems were avoided by

better control of trash combinations during disposal.

It was noted during SL-2 that the valve handle could be in-

advertent].y kicked into or left in an intermediate position

between PRESS and VENT which caused a cabin atmosphere leakage

of as much as 3.3 ib/hr. This problem was overcome by strap-

ping the handle in the PRESS position in between operations.

During SL-3 an operating characteristic of the airlock was

highlighted. The manual force required to squeeze the lid

during the initial portion of the latching operation is high.

This high force characterisl is more significant in weight-

less conditions because body restraint is more difficult. It

was found that the high force of latching could be overcome by

proper technique or use of two crewmen.

Although the truh alrlock wan utilized +o approximately 80

percent of the expected on-orbit operation with no me/function,

there aye two improvements recommended for future ume. First,

a detent device should be added to the valve handle in order to

positively maintain the valve handle in the PRESS or VENT
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positions between operations. Second, the squeeze force

during the latching operation should be reduced. This could

be done by refining the hinge gap adjustment by shimming and/

i or changing to a softer rubber for the lid seal.

| An additional method of trash disposal should be considered

to avoid a possible single point failure of _tentially|

t
significant magnitude.

i F. Develol_aent History - The initial waste management system for

Skylab used a similar bag for both fecal and urine collection.
l

! One bag was to be used for each individual collection.

! Incorporated in the bag was a Zitex (teflon) filter which
t

i would pass air c t, not liquids or solids. Air flovin_ into

the bat, through the filter, and subsequently through an odor

! control filter and a blower provided a simulated A_ravity con-

i dttion. Both the urine and feces collected were then to be

i
t vacuu_ dried in a waste processor so that _he residual sample

!
t could be returned to Earth for medical analysis. This basic

concept for fecal collection and processing was flown in the

Skylab mission. _*

Novever, the medical experiment was not able to accept vacuum

dried urine samples because of insufficient confidence in the

quality of urine constituents obtained _ vacuum dried sable.

Urine stored by f_eezin_ was the accepted method for extended

xtora/_e. As a result, a 2h-hour poa_in/_ bar v_s designed vith
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a capacity of 2000 ML from wI_icha 120_R.,sample was to be

taken and placed in the freezer for stor_e prior to return

to earth. This b_ also used a Zttex filter in a manner

similar to the original urine baN. Durtn_ the early testing,

the filter concept of separatin_ air from the ur.z,: could not

be adenuatoly proven. _ubJectin_ the filter to 24 hour wettin_

appeared to deerade the filter. As a result, the subsenuent

modification used two bags interconnecting, one for collection

and one for storage. The collection ba_ used the ?ilter for

collection in the manner similar to the previous design. After

each collection the urine was transferred to a storage baj_.

The collection ba_ filter was then alloys, to dry between

collections. _ubsequent testing still left some doubt as to the

adequacy of the filter for separation of air and urine. As a

result, a centrifueal separator was b_oueht into the picture

and for a period _f time, three concepts were being studied,

the single bag, the two bag system, and the centriL_gal

separator system. After the initial _esttng0 the eonarator

proved to overcome all of the inherent faults of the bad/filter

concepts. The centrifugal separator concept was imnlemented

and work on all other systems dropped. All of these urine system

chan_es occurred du,ing a 1-1/2 year period. _or the ne_t

year, the desiRn vas net chanFed. Testinw vas ccwpleted and

flight hardvare was delivered.
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During ths Skylab Medical Experiment Altitude Test (SMEAT)

it became apparent that daily collections could be expected

to be greater than 2000 ML and a larger bag would be required.

In addition, the existing bag was subject to cuts which caused

objectionable urine spills during test. A decision was made

to provide for collection of _ liters per day per crewman

and since the Workshop had been delivered to KSC and it

appeared that there was not sufficient time to complete a new J

design, NASA'JSC proposed the use of the Apollo ba_ and cuff

collection. Although this appeared to be the most expeditiou_

method of solving the problem, the Apollo bag also had many o_

its own problems especially in attempting to meet the medical

experiment requirements. After a short period of study, a •

system wa_ designed using the same centrifugal separator and

a 4 liter bag which was also resistent to cutting and which

met all of the requirements. Within three months, all new

i hardware was delivered to KSC in time to meet the launch

vehicle checkout requirements. This b liter system was flown

i in the o_.._° _,_j_ mission. '_

The vacuum cleaner which contains a blower powered by a

brushless DC motor had very little change s_nce the original

design, however, a non-propulsive vent was added to the

vacuum cleaner, hi-rel electrical components were designed i

into the electronics and the motor bearings were revised to -_

withstand the longer life. _lis blower was identical to _he

one used in the collection module.
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The _n_tial design for the Trash Airlock was revised only

slightly. Several interlocks were added to prevent hazardous

conditions from occurring.
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2.2.11.2 Water Management System

A. Design Requirements - The HSS water suosystem _'=_ to provide potable

/ water to the waste management suosystem, wardroom, and personal ny-

glene subsystems in the quantities and under the conditions required

oy each subsystem. (T_ere was to be no c().mmonconnection between t_.e

waste management/personal hygiene and wardroom water subsystems. Pro-

visions were to ue made for dralninR the water distribution s/stem be-

tween missions. )

: A minimum of 6,000 pounds (2,722 kilograms) of water was to be con-

talned (in i0 separate tanks) inside the launched OWS as near the

center of _ravity of the orbital assembly as practical. The i0 tanks

were specifically allocated as follows:

o Wardroom water system (potable): Tank Nos. i, 2, 3, _, 5, and I0

o Hygiene water system: Tank Nos. 6, 7, and 8

o Airlock module servicing: Tank No. 9

The 6,000 pound (2,722 kilograms) supply was to suffice for the three

} missions.

Tee water subsystem was to use iodine as t_e _iocide and was to provide

the capaoility to monitor selected iodine levels between 2,0 mg/l _nd

12 mg/l, The iodine level was to _e maintained between 2.0 m_/l and ,.

12.0 mg/1, except in the water nester; however, the iodine concentra-

_ tion in each water container was to be maintained to ensure a maximum

iodine level of b mg/l at time of consumption. (In-orolt addition of

iodine to the water was to oe accomplished in such a manner as to en-

sure complete dispersal throughout the system. ) Positive protection

; against freezing during all mission phases was to be provided, i_,

If the water contained solutes or suspended chemicals, these chemicals _:

had to be known and predictable. The design was to assume that each

2.2, ll-i86 ?
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crewman ingest 7.5 pounds (3.39 kilograms) of water/day. Objectionable

gasses were not to be introduced into the water subsystem.

All comT,_nents of tne water subsystem were to be cesigned to rrevent

sdver.,e c:_e,aicazand un,vsicai effects on either the potability ,_t"tae

• water or t:,ecoml_onents in contact with the water. (Y,_euua:C' :,f

t:_epotaUle water from the use-ports in the w_rSroom was to meet

MSC-P:'-SPEC-I.) (In order to ensure uiological separation, t,,erewas

to De no ccramon connection vetween the waste management/persnn&l

_iene suedwarCroom wa_er subsystems. ;

The _ater suus_/stem was to consist of thu t'o_Aowi:.g:

o Water stowage uottles and transfer provisions.

o dater dispensing equipment for :

o Food preparation and drinking water.

: Personal h.,,gienewater.

o Portable water tan_.

o Optical iodine comparator.

Provision was to be incorporated to allow the water distriuut_on :_,:stem

to oe drained at the end of each mission. (Prior to activatin_ tLLe

wardroom watcr distribution syrtem at the becinning of SL-3 ard SL-h,

t,e s_istemwas to be disinfected with a water solution containi:,r ap-

proximately i00 mg/i free iodine. )

; T_e water dispensing equipment was to control and dispense t:,ewater

wnic:,would oe used by the astronauts for food preparations, drinking,

and for personal hygiene. No requirement was to exist for specific
4

; amounts or accuracies in personal hygiene water dispensing. Jesi_ of

t_,e food re,,ydration probe and cotable water dispenser was to ensure
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that water could be easily dispensed. The water dispensing equipment
: !

was to have sufficient capacity for three crewmen to be able to eat

simultaneously. The system was to provide the capability of determin-

ing the amount of water dispensed. Requirements for t_e water dispen-
>

sing equipment are described in the following paragraDhs.

The OWS was to have the capability of providin_in t1_ewardroom,water

for either hot or cold food reconstitution.
/

Water Dispenser - Food Reconstitution - The wardroom crewmen's table

was to provide one hot water and one cold water dispenser for food re-

constitution. Sufficient hot and cold water was to be available to

prepare meals for three crewmen simultaneously.

i/ llotWater Dispenser Limitations

Dispense Volume Increment: i oz (29.57 cc) with 1/2 oz

(14.79 cc) i_crements to 6 oz
(177.42 cc) _ 1 percent

Total Dispense Volume: 6 oz (177.42 cc) max

Operating Pressure: 35 +5, -3.5 psig (241 + 34.5,
-24.lkN/_)

Dispensed Water Temperature: 150 +9, -5°F (65.6 +5, -2.8°C)

at 2_ VDC to 30 VDC (Nominal:
150 i5°F_ 65.6 ! 2.8Oc) at 28 VDC)

Time to Charge: 6 sec max (6 oz) (177.42 cc)

Time to Discharge: 8 sec max (6 oz) (177.42 cc)

2/ Cold Water Dispenser Limitations

Dispense Volume Increment: I oz (29.57 cc) with i/2 oz

(14.79 cc) i_crements to 6 oz
(177.42 cc) - i percent

Total Dispense Volume: 6 oz (177.42 cc) max

Operating Pressure: 35 +5, -3.5 psig (241 +34.5,
-24.1 kNl_)

%

Dispensed Water Temperature: 45 +0, -12°F (7.2 +0, -6.6°C)

Ti_e to Charge: 6 sec max (6 oz) (177.42 cc)

_ Time to Discharge: 8 sec max (6 oz) (177.42 cc)
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3/ Dispenser Physical Envelope

See Figures 2.2.11.2-i and 2.2.1].2-2

h/ Backup Dispenser Physical Envelope

See Figure 2.2.11.2-3

%

The requirem,,nts fur water' used For drlnkinK were to be:

; o There were t._ be three dispensers for drinking water incorporated

into the wardroom (each dispenser was to have three interchange-

able beads _,hich were to be sterilized and packaged in a clean

container).

o The dispenser was to deliver cold water in discrete increments of

O.hh to r).'_0fluid ounces (13.0 to lh._ cubic centimeters) repeat-

+
able to ] _,cr,'ent. Visual indication of the amount of water

used was to be provided.

The requirements fo_ water to be used for personal hygiene activities

were :

o A supply of water was to be provided in the WMC for personal hy-

glene activities.

o The water supply was to include a dispenser which would deliver

water at a temperature of 125 ° +9 °, -5°F (51.7 +5 -2.8°C) for

skin cleansing.

o The personal hyglene water dispenser was to be designed to prevent

cross-contaminatlon between astronauts,
f

)

The urine collection and s_mpling process were to limit day-to-day

eros ;-contamlnatlon between urine samples to less than 1 percent by

volume of each Rample collected, The urine collector was to be de-

signed %o prevent cross-contamlnatlon between the users. A flushing

capability (urine flush network) w&s to be provided as a means %o

control cross-contamlnatlon between the 2h-hour pooled urine
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: collections f_r each user. The flushing system vas =o be cap_ulc of

dispensing water from a preinstalled water container in four incre-

ments of 5u -+_ml per crewman per 24-hour poolin_ perio(1. T_e flus._,

water was to oe t_e same as used in the personal h.vciene water

subsystem.

A portable vater tank vas to be provided that uould b_ fill_d from

• taps on the preinstalled OWS water containers. The portable water

tank was to hold approximately 28 pounds (12.7 kilograms) of water,

and was to be compatible with a water solution containing 100 mg/l

of free iodine.

The water subsystem was to provide a crew-operable hano-held optical

iodine comparator with the following features:

o Illumination of both the sample and the standard was to come from

/.

behind the comparator.

o The light source was not to be self-contalned and was to be an

existing source such as the OWS portable light or cabin lights.

o The comparator was to utilize a 0 through 12 ppm standard.

o The comparator was to be secured by means of a hand-operated

captive fastener during lauanch and when not being utilized.

2.2.ii-19 3
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B. Water System De_riptlon - The water system supplies crew members with

potable water for food reconstltution, drinking, personal hygiene, and

housekeeping. A network was designed for urine separator flushing,

but this feature was not used. Water for these purposes is stored and

distributed by networks to water management equipment and water usage

fac_litiea. Water purification equipment was provided to maintain

microbiological control in the water system. The water subsystem con-

sists of the following hardware items (see Figures 2.2.11.2-4,

J
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2.P.11.2-5, and 2.2.11.2-6) :

• Water store_e comprised of 10 isolated stainless steel tsnxe wJ_h

integral stainless steel expulsion bellows, quick disconnects,

fill and drain ports, iodine injection and sample ports, nitrogen

isolation hand valves, level indicators, heater blankets, agitator

pumps, and hand operated shut-off valves.

• Portable water container which can be filled from the water stor-

e4;e network and pressurised from the pressurization system.

Water pressurization system which utili'es a nitroKen supply from

the atrlock module (AM). The system includes _ressure re_ulators,

relief valves, check valves, filters, isolation sand valves, a

pressure transducer, and related plum_ing.

o Wardroom water distribution which includes relief valves, a water

heater, a water chiller, hot and cold food and beverage reconstt-

tutton dispensers, three individual drinking water dispensers,

quick disconnects, flex hoses, and related plumbing.

" Urine system flush water network which includes quick disconnects,

a flumh water dispenser, flex hoses, a filter, and related

plumblng.

e Waate _nagemen_ compartment (personal hygiene) water network

which _.ncludes quick disconnects, a dispensing valve, flex hoses,

relief valves, a water heater, and related plumbing. The hygiene

network also includes a manual vash©ioth squeezer.

• Two vacuum dump/drain system to evacuate the wardroom network

and the vute _nage_nt water network. The syste_ consist of

quick disconnects, flex hoses, hand shut-off valves, pressure

transducers, heated discharge probes, and related pluabins.

• Water purification control equipment.
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Ii "4staris stored in ten 600 pound (272.2 kilogram) capacity stainles3

steel storage tanks in the fo,_vard compartment area of the OWS (see Figure

_ 2.2.11.2-h;. The water tan,%s (WT) are identified as 1 through I0

and are assi_:ned to p_rticular w_ter networks: %4T I, 'JT2, _4T _,

',4T_, WT _,,and W'I"I¢ are assik-ned for wardroom use, i.e., drink-

Ing axld_:_eal_,re[,aration,"d% 0 is assigned to the urine system
<

flush water networK, i.e., flushinK of t|',eurine separation% ';f7

e_ndW_ 5 are assi_[nedto the _.ICwater network, i.e., body cleeas-

ing_ and WT ? is urovlded as a continCency water tank in the event

that additional water is required due to excessive water consnmp--

tion or _ue to a failure of one of the w_ter tan_s. A water out-

let _ui:& disconnect is located on each water tank for _onnectin_.

and disconnecting water distrioution lines. In use, only one

water tan_ at a time is connected to its uarticular water iine;

the sequence of water tank usaae is predetermined (Table

:'.2.11.2-1).

Each water tank is basicalis composed of a stainless steel cylinder

wit_ a sealed metal bellows inside. Each water tank is an inde,'en- 'i

dent unit supplied wits a nitrogen gas pressur_nt to maintain water

supply pressure. %R_esea.ed bellows assembly forms an N2 aas c,_.-

Oar, which is supplied with N2 pressurant controlled from Panel 500,

Water surrounds the N2 _as chamber and is _rovided a constant pres-

sure durlng usage (bellows assembly extends as water is withdrawn

from the water tank). (See Fian_res 2.2.11.2-7 and 2,2.11.2-b.)

A ores._ure of _5 _s_ (2hlkN/m 2) is continuously maintained in the

l_2 gas chamber during habitation through N2 pressure regulation. When

the bellows a_sembly has extended to the end of the water tank,

2.2.i1-199
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depleting that tank, residual water (approx.73.3 pounds) (33.25 kilogmams)

remains trapped around the bellows assembly. |{and-operated valves
t

isolate each water tank's water cham0er and N2 gas chamber from

the remainder of the system.

In addition to the hand-operated valves used %o isolate the water

_: tank's water chamber (water outlet valve) and I_2 gas chamber

(pressurization valve), each water tank contains water tank servi-

_,L cing equipment to facilitate ground filling of water (using the

GSE bleed po_) and to permit water purification (Figures 2.2.11.2-7

and 2.2.11.2-8). Purity of the water is maintained by using iodine

as a biocide. The water is periodically sampled on-orbit by use

of the sample port valve. If the on-orbit sample analysis reveals

a need to purify the water, iodine will be injected into the tank

through the iodine injection port, with dissolution obtained

through operation of the agitator pump (Figure 2.2.11.2-9).

Two water tank heater blankets are used on each water tank to

maintain the water temperature at above 55°F (12.8"C) during all mission

phases. Redundancy is provided (Figure 2.2.11.2-10) since both

bus 1 and bus 2 nearer blankets will be operated simultaneously.

_e two control sensors on each heater blanket are remotely loca-

ted on tk_e water tank to ensure proper temperature distribution

through the water chamber. An overtemp sensor provides heater

blanket control at a slightly hi_he_ water temperature in the

event of a failure of one of the control sensors.

One of tl, e water tanks will be used as a water servicin_ tank

after it has been partially depleted. This water tank will be

2.2.11-203
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isolated from the water networks and sub:_eouently used to replen-

ish the water in the ATM C&D/EREP cooling s_-stemand in the suit
[

cooling systems. In addition, this water tan_ will be used to

:i charge the LSU's and PCU's.

Water quantity, for each water talk, is available only on telem-

etry. This information is used not only to track water us_; . ut

to perform water purification.

2/ One portable water tank is provided in t._e OWS for use as a contin-

gency water supply in the event of a water networg failure ana for

the wardroom water networ_ fill, soa_, and flush during SL-3 and

SL-h activation. The portable water tank is an independent and

completely portable tan_ that accommodates a self-contained pressur-

ization unit and a 26 pounds (11.79 kg) capacity water supply. The

portable water tank is mounted in the OWS forward compartment on a wall

uracket below WT I and WT 2 (Figure 2.2.11.2-7). The portable

water tan_ is launched and stowed on-orblt in this location _:

ma,vbe removed for use through operation of a single oulck-release

fastener (after initial removal of four leach bolts).

The portable water tank is a cylinder, nousin_ an N2 gas chamber

that surrounds a sealed bellows assembly accommodating it_ water

supply in a water chamber. The NE gas chamber provides self- _

contained pressurization of the wa_er chamber, utilizing a pre-

charged volume of N2 pressurant. The N2 gas chamber pressure is

monitored by the crewman on a oressure _,a_e located on the porta-

vie water tank (Figure 2.2.11.2-11). The N2 precharge is conduc-

ted prior to launch while the tanR is empty. The tank is launched

in this configuration and, prior to its first on-orbit use_ the N2
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gas volt,Mewill be vented by the crew to a ]ower preehar_e pres-

sure, usinK the push-button vent valve. Overpressure protect ion

for the tank is provided by an integral rellef valve. The :_ gas

chamber may be repressurlzed through the pressurization port using

the nitrogen fill hose connected to the 3b psi (2,I kN/m2) _2

portable water tank pressurization connector on Panel 500. The

: portable water tank pressurization valve contains _n orifice tuat will

: permit N2 g_s chamber pressurization from the 170 psi (1034 kN/m':)

N2 connector on Panel bOO, if the 35 psi (241 kN/m2) port becomes

: inoperable. Water for the portable water tank is obtained from a

water tank through use of one of the water _oses.

' _'eruse as a contingency w_ter suprly, t::eporthole w_te" t:c_. ""at"

be transporzed near the area of use if c)ne of t_.e water networ_

fails. Location in t_ese instances wlll be on the OW£ forw'_r_

• ,#
compartment floor a_ove either the wardroom or tne N..C. '.L,e:,i_-

release fastener on the portable water tan_ permits retentt,:, ,:i

•ny Arid surface. A water nose with an apcroprlate dis_en_-_ :3

then passed t.roufn the _rid into the usln_ area. For u_e t_ t:;e

_.IC, a quic_-disconnect is attached to fittin_ which protr,_Jer

through the ceiling aLove the _.ICwater heater. This is re_uir_a

since the '_ICceiling grid is completely enclosed with a liner.

: A dlsl_nser may then be connected to ti_eceilln_-mounted qulc_-

: disconnect.

Also, upon SL-3 and SL-_ activation, the war4room water networ_

will be fi)led, so_ed, and flushed with a concentrated iodine

solution in water to remove mlcroblolo_ical contamination incurre_

during storage. To accomplish this, t;,e _orta_le water t an_ i_

2.2.11-208
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filled with water from a water tank ; the portable water tank ward-

room network is filled with this concentrated solution and allowed

to soak for a one-hour period with the portable water tank connec-

ted. At the end of the soak period, the concentrated solution and

the water-lodlne solution remaining in the portable water tank are

flushed into the waste tank.

3/ Gaseous nitrogen at 150 psi (103h kN/m2) is provided from the alrlock

module through a manual shut-off valve ,_ndorifice to the water system

pressurization Panel 500 (Figure 2.2.11.2-12). The gaseous nitrogen

is regulated down to 35 psi (2hl kN/m2) by dual redundant pressure

regulators (Figure 2.2.11.2-13). _e 35 psi (2_i kN/m2) gaseous

nitrogen is supplied to the ba_k side of the bellows in each of the

lO water tank assemblies, positively e-.pelling water when the shut-

off valve is opened and the quick disconnect engaged. Gaseous

nitrogen at 150 psi (103h kN/m 2) J s also provided from Panel 500 to

the ESS and _tlTlexperiments.

The water system pressurization line conslst_ of a tubing run from

the AM/OWE interface (octagon rlng) to Panel 500 (Fissure

2.2.11.2-i&) and from the panel to each water tank and to _S and

MITI experiments (Figures 2.2.11.2-i_ and 2.2.11.2-16). The tubing

is routed down the outside of the _orward dome, down the auxiliary

tunnel, and penetrates the habitation area Just below the water

t_k support structure. The tubing continues along th_ underside

o£ the water tank support structure to Panel 500. _bing is routed

from Panel 500 a_ain along the underside of the water tank sup._or_

structure to each water tank. The experiaent gueoua nitrogen

line8 are al6o routed from Panel 500 alonK the underside of the

water tank support structure, down the habitation area tank wall to
2.2.11-209
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P_nel .:.( (Figure 2 2.11.2-17) and from P_nel 020 to i:,_;_: :c ,_

experiment s.

h/ The wardroom water networa supplies water to ti_e I'oou tat,l_ In t_e

wardroom, where the water is chiiA.,.d or heated for food re.:ons" !-

tution and drin_in,:. The wardroom water network is cornY.:,=,, '"

two water hoses, a water supply line, a filter, relief ;,_ v.,

w_er :,eater, an,_ a water e,:iller (Figure 2.2.11.2-, ).

'i%_c_?lexibl? 'water hoses of diff'erent lengths (Wardroom ! _z,_.

W_droom _'), witi_ quits-disconnects, are provided (:,i_-_,_',,

'., .il.2-1t5 and Figure " ,:.iL.-[ _) to connect t|.e de_'[re,i ,atop

t_:< to the wardroom water supri?, line. The WardroolT. ',w:tter ,,ose

" , '" I0 to the water su:q),:,llne, theconnects Wq' I, WT _, Wq_ 3 or ,_

Wardroom c water nose is used in conjunction with t!}e W_'droom I

water t_ose to connect WT h su:d '_I_ '_to the water su_:_l,' line.

• _en not it: use, t_e water hoses are stowed on the plat for,_. Coot

restraint, utilizing qulck-release clamps. The water noses are

used only durinR manned phases of t_,e missions. Durinc storage,

w%_, atmosphere t::rou:,nthe wardroom water network is exposed to t_.e '" m

a wardroom pur_,e flttinK (filter) on the Wardroom 1 __" Wardroom ,'

water nose qulc_-aisconnect to control microbiological ;_rowt:, in

tn_.wardroom w&ter networa. _e water hose qulca-disconnects and

their O-rings are repl&ceaOle, with sp&res provided in t.he water

system equipment container. A spare water hose is stowed in a

spare parts stowage compartment in t.,e OWl3 forward dome.

The wardroom water supply line consist_ of a tubing-run from the

wardroom water port qulck-disconnect below WT 2 (Figures 2.2.,i._-,0

mm

_u,d 2.-',11.2-21), to the wardroom food table.
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fhe tubin_ is routed Jowr_ t:_e haL_itation area tank wall and under

t_,e ex!'eriment compartment floor.

_',_e_ardroo_. w,ter networ& filter is upstream of the water cl_iller

end water ne_ r in the food table (?i_ure 2.2.11.2-b). _e Filter

]creens out small particles, which mw; cloM dispensers.

i'i_ _ardroom _ater networ_ relier" valves, located in the fo,_d t_[,.e

a_,stream o. t_*e water chiller and water heater (Fi(ure £.C.Ii.2-_).

. are in_talled in series _u_d set at ti,e s_tme pressure. %:_e ce_ie:

valves will m:_i_t%_h L water su_';l.v_'ressure at - maxim_m _:" ,o psiK

(bOO kN/m _) in the event of an overpressurlzation. The relief valves vent

directly' into tt_e interior of t.',e_'_)d taole pedestal, l':,e'_ri:nary

u.4rpose _'."t:,e .-ella" valves is to ?revent overpressurization i:_ t,:e

event t,_at the water _;eater is inadvertently activated prior to con-

nectlon of the su?px.v _iose to a water tank. A small amount of water

will ue vented.

_e war/r ,am water .,eater, located in t_e food taule, is made _c.@s-

._rl- t:_ t,_e _-rewm_, _E a _.in_ed ra_el on the food taDl- pedest%i.

"t,e .,_,ater_eat_ and stores water for t:,e i_ot wardroom water ]_s,_n-

set #alve ([i,'ure 2.2.11.2-22). A stri)) heater locate.I _:_ L .e _'._-

ervoir, maintains w_ter in _ ;_eated state wit**in the watei- heater.

,%control sens,,r is _rov_ led fnr water temperature control ,:"i_-ur'.

.'..'.ll.'- i_,. [n _,i,lition, a water overtemp sensor will maintain

the water s]i_ntly above the nominal ualn_ temperature if a water

,)vertemt_erat:_re condition occurs. If the water is inadvertentl:'

_,-r:tt,*,i.nile empty, t_,e nester overtemp sensor will detect the

I _ver,_e_tln,' oe t:_e water _eater reservoir and will cycle the strin

:_eater on an,! off to limit reservoir wa/1 temperatures to 300°F

I
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The RSS vardrocm rater heater circuit breaker is closed a1_ter

vater system activation and opened prior to rater system

deactivation.

A vater heater outlet valve, located on the hea_er's water outlet

pert, alloys the vater heater to be isolated from the hot vardroom

rater diepeneer valve. A water heater dump pert on the heatar,

fitted vith a quAck-disconnect, mates vith one of tvo rater dump

vacuum linee stovod nearby. The vardroom rater heater along with

the entire vardrocl water netvork, is filled and drained using the

vacuum provision subsystem vardroo_ rater du_ during each SWS

activation and deactivation.

The vater chiller, located In the food table, is made a_-essible to

the crev_n by amans of a hinged panel on the food table pedestal.

The rater chiller supplies chilled rater _o the cold vardrooa water

dispenser valve and rater guns (Figure 2.2.11.2-2_). Water enter-

ing the vater chiller is cooled in a fin-lined re|ervotr, vhich

uses refrigeration subsystem prima7 and secondma 7 coolant to re-

frigerate the water. The water In the rvservoir is protected fraa

freezing by the refrigeration subsysten coolant loop logic unit,

which w_itors water chiller coolant inlet temperature. If the coolant

! inlet temperature becomes lees than 33oF (0.5gec), the logic unit

, rill autoqmtically turn on the active ioo_'| chiller lov indicator

on Panel 616 vhlle slaulttneously svitchlng to the backup coolant - ._

loop (Figure 2.2.ll.2-2_). #n I_ DieplaM Select 2 selector and

4bdeb &it _ ....... r ................ ,,a _f tha

vater chiller's coolant inlet teaperaturac.
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The chilled water is routed to a water chiller outlet valve to

supply t_e....cold wardroom water dispenser valve (FiKure 2.2._i "'-_4)'',

The water outlet valve is used to isolate tilewater chiller f,om the

dispenser, facilitating dispenser removal and replacement. CLAilled

water is also routed to three quick-disconnects ti_at supply water

to the water guns. One of the water Kun supply lines conta_in_

water chiller sample port and valve to permit samplin_ _f zniller

water in determination of the biocide deKradation from t:_ewater

tank to the water management equipment.

A water chiller dump port, located on tne reservoir, is fitted with

a quick-disconnect that mates with one of two water dumD vacuum

lines stowed nearby. The water chiller and the entire wardroom

water network are filled and drained, using the vacuum provi:;ion

suosystem wardroom water dum_, durinK each SWS activation and

deactivation.

The wardroom water network supplies water to two wardroom water dis-

penser valves (Figure 2.2.11.2-26), one cold and one not, for recon-

stituting dehydrated fonds and beverages. Each is located on the

upper surface of the food table within easy reach of eac_ crew

member. T_,ewater chiller, mounted in the food table _edezt_l

provides cnilled water to the cold wardroom water dispenser v_lve_

tne internal table-mounted water heater supplies hot water to the

hot wardroom water dispenser valve. Insulated lengths of tubing

connect the dispensers to thelr respective source to provide food

and bzverage reconstitution at near chiller/heater temperatures.

Each dispenser interfaceJ with _ food can or beverage pack at its

reconstitution oort. _acn dispenser provides the smount of water

2.2.11-227
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designated on the food can or beverage pack.

The wardroom water dispenser valves are charged, using the volume

selector to select the desired water quantity on the selector

scale displayed on the t_,ble's surface (Figure 2.2.11.2-26 and

2.2.11.2-27). The crewman rotates the charge/dispense selector

to charge position to fill the dispenser's accumulator with the

selected volume of water. The crewman may view the charging pro-

cess by observing the movement of the piston position indicator on

the dispenser. The food can or beverage pack's reconstitut_on port

is then placed over the dispense port. Discharge of the water into

the .ood can or beverage pack is accomplished by setting the charge/

dispense selector to dispense and depressing the dispense port in-

ward. The discharge cycle may be verified by the crewman by again

observing the movement of the piston position indicator on the

dispenser.

The wardroom water dispenser valves are removable to facilitate

replacement. One spare is provided in the water system equipment

container.

Three water dispensers for drinking pu-: .s are supplied water from

the wardroom water network. They are loca._d on the food table

pedestal, adjacent to each eating station, to provide a convenient

and separate drinking device for each crew member (Figure 2.2.11.2-26).

Chilled water is supplied to each dispenser from the water chiller

located in the food tab2e pedestal. Each dispenser is _;tored in a

separate holster around the periphery of the food table's pedestal

and is connected to the water chiller by a coiled, flexible hose and a

.2.2.11-229 =
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quick-disconnect. The water dispensers are fitted with replaceable

drinking mouth-pieces, with spares stowed in the water system

equipment container and identified as water dispenser resupply

provisions. The water dispenser discharges chilled water in small,

drinkable quantities through operation of a trigger mounted on the

handgrip (Figure 2.2.11.2-28). Actuation of the trigger allows a

fixed quanti*/ of chilled water to be charged into the dispenser's

accumulator. Immediately following charging, the cycle continues

uninterrupted into a discharge mode that expels the accumulator .

water through the mouthpiece.

Each crew member will use a personal drinking mouthpiece and will

use his designated (color-coded) water dispenser to facilitate water

management through use of a four-diq[t counter mounted on the dis-

penser's handgrip. The counter maintains a continual record of the

number of water dispenser actuations. To provide metabolic experi-

mentation data, each crew member will enter in the log book the

total number of water dispenser actuations during a 2h-hour period.

The counter will record up to 9,999 cycles and will automatically

restart from zero.

The water dispensers also provide backup capability to the wardroom

water dispenser valve. A water gun/food ha6 adapter, provided in

the water system equipment container, will interchange with the

drinking mouthpieces on the water dispensers, thus allowing reconstitu-

tion of food or beverages with chilled water. The water dispensers

are then trigger-operated to obtain reaconstltuted water in I/2-ounee

(lb.17 grams) increments. The water dispenser/food bag adapter

is only used with the food or beverage reconstitution ports;

therefore, it will be necessary to reinstall the drinking mouthpiece

2.2.11-231
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to permit drinking. Each water dispenser's flexible hose is

fitted with a quick-disconnect at the hose/table interface. If

a water dispenser faiJs, one spare and its flexible hose may be

obtained from the water system equipment container. A port tank/

water dispenser adapter is also provided in the water system equip-

ment container to permit installation of a water dispenser onto the

portable water tank.

Each water dispenser is restrained for launch by a clamp with two

bolts. The launch restraints will be removed by the SL-2 crew upon

SWS activation (Figure 2,2,11.2-29).

During SWS activation and deactivation, the water management equip-

ment dispensers must be bled to remove trapped air or water.

To bleed the wardroom water dispenser valves and the water dis-

pensers, a water dispenser/dispenser squeezer bag adapter is in-

stalled on a squeezer bag at the bag's inlet. The adapter fits the

dispense port of the wardroom water dispenser valves and the mouth-

piece of the water dispensers. Following wardroom water network

filling or draining, the squeezer bag with the adapter is placed on

the water outlet ports of the wardroom dispensers. The dlspenser_

are cycled until the dispenser is filled (for activation) or until

the dispenser is emptied (for deactivation). After the bleeding

operations, the squeezer bag is used in the WMC and the water dis-

penser/dispenser squeezer bag adapter will be returned to stowage. - -

The adapter is towed in the water system equipment container.

5/ The urine system flush water network supplies water from the water

tank to the water management (urine system flush) equipment located
m

in the WMCcorner stowage compartment. This equipment is used to

2.2.11-233
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;'lu._:;resi/_al urine from the urine se[,_rators in tr:e f_ca_ .':',e

collector, tn_s ¢,inimizim _,croz_-c,J::taJninauion ,,f t:,e c:'e_%'u.'"

dail,v urine cool wita t::e _revious day's tracpe_ _rine. i',,e._rine

s,-ste_, flush water networ,< i_ comr,osed of a water _.oge. a ','_t:,r

:_: [:" line. _._ % :/Iter ,?i_,_ures J.2.1i.L-,_ an] 2.d I1.2-_ ",.

iv.,7'_:_v'_or to start ,,_ t:.e OWS _..ission R lec_slon wRs maae to,

eliminate use o1" t:_e urine flus:: =Lvstem.

One flexi_,ae urine ss'stem flus:, water Lose, with lui'__-iiJconnc:t: ,

connects WT b tc the _r1.n? s stem flus:; water :'_a[_i:"line ('_i ,,res

2.2.ai. -io and 2.J._i.,_-19). "_._ennot i:, uie. t:e water p.ose i':

stowed on t,Ae ?l_tform foot res%rain_ utiliz_,n_; ]uic,:-release

clarets. 2he water nose is connected during" each. C.q5 activat. 'Ln,:

is disconnected during eacq SWS deactivation. _,urin_; stcr._:'e, t:.e

"urine s_'stem flush water network is ex:osei to t:,e _"'C %troop: :ere

t_rcuF,a installation of a urine system flus,, purge fittin£ (filter)

on %he water ._ose quicn-disconnect; tk.is controls microclolc_-ic,_l

grow_,h in t_,e urine system flush water network. The water ,..:se

quick-disconnects are replaceable, wit:: spares Drovide_ in _,e

water system equipment container. A spare water qose (the Ionzest)

is stowed in a spare parts stowag,e comaartment in the :2tq:fcr,,'._ri

dome.

Tae urine system flush w_ter supply line consists of a tubin=-ran

from the urine flush w_ter port quick-disconnect between _." b anu

_T 7 (Fi_,ure J.2.11.2-cO) to t:le 'W:4Ccorner stowage cabinet (urine

dump equipment [;'i,_ure2._.ii.2-30]). The tubing is routed down

t:_e aa_Itation area tan_ wall and under the W.4C floor. T_qe urine

flush water port quic_.-disconnect attaches tae urine system flush

2.2.11-235
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water hose for water network o_eration.

The urine system flush water network filter is located in t_e W_C

corner stowage cabinet upstream of the urine s._'stemflusl:_isnen-

set. The filter screens out small uarticles that may interfere

with the operation of the dispenser. The line _etween tne filte-

and the dispenser contains a water dump port quick-disconneot _l,at

mates with the urine system flush dump t',osefor fillin_ and _rein-

in_ of the urine system flush water network during eac:_ S_: ectiva-

tion and deactivation.

One urine s>'stem flush dispenser is used to flush t_e urine separa-

tors in the fecal/urine collector. Tz_edispenser _ located in a +:

recess adjacent to the three-tiered urine dump equipment in the _C

(Figure 2.2.11.2-_2) for convenient access. Tl:eurine separators

are water-flushed daily wi_h the dispenser to preclude cross-

contamination of t:_eday's urine pool with the previous day's urine

pool. Actuation of the urine system flush dispenser trigger ejects

a fixed volume of water (Figure 2.2.11.2-31). Four trigger actua-

tions are sufficient to decontaminate each urine separator. A

coiled, flexible i,oseprovides efficient s_owage and a large rac_us

of operatio._.

o'..,_ urtr, e J_'_e,_ .Pl_;.. _is_enser is restrained for launch by a cl_,r,

wlt:: two uolta. The launch restraints will be removed by ti_e SL-_

crew u_on SWS activation.

D_ring SWS activation and deac'_tvation, the water manaAement equip-

sent dispensers must _e bled to remove tra_l_ed a_r or water. _Y,e

urine system flush dispenser is bled dlrectly into washcloths w!_!ch

are disposed of in a trash ba_.
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6/ The _,4Cweter network su_,plies water to the water heater in the

"_C, where the water is heated and rou_ed to a dispenser for body

cleansing and housekeeping purpoees. The WMC wa_er network is

composed of two :loses,a su_ply line, relief valves, and a water

:;eateA•.

'_o flexible water hnses of differen_ len_hs (_dC 1 and _,_C2)

with qulck-disconnects connect the desired water tan_ to the ;_C

supply line. The _C 1 water bose connects WT 7 to tk_e"_.4Cwater

supply line and the _4C 2 water nose connects "gT 8 to the _,I.

water suoply line. "Whennot i,_use, the water no_es are stowcc

on the platform foot restraint, utili.ing quick-release cl_m_s.

A water nose is connected to the desired water tank upon each _S

activation and is removed upon each S'_Sdeactivation. Durin_ ,tor-

age, the '_ICw_ter networ_ is exposed to the SW$ atmospi_ere, through

Installation of a °_4Cpurge fitting (filter) on the water nose _uic_-

disconnect, to control m_crobi_logical _rov_h _n the "_/,Cwater net-

wor_. T_e water hose qulc_-dAsconnects and their O-rings are

replaceable with spares provided in the water system equipment con-

tainer. A _pare _ater hose is stove _ in _ spare _arts stova_e

compartnent in t_e OWS I'er'ward _ome.

Tne _C water supply line consists o%' a tubing-run f_'oa the _lC

vaeer por_ quick-discon_ect between _/T _ and _ ? (Figure 2.2.i1._-20)

to the water heater in the W_C. Tnt tubing is routed down the habi-

tation area tan_ wall and under the vardroo_ and _ floor. The

_ulck-dlsconnect between $_T _ and _ ? is used to attach a _./,

water hose _or water network operation.

wm

T_e relief valves in the _4C va_er ne_worh are located _elow the
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hand washer in the I_4(' and upstream of the WMC water heater

(Figure 2.2.11.2-6). l_.g+wo r_lief valves, installed in series

and set at the s_me pressure, w111 maintain a water supply pressure

at a maximum of 58 pslg (bOO kN/ma) in the event of an overpressurization.

< The relief valves vent directly into the interior of the stowage

compartment below the hand washer. The primary purpose of the re-

lief valves iJ to prevent overpressurlzation in the event that the

water heater is inadvertently activated prior to conne=tlon of t::e

supply hose to a water tank. A small amount of water will _ vented.

The ,MC water heater is located in a stowage compartment above the

n_nd washe-_-in the WMC (Fig,_e 2.2.11.2-22), Acc,ss to the nearer

is gained through a hinged door. The heater supplies hot water for

body cleansing and housekeeping purposes through use of the Wq4C

water dispenser valve. The temperature control system described in

the wardroom water neater section is depicted in Figure 2.2.11.2-23).

The WMC water heater is i(_entcal to the wardroom water heater ex-

cmpt for the "emperature _ettings on the heater. The HS WMC wa_er

heater circuit breaker is closed after water system activation _nd

opened prior to water system deactivation.

A water heater outlet valve is located on the heater's outlet port

and permits WMC w_ter network isolation from the WMC water dispenser

-alve. A water heater dump port on the heater is fitted with a

quick-disconnect that mates with a water dump vacuum line stowed

nearoy. The WL._Cwater heater and its entire network are filled

drained utiliz._.ngthe vacuum provision subsystem WMC water dump dur-

ing each SWS activation and deactivation.

The WMC water network suppl_es water to a _C water dispenser valve
2.2.11-240
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icca_ed in the hand washer (Figure 2.2.iI._2- _). The aispen_er is

provided not water from the _4C heater to, allow uartim_ :cv;:.,cle;in--

sing and housekeeping. The dispenser contains a _i1_n_er v_.ic:,, w _n

depressed, expels three jets of water in a continuous strew, iht_,

t,.<._ zrewman's hand-;,eld washciosh (Figure 2.2.]1.2-3_). The w_ter

[
temperature at the not water Jets is maintained _t neaps-heater temr,-

erature D3" a foam-insulatin_ cap at the _4C w-_,terheater's base and ,'

/ L
by foam insulation around the major :ortion of t_,e dispenser. The

aispenser's Shaft an_ pluun_-er protrude through the top of the hs,nd

washer into its interior for rea4,v accessibility.

?_:e _:._Cwater dispenser valve is removable, wit:. one stare _rcvidoJ

in t:_e water system equipment container.

The water usage facilities allow partial body ciea,nsinv and house-

_eepinK for maintenance of crew-.an personal hygiene, in the form o C

a hand washer. The hand washer is located in the WMC and is provided

with a supply of ,_ot water from the '_,4Cwater dispense,'.

The hand _asher is a metallic box, openin_ into ti_e _IC to permit

a_ tess to hand washer-mounted equipment (Figure 2.2.11.2-33). The

equipment consits of soap holders, a squeezer, a handrail, and a

squeezer bag. '2he "_4C water dispenser valve protrudes tnrou_n the

top of the hand washer to provide a convenient hot water SUD_Iy. A

pair of light-duty foot restraints, located below the hans washer

on tn_ WNC floor, restrains the crewman _,.ring personal hygiene

activitAes at the hand washer.

Four magnetic soap holders are located in th_ Dand washer to retain

the soap, each of which contains a metallic insert.

2.2.11-241
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The squeezer is a hand-oper_ _i unit that permits the crew member

; to compress a washcloth, thereby removing excess water from the _
%

washcloth. The squeezer's operating handle, when rotated toward
/

the crewman, drives a piston down into the washcloth squeezing area,

: compressing the cloth and removing the rater. The squeezer is

fitted with a latch and a hinge to permit crewman access to the

washcloth squeezing area. The washcl_0;n is inserted into the

squeezing area, and the squeezer is latched shut. The crewman then

rotates the operating handle while restraining himself with tne

hand washer-mounted handrail. The water entrained in the washclotn ?

is forced out by piston action, and is directed into a squeezer bag

located underneath the squeezer. When the operating handle is re-
l

leased, the flapper valve mounted in the piston opens and allows

cabin air to enter the washcloth squeezing area to cause piston re-

turn. The flapper _alve and the piston seal are replaceable, with

spares provided in a stowage compartment in the OWS forward dome.

The squeezer bag (Figure 2.2.11.2-3h_ is held firmly in pla_e uti-

lizing a squeezer-mounted dog-ear latch, which, when rotated, forms

a watertight seal against the bag inlet and permits easy replacement

of the bag. The squeezer bag collects all squeezed water in the bag

and retains it through the use of a check valve installed on the

; squeezer bag inlet. The squeezer bag consists of a polyurethane-

i coated nylon fabric bladder and an outer armalon protective cover.

A dump hose with a quick-disconnect is provided as an integral part

t of the bag. A pocket is provided on the outer cover for the dump

I filter. The collected water is dumped through the filter into the
/

_ 'If waste ta_k periodically. Sr_re bags are provided to permit replace-

i;: ment for each mission. The used empty squeezer bags are then
_ 2.2.11-2_
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disposed of through the trash disposal airlock in a trash bag.

During SWS activation and deactivation, the water management equip-

ment _zspensers must be bled to remove trapped air or water. The

WMC water dispenser valve is bled directly into washcloths which

are disposed of in a trash oag.

7/ The water vacuum provisions consist of two dump l_nes, connecting

OWS crew compartments to a screen-isolated liquid dump area in the

waste tank (Figure 2.2.11.2-35). The liquids and gases dumped into

the waste tank are non-propulsively vented overboard.

Each dump system includes a hand-operated shut-off valve, stainless

steel and flexible tubing, and brazed fittings. _ozzle heaters on

the liquid dump probes prevent freezing of the liquid on the nozzle.

The wardroom water dump (Figure 2.2.11.2-36) nrovides for wardroom

water network evacuation into the waste tank. Dumping is accom-

plished through quick-disconnects, flexible hones, tubing, a har.d

valve, and a heated waste t,mk discharge nozzle (dump_heater probe).

The flexible hose is stowed in the food table pedest_.l and mates

with the wardroom water hr-ter or chiller with quick-disconnects.

The hose is connected t_ the water dump hand valve on Panel 706 in

: the food table, which in turn routes the water to its dump heater

[ probe for disposal into the waste ta_k. A pressure measurement
t

_- upstres: of the Panel 707 water dump hand valve is displayed on

Panel 700 for onboard use during water dump. Water dumps are termi-

nated when the pressure decreases to 0.7 psia (_.83 kN/m2).

[

Water is dumped into the waste tank through a replaceable dump
; 2.2.11-2 L_6
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hea_er probe which contains two zero-g connectors (bus i and bus 2),

a quick-disconnect, and a dual-element nozzle heater (Figure

2.2.11.2-37). The dump heater probe's heated nozzle extends into

the waste tank. Separate control of each heater element is with a

water dump heater switch on Panel 700 (Figure 2.2.11.2-38). A

water dump heater light on Panel 700 is illuminated during heater

operation; in addition, a remote dump heater light on Panel 617

illuminates whenever any of the three dump heater probes is powered.

The dump heater probe must be powered for 15 minutes preceding any

dump to clear the nozzle of any ice blockage. A spare dump heater

probe is provided in a stowage compartment in the 0WS forward dome.

The wardroom water dump will be used upon SWS activation to evacu-

ate the wardroom water network prior to filling operations. For

SL-3 and SL-4 activation, an additional iodine fill and soaking

operation is performed on the wardroom water network with the iodine/

water solution dumped through the wardroom water dump after the one-

hour soak period. Ul_}nSWS deactivation, the wardroom water network

is drained of water.

The WMCwater dump, located in the W_C, provides for evacuation of

the W_C water network, urine system flush water network, washcloth

squeezer bag, and the _.ondeneate control system into the waste tank

(Figures 2.2.11.2-33 and 2.2.11.2-39). The _C water dump uses

q,ttek-disconnects, flexible hoses, tubing, a hand valve, and a

heater waste tank discharge nozzle (dump heater probe). A flexible

hose with a quick-disconnect stowed below the hand washer mates

w_th the WMCwater heater for water network dum_, with the urine

system flush dump base for urine system flush water network dump,
2.2.11-249
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and with the condensate control syst( • dump line for condensate

tank dump. Tqe flexible hose is cornecced to a water _um.nn_n.1

valve on Panel 831, which routes the water co its dump _eater Frobe

for disposa_ into the waste tank. 'fheconfi_uratlon _nd (._r&t.ion

of the du_p h_ater probe s_'elike the waxdz_om water dtunn._e_ter

orooe usin_ & _witch and indicator on °anel 600. A nre._._re

measurement upstream of tne P_nel 331 water du_ hand valve i_ -is-

played on Panel _00 _or onboard use for water d_mp termination. Water

dumus are terminated wher_ the pres_,_re decreases to 0.7 psia (4.83kN/m2).

'_e _4C water dump will b,?u._edutah, qW$ activation to evac',a_e tn_

W?_Cwater network _nd urine s:,,stemflus_ _a_er network _rior to

"_at,er fillin_ opera_Icns. During th* ._abita_Aon _eriol, the cc_,de_-

sate tan_ viii be periodically dumped t:_rou_:xa line t_a_. contracts

_ne conden._te tan_ with tae W_.'C. Upon SWE deactivation, t,_e'_"4C

water networ_ and the urine system flus._swater network w_\] oe

d_ainel of water.

_/ The water syste_cis purified by using water purification enuiomen:,

:itn iodine used as t_.eeioci_', and water delonlzation eq'_,r,ment,

with an ion exchange re_in ('.tDACSpec S'_:0o25) to filter (remove)

tixemetallic ions fror t:xew-ter.

T_,?water t_nz_ are ground-servlced wit,_pur_.f,__i _ater, us_,_g
J

iodine to provide mocrooiologlcal control within _ne v&ter tan_.

water _mtll the CL-2 cr inha'_its t_e SWS. _:e crews of each mis_

91on viii use the water purification equipment to: sample the water

tank water periodically and determine its iodln_ concentration, _nd

_dd iodine as required to the water tank wa_er to maintain the

2.2.11-,_ 3
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the desired iodine concentration. The water purification equipment

will also be utilized to: inject iodine into the portable water

Li tank for wardroom water network fill, soak, and flush, and inject a

given quantity of iodine into the cat ion cartridge (ion exchange

resin container). The water delonization equipment will be used by

the crews of each mission to filter metallic ions from each wardroom

, water tank prior to use and as required.

,_ _ The water purification equipment is in a container mounted on the

j _abitatton area tank wall near the |�SADin the OWS forward corn-
?

partment (Figure 2.2.11.2-_0). The container door is hinged and

_ fitted with dial-type latches. The container is also fitted

with two pushbutton vent valves on the door, which, when depressed,

equalize container pressure with cabin pressure to ensure safe door

opening.

The water purification equipment is composed of the following units:

two water samplers, two reagent containers, one color comparator,

one waste sample container, one iodine addition chart, two iodine

containers, and two iodine injectors. Those pieces of purification

equipment containing two units are divided into primary and backup

units (Figure 2.2.11,2-_0).

The water sampler (Figure 2.2.11.2-_i) is used to extract a sample

of water from a water tank to determine its iodine content. The

_ water sampler is portable and consists of a fitting tha_ mates

' with the sample port on the water tank, a shut-off valve, an accum-

ulator with a glass sight tube, and a piston. , water sample _s

taken by operating the piston slide and drawing the piston back

until it reaches the end of its travel, thus filling the

,2.2.11-254
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accumulator with a given amount of water,

To permit observation of the water sample, the sample is mixed

with a reagent to convert the clear water sample to a blueish hue.

The reagent is obtained from a container (Figure 2.2.11.2-42) bv

installing the water sampler onto container's transfer port. Tue

reagent is withdrawn from the container into the water samp1_,r _,-,"

enraging the threaded portion of the water sampler's piston slide

into the threaded finger grip and rotating the piston slide until

it bottoms out. The proper amount of reagent has now been extrac-

ted from the reagent container. The water sampler is then agil;ated
)

by the crewman to completely mix the reagent with the water samole,

resulting in a blue solution as viewed through the sight tube.
J

, The reagent container is permanently attached to the water purifi-

cation equipment container and stores the entire mission supply of

amalo starch reagent (Figure 2.2.11.2-k2). The amalo starcn reagent

when m_xed with a water sample, tints the sample olue to aid the

: crewman in determining the iodine concentration in the water tank.

The reagent i_ stored in its container under the pressure exerted :

by a positive expulsion bellows to facilitate transfer of the re-

agent to the water sampler° The reagent container's tr_:sfer _ort _

contains a shut-off valve and a threaded transfer port to permit

reagent withdrawal.

4_

_ The color comparator is stowed in the water purification equipment

container utilizing two calfax fasteners to facilitate quick re-

moval and reinstallation (Figure 2.2.11.2-_3). The color com_a_ator -_
o
Z

contains eight olue-tinted film windows and seven clear viewinR _.

_'. ports, which are used to determine the iodine concentration in parts .
2.2.i1-257 _
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per million in a given water sample. Tilecomparator is calibrated

from 0 to 12 ppm with the blue color of tile film increasing in in-

tensity with the corresponding increase in iodine concentration.

After the water sample and reagent mixture have been agitated in

the water sampler, the solution will appear some shade of blue as

viewed through the water sampler's sight tube. The color compara-

tor ie then passed over the sight tube until the blue tint of the

solution matches one of the blue-tinted film windows on the compar-

ator. The eolution's tint is visually compared to the film's tint

through the clear viewing port located adjacent to each film window.

When the proper tint has been determined, the iodine concentration

in ppm is read from the comparator above the appropriate film window

or extrapolated.

Upon completion of iodine concentration determination, the water

sample and reagent solution contained in the water sampler are dis-

posed of in a permanently mounted waste sample container (Figure

2.2.11.2-_). The water sampler is fastened onto the waste sample

i container's transfer port, and the solution is transferred through

operation of t_e shut-off valves and the water sampler's piston

elide.

The waste water sample storage volume permits storage of all water

ptu'h'_m_icnvaete water for the duration of the missions.

An iodine addition chart is permanently bonded to the water puri-

fication equipment container door and is used to determine the

amount of iodine to be injected into the water tank to return its

iodine concentration to tl_c _ssired level (approximately 6 ppm).

_.2.11.26_
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Each iodine concentration line on the chart (Figure 2.2.11.2-_5)

is Identified with concentrations noted in ppm. The concentration

on a particular line is the iodine concentration as determined on

the color com_arator. The eight iodine concentration lines depict

the delta betveen the desired iodine concentration level in the

rater tsn_ (approximately 6 ppm) and the actual concentration as

deter_ned on the color comparator. Utilizing this delta ppm an_

the water volume remaining in the sampled water te_k, the units of

iodine to be injected into that particular water tank to attain the

: desired iodine concentration of 6 ppm are readily determined.

If the iodine concentration in a particular water tank must be in-

creased, the additive iodine is obtained from the iodine container

(Figure 2.2.11,2-26). The iodine container, permanently mounted in

the water purification equipment container, stores _ highly __nncen-

trated biocide (iodine solution). This concentrated iodine solution

is injected directly into the water tank water. The iodine stored

in the iodine container permits water purificstion for the duration

of all missions. A positive expulsion oe_lowa aids in the transfer

of the |tored iodine into an iodine injector. !

The iodine injector is a portable unit used to withdraw an appropri-

ate mount of iodine Prom the iodine container and to inject this

amount into a water tanK. The injector's inlet fittinR screws onto

the iodine container's trsnafer port for iodine transfer (Figure

2.2.11.2-_7).

The iodine injector is obtained and installed nn the iodine container.

The cwlr-cylinder on the injector iS drawn back until the desired

i ntmber of units of iodine appears on the injector's calibrated scale.

I 2.2. ii-_62
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This •orLon v_,thdravs the iodine concentrate L_rom the iodine con-

tainer and transfers it into the iodine injector. The injector is

then removed _rom the /odLne container and £ns_._ed on the va+.er

tank's /o&tne port; the iodine concentrate is then injected into

the water tank water by depressing the over-cylinder.

9/ The _mt,r de_onization eqttillaent (Figure 2.2.11.2-_8) consists prt-

suLrily of • sts_Lnless steel cartridge containing approximately 66 cubic

in. (1082 cubic cm) of ion exch_e resin. The resin reacts with iron,

chrc_t_, and nickel ions, raowlng them as the water pa,_e8 through

the rtsJou bed. The cartridge has been designed _vlth a thermal ex-

ps/_Lon chamber and an iodine injection port.

The removable cation cartrid_e is in th_ wardroom water network to

r_ove sutallic substances contained in the war, room water 8uppiy

which result from the reaction of the water purification biocide

(iodine) with the veter tank materials. The cs.rtridge Kinlmizes

the crew intake o _ certain minerals. The cartridge, fitted with

quick-disconnects, is located under the LBNP exl_r_ent (Fl&_r¢

2.2.1£.2-21) and is installed vl_h • quick-reAe•_e type wount simi-

lar to the waste su_n_ement systen blower unit _ounts. The cartridge

i_ connected to the wardroom water supply line durin8 each S_S acti-

vation and :l.e r_owld upon each S_ deactivation. _hen the cartridee

2e re_oved, the w_rdroc_ water supply line qulek-A_eeonnects are re-

susted to s_tntsdn • flc_ path_ _lovin_ water net_rk _lllin_ and

4a'aininK. '_e _rtrid_e is launch-ehara_d vith • water/iodine

solution. Upon each 5_ deactivation, the bioc_de concentration

ie m_lnts£ned by the injection of iodine through lie iodine inJec-

i "t_oo port _nto the oartrid/e. _.

2.2. ii-266 _:
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If the wardroom water network fails, the cartridge will be used

with the portable water tank to continue support of wardroom func-

tions. A quick-release mount, installed under the water tank foot

restraint between _ 1 and WT 2, holds the cartridge for contingency

use. Using a wardroom water hose, _he cartridge is attached to a

water tank and connected to the portable water tank with the CATION

(CONTINGENCY) water hose. The portable water tank is then filled

with water that has been "softened" by the cartridge. The portable

water tank is then locsted above the wardroom for use. The cart-

ridge is used only for wardroom water supply.

i0/ The Water Management Subsystem provides water for drinking, food

and beverage preparation, body cleansing and for flushing of the

urine separator.

It also provides water for the Life Support Umbilical/Pressure Con-

trol Unit (i_U/PCU), the AM EVA/IVA cooling loop, the ATM Control

r and Display (CkD) Panel cooling loop and for the Experiment 512

Water Quench System. _

Water is stored in ten, six-hundred pound capacity storage tanks

in the forward dome area of the OWS. Six tanks are allocated for

wardroom use, i_e., drinking and meal preparation. Two tanks are

allocated for Wute Managemeat Compartment (_C) use, i.e, body

cleansing. One tank is allocated for flushing of the urine separ- __
J

ator, providing water for the LSU/PCU, the ATM EVA/IVA cooling

loop, the ATM C&D Panel cooling loop and for the Experiment M512

We,ter Quench System. The one remaining tank is allocated for :

contingency use, in case of exceHive water usage or failure in "_ '

the water supply, in either tLe wardroom or the _C. In addition, i
2.2.11-268 )
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a portable _ater tank is provided to allow continuance of the mission !

in case or a failure in the supply system to the wardroom or tl,eWMC.
i

: Total water cap&city of the system is such that tilecapacity of one

cf the ten water tanks could be lost without decreasing the water

supply below mission requirements.

+ +

Pressurizing gas at 150 - I0 (103k - 69 kN/m2) psia from the Airlock

Module is regulated down to 35 _ 2 (2h1 _ 13.8 kN/m2) psi& by dual

redundant regulators. Relief valves set at h5 (310 kN/m2) psi& ins&re

that, in case of regulator failure, the system pressure will never

rise beyond the system design limits. ':

Pressurizing gas at 35 _ 2 (2hl _ 13.8 kN/m2) psia is applied to the

back side of bellows in each of the ten water container assemblies

_, positively expellin_ water from a tank when shut-off valve is ope:_

and the quick-disconnect is engaged.

In the wardroom, water is supplied to a water chiller, which lowers

0

water temperature to hS°F (7.2 C) maximum, and to a water heater, which

heats water tc 152 _ 5°F (66.7 _ 2.8°C). Ilotwater is made available

to the crew at the hot water food reconstitution dispenser. Cold water

is made available to tilecrew at the cold water food reconstitution

dispenser and the individual drinking water dispensers. In preparation

for storage, water is drained from thr wardroom water lines to pre-

vent microbial growth within the lines (and components) and as a

precaution against freezing of the water.

In the Waste Management Compartment, water is supplied to a water heater, .....

i which heats water to 127 + 5°F (52.8 + 2.8°C). Hot water is made avail-
f

i able to the crew at the body cleansing water dispenser, which dampens

i
i washcloths for crew use. In preparation for storage, water is
I

•' _ _ _ ±___._."-°_n
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drained from the wardroom water lines to prevent microbial growth :

within the lines (and components ) and as a precaution against •

freezing of the water.

In the urine flush water network, water is supplied directly to the

urine flush dispenser. The urine separators are water-flushed

daily with the dispenser to preclude cross-contamination of the

day's urine pool with the previous day's urine pool.

11/ The water subsystem schematics are presented in Figures 2.2.11.2-49

and 2.2.11.2-50. There are no criticality category I single failure

points (SFP) in tne water subsystem. There are two items that are

category 2 SFP's, the hose assembly (IB7965_-I) of the wardroom and

WMC water drain system. The critical failure mode is lea_age which

will result in loss of cabin atmosphere. The items are noted on

the schematic. The criticality evaluation is based on the follow-

ing directions.

i
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C. Water System Testing

i/ Development and Qualification Tests - Performance was verified on

the component level and system level by qualification and develop-

ment tests. The teat line item numbers, test specimens and test

control drawings (requirements) are listed in Table 2.2.11.2-2.

Table 2.2.11.2-3 lists those components included in the Test As-

sessment Document MDC G0474C. This document delineates the

rationale for qualification of each item to each environment,

Significant problems encountered during testing are suunarized on

Table 2.2.11.2-4. A test conclusion and & summary of each test

are included in Table 2.2.11.2-5.

2.2.11-273
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TABLE 2.2.11.2-3

WATER SYSTEM

ITEMS IN TEST AIIDASSESSMENT DOCUMENT (TAD) MDC GO_7_C

ITEM PAGE

iB7d356 HEATER, HSS WATER SYSTEM (WATER HEATER) 9-i
IB78o12 DISPENSER ASSY, WATER DRINKING 9-5

IB78835 DISPENSER ASSY, WATER, FOOD KECONSTITUTION 9-9

IB79636 COUPLING, QUICK DISCONNECT, WATER SUBSYSTEM 9-13
I_79o37 RELIEF VALVE, WATER SUBSYST_ 9-17

IB79639 PRESSURE REGULATOR, WATER SUBSYST_4 9-19

iBSOhl0 PANEL ASSY, GAS PRESSURE 9-23
IBSOS00 IODINE INJECTOR ASSEMBLY 9-29

IB80502 PLUG, GAS VALVE MANUAL 9-31

1B80503 PLUG, WATER VALVE, MA/_UAL 9-33
IB80549 WATER SAMPLER ASS_4BLY 9-35

IB80557 CONTAINER ASSEMBLY, IODINE AND WASTE SAMPLE 9-37
IB80569 REAGENT CONTAINER ASSEMBLY 9-h3

IB80700 COUPLING HALF, QUICK DISCO_q_ECT _-45

IB80959 COUNTER MECHANICAL (DRINKING WATER DISPENSER) 9-49

IS80993 VALVE, !.M/_0AL,GAS PRESSURIZATION 9-53
iBS1201 WATER PURIFICATION EQGIPMENT CG_TAINER ASSemBLY 9-55

iBS14h5 VALVE ASSEMBLY, DISPENSER 9-57

IB81375 TANK ASSEMBLY WATER, PORTABLE 9-61

IB81959 COUPLIN.G, QUICK DISCONNECT GN2 9-71
IB83859 VALVE, PRESSURE RELIEF, GASEOUS NITROGEE 9-75

iB_38_0 GAGE, PkESSURE, GASEOUS NITROGEN 9-81

: IB83861 VALVE, VENT, GAS 9-85
IB83880 HOSE ASSEMBLY, GAS SUPPLY (TUBE ASSEMBLY) _-89

iB83881 HOSE ASSEMBLY, WATER SUPPLY (TUBE ASSEMBLY) 9-93
IB8_909 WATER AGITATOR PUMP ASSEMBLY 9-97

IB85385 WASHCLOTH SQUEEZER ASS_4BLY 9-101
iBSb925 COLOR COMPABATOR ASSEMBLY 9-105

IB87398 FILTER, FLUID 9-107

IB87507 VALVE, RELIEF 9-111 _
IB889_0 DISPENSER ASSk_MBLY, FLUSH WATER, URINE 9-115 :
IB892 35 FILTER ASSEMBLY, WATER DEIONIZATION 9-119

IBgO16h TUBE ASSEMBLY, WATER DISPENSER 9-123

2.2.ii-275
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TABLE 2._.11.2-5

WATER SYSTEM DEVELOPMenT AND QUALIFICATION

TEST COMPLETION STATEMENTS

TEST PLAN ITeM TITLE: WATER SUBSYST_4, WARDROOM WATER DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

QUALIFICATIO_ TEST (HS-7) SPECI_iEN NO. 1
TEST PLAN AND ITEM NUMBER: DAC 56697A; HS-7-1
P__RTNUMBER: 1T17962-5

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM OR RE_PORTNUMBER(S): MDC NO. G_194A TM-DSV7-F&/4-R-7056-1,

REV. A, VOL V

t

TEST CONCLUSION: Based upon the engineering observation of the qualification

test performance and the ev-_iuation of the test results presented in the attached

report, it is concluded that the above test satisfied the requirements to demon-
strafe the performance capability of the wardroom water distribution network. =

TEST SUMMARY: Qualification tests were performed for the purpose of verifyin_

that the wardroom water distribution network (HS-7-1) met the design requirements

of pre-launch and on-orbit operations. All problems encountered during the testin_
were successfully resolved except that the iron and chromium ionic concentrations

exceeded the CEI specification requirements (per MSC-PF-SPEC-ID). This led to the

requirement to perform an additional 56-day simulated mission test. The results of

tne additional test are reported in TM-DSV7-F/M-R-7056-10.

TEST PLAN ITEM TITLE: WATER SUBSYSTE/4, WASTE M_NAGF2._NT WATER SUPPLY NETWORK

TEST PLAN AND ITEM NUMBER: DAC 56697A; HS-7
PART NUMBER: 7.T17962-2

TECHNICAL M_240RANDUM OR REPORT NUMBER(S): MDC Gh194 TM-DSVT-F_I-R-7056-2

TEST CONCLUSION: Based on the engineering observation of the qualification test

performance and evaluation of the _est results presented in the referenced report,

it is concluded that the above item is qualified for flight use on the Orbital

Workshop.

TEST S_RY: All tests were completed successfully. A list of problems encountered

and their solutions are as follows: i _:

i. Tape strips were added to the washcloth squeezer launch restraint strap to

) prevent loosening during vibration. The door lanyard attach bolt nuts were
changed to self-locking to prevent looseninK during vibration, i

2. The source of the corrosion material (iron) in the relief valves was not i
established. Chemical analysis determined it was primarily iron. Considered _

to be an i_-o!_t_d case. i

3. Water dispenser seal was changed from neoprene to fluorocarbon rubber to pre- _
vent swelling when exposed to iodine water solution. A depression in the

plunger head sealing s,Arface was reworded to drawing spec and successfully

passed leakage retest. .i

h. Water heater shutoff valve operating torque increased during life cycle.
The valve was added to the cycle significant list to monitor any torque in-

crease with use. Actual mission use is only 6 cycles and is not considered

to be a problem. 2.2.11-282 _
L
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TABLE 2.2.1]..2-5 (CONTINUED)

5. Squeezer bag dump line hose assembly leaked and was changed to a hea¢ier
wall to eliminate the problem.

6. Tae material, snore hardness and thickness of the squeezer bar neck seal
were changed to eliminate the leakage.

TEST PLA.[_ITEM,TITLE: WATER SUBSYSTEM, WATER CONTAINER
TEST PL_ AND IT_,INUI&BER: DAC 56697A; HS-7

! PART NU_ER: 1B79098-1
TECHNI'AL M_MOP_NDUM OR REPORT NUMBER(S): ,4DCGhl9h; TM-DSV7-F&M-R-7056-_

TEST CONCLUSION: Based on the engineering observation of the qualification test

performance and evaluation of test results presented in the attached report, it

is concluded that the above item is qualified for flight use on the Orbital Workshop.

TES_ SO_44ARY: Tne water tan_ assembly successfully passed the following tests:

(1) Complete procedure required fcr filling; (2) Iodine dispersion; (3} Water level
transdcuer; and (h) a series of simulates 2S-day missions. All tests were success-
fully passed.

All the seals in tne shutoff valves and the seals in the quick-disconnect caps were

changed from food grade viton to food grade silicone to reduce the permanent compres-
sion set and eliminate leakage problems encountered in the purification equipment
tests.

During tne pressure decay tes_ it was discovered that the Ras shutoff valve lear,age
was excessive and was caused oy an oval, over-sized housing bore. Since the same

valve had operated satisfactorily in two s_ecimens in HS-8 after being exposed to

the same plus additional environments, the housing was not reworked. Non-nroduction

over-sized seals were installed which stopped the leakage.

TEST PLAI_ IT_/,ITITLE: WATER SUBSYSTEd PURIFICATIOh EQUIR.:ENT

TEST PLAi_Ai_DITS,:NUMBER: DAC 56697A; HS-7
PAHT NUMBER: IB81201-501

TECHNICAL i_4ORANDO_ OR REPORT NUMBER(S): MDC Ghl9h; TM-DSVT-F&M-R-7050-h, VOL I

TEST CONCLUSION: The water subsystem purification equipment, which includes an

iodine container, reagent container, waste container, iodine injector, water

sampier and color comparator, successfully passed the design requirements of func-
tion, proof pressure, sterilization, vibration, leakage and repeat cycle.

TFJSTSb_,t4ARY: All of the equipment successfully passed all the design requirements.

However, some problems did occur durin_ the course of testing. The problems and
the resolutions are noted below:

_he color comparatcr attaching cal-fax fasteners loosened during vibration. A
': irawing change was made to increase the fastener torque to 50-55 inch-pounds. (5.65-6.21N.m)

A failure of the water sampler during vibration was traced to a combination of
Z_ Issemoly damage and interaction from an injector failure. An assembly caution

2.2.11-283
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TABLE 2.2.11.2-5 (CONTINUED)

note was added to the drawing and the launch restraints were redesigned and the

sampler was retested under vibration.

An assembly pin in the iodine injector fell out during vibration. A change was
made to add an additional pin with positive retention of both pins and the injector

was retested under vibration. The injector bellows lea_age failure during life

cycle testing was traced to overpressurlzatlon. A torque limiting device was added
to the injector allowing the proof pressure to b.-reduced to 1OO psig. (689 kN/m )

The iodine container bellows "hung up" during repeat cycle. A spring adjustment
requirement was added which eliminated the problem as verified by retest under
vibration.

The high compression set of the food grade viton seals causing leakage was discovered

during the testing. The seals were replaced witn food grade silicone w_" _h has low

compression set and is much less affected oy the high sterilization te :ratures.

TEST PLAN ITS4 TITLE: WATER SUBSYSTR4, PORTABLE WATER TANK QUAL TESTS (ha-7)
SPECIME;I NO. 5

TEST PLAN ;_ND ITEM NUMBER: DAC 5o697A; hS-7-5

PART NUMBER: 1B81575-1

: TECHNICAL MEMORA/_DUM OR REPORT NbMBER(S): MDC Ghlgh, VOL II; _4-DSV7-F&M-_-7056-5

TEST CONCLUSION: Based on the engineering ooservation of the qualification test

performance and evaluation of test results presented in the attached report, it is

concluded that the above item is qualified for flight use on the Orbital Workshop.

TEST SD_4MARY: The following tests were performed:

Proof, Collapse, Leakage, Function, Ground Flush and Fill, Biocide Soak and Com-

patibility, Iodine Injection and b[ixlng Technique Evaluation, Ground Sterilization
and Drying, Repeat Cycles and Vibration.

The following test anomalies occurred:

i. During ground flush and fill operations in the O-ring _n the gas shutoff
valve was found to be damaged (split) causing a gas leak. The hardne,.s
of the seal material was increased to 90 shore hardness which eliminated

this seal problem,

2. During the iodine injection and mixing technique evaluation the water
shutoff O-ring seal was leaking water. The seal material was changed

to a low compression set food grade silicone which eliminated any more

TEST PLAN ITEM TITLE: WATER SUBSYSTEM, PMESSbRIZATION ASSEMBLY , QUAL TEST (HS-7)

SPECIMEN NO. 6

TEST PLJ%N AND ITEM NUMBER: DAC 56697A; HS-7-6 ,
PART NI_4BER: IT17962-3

_CHNICAL MEMORANDUM OR REPORT NUMBER(S): MDC Ghlg_, VOL II_ _4-DSV7-FKMpR-7056-6

TEST CONCLUSION: Based upon the engineering observation of the qualification test

2.2.11-28h
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TABLE 2.2. 1.2-5 (CONTINUED)

performance and evaluation of the test results presented in the referenced report,
it is concluded that the above item is qualified for flight use on the Oroltal

Workshop.

T_ST SU_4ARY: The following tests were performed: Proof, Leakage and Function.

All these tests were completed _uccessfully and fulfilled all specified design
requirements.

TEST PLAN ITEM TITLE: WATER SUBSYSTEM, URII_EFLbSH SYST_ NETWORK
TEST PL_ AhD ITS.!Nt_4BER: DAC 56697A; HS-7

PART i_UMBER: IT17962-I13

TECld_ICAL M}/4OR_DUM OR REPORT NUMBER(S): _4DCGhlgh, VOL V; TM-DSVT-F_4-e7056-7
L

TEST CONCLUSION: Based on the engineering observation of the qualification test
performance and evaluation of test results presented in the referenced renort, it

is concluded that the above item is qualified for flight use on the Orbital Workshop.

TEST SUMMARY: The urine flush water supply system network was subjected to a series

of tests which duplicated or simulated tileconditions which t:_eOWE fii_ht vehicle

networ_ will experience. The tests included proof, leak, network checkout tests,
network activation and deactivation, simulated 2_-day mission and life cycle. All

tests were completed successfully.

_e only problem occurred in the initial leak test when a loose, improperly in-

stalled plug (Lee Plug) was found and replaced. No further problems were
encountered.

TEST PLA_{ ITEM TITLE: WATER SUBSYSTF_I, WMC CO_2INGr/_CY WATER LINE QUAL TEST (HS-7)
SPECIMKH NO. 8

TEST PLA_,AND ITL_4_UMBER: DAC 56697A; H8-7-8

PART NU:,BER: IT17962-I15

TEC}L_ICAL M_/_OK_DUM OH REPORT NI_4BER(S): _.IDCGhlgh, VOL III% T_._-DSV7-F_4oR-TOSo-o

TE_T COA_CLUSION: Based on the en_ineerlng observation of the qualification test
performance and evaluation of test results presented in the referenced report, it

is concluded that the a_ove i_em is qualified for flight use on the Orbital Workshop.

TEST SU,._L%RY: The following, tests were performed: Proo?, Lea_age, Flust_, Biocide

Soak/Conditioning, Drain and Dry, and Activation. All these tests were completed
successfully and fulfilled all specified design requirements.

TEST PLA_ IT_ TITLE: WATER DEIONIZATION GLASS A/_DSIMULATED METAL CARTRIDGE

(30% RESIN VOLUME DEVELOPD_ENT TEST)

T_T PLA_ A_D ITEM _N.J._'_.:DAC ._6697A',HS-7-9
• PART NtSIBER: iTh2111

_ TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM OR REPORT NUMBER(S): MDC G_Ig_, VOL VII, TM-DSV_-F&M-R-7056-9 -J

TEST CONCLUSION: Based on the engineering observation of the pre-cualification

test performance and the evaluation of the teat results presented in the referenced
re_ort, it is concluded that the above teat satisfied the requirement to demonstrate
the performance capability of t_e deionization cartridge,

2.2.11-285 _:_
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: TABLE 2.2.11.2-5 (CONTINUED)

: TEST SUMMARY: Pre-qualification tests were performed on simulated deionization

cartridges using different resin pre-treatment procedures and different storage

: and usage times. The influent iodine concentration and the influent ionic species

:. concentration (iron, nickel and chromium) were controlled at specified quantities.

The effluent water was monitored and analyzed in order to supply the iodine and
,. ionic speciee concentration data necessary to evaluate in advance the expected per-

formauce of the flight type delonization cartridge.

The results disclosed that all CEI spec r_quirements (per MSC-PF-SPEC-ID) were met
except for the iron and chromium ionic concentrations which were exceeded. _FC

and JSC were informed, resulting in the following direction:

i. Discontinue this Line Item (HS-T-9) per NASA Letter SL-RH-90-73, dated

3-20-73.

: 2. Continue Line Item HS-7-1 qualification test, per MSFC Change Order No.

995, dated 3-13-73, without any hardware changes to obtain additional
ionic species concentration data.

TEST PLAN ITEM TITLE: WATER SUBSYSTEM, WARDROOM WATER DISTRIBUTION NETWORK,
SPLCIME_ NO. 1

TEST PLAN AND ITS4 NUMBER: DAC 56697 ; HS-7
PART NUMBER: IT17599-I

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM OR REPORT NIiMBER(S): MDC G419h, VOL VIII; TM-DSV7-F/M-R-7056-1(

TEST CONCLUSION: Based upon the engineering observation of the qualification test

performance and the evaluation of the test results in the attached report, it is
, concluded that the above test satisfied the requirements to demonstrate the per-

formance capability of the wardroom water distribution network with the exceptions
as noted below.

TEST SDq_IARY: The deionization filter allowed passa4_e of ionic species of iron

and chromium exceeding the water specification level. However, refer to NASA
letters A&PS-PR-KW(LW-73-73) and SL-SW-8h-T3-M for acceptance of levels obtained.

Tests on two water heaters were terminated with failures after approximately 120

days each. Analysis shoved the failures were due to corrosion attack of the heater
element by the iodine in the water. A heater element design was tested under
line item HS-9_, water heater qualification test.

TEST PLAN ITEM TITLE: WATER STORAGE CONTAINER ASSY

: TEST PLAN AND ITEM NUMBER: DAC 56697A; H8-8

PART NUMBI_q: IT17737,IT177_5,IT1817_
TEL_NICAL MEMORANDUM OR REPORT NUMBER(S): MDC GAI75; TM-DSVT-F_M-R-7057,VOLS I

AND II

TEST CONCLUSION: Baled upon the engineering observation of the development tests

and evaluation of the test results presented in the referenced report, it i6 con-

cluded that the above item satisfies the design and performance re0uirements for
the unit.

TEST S_@_AR¥: In Phase I, the following tests were performed on the water tank:

Proof, Leak, Functional, Repeat Cycle, Vibration (with heater blanket) and Ultimate
2.2.11-286
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Design Pressure. All tests were completed successfully.

In Passe If, the followinR tests were performed:

I. Gas pressurization panel proof, lea_, vibration, functional an_ _-e,.:_t
cycle.

2. A_itator oum[, o[ocide dispersion effectiveness.

3. heater blanket simulated space storage ooeration. All com_onent:_ ;_ssed
a_i tests zdccessfully.

Pha_e [iI tests obtained long term real time data and monitored changes in iodine

suedionic species concentrations, _as content, microbiological an_ Darticuiate
levels, Oellows pressure changes.

Pnase IV testing was performed to estaulisn the effectiveness, compiet._ness %rid

t.otential oroolem areas of the followin_ water tann vehicle prelauncn operational
procedures: Flush, steam sterilization. ,,urge, lea_ pressurization, condition

<IJ_ ppm soa_j and fill.

In addition, a simulated wardroom water system distribution network was us,_ to ,_ain

data of iodine de_letion times for activation and deactivation operations, an_.t!_e

effectiveness of ground and fliRnt sterilization procedures.

Test results were used to establish prelauncn checkout and astronaut tabs procedures.

Phase V testin_ utilized a full scale plexiglass tan_ to facilitate the ovservation

of flow patterns resultin_ from the inject_on of d_'ethrough v_rious conficurations
and oreintations of dispersing ports from the a_itator pump. The best confi:uration
was then tested with iodine. The ci_osen configuration was tested on the actual tam:

in Phase II to verify the effectiveness of the a_itator pump/dispersion port combi-
nation to create a homogeneous iodine mixture within the tank.

TEST PLAN ITEM TITLE: FOOD RECONSTITUTION WATER DISPENSLR

TEST PLf_ ;u_D ITE_INVMBER: DAC 56697A, Line Item liS-10

PA_T NU;,_ER: 1T16973-1, -S01
TECHNICAL MK4ORA/_DUM OR Rh_ORT NUMBER(S): T:_-DSV7-F&':-R-6915

TEST SV,_IA/_Y: This development test was performed by MDAC-W, Santa bnlca, C;,,

ITom March 3, 1970 through _4aj.25, 1970 (Phase I) and September 21 through July A3,
1971 (P_%ase If). Pnase I testing with test specimen IT16973-1 included valve seal

friction, proof pressure, leak(_e, function, flow pressure drop, and -epeat cycles.
P.hase!I testin_ with test spe,:imen IT16973-5_I, serial numbers 01 _ _ 92 included

valve and piston seal friction, proof pressure, leakage, function, flow rate and

pressure d,'op,repeat cycles, biocide compatibility, sterilization temperature,

and interface compatibility.

TE_T CUJC_siON :

I. P_ase I testing satisfactorily demonstrated the feasibility of deveiopin_
Phase II hardware.

2. Piston seal leeAage and friction were considered marginal. Furtaer testin_

2.2.11-_87
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TABLE 2.2.11.2-5 (CONTINUED) i
was acc_plished per Line _em W-STM-20. This testing demonstrated
satisfactory seal performance.

The units _atisfactorily passed all other testing.

TEST PLAN IT_ TITLE: DRINKING WATER DISPENSER

TEST PLAN AND IT_ NUMBER: DAC 56697A; Line Item HS-II

PART NUMBER: IT1790h-l, iT1686h-503

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM OR REPORT NUMBER(S): TM-DgVT-F_M-R693b

TEST SUMMARY: This development test was performed by MDAC-W, Santa Monica, CA,

from February 2 through March 6, 1970 (Phase I), and September 30 1970 through
August lh, 1971 (Phase II). Phase I testing, on specimen IT1686_-503, included

valve seal friction, function, relief pressure, leakage, force requirements, repeat

cycles, and flow. Phase II testing on specimen iT1790h-l, S/N 01 and 02 included

function, proof and relief pressure, operating torque, operating time, dispensed

volume accuracy, leakage, seal friction, and repeat cycles.

TEST CONCLUSION :

i. Phase I testing satisfactorily demonstrated the feasibility of developing
Phase II hardware.

2. The units satisfactorily passed all test requirements.

TEST PLAN ITEM TITLE: WATER HEATER

TEST PLAN AND ITEM NUMBER: DAC 566_7; Line Item HS-12

PART NUMBER: IB78356-I, -501

TECHNICAL M_4ORANDDM OR REPORT NUMBER(S): Hamilton Standard Report No. SVHSER 5728,

VOL I, VOL I SUPPLEMENT NO. I, V0L II and
VOL III (MDC G39hS)

TEST SUMMARY: This development test was performed by the Hamilton Standard Division

of United Aircraft Corporation, Windsor Locks, Conn, from October 1_, 1970 through
February 15, 1971, on P/N SV729650-3, Serial Nos. 00001 and 00002. Testing inclu-

ded proof, yield, burst, and collapse pressures, leakage, flow, _MI, biocide compat-
ibility, water temperature, touch temperature, power consumption, vibration, thermal
environment, start up and recovery times, and steam sterilization.

TEST CONCLUSION: The units satisfactorily passed all phases of testing.

TEST F_AN ITS4 TITLE: WATER PURIFICATION EQUIR4ENT

TEST PLAN AND ITD4 NUMBER: DAC 56697A, HS-14
PART NUMBER: IT18302-I --

TECRNIC#L M_4ORANDUM OR REPORT NUMBER(S): _DC G_156; TM-DSVT-FkMpR-7058

TEST CONCLUSION: The water purification equipment, which includes an iodine con-

tainer, rea_e,.t container, vute container, iodine injector, water sampler and
color coaparator, successfully passed the design requirements of function, proof and
design burst pressures, leakage, vibration, repeat cycle, biocide compatibility,
bending sad impact lords. Further tests will be performed during test llne item

2.2_Ii-288
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TABLE 2.2.11.2-5 (CONTINUED)

nS-7 to qualify the equipment for use on board the OWS flight vehicle.

T_ST SUI,U_HY: Vibration tests caused failures of the following parts requirin_
tne noted rewor_:

i. Color comparator came loose from its support as a result oi'Low torque
on the cal-fax fasteners. Tne torque was subsequently increased and no

further problems occurred.

_. The water sampler loosened in its launch restraint. The restraints

were reworded and no further problems were encountered.

_. T:_",iodine container failed as the result of the bellows rub_in_ on tt,o
; container wall. A bellows restraint was added and no further r,rctlems

occurred on subsequent _ests.

4. The "_'astecontainer bellows also leaked as a result of belluws/container

wall scruubing. Analysis revealed that the bellows was unnecessary _nd
therefore was eliminated.

Three failures occurred during testing of the iodine injector. _o of the failures
involved the bellows requiring the addition of a bellows sleeve g-ide _nd a change

from Blu L stainless to hasteloy C material for compatibility witn 30,000 ohm iodine.
The other failure was the result of screw thread gallin_ which was solve_ c,l.,amply-

ink lubricant to threads.

TEST PLY, IT£_4TITLE: DISPENSER ASSFJ4BLY, WATER, PEHSONAL HY_IEi_E
TEST PL_ Ai_DITE.INUMBER: DAC 56697A; HS-1O
PAHT _bI,_oER: iTl_127-1

TECh_ICAL MF_24ORANDUMOR I_-_PORTNUMBER(S): _-DSV7-F_IpR-67o0

TEST SL.,[_RY: Tests were performed to determine:

1. Valve LeaJcage :
2. Valve Proof Pressure

3. Valve Burst Pressure ,
h. Flow Rate

3. Outlet Velocity Acceptable for Washcloth Wetting

6. Force Required for Operation
7. Life Cycles

TEST COJCLUSION : "

1. Leakage was acceptable (no bubbles in two minutes).

2. There was no visible leakage or deformation during proof pressure (80psig} (55a kN/m ).

3. There was no visible leakage or de¢ormation during burst pressure (160 -_
psig) (1101, kN/m )

h. Flow rate was 1.16"in3/sec (19 co/see) with 3,_ psig (2hl kN/m 2) water
applied to valve inlet.

5. Outlet velocity and water spread were acceptable for washcloth wetting.

2.2.11-289
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6. Force required to fully open valve with 35 psig (2_1 kN/m 2) water pressure
was 36 ounces (10 N).

7. There were no slgns of wear or abnormal conditions after 20,000 cycles.

TEST PLAN ITS4 TITLE: WATER STORAGE CONTAIN_ BELLOWS

TEST PLAN AND ITD4 NUMBER: DAC 56697A; HS-32

PART NUMBER: 1B79099, D._2310
TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM OR REPORT NUMBER(S): 14DC G3611

TEST SUMMARY: This test specimen consisted of a bellows assembly installed in a
cylinder simulating a production water container. The bellowB was subjected to
proof and ultimate pressure tests, leak, spring rate and cycle testing. It was
cycled under various position and loading conditions.

T_T CONCLUSION: The HS-32 test was completed successfully. All of the design re-
quirements were met and the bellows assembly is determined to be satisfactory for
production release.

NOTE: Although the _endor recamended that the bellows be proofe_ and leak checked
at 15._sid (103 kN/m ), MDACdid no$.concur and ma_tained _1.O _ |�˜�l_sid

(283 ._ _ kN/m_) for proof and 5.0_c psld (3_.5 *u i.kN/m_) for leak check. Since
a limited number of bellows were ma_e_ a high levei_ confidence could be establishe,
only by proofing each bellows to the design requirements.

TEST PLAN IT_ TITLE: WASHCLOTH SQUEEZER

TEST PLAN AND ITEM NUMBER: DAC 56697A; HS-_8

PART ,NUMBER: IT19863, IT19816, i_i 00023

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM OR REPORT N_ER(S): 'I_-DSVV-SSL-R-7062

TEST S_4AR¥: The washcloth squeezer test consisted of tests of the washcloth
squeezer, squeezer ba_s, and dump filter. The squeezer was functionally tested and
life cycled. Its capacity for proper function throughout the OWS mission was demon-
strated. The so.ueezer b_s me/nte/ned their leak tight integrity after exposure to
the pressure chLnges anticipated for O_rS. The dump filter functioned properly even
after the volume of wuh water equivalent to that expected for a 28-day mission had
flowed through it.

TEST CORCLUSION: All tests were successfully completed. The only problems occurred

during the life cycle testin_ of the washcloth squeezer. Some of the rotating parts
shove_ swld_mce of galling after 5000 cycles. Plating and _aterial changes were in-
corporated and no further problems were encountered.

TEST PLAN XTD_ TITLE: URINE SEPARATOR FLUSH DISPF_SER ASS¥

TEST PLAN AND ITEM MtMBER: DAC 56697A; HS-56

PART NUMBER: ITh1789-i "_

TECHNICAL MD4ORANDUM OR REPORT _UMBER(S): TM-D_VT-F_R-69_9, REV A

TEST SUMMARY: This de_mlopmen_ tes_ was perfomed at MIIAC-WD, Fluids and Mechanical

L_boratories at Santa Monies, CA. The purpose of the test was to verif7 that the
urine flush disl_nser usembl_ _uld meet design requirmmnts utablished for OWS
use. The d_spenser w_ subjected to proof, leake_e, functional, vibration, flow
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; TABLE 2.2.11.2-5 (CONTINUED)

differential pressure, repeat cycle and burst pressure. Prior to develoT_ment test-

ing, Product Acceptance Test (PAT) was performed on the dispenser per i_....,: which
resulted in a rewor_,of the dispenser to decrease the dispenser time. After rewor_,

the dispense time was reduced to 3.3 seconds which was Deiow the 4.0 seconds design
requirement. During development test all design requirements were met, except that

during repeat cycling a particle Kot lodged between the valve and valve nousin_ re-

suiting in stoppage of trigger mechanism. Upon disassembly sad removal of _:article,
tae unit was reassembled end repeat cyclin_ continued. No further problem developed

sad repeat cyclinK was completed.

TEST CO,,CLbSION:

I. _edispenser assemoly functioned satisfactorily, throughout a_ testinr

e^cept for the noted particle loc_in_ in the valve mechanism.

2. lhe ShUttle valve controlling flow au1$ntity functioned satisfactorily _nd

snowed very little wear at test completion.

,,_, PLY4 ITiI:TITLE: WATEh DSIOI_ZZAflO_ ASSF/,LBLYDEVE_OPMLN_ TEST !.L-_9

TES? PLAi_A_D ITf/4NUMBLR: DAC 50097.'_;hS-5_
• , 4",V_.PA_T NUI,Lu_.,.l'f_2111

TEC_:,_ICAL_.IK4ORA,_DUKOS f_EPOf_ NV._BER(S): ,IDCGhlSl; Ti4-DSVT-f'm4-.:-Too3

T_ST COI,CLdSION: Based on the engineering evaluation of the development test results

presented in the referenced report, it is concluded that the above Item satl_fies the
design and performance requirements for the item.

TEST SLZ4MARY:

I. Vlbrstlon tests caused failure of the mount assembly requiring, redes i<n in
order to redistribute the loads, primarily to the floor &,ridsupport be%ms

rather than the grid itself.

2. The sea/s in the delonization cartridge were chen_,ed from a food _r_de

viton to a food grade silicone m_terial. This change resulted in reduced
permanent compression set characteristics for the seals and eliminated

tne previous seal _eaka_e proolem.

3. The seal _roove on the thermal expansion chamber was made deeper to in-

crease the retention of the packing in the seal groove.

4. The resin volume wa_ reduced from _1 in _ to 66 in 3 (36_ to 108_ ee )
(30% original volume) to overcome the excessive iodine depletion rate
experienced with the h_her resin volume.

mm
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2/ List of Waivers and I_vlatlons to Specifications - A deviation.

WLS obtalned (S_.N 226) to _11ow touch temperatures of llS°F

(h6.1°C) on the per8onL1 hygiene water heater dump quick-dlsconnect

and 135°F (57.2°C) on the wardroom water heater dump quick-

dieconnect. The requlr_nt is a maximum touch of I05°F (_0.6°C).

qualification test data shoved that iron and chromium vo_ld exceed
L

specification limits during the second OW8 mission. NASA Letter

AhPS-PR-KW (LW-73-73) dated March 13, 1973 indicated that the

anticipated iron and chromium levels would not cause a medical

problem.

There are no other approved system performance waivers or devia-

tions except those related to materials offgusing and materials

tl_lmLbllity.

3/ Factory Checkout - Factory checkout of the water system is covered

in Section 5.0.

_/ Launch Preparations at KSC - Launch preparations of the water sys-

tem Lre covered in Section 5.0.

m
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D. _:ission Results - The results of the water system use

during the Skylab (SL) mission were gene."ally as expected, The

mission section results include the water loaded, allocation and

usage, the water storage and. treatment, the water distribution, and

the system hardware performance.

l/ Water _.lanagement

a. Amoumt of Water - The following is a detailed accounting of

the amount of water aboard the Orbital Workshop (OWS) for

utilization during SL-2, SL-3, and SL-4;

Tank Loaded H20/ Exp?llable }i2u/

No Tank Lbs (l_g) Tank Lbs (kg)

i 661 2 ('_O '_. _ 9.92) 595.2 (209.98)

2 661.1 (299.87) 595.1 (269.93)

3 661.2 (299.92) 595.2 (269.98)

4 655.0 (297.38) 58O.0 (267.44)

5 655.6 (297.38) 5_9.6 (267.44)
6 660.2 (299.46) 591_.2 (269.52)

7 U62.0 (j00.28) 596.O (270._4)

_ 658.8 (298._3) 592._J (2_8.89)

:_ 638.4 (289.57) 572,4 (250.o4)

10 601.6 (300.00) 505.6 (270.i_,)

Total 6575.7 (2982.71) 501>. 7 (2t,_13.31!)

b. Water _llocation -The water tanks carried aboard the OW.;

we*e &llocated for use as follows:

Tsnk

N._._ Sequent ial [Isa_e

1 First Wardroom Tank (SL-2

2 Third Wardroom Tank (SL-3 and SL-4)

3 Fourth Wardroom Tank (SL-4)

4 Fifth Wardroom Tank (_L.-4)

5 Sixth Wardroom Tank (SL-h)

6 Urine Flush/Contingenc.y Tank/Fire Hose

[ First Waste Ma_nagem_.nt Compartment (_4C) Tank (SL-2 '

&nd SL-3)

t_ Second '_4C Tank (SL-3 and SL-4)

9 Contingency (Wardroom or Waste Management' Extra-

vehicular Activity (EVA) Suit Loop

i0 Second Wardroom Tank (SL-3)

2.2. ii-293
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b. Tank Usage - Figure 2.2.11.2-51 shows the total water usage

throughout the three missions. Figures 2.2.13 o-52 through

-56 show the water to_al remsdning for individual water

tanks. Figures 2.2.11.2-57 through tieshow the drinking

water (only) consumption ),.story for each crewman. Table

2.2.11.2-1 shows the planned water budget. The budget

averages out at 23.2 lbs/day (10.55 kg/d_). Based upon

total water used as shown _n Figu1"e 2.2.11.2-51, the per-

centage of wat-.r used of that allocated was 67 percent Cor

SL-2, 69 percent for SL-3, and 72 percent for SL-h. (SL-h

allocation adjusted for 85-day mission. )

2/ Water Storage and Treatment

a. Water Tanks - The water tanks on the OWS were designed to

supply the potable water for use in the Wardroom and the

wash water for use in the WMC.

The water tanks loaded with water successfully survives the

launch environment and its anomalies wi'_h no apparent

prcblems. There was concern about , ._ integrity of the '-

water tanks during the unmanned flight of the Saturn Work-

s)lop (SWS) until SL-2 crew arrived, because of the high

temperature in the vehicle. The feac was that elevated

temperatures would cause the wate_ to expand and damage the

gsm/vater dome or bellows.

After arrival of the SL-2 crew _d the deployment Jf the

sun shsd_, the vehicle and v&ter temperatures began to drop.
°

The crew readily activated TanW Nos. 1 and 7 and no problems

or sncmalles vere reported du,-Ing the SL-2 mission.
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I I

Water tar_ks were activated during the missions when

required with no problems.

b. B!_uket }{eator_ - The wa_e£ t:uJk blanket heaters we_-c

designed to maintain the water in the water tanks above

55°F (12.8°C) durin_z the periods between the maimed mis-

sions (SL-2, SL-[{, and SL-4).

The water tank heaters were not operat<_d during the SL-2 ,,

mission because they were not required due to the elevated _"

ambient temperature within the vehicle. '-'hewater tanks,

being a large thermal mass, were one of the factors eontri- _:

buting to he slow cool down of the vehicle elevated

J

temperature after deployment of the sun shade. Because of

the" vehicle the_'mal problems, the heater blankets were

not activated on the departure of the SL-2 crew. No

problems or anomalies were reported during the- SL-2 mission.

The water tank l_eaters were also not operated during any

m_ssion because they were not required due to the, _levated

ambient temperature within the vehicle. No pr_blems or

anomalies were repcrt ed during any mission.

c. _4, DJstribu4ion Network - The N_ distribution network for _

the water system provide_'l a regulated gas supply at "_, psig :

(241 kN/m 2) to each of the water tanks so that water will

be available on demand. The source of the N2 distribution

network gas supply is the 4000 psig (27579 kN/m2) N tanksL.

in the Airlock Module (AM) which is regulated to 150 psig - "

(1034 kN/m 2) in the ._I and then to 35 psig (24] k/_/m2) as
i

a part of the OWS N 2 distribution network. The crew

f
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readily activated the N2 distribution network (for SL-2)

with no report d problems or _om_[es; however-, earlier

there was concc_'n that the supply l_ne From the AM might

have been damaged when the Meteoroid Shield (MS) was torn

awe6"during launch. Concern has a/so been expressed about

the vulnerability of this supply line to meteoroid strikes,

but the probability of occurrence is low,

The regulated system pressure of 35 psig (2_i kN/m2) was

verified in flight by attaching the portable water bottle

(gas side) to the system and reading thc gage on the bottle.

There were no problems or ar.omalies reported during the

SL-2 mission.

During the unmanned period between SL-2 and SL-__, it was

noted from telemetry (TM) that the Y._psig (',]I_ik_/m2)

water tank gas pressure had decreased to 34 psig (231_

kN/m2). Investigation of the problem verified the position

of supply shutoff valves and confirmed that the bOO0 psig

(27579 kN/m2) source valve was shut of£. Telemet,_7 dis-

closed that the 150 psig (103h kN/m2) regulated locked up

i supply pressure had decreased to I_psig (2.70 kN/m2). Con-

sidering the volume of the backed up gas pressures, the

decrease in the 35 psia (2hl kN./m")water tank gas pressure

is attributed to nominal allowable external gas leakage and

no problem exists with the water pressurization system.
. .J

The pressure network was activated for SL-3 and SL-h with

no problems. There were no problems or anomalies reported _

during the SL-3 or SL-_ mission.

i 2.2.11-310
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d. T_lk N._ Gas Ch[u:lber - '['h_' w,'_t.cr t.,'ulk N , [_[-_ ch_u:_bcr colu;i::!:;

off a dOl_iO :_ld met'Lli[c [.cl]ow:_ [11 c,'h'h of tht, w:d,',," t-,_lk,:.

At l:tum'l_ t,m'h e_" th,, l,ulk _J, v<:_._,'h:_:u[,crsw,,L:;_,r,':,:;ur[.,,'d

t,o J'_ p_4i/4 (.'}I1 kNlm._) _uld tilth the _¢as prcs,;uri.'.,'d ion vuiw.

on each tank wa_ c[os,,d. On orbit durlug crew m:tiv,'_t,i_m,

tilt' g_t_l pl'OOGUl'it;u.! [Oil VItiVOS Oil tilt" tallk:; ill us," wt.l'_"

opelled witil _][ ot,her t_illk v,'_lvo',_rt,llh':lil[lil{<'lo:',_'d.

e. Biecide MaxTagement - i.;.-_cll of the water t, mlkc _,:_s init i_l Iv

chargt, d w[th 8/1 iodine t-[ ') ::< Jut loll tint[1 tile [, COllCOi1-

tr,'_tiou iIl c_Lch t_llk was ,_ippl'c)X[lihi_tely 1. > t'plI1. Tilt' I ,

¢Olict'IltI':t.tiOll [Ii the watel" systolil will tit)OI't','lL_t' ,'t'.I l-l. l'tlllt'-

tioll Of t[lile and dtlr[ng dispellsing bec,_luse of tile I ,

l't','iCtiilg to I'01"II1 iodides willie in contact w[tll v,,u'ious

I;ict_al surfaces a/ld while pm_::ing through the cation bed.

The i, concentration of tile wsLt,1- dulivcred for con.<_tmlt_t[on

wi [[ IlOrI>.l'dJ.1}" be [L III_L%J,L',tllII Of (, p_Ill bt'C',t.tls," Of t,h('_;t' [O:iLlt";.

Fro_:l ,'_ biological viewpoint, ill Ol'cJt'l" t,o provide s,ife

drinking water, the i, concentratiou must bc O.', ptun or

61"t,/ltci'. All oil-boil.I'd color COlll_,,il'fl.tof [s prov{dcd :','l" the

crew t,c, u,,,e per[odic,,tlly to evaluate tilt, l, COIh'elltl','C, [o',i

to t'iIstil'ethat tile 1, [evcl [._ ,,Llw:k\'sabove ,' Fplil.

The crew pei'iodic_t[ly s_ilp[o:: tlle [ , level-> _Uld [I' nece::._.,_ry

recharKes the water t._ulk with the 40,000 ppm 13 solution

us[Jig the iodine injector assembly. Figurus 3.2.11..'-or,

ttn'ough -'[[_ show tile iodine concentratio.>l hit_tory for each

water t,.ulk.
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During the SL-2, SL-3, and SL-h missions the following

, water samplings and iodine injections were performed

(HK 14G, 60R-1 and 60R-2) to maintain the OWS water pure:

Water Sampling

D0Y Water T_uk or Noted Iodine ppm

147 1 2.o

147 7 2.0
148 Wardroom Chiller 3.8

153 1 9.0
153 3 8.0

153 6 i0.0

153 io io.o
158 Wardroom Chiller I.0
211 i0 6.0

211 7 DATA NOT AVAILABLE

211 Wardroc ..,Chiller 7.0
226 3 4.0

226 4 7.0
233 2 5.0 •

233 8 3.0

233 9 0.0

238 Wardroom Chiller 3.5

265 2 2.0

265 5 6.0

265 Wardroom Chiller DATA NOT AVAILABLE :
324 3 8.0-9.0

337 4 4.0
338 Water Chiller 9.0

339 5 6.0
34O 5 9.0

340 6 6.0 :
• 341 8 4.0

322 9 i.0

Iodine Injections ".

i DOY Water Tank or Noted Iodine Injected (Units)

', i_'_ i 40

: • l_l Cation Filter 17 "

I 211 Wardroom Network Soak 40 _
238 3 25

i 238 5 40

i 238 7 30

i 238 8 30
238 9 90

I 267 2 15267 Cation Filter 17

_ 324 3 30A

i_ 337 4 20 :

• 339 5 20
340 6 20

341 8 2O

342 9 75

]9740202]7-36]



The SL-2 crew sampled the I _ level in water Ta_k Nos. I :u_d

'I"as a part of the watt:r sv:_tt,m_ct]vation n_.,iFolnld th_[

be and so they recharged the Water ']'_IkNo. I with ua_

additional input of the high concentr_tion I_ solution to

raise the 12 level in the tank by h ppm. Subsequently,

the i,, concentration 8alomaly was investigated at, _dDAC-W

and it was proven that the low i_ reading obtailled bv the

SL-C crew was because the water in the tanks was due to

}
high cabin temperature. As tile water temperature decl'e,ased,

the measured I] concentrat[ons again were apl_roxim,'{tely as

predicted.

There is still one anumaly associated with the i? l,.,vels

_und the St-2 Ini_,sion. '!'heSL-.) crew reporte,i adding

additional 12 to the water tanks bec_u_se tht, conceutr_t[_,n

was io_, "_hile the water was hot, but after the tanks _Ind

Y
tile water ha,1 cooled off, the ,._T,concentration w,_s n_ t

above the pl'edicted values. 'l'he_ulomaly could h,'±vob_:t,_.

caused by the iodine in_ector assembly not inj<,ctin£ i,,

or tile 12 co'l!/ ue inadequatel,v mixed ill bile t_ulk.

'['hei_ concentrati_,n repol'ted from the chiller (_.t{ o'_

DOY ll_] alld i on i)OY ])<{) is lower thigh expected I::......_u

tile qualification test data. From the qualification t_,st,

the chiller was _pproxlme.tely l_.[_FPm auld th,, i, levei in

the tank was from _{ to t_._,ppm.

During the SL-,', SL-{, and SI,-I_missions ,:[_water s_uuples ',

were taken. Each water sample requires a maximuln of [.i_ cc

.... ii-3,.3
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of reagent to determine the water iodine concentration;

therefore, _,i.;)cc of reagent haw, bt,,,nu:_ed through SL-_I

mission. 'i'hcur,,ount mi" reagent l,J',_dt,d ,_:,b,,:Lrdthe OWS _t

KSC was 07 cc that was expellable. A |,Lot _)f reagent uti-

lization is included in Figure 2.2.1].,'..i't_,which shows

i0[_.0 cc of reagent remaining at the end of t{L-3.

Also, dt_ring the SL-,', SL-3, _u_d SL-h m]-_sic,n:;,','20unit,

of iodine solution _:ere injected into the OWS water :_ystem.

The amount of iodine solution ]o_Lded on bo_{Id the OWS at

KSC was ,YI'oOcc that w_ _'xpellablt,. A ph.t c)f iudine

solution utilization is included in Fi,,,ure ,'..'.[] '-77,

which shows that 22_I cc rem_Lined at tht, end uf SL-l_.

f. Portable ||;)0'l'allk- The pot+able H_O tank w,_%,-_utilized for

sterilization oF the water distribution system during

activation for SL-_ Luld SL-h mission, :uld l'or a contingeli_'y

in the c_%st,oI" fa[lurL- of the normal _li:_tribution system.

The porttlble }I;)Otank was launched prt,_;suri-',edwith N , t,o
%

;_5 psig (17.! kN/m '->)m_kximum. The t_ulk i:_ then charged p,'r

the decal (liO u_lits) with the i,_ solut.[on ¢,ultaining

30,000 ppm I, so that when the t_ulk {s filled with approxi-

mately 2o Ibs (11.8 kg) of wa_.er, the i_ _'oi_,entrat_on is

I00 ppm. This solution is injected into th,, H_O d[stribu-

! Lion system.

The potable H_O tank was utilized during a[[ missions to

check the N, system pressure and For initial Wardroom net-

work sterilization. No problems or mlomali_,s were reported

by the SL-3 crew.

__ 2.2.11-32h
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g. Cation System -The water cation filter consists of e

stainless steel container holding ap_)roxbnately 06 c'ubic

inches (]OI_2 cc) of ion exchange resin. The resin rea_'ts

with metal ions removing them as the w_ter passes through the

resin bed. The resin adversely af_rects thL' system by

absorbing some of the iodine. The bed is pretreated prior

to flight and post _;L-,_ and SL-_ to _:ompensate for th[,

absorption. [3cventeen (17) ml of _0,000 ppm iodine wa,_; Lr_-

Jected ihto the resin bed post SL-: ) :_nd [;L-_.

There were no problems or anomalies reportt,d during the

SL,-,_ m5 ssion.

The ionic spec]es levels end other data for s_ll tanks prior

to launch are shown in Tables 2.2.11.2-0 through -17.

The data obtained from the system ss_nples during the miss iot_

are shown in Tables :_.2.11.2-18 through-20.

There were no problems or anomalies with the _:ation fiit,,r

during any mission.

3/ H,)0 l)istribution

a. Wardroom [;ystcm -The Wardror_n d_stributiom system coH,qists

of _,flex line from the water tanli to a har'd line on the

w_ill. The hard line hoes down the wail undernetlth the floor

and acro:_s the l'[oor to the W[_l'droom table, it branches [n

the table to the heater and chiller. The heater connects

I to a food reconstitution dispenser and ths chiller to t_:,'ee

i drinking dispensers.

During activation the system was evacuated 8/id filled. The

cation cartridge was the connected into the system. The,

2.2.11-326

A
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'fABLE 2.2,11.2-0

TANK i POTABLE WATER ANALYSIS PRIOR TO ' "LAJNCH, DOY 066

Properties 1,imits Results

Electrical Conductivity Refere.uce Only 20
{Micromho/cm @ 25°C)

P}i(4 _5°¢) I_-8 5.1
Total Residue (mg/l) 91. 20.4

*Taste and Odor (at 45°C) Reference only

Turbidity (Units) i] <0.2

*Color True (Units) Reference only
Dissolved Gases ('_joby Volume) 0.5 0.5

Biocide (ppm) Reference only Ii.0

Paa'ticulate/500 ml

0-i0 Microns Reference only 40

10-25 Microns Reference only 69

2_-pO Microns Reference only 95

50-i00 Microns Relerence only 8

It ]-250 Microns Reference only 3

Sterilit[ (Colonies/150 ml)

Total Bacteria Negative Negative

Total Coliform Negative N_gative

Anaerobic Analysis Negative Negative

Yeast and Molds Negative Negative

Ionic Species in _/I

Cadmium 0.Cl <0.005

Calcium 5.0 <0.02

Chromium (hex) 0.05 _O.0f _

Copper 1.0 <0.01

Iron O. 3 0. C,'

Lead 0.05 _0.05

Manganese 0.05 <0.01 ,._
Mercury 0.005 <0.005

Nickel 0.05 <0.02

Silver 0.05 <0.01

Zinc 5.0 <0.005

Iodide Reference only 14.0

Selenium Reference only _O.01

*CONTAINS IODINE

-.,'. ll- 328
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]

','AtqJ,] .'. ,_. 11. :!-7

TA/_K I POTAi{LE WA'fER ANALYSIS tq':lOR TO LAUNC}{, lk_Y 0o6

i'r.'p'rties i,im[ _.:: i{e:_II7,_q

,_]ectrJcal Conductivity Heference only fO

[bIicro_mlo/cm @ ,'5°C)

i'}1(@ 29°C _ 4-8 4.4

fetal Residue (mg/l 91. I0.7

*Taste "rod Odor (_)45°C) }{eference onLy

Turbidity ([]nits) Ii -0.,'

*Color True (Units_ Heference only

Pissolved Gases ();_by Volu_ne) Reference only ,<;.i

oiocide (ppm) Reference only ]0.4

Farticulate/q00 m]

,_-i¢.Microns Reference only Not req.

10-,'5 i.licrons Reference only Not req.

d>->O Microns l{eference only Not req.

btl-lO0 Microns Reference only Not req.

100-,!50 [.licrons Reference only Not re,].

Sterility (Colonies/iSO ml)

lot _i 6acteria Negative Negative
Growth

Yotal Coliform Negative Negative
Growth

,_naercbi,' Analy_:]s Negative _egativ, _
]rowth

Yeast and idolds Ne6ative Negative
Growt h

icnic ,'pe']es in mg/i

Cam_litun O. Ol -0.00'_

Calcitua 5.o -0.0,'

Chromitm_ (hex) 0.05 "0.02

,MFPe r i. 0 0.01
!ton O. _ O. i t

Lead 0.05 -0. O'>

i4:mg_mes e O. 05 - 0. O1

Mercury 0.00', ,0.005
,_1¢_?i [].,]5 [)[]

d iivev 0.05 -0.01
',iIIc _,, _) v[] • (]0 I)

iodide Reference only ii,.,'

Seleniuun Reference only ,0.0i

*CONTAINS IODINE

2.2. ll- 329

k
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'fABLE =.__.11.2-8

T/LNK i0 POTABLE WATER ANALYSIS PRIOR TO LAUNCH, DOY 071

Properties Limits Results

Electrical Conductivity Reference only 21.

(Micromho/cm @ 25°C)

PH (4 25°C) 4-8 4.9

Total Residue (rag/l) _i. 21.3

*Taste and Odor (@ 45°C) Reference only

Turbidity (Units) ii 0.2
*Color True (Units) Reference only

Dissolved Gases (>_ by Volume) 0.5 0.4 _

Biocide (ppm) Reference only 9.5

Particulate/500 mi

0-i0 Microns Reference only Ii0

10-25 Microns Reference only 50

25-50 Microns Reference only 20

50-100 Microns Reference only 4

100-250 Microns Reference only 3

Sterility (Colonies/150 ml)

Total Bacteria Negative Negative

Total Coliform Negative Negative

Anaerobic Analysis Negative Negative

Yeast m_d Molds Negative Negative

ionic Species in mg/l

Cadium 0.01 <0.005

Calci_n _.6 <0.02

Chromi_l (hex) 0.05 <0.02

Copper i.O -0.01
Iron O. 3 _0.O.'

Lead 0.05 -0.05

Ma_ganes e O. 05 <0. Ol

Mercu_'y O, 005 -0. 005
Nickel 0.05 -0.02

Silver 0.05 -O.01

'.'inc 5.0 .0.O05

_odide Reference only 22.8

Selenium Reference only -O.O1

i

| ,,,

*CONTAINS IODINE

2.2.11-330
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'i'AJ]ki0 POTABLE WATEH A_NALYSi'S 17{b,)1{TO LAUNCq, I)OY Oub

L,,F"i ti_s ',,i::'.[t_a kesu Its

I',koutric_l Conductivity i<eference only 25

<Ii],:rcmno/cm @ 2>"C)

i't{ (,,,' 2,"C) 4-8 4.7

Total Hes[due (mg/i) ql. ,'4.1

*Tm_te _nd Odor (@ 45')C) i<ef'orenee only

'd_rhi,lity (Units) ii <O..'

*Color Tl'ue kUnits) keferenee only

bis:;olved G_es (:_ by Volume) Heferen,,e only 0.40

_ioci_e (ppm) l{eferenee only II. 4

i'articulate/tOt) ml

O-iO Microns Referem'e only Blot req.

[U-d5 Microns Keferenee only Not req.

25-50 Microns i<eference only Not r,,q.

%O-1OO Hierons i<eference oIliy Not req.

1Oo-,;50 Microns Reference only Not req.

Sterility (Colonies/i50 ml)

'fot_i t{acteria Negat[ve Negative
Growth

Tota[ _'_liform Negatiw" _{egative
Growth

,hlaerobic Analysis i{egatiw' Negative
(]row_h

'_c_Ist_u>i Molds Neg_tiw" Neg_tiv,"
Grow th

ionic Species in mg/[

Ca_nium O. '_l ,0. OO',

_?a[cium _ .<, "¢.0,'

Ciiromiu_, (hex) ,_. <", - O. 0.'

C,,ppeP I .0 0.0,
iron v'. j 0._]7

L,e_d V.t*, -0.0

[.lallg_uie s e 0, O, -_. 01

[t?PCt_Fy O,t]L]G - _.klO _

,, lckel t_.O'_ O. 0 {

L;iiver V,O', -,_. O[

.,inc ,.,_ -0.00',

iodide tic fe r,'n,,e only '.t,. ¢
Jeleni_i t{eferell,'_" only ,{1.01

*Cuih'AINS IODINE

,, o ii-331m- i_- I
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TABLE 2.2.ii.2-10

'/'ARK2 POTABLE WATFR ANALYSIS PRIOR TO LAUNCH, DOY 065

Propcrtics Limi ts Hesults
I

Electrical Conductivity Reference only 23.
_5 C)(Micromho/cm @ "_o

PH (4 25°c) 2-8 5.1

Total Residue (mg/l) 91. 21.4

*Taste and Odor (@ 45°C) Reference only
Turbidity (Units) ii <0.2

*Color True (Units) Reference only
Dissolved Gases (% by Volume) 0.5 0.5

Biocide (ppm) Reference only 13.4

Particulate/500 ml

O-lO Microns Reference only 410

10-25 Microns Reference only 340
25-50 Microns Reference only 360

50-100 Microns Reference only 23

100-250 Microns Reference only l0

Sterility (Colonies/150 ml)

Total Bacteria Negative Negative
Total Coli form Negat ive Negat ive

Anaerobic Analysis Negative Negative

Yeast and Molds Negative Negat ]ve

ionic Species in mg/l

Cadmium O.Ol <_.CO=_

Calci_n 5.0 <0.02

Chromi_ (hex) 0.05 <0.02

Copper 1.0 <O.Ol
Iron O. 3 <0.02

Lead 0.05 -0.05

Manganese 0.05 <0.O1

Mercu_T 0.O05 <0.00%
Nickel 0.O5 <0.02

Silver O.O5 <0.01

Zinc 5.0 <').005

iodide Reference only 1L).0
Selenium Reference only <0.01

_ u ........ I
*CONTAINS IODINE

2.2.11-332 !
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TABLE ,_.,_.-'11.2-11

,N_K ' FO'i'fu_LEWATEi{ ANALYSIS IT:iuR TO LAUNC}{, ,,OY o96

Properties .,im[ts 1_esu;_.:

r,lectri2al Conductivity Reference only 27
iMicromho/cm @ 25°C)

Pii (_ 25°C) !*-_] 4.5

Total Hesiaue (rag/l) 91. _3.o

*Taste and Odor (@ 45°C) Reference only

Turbidity (Units) ii <0.2

*Color True (Units) Reference only

Dissolved Gases (>_ by Volume) Reference only 0.I_

_iocide (ppm) Reference only ii.9

Particulate/500 ml

,J-IO Microns Reference only .qot req.

I0-£5 Microns Reference only Not req.

2_-50 Microns Reference on y Not req.

5(')-i0_IMicrons Reference only Not req.

1<)0-250 Microns Reference only Not req.

Sterility (Colonies/150 mi)

Total Bacteria Negative Negative
Growth

'fota/ Coliform Negative Negative
Growth

Anaerob ic Analys is Negative Negative
,]rowth

Yeast _d _Io!ds Negative Negative
Growth

ionic Species in rag�1

<a_ai urn: O._)i - < ,'

Ca!ciwa 5.o "-0.O,

Chrolait_/n(hex) 0.()5 ,,LJ.@F

Copper I. 0 - 0.0
iron O. 3 • 0.07
_ead 0.0) • O.O:,

Manganese 0.05 -0.01

ble re ury O.O05 - O. _,_',
[iickel O, 05 0.C 3

SiLver 0.05 - ).61

, inc 5 •0 , _,. J'>'_

iodide t_eference on,y _L. 1,

5eieni_un heference only - _.'Ji

*CoNTAiNS IODINE

2.2.11-j33

\
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TABLE 2.2. ii.2-12

TANK 3 POTABLE WATER ANALYSIS PRIOR TO LAUNCH, DOY 068

Properties Limits Results

_.lectrical Conductivity Reference only 24.
(Micromho/cm @ 25°C)

PH (@ 25°C) 4-8 4.9

Total Residue (mg/1) 91. 21.4
*Taste and Odor (@ 45°C) Reference only

Turbidity (Units) ll <0,2 x
*Color True (Units) Reference only

Dissolved Gases (% by Volume) 0.5 O.4

Biocide (ppm) Reference only ii.0

Particulate/5OO ml

0-i0 Microns Reference only 310

10-25 Microns Reference only 80

25-50 Microns Referpnce only 40

50-100 Microns Reference only 5
100-250 Microns Reference only 2

Sterility (Colonies/150 ml)

Total Bacteria Negative Negative
Total Coltform Negative Negative

Anaerobic Analysis Negative Negative
Yeast and Molds Negat._ve Negative

Ionic Species in mg/1

Cad_ium O.Ol <0.005

Calcium 5•6 <C.02

Chromium (hex) O.05 <0.02

Copper 1.0 <0.02
Iron O. 3 <0.02

Lead 0.05 <0.05

Manganese 0.05 <0.Ol

Mercury 0.005 <0.005
_ic_el O.05 <0.02

ilver 0.05 <0.Ol

Zinc 5.0 _0.005

foal'de Reference only Io. 4
Sel,,_nium Reference <0.Ol

*CONTAINS IODINE

2.2.11-334
i
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TABLE 2 2.i .2-13

TAJ';F _ POTABLE WATER ANALYSIS FhiOR TO LAUNCh, DOY 096

Properties Limits Results :

Electrical Conducciv;ty Reference only 27

(Micromho/cm @ 25°C)

P_t (_. 2,.,°c) _-8 4.6
Total. I',esidue (mg/l) 91. 21.3

*T_st__ and Odor (2 _5°C) Reference only

furbidity (Units) ii <0. ;

*Color True (Units) Reference only
Dissolved Gases ('-'/oby Volume) Reference only 0.j

_iocide (ppm) Reference only 10.9

Pamticulate/5O0 ml

0-i0 Micro. Reference only Not req.

10-25 Micro, s Reference only Not req.

25-b0 Microns Reference only Not req.

50-109 Micro,_s Reference o: iy Not req.

i00-2_9 Microns Reference only Not leq.

Sterility (Colonies/150 mi)

Tots, Bacteri& Negative Negative
Growth

Total Coli form i_egativ_ Negative
Growth

An&erobic Analysis Neg&t ire Negative
Gro::th

Yeast ar,d _,[olds Neg&tive i_egativt

Growth
f

ionic Jpecies in mg/i

,a_mium O.Ol •O.005

Calcium 5,6 _0.02

Chromi,mn (hex) 0.0_ .:0.02

Copper ].0 0.02 /

iron 0.3 0. l'J

Lead 0.05 <0.0<

M_nga_es _ O. 05 -o. Ol

:.lercury 0.005 <0. 005

Nickel {).05 0.03

gii"er O. 05 <0.01

Zinc 5.0 <0.005

Iodide Reference only i_.5

Seleni u_ Reference only <0.01

*CONTAINS IOL,INE

2.2.11-]3 g

&% _,/
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TABLE 2.2. ii. 2-14

TANK 4 POTABLE WATER ANALYSIS PRIOR TO LAUNCH, D0Y 067

Properties Limits _esult =

Electrical Conductivity Reference only 25.

(Micromho/cm @ 25°C)

PH (@ 25°C) 4-8 4.9

Total Residue (mg/l) 91. 23.5

*Taste a_id Odor (@ 45°C) Reference only

Turbidity (Units) ii <0.2

*Color True (Units) Reference only
Dissolved Gases ',% by Volume) 0.5 0.5 _

Biocide (ppm) Reference only ll.0

Particulate/500 ml
|

0-10 Microns Reference only 220

10-25 _ q_ns Reference only i00

25-50 iv,_:_ns Reference only ii0

50-100 Microns Reference only 5

±0J-250 M_ crons Reference only 3

Sterility (ColonJ es/150 ml)

Total Bacteria Negative Negative

Total Coliform Negative Negative :

Anaerobic Analysis Negative Negative
Yeast and Mo] ds Negative ._egative :

Ionic Species in mg/1

Cadmium 0.01 <0. 005

Calcium 5.6 <0.02

Chromium (hex) 0.05 <0.02

Copper 1.0 <0.02
Iron 0, 3 <0.02

Lead 0.05 <0.05

Manganese 0_05 <0.01

Mercury O. 005 <0. 005
Nickel 0.0_ <0.02

Silver 0.05 <0.01

Zinc 5.0 <0.005

lodide Reference only 18. i

• Selenium Reference only <0. Ol

_ *CONTAINS IODINE

_ 2.2. ii "336

k
i
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TABLE 2.2. ii.2-15

TANK 4 POTABLE WATER ANALYSIS PRIOR TO LAUNCII, DOY 096

Properties Limits Results

Electrical Conductivity Reference only 28
(Micromho/cm @ 25°C)

Ph (@ 25°C) 4-8 4.6
f

Total Residue (mg/l) 91. 24.3

*Taste and Odor (@ 25°C) Reference only
Turbidity (Units) ii <0.2

*Color True (Units) Reference only

Dissolved Gases (% by Volume) Reference only 0.45
Biocide (ppm) Reference only 12.4

Particulate/500 ml

0-I0 Microns Reference only Not req. Jr
10-25 Microns Reference only Not req.

25-5C Microns Reference only Not req.
50-100 Microns Reference only Not req.

100-250 Microns Reference only Not req.

Sterility (Colonies/150 ml)

To_al Bacteria Negative Negative
Growth

Total Coliform Negative Negative

Growth
Anaerobic Analysis Negative Negative

Growth i

Yeast mld Molds Negative Negative
Growth

loric Species in mg/l

Cadmium 0.01 <0.005
Calci_m 5.6 <0.02

Chromium (hex) 0.05 <0.02

Copper 1.0 0.03
Iron 0.3 0.08 _

Lead 0.05 <0.05
Manganese 0.05 <0.Ol

Mercury 0.005 <0,005
Nickel 0.05 0.03

Silver 0.05 _0.01 ,
Z_nc 5.0 <0.005

Iodide Referenre only 18.0 _

Selenium Reference only <0.01

I
CONTAINS IODINE

2.2.ii-337 ,_
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TABLE 2.2.11.2-16

TANK 5 POTABLE WATER ANALYSIS PRIOR TO LAUNCH, D0Y 069

Properties Limits Results

Electrical Conductivity Reference only 21.
(Micromho/cm @ 25°C)

PH (@ 25°C) 4-8 4.9

Total Residue (mg/l) 91. 19,4

*Taste and Odor (@ 45°C) Reference only

Turbidity (Units) ii <0.2

*Color True (Units) Reference only

Dissolved Gases (% by Vol_ze) 0.5 0,3

Biocide (ppm) Reference only 11,8

Particulate/500 ml

0-i0 Microns Reference only 360

10-25 Microns Reference only 290

25-50 Microns Reference only 140
50-100 Microns Reference only 4

100-250 Microns Reference o_ly 2

Sterility (Colonies/150 ml)

Total Bacteria Negative Negative
Total Coliform Negative Negative

Anaerobic Analysis Negative Negative

Yeast and Molds Negative Negative

Ionic Species in mg/1

Cadmium O.O1 <0.005

Calcium 5.6 <0.02

Chromium (hex) 0.05 <0.02

Copper 1.0 <0.01
Iron 0.3 <0.02

Lead 0.05 <0.0r

Manganese 0.05 <0.01
Mercury 0.005 <0.005

Nickel 0.05 <0.02

Silver 0.05 <0.01

Zinc 5.0 <0.005

Iodide Reference only 15,3

Selenium Reference only <0.01

*CONTAINS IODINE
:J

_,q 2
2.2.11-338
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TABLE 2.2. ii. 2-17

TANK p POTABLE WATER ANALYSIS PRIOR TO LAUNCH, DOY 096

Properties Limits Results

Electrical Conductivity Reference only 26

(Micromho/cm @ 25°C)

PH (@ 25°C) 4-8 4.6

Total Residue (mg/l) 91. 21.1

*Taste and Odor (@ 45°C) Reference only

Turbidity (Units) ii <0.2

*Color True (Units) Reference only

Dissolved Gases (% by Volume) Reference only 0.50
Biocide (ppm) Reference only I0.3

Particulate/500 ml

0-i0 Microns Reference only Not req.

10-25 Microns Reference only Not req. :

25-50 Microns Reference only Not req.
50-100 Microns Reference only Not req.

100-250 Microns Reference only Not req.

Sterility (Colonies/150 ml)

Total Ba teria Negative Negative
Growth

Tot al Coli form Negative Negat ire
Growth

Anaerobic Analysis Negative Negative
Growth

Yeast and Molds Negative Negative
Growth

ionic Species in mg/l

Cadmium 0.0! <0.005 •

Calcium 5•6 <0.02

Chromiu._ (hex) 0.05 <0.02 i
Copper 1.0 0.05

Iron 0.3 0. i0 ;
Leaa 0.05 ; <0.05

Manganese 0.05 <0.01

Mercury O.005 <0. 005

Nickel 0.05 0.03

Silver O. 05 <0. Ol ,_

Zinc 5.0 <0.005

Iodide Reference only _ .5

Selenium Reference c ly <0.01

*CONTAINS IODINE

2.2.11-339
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i

TABLE 2.2.ii.2-18

TANK i POTABLE WATER SL-I/SL-2 !TA FROM SAMPLE RETURNED FROM ORBIT

Properties Limits Results

Electrical Conductivity Reference only 3.6 x i0
(Micromho/cm @ 25°C)

PH (@ 25°C) 4-8 4.6

Total Residue (mg/l) 91.
Taste s_idOdor (@ 45°C) Reference only

Turbidity (Units) Ii 9 Nephelos
Units

Color True (Units) Reference only <i
Dissolved Gases (% by Volume) 0.5

Biocide (ppm) Reference only

Particulate/500 ml

O-10 Microns Reference only

10-25 Microns Reference only

25-50 Microns Reference only

50-100 Microns Reference only

100-250 Microns Reference only

Sterility (Colonies/150 ml

Total Bacteria Negative

Total Coliform Negati'_e

Anaerobic Analysis Negative
Yeast and Molds Negative

Ionic Species in mg/1

Cadmium 0.01 "0.01

Calcium 5.6

ChroL_[um (hex) 0.05 <0.01

Copper 1.0 <0.( ]
Iron 0.3 0.i Fil-

tered/0.02

Lead 0.05 <0.05

Manganese O.05 <0.Ol

Mercury 0.005 <0.005
Nickel 0.05 <0.05
Silver 0.05

Zinc 5.0 0.ii

Iodide Reference ( _.ly 25
Selenium Referent _ o:_iy <0.O!

12 _0.05

Silicon <0.5
. Potassium 7.0

Magnesium ).5
Sodium O. i

4 Arsenic <C.I

Aluminum <C.

_ ?.2.II-340

" , I I_ .............................................................. A_
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TABLE 2.2.11.2-19

TANK 2 POTABLE WATER SL-3 DATA FROId S_.[PLE RETURNED FROM ORBIT

Properties Limits Results

Electrical Conductivity Reference only 32
(Micro_Ao/cm @ 25°C)

PH (@ 25°C) 4-8 4.8

Total Residue (mg/l) 91.

Taste and Odor (@ 45°C) Reference only

Turbidity (Units) ii 5

Color True (Units) Reference only 3 to i0

Dissolved Gases (_ by Volume) 0.5

Biocide (ppm) Reference only

Particulate/500 ml

0-i0 Microns Reference only

10-25 Microns Reference only

25-50 Microns Reference only

50-100 Microns Reference only

100-250 Microns Reference only

Sterility (Colonies/±50 ml)

Total Bacteria Negative

Total Coliform Negative

Anaerobic Analysis Negative

Yeast and Molds Negative

tonic Species in mg/l
.m

Cadmium 0.01 .01

Calci ,_m 5.6 .i

Chromium (hex) 0.05 .02

Copper i.0 .01

Iton 0.3 •29

Lead 0.05 .02

Manganese 0.05 .01

i4ercury 0.005 .005

Nickel 0.05 .03

Silver 0.05 .02

Zinc 5.0 .02

Iodide + Iodine Reference only 33.4

Selenimm Re feren(-e only

I, .05

Silico;_ .5

Potas_ i_ 8.$

Magae s _ _an •5

Sodi'_:, i. 74 -

Aresnir

.... , _onal Data

,,_,:" ' :J ,ppm) .i

Nitratv (ppm) 7.0
Nitr_ t,_ _ppm, .01 ""

t

2.2.11-341
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TABLE 2.2.ii.2-20

POTABLE WATER - SL-4 m-_
DATA FROM SAMPLES RETURNED FROM ORBIT

ANALYSIS [

AT LOADING ANALYSIS AT RETURN I

Properties Limits TANK #i TANK #_ TANK #i TANK #_ CHILLER J
Elec Conductivity Ref. 0nly 20 21 233 310 45
(Micromho/cm at 25°C)

PH (at 25°C) 4-8 5.1 4.9 1.8 7.8 4.9

Total R@sidue (mg/l) 91 20.4 19.4

Taste and Odor (at 45°C) Ref. 0nly
Turbidity Units ii <0.2 <0.2 24 17 16

Dissolved Gases (% by Volume) .5 .5 .3

Biocide (ppm) Ref. 0nly ii.0 11.8 1.0 1.0 .7

Particulate/500 ml

0-10 Microns Ref. Cnly 40 360

10-25 Microns Ref. Cnly 69 290
25-50 Microns Ref. Only 95 140

50-i00 Microns Ref. Only 8 4

100-250 Microns Pef. Only 3 2

Sterility (Colonies/150 nil)

Total Bacteria Negative Neg. Neg.

Total Coliform Negative Neg. Neg.

Anaerobic Analysis Negative Neg. Neg.

Yeast and Molds Negative Neg. Neg.

Ionic Species illmg/l

Cadmium .01 <.005 <.005 .013 .026 <.001

Calcium 5.6 <.02 <.02 25 40 .2

Chromium (hex) .05 <.02 <.02 .024 .035 .015

Copper 1.0 <.01 <.01 >.005 <.005 <.005
Iron .3 .02 <.02 .15 .26 .15

Lead .05 <.05 <.03 >.05 <.05 <.05

Manganese .05 <.01 <.01 .04 .03 _.005

Mercury .005 <.005 <.005 .00125 .0005 .0001
Nickel .05 <.02 <.02 ,19 .O7 <.01

-- Silver .05 <.01 <.01 >.005 <.005 .005

Zinc 5.0 <,005 <.005 .01 ,01 <.01

Iodide and Iodine Ref. Only ll.O 15.3 16.4 18.5 11.9

Seleniu/z Ref. Only <.O1 <.01 <.01 <.0i <.01
12 1.0 1.0 .7
Silicone .24 .24 .i0

Potassium 5.2 5.9 9.6

Magnesium .40 2.5 <.01
Sodium .52 .62 .12

I Arsenic .05 <.05 _.05

i %1uminum .05 <.05 <.05
I Additional Data

Nitrogen (Total) 10.12 11.29 424 ""

Nitrate .ll .08 .02
_ Nitrite .O1 .01 .004

i Organic Carbon 27 30 3Color 25 20 5

_ Amonia Nitrogen I0 11.2 .4
_ Chloride .... 13.5 13.0 13

2.2.11-342
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system was purged by allowing water to flow through the

heater into the waste tank for a reported period of 1/2

hours. The checklist called for 15 mJnutes [25 ibs (10.27

kg) of water flow]. Wa + r tank dome movement indicated a

dump of 20 ibs (8.06 kg) of water and waste tank pressure

profile indicated actual dump lasted 14 minutes. The sys-

tem was then purged through the chiller for five minutes.

On DOY 147 the pilot (PLT) reported he had a pretty tough

time connecting the Wardroom supply hose on Water Tank

No. ], which he attributed to the elevated temperature of

the tank (130 degrees). Difficulty could be attributed to

thermal expansion of small amount of water between quick

disconnect and shutoff valve on the tank. No further

reports were received.

On DOY 148, the commander (CDR) reported the water system

did have gas in it. He indicated if you were filling

7-1/2 oz. (.21 kg) of water in a coffee container, it would not

handle it; you would have to get air out of the container.

One-g use of container indicated ON/OFF valve on container

was inadequate to prevent air from entering container, it

was suspected system was free of air. The problem report++,d

on orbit regarding the gas in the dispensed water was

investigated by test using flight type food and the dispen-

s+'r (reference Action Item _17 Rl).

on D0Y 150 a small leak was reported at the cold water food

r¢-+onstitution dispenser. Problem disappeared next day.

Sever_l methods of troubleshooting were r_commended oat the

i 2.2.11-343
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problem was later identified as a liquid spill and not

leakage.

On DOY 151, the PLT reported a need for a small finger

hold on the food reconstitution dispensers in that it w,_,s

difficult to press down on the valve, especially witD a

Juice bag, which was filling and unpleating its accordian

pleats at the same time.

Water system activation was repcrted started at 1326Z on

Mission Day 2 of SL-3. Two problems were reported (in

addition to the crew zickness problem) during the operation

which increased the activation time required: ,

o The WMC system on-board pressure gage read off scale
T

high, 2 psia (13.8 kN/m2) regardless of the time system

was evacuated to the waste tank. Later troubleshooting

indicated _ pressure transducer failure, The crew was

instructed to vent overnight m_a then activate since gas

in the _4C did not present a problem in the pressure

indication were true.

The flush of both the lO0 ppm iodine and the deionization

cartridge went slowly. This was caused by the waste

tank pressure apprcaching t_e triple point (which would

have caused liquid formation in the waste tank). This

required that the flush be stopped imtil the waste tank

I _ressure dropped Lster fl_ght data indicated that theI
on-board pressure reading was .05 psia (0.345 kN/m2) " J

higher than noted in ground telemetry. SL-4 activation

_ procedures took this into account.

2.2.11-344
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During SL-4 activation of the water system, the crewman

inadvertently closed the water supply valve on the

portable tank with the dump line open during fill of

the network for the i00 ppm iodine soak. The portable

tank was refilled and injected with iodine and the

activation was completed with no reported problems.

During the first few days of SL-4, while using l'ank

No. 2, the crew reported gas in the water. Previous

such reports were attributed to the beverage containers.

After changing to Tank No. 3 no further problems were

reported.

Observation of bus current data on DOY I0 showed an

abrupt increase in "ON" time of" the Wardroom water

heater. The heater resist_rce was estimated and showed

an abrupt increase. Based upon the qualification _eater

behavior it is certain that one of the two heater ele-

ments failed. Note that the water temperature would

still be correct and that the crewmen did not report a

problem. Figure 2.2.11.2-78 shows the he'_ter resistance

trend during the mission compared to _he qualification

to function successfully t_rcugLout SL-4.

b. Urine =lush System - The urine flush system would kave been

connected to Water Tank No. 6 when utilized consists of

supply network to a disoenser in the '_4C. The dispenser

dispenses 50 ml increments of i _dine w_-ter to Flush tkt.

urine separators at the end of ._ach daily use.

m

' 2.2.11-345
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The system was not activated or used on any mission.

Microbial testing of the se?'_z-ators du-ing syst_,m t,,st[_g

on the grouand negated the nee_ for _a_ly flushing

c. Waste Maaage_lent System - The waste management system

consists of a flex iine from },ater Tank No. 7 for SL-J to

a hara line network, The network goes to the personal

hygiene cabinet in the Waste Manag_<ent System ('_4J)

compartment where it connects to a water heater. The

heated water in conjunction with washcloths and the wash-

cloth squeezer is used for personal hygiene purposes.

During activatio_ on DOY 147, the CDR requested a review of

the requirenent for less than .2 psia (l.'i_3k:{/m2) dum_,

line pressure during evacuation per checklist procedure.

The minimum obtainable during condensate tank

dump was .(7 psia (5.31 k[{/mC). Affect of higher presJure

might have allowed gas in the system wh!,:h would have i_: -,

acceptab_,e in tL,e WMS, Gas ¢oul_ have purged cut U lrl:,_,

normal use.

On DOY 167 a decrease in flow from the _,IC dLsLenser :,"=,"

reported. 'Ph-"crew replaced th6 assembly with the spa:._

unit and repo-?ed flow to be normal, mvidence of :Jnt',m[-

nation on the replaced unit '_,,as:'e_orted. i'he un:t ',,,as

returned by the crew for fail,__re analysis.

W,_ dispens_,r'i'hefailure analysi_ of the ""' r,.turned frut:,

orbi% disclosed that the seal in the _4< dispenser was

undersized for the seal that was supposee to be instal[e/.

Further invest_gatlon disclosed that the material of t:_,:s__,

_mllm

, 2.2. I. 347
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was neoprene rather than viton. When th _ dispenser was

disassembled at MDAC, it was observed that there was a

white, powdery resid _. caked on the imlet snap ring and

a white, flaky residue in all outlets that looked _.ike

a soap residue but was determined from analysis to be a

corrosion product from iodine a_tacking the beryllium

copper retaining ring. New seals of the prcfer material

were supplied and a reworked spare dispenser was launched

on SL- 3

During SL-3 activation the dump line pressure transducer

was found to be nonfun__tional. Activation without the

transducer was no problem. The network was used during the

mission without problems or anomalies u.ntJl missicu_ da_ 5_

when the washcloth squeezer seal (Bal-seal) was replaced

due to leakage. Upon exs_ination by the _Jb'i'the sea/ was

folded back in at least one area, allowing water leakage

past the squeezer piston. Three addition'_l spare Bal-

seals were carried up on SL-4.

The W_4C network was activated on gL-4 with no probl_ms.

During the early _ ys of SL-4 the washcloti_ squeezer wa

cleaned, lubric, .ed, a_d the bearing screws loosened. ?his

f
was accomplished as planned. No problems or anomalies were

reported wi_h the sq,_eezer during SL-4. Deactivation c_n

SL-4 was accomplished with no problems repair ed.

Observation of bus current data on bOY 028 showed a_% _brupt

increase i:. "ON" tine of the '_,[Cwater heater, based on

, qualfiication heater behavior it is certain that one of the

-era •
r
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two heater elements failed. _lot_ that t:,c,"z'_'. :'!,,r_,_:..r._-

ture would still be corre__t _md t,at th,' cr,-_-:,'L_,!!_i n Jt

report a pr_,blem. Observatio:, t, _ _, c'irrent ,i:,ta._n_wc.,i

that the _leater cont.inued to !'_nction SUcce:J::i'UL]/

throughout SL-I_.

4/ System dardware Perform_lee

a. The water subsystem su_essfu!ly survived the l_'_unc'P

environments including the elevafi_d _mperature due to the

loss of the MS. Both the Wardroom and "_aste ma_i_goment

systems were activated on o_-.. wit._io,ltinciCmnt. Ta-

regulated gas _upply to the water ":-:n_:_DerYorm,,_i in a

nomin_l manner. The water purificati n! ,:r],_,i],-,,_.t ',as

utilized by the cre_ azld p_.rforu_d n¢_.....u,,j _,',.._r' eor the

open que-tion as to why Yate:,- ,"el',::_o. [ d[u uot L._,dicat,)

an in_ :ease in 12 level of I__pm aft_:r [nJv '_i_,_.by _ht' |

trey.

Tables J.2.ll. -,_ithro,lgh -k'3 show a =u._mla:-,........ _,::,i_n

items :'or each miss:on.

b. ,ae overall functional per,,-rmanee of the wat,.:".:l',s:,'J',.rq

{

during SL, 2 missiof was very good ex:_:[% for a':' [r. :'o i

containers ba_ed on the t'oi.lowing c_.-.._.,entz;'r_<:, '._., ,r<-'.':

Dump Tape 151,-O3 ] _:58:0_ J

SFf The hand washer is quite usefui, althoug, i t!in_, in

future design, cou14 arrange _,u en,:iuJed une, g_

tha'a you ¢oul'_ actually woyk with water, rather than - "
'i

having to soak everything '_p in s wash,lotn. It's

extremely useful to have a water li_[er,:-r [:_ the ht,_d

_mm

' 2._ .ll-3hO

e
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for taking a sponge bath and wiping things down, and

• a hand washer serves that function very nicely.

Dump Tape 154-03 14:03:06

SPT Oks_y, food reconstitution dispenser, no problems,

really. You need a little something to react against

when you're pushing the food down into the water dis-

penser. Generally, you either brace yourself with

; your thigh restraints or you put one hand on the edge

of the food table and pull at that while you push down

with the other hand. The water gun is Just fine. It's

an excellent piece of equipment.

Dump Tape 154-06 16:46:20

CDR The water gun works very well. We have no trouble with

the water gun.

Dump Tape 155-12 22:43:45

CDR The one thing that we asked most, though...and this is

a chronic problem...bu_ to this day nobody has success-

fully got the gas..whatever gas it is, out of the

water. We have problems rehydrating our food right

now, especially with hot water. When we rehydrate the

bags, fill them all the way up...we opened the seal

inside on the food fold bag so that the food's already

up...you go to cut it, and that makes that too diffi-

• cult to handle and it blows t_ bag up.

Voice Tape 148:13:52

CDR The waste system does, in f_ct have gas in it.

" And if your're going to 7-1/2 ouncee (.21 kg) of

!

2.2.11-353 1
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water in a coffee (garble) and it won't handle it. and

You've got to let the air out and mess around

with it.

Dump Tape 148-09 12 :38:53

PLT Okay, B Channel. Just had a accident with an instant

breakfast. There was a lot of air in the container before

reconstitution, and there was quite a bit of instant

breakfast powder leaking out the top before reconstitution.

On reconstitution, it wouldn't accept 6 ounces (.17 kg) of

water because there was too much air in it. And conse-

quently, the water leaked out around the nozzle.

CDR Darn.

PLT In general, if you put less than the soecified amount of

fluid in, and don't get too much air in the water, and hold

your finger over the nozzle while you're shaking it, you do

better.

Dump T_pe 151-09 19:23:20 19:24:16 i

PLT Food reconstitution dispenser: those water dispensers need

some kind of handhold in their vicinity.

It's fairly difficult to press down on it, especially a

Juice bag, which is filling and uupleating its accordian

style at the same time. I think we need some sort of small

flngerhold, not a handhold, right around those water dispen-

sers. The water gun works, as I suppose you know, it's easy

to use. It takes about three shots of water before you get

chilled water, but that's all right.

2.2.ii-35h
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c. The iodine levels in the tanks remained above the predicted I

depletion.

d. The amount of water used by the crew (both Wardroom and

, personal hygiene) was less than allotted.

e. The portable water tank was not used by the crew except to

_ verify the pressure in GN2 supply system to the water tanks

(SL-2).

t

: f. The urine flush system was not used by the crew.

g. Both the Wardroom and waste management systems were

deactivated without incident.

h. Some general system performance observations from the SL-2

Crew Technical Debriefing on July 10, 1973, are as follcws:
7

J

1. The water temperatures of the water in the ta_ks were

high and are s_ill fairly high because of the higher

than normal temperature in the SWS.

2. Crew was happy with the water allotment and felt it was :

adequate for their needs. '

3. It was easy tc ,#ashhands on orbit if the crewman is :

careful not to move too fast.

h. Water from waste management dispenser did not bounce

around.

5. The cre_ stated that there was no iodine taste to the

wate__ or they became acclimstized to it. In any case, ._

the CDR stated that it is the best water system he has

ever flown. I

2.2.11-355
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6. Six (6) ibs (2.62 kg) of shower water is sufficient to

rinse off after a shower.

i. Several questions were asked on water subsystem with crew

comments at the SL-2 Crew Technical Debriefing on July 10,

1973, at NASA/JSC. The questions and responses follow:

1. Comment on being able to distinguish color using com-

parator on the low end. They apparently did not have

any :_'oblems distinguishing color on the color compara-

t(" in the low end. On SL-2, Mission Day 3, during

activation of the water system, the crew reported that

the iodine concentration ran very close to zero which

they estimated from the comparator as being between

half and one part per million.

2. Was temperature of water for food and drink acceptable?

Would you recommend any change Cor future design?

The first slug of water from the heater system and the

chiller system was cool and warm, respectively, as would

be expected with a llne from the units which are not

conditioned. The crew reported that the water tempera-

tures were excellent and were Just about right and they <

stated that future designs would not have to be changed.

3. Describe location of leak reported on food reconstitu-

tion dispenser. Was leak continuous or periodic or one

time? , _

_e "leak" was only observed the one time and after

examining the dispenser and reflecting on the "leak"

2.2.11-356
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u

the crew decided that it was not a leak after all.

_, The observed water was caused by a small water spill

during a food container filling procedure. The crew

reported that all spilled liquids adhered to corners

of units or when applicable to thin edges and this is

_z
why the liquid was thought to be a leak.

4. Was there any condensation associated with the c!_tler?

There was never any condensation on the chiller and only

minor condensation in several places in the entire

Workshop.

5. Was hard tip end of drink gun any problem?

The hard tip end of the drink gun did not pose any

problems and the use of the drink gun was a satisfactory

and easy way to obtain drinking water.

6. Did drink gun rubber tip remain in place?

z

'_ The rubber tip did not come off and no problems wer,,-

encountered with its use.

": 7. Was iodine taste noticeable? Acceptable?
}

The iodine taste was not noticeable and the taste of _

the water was excellent. The crew reported that the

water tasted better than any previous manned space

mission.

8. Was temperature of water &cceptable (for washing and .._

shower)? Would you recommend any changes for future

design?

mm

!
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-=m
The first slug of water was not hot as is inherent with I

{
L

the system design but in general the temperature of the I

water for washing and for showering was acceptable. The

crew did not recommend any ch.anges for possible future

designs.

9. Was washcloth held up against dispenser? If not, how

far away?

The washcloth was always held up against the dispenser

when the water was dispensed. The water was then j

absorbed by the washcloth in a short time. The crew

stated that unless this was done the water could not be

controlled. The crew also reported that the water

dispensing pressure, although not causing any problems,

was about as high as practical for present and future

applications.

i0. Was free water a problem?

Free water was not a problem because of the way that

they used the washcloth and the washcloth squeezer.

Apparently, the crew felt that free water coL_Idbecome _.

a problem if the dispensed water pressure were any

higher than on SWS. Water did not bounce around from

the water dispenser.

11. Was installation of squeezer bag any problem?

The installation of the squeezer bag was easy and did .___-

not pose any problems.



I 12. Was bag dump performed every three days?
The squeezer bag was dumped every three da_,son a

scheduled basis. It should be considered through that

SL-2 crew water usage and, therefore, bag dump opera-

tions might not be typical because they did not use

all of their allocated wash water.

13. Was bag fully expanded (b41ged) prior to dump?

The bag was never allowed to fill up before dumping.

The bag was usually about 2/3 full at most and the

rubber bag never filled out to the cloth cover bag at

the time that it was dumped.

lb. During activation of Wardroom network, what pressure

was reached when evacuating the system? _

The crew reported that this was a misunderstanding of the

people on the ground because the system was activated per

the procedures {0.2 psia (1.38 kN/m2) or less] but they

had to wait a little for the pressures to decrease.

15. Was the air that was reported in the system due to the

bag/contalner interface or actually coming from the -:

system? -.

This item appears to be still somewhat controversial "

" because everyone except the CDR seems to feel that the :_

adz is in the food containers and not in the water. The

CDR states that he still thinks the air is in the water '-_

but had no proof to confirm his belief; however, he

stated that this is the best water system he ever flew.

i ,i

i
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16. How well did tank bellows location work?

)
The tank bellows locator worked easily and well on all

of the water tanks because of the magnet location

stripe on the side of each of the water tanks, The

tank bellows locator was used on the con_-n_ate t_,'t

to try and locate the bellows with less than spectacular

results because there was apparently no locati,tc strips

on the side of the tank.

J. Exce._ts from the SL-I/SL-2 Technical Crew Debriefing are

as follows :

SWS Activation

Kerwin I did the H20 tank iodine. As I recall, the read-

ing was low, but the procedu_-e was fine. There

wasn't any problem there.

Weitz Water system activation, again, per checklist, as

I remember. The Wardroom water purge. Step 1

of the procedure said "verify the bellows in

Water Tank i had moved about 2 in. (5.08 cm). If it

move_ about 1-i/2 in. (3.8 cm), do not continue and

notify S_." I notified Spaceflight Tracking and

Data Network (STDN) that it moved about I-I/2 in.

(3,8 cm) and they said "continue." Apparently, the

aystem worked normally after that. So i don't know

what the distinction is between 2 in. (5.08 cm) and

1-1/2 in. (3._ cm). Water purge, fire hose act_va,

_ion_ and portable water tank restraint removal

went _er checklist.

' 2.z.L%-360
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SWS Deactivation

Conrad ThP Workshop deactivation went right by the chock-

list. I can't sa_ enough about Gary Doerre's

group on both the activation and deactivation.

Those checklists really worked well, other than

the fact that it took a little longer to handle

transfers than we expected.

Got the water system shut down, making up ti:e

extra drinks and everything. We had plently of

water and drinks.

We deactivated the cation cartridge. I read you

the procedures, that was no problem putting the

iodine in it. Closeout of the Wardroom water

system was no problem. Deactivation of the waste

management compartment water system was no problem.

SWS Inflight Experiments

Kerwin The foods were very edible. Anything that stays

together the least amount is easy to eat tha_ way

in zero-g. It's a nice way to go. We used that

method with the rehydrated foods also by cutting

large sect:c._, off the top of those inner bags so

that we had free access to the food.

Weitz I cut u much off as I could.

Kez_in As much as you can. You kind of squeeze it down

sometimes and you get a little bit of food in the

cone that you cut off the top, but it's not a

2.2.n-361
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, problem. The problem with rehydratables is

primarily related to air in the w_ter, whether it

} be air or steam. It's worse with hot water, so

there's probably a certain amount of water vapor

involved.

It increases the volume of the bag so much when you

rehydrate it that in many cases you couldn't get

the tr_y lid back on. That meant that you could I

i
not rchydrate the food and then heat it, and let it !

51t in preparation for the next meal. That's un-

fortunate because many of those Foods require long

rehydratlon times to make them really palatable,

things like the spaghetti, the macaroni.

The other problem I had with the drinks wu_ that

little inser_ that you had to put into the nozzle

and then push for_;_rd with your teeth to get the

; drink out. Whqm you let go of that thing, you

were supposed to pull back on it _ close the flap

again. That was hard to do. You h_i to pull back

Just the right amount to close the flap but not too

much or it would come compl-.tely out and then

you'd have to rese_ it again. The upshot of it was

that you'd either let go with your teeth _nd the

drink would keep on coming out because you hadn't

pulled it far enot_h or you'd get air into the

driP.k. %_en the next mouthful would be 90 percent

_Ir mud 10 percent drink. We wound up swA11owing

2.2.u-362
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a ].ot of air in the drinks. We need a better

drink container.

Our fluid intake didn't present a problem. The

water guns are extremely convenient. They're

easy to use. The fact that you have one gun for

each crewman and all you have to do is log the

water once a day makes it easy. The fact that

there are some calorie-Cree drinks on boa;d, if

you want to _ake something that tastes better

than water, is a good tiling.

The apple drink takes 12 hours to reconstitute.

That's not a good one. The other drinks were

okay.

SWS Human Factors

Kerwin You didn't like the bread.

Weitz I really didn't like it, but I didn't dislike it

as much as you did.

Conrad We have a couple of comments on that. One of

them was when we were restricted on the use of

our heater. I think that one of the mistakes

_ that we made was not letting some of that food

reconstitute long enough and that added to the

bad taste of it. I found out that if you recon-

stituted the peas, the beans, and the asparagus

early, and then reheated them, I still didn't

• like them, but they were a lot easier to choke

do_nl than when I added the hot water, shook up .._

2,2.11-363
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the bag and then tried to get them down. They

: _ didn't reconstitute as well. There were several

foods, the macaroni was another one, that _eeded

to be reconstituted and let set. Spaghetti and

meat sauce was another.

Now food preparation and consumption. We've

talked about the rehydration, but we have not

: mentioned the gas. Now, I think the gas was _
=.

probably too cold. I think there was some in
t

the packages.

Kerwln Yes, there was some in the water, and there was

some water vapor that came out when you used hot

water. It was worse with the hoc water, than

with the cold.

Conrad We dellb_rately took some films of bags that were

filled with hot water, that expanded them to

their fullest.

When we got to the reconsituting, rehydratable

hot food early we would have to let the air out

of the package. We would have to go to the _

trouble of letting the air out of the package so

that we could put it back into the can and put

; the lid on. An example was the fruit tray.

Kerwin Yes, you woula have to let the air out of it, and

_ that was not a terribly easy thing to do. In

• many cases, we walked by and Pete's trulylid :

would be popped off, because he was heating some

food in there, and it was too big for the slot.

m
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It ws.s hard to get the tray on top of it. Some-

thing that was interesting to me was when you

reconstituted one of those rehydrat_ble food and

it wound up with a lot of gas in it, it was a

pyramid shaped package, with a big flat bottom,

and a cone-shaped top. The air would pretty much

cencentrate on the top or cone-shaped part of the

package. Now, that can't be gravity, so it must

have to do with surface tension and the shape of

the package. That's a point to keep in mind for

future design, because you can make air concen-

trate. You got more surface tension around the

sharp radius corners, where the food stuck in the

bottom. That was lucky because it made it possi-

ble to cut the top off the packages, without

losing a lot of food.

Ti_e food temperature was good. The only thing

along that line was, of course, that we could

not heat olr coffee. You had to put it in w_th

hot water and then you had to drink it quick _

before it cooled off. It was certainly hot

enough to start with. But those _rink containers

did not lend themselves to sipping a drink, and

.Irinking over a period of 5 or l0 minutes, as you

ordinarily do with a cup of coffee, because they

tended to suck back air. They cooled off very o

rapidly, and were a little bit difficult to drink

out of, I think we need a better drink package

!
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for the £hlture. We all thought the water was

reasonable good.

Conrad Yes, I was never really aware of any iodine taste

or anything like that in it.

We ran between two and ten parts per million.

. Weitz I got nine out of one tank, but at the same time,

that's the tank that was feeding the table but

Joe and I both read one at the chiller.

i Conrad That's right. You showed me that.

I wasn't aware of any physical discomfort from

! gas in the water. I guess the place I was most

i aware of gas in the water, though, was the coffee.

It seemed to have the most in it, because it was

hot.

i Weitz Everybody swallows a lot of gas up there. I

I think that if you're going to operate successfully

in zero-g, your body has to process that gas. You

belch very little, therefore, you pass most of the

gas in the form of flatus. You have a lot of

flatus, and that's Just part of living up there.

Did you belch at all?

Kerwin Yes, I did.

Weitz I never did.

Conrad I never did either.

Kerwin I think it was the phenomenon we saw in the _ack.-

ages. I would get a gas bubble near the top, in
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the stomach and out it would come. You're to

zwallow air and gas, and you have to pass it on

through. ','

k. Both the Wardroom and waste management systems were activa-

ted without incident on SL-3. The regulated gas supply to

the water tanks performed in a nominal manner. The water

purification equipment was utilized by the crew and perfor-

med nominally.

1. The performance of the deionization cartridge will be

determined from the analysis of the water sample returned

by the crew.

m. The overall functional performance of the water subsystem

during SL-3 mission was very good except for the two minor

anomalies previously discussed in paragraph 2.2.11.2 D.3/.

n. During qualification testing a water heater element failed

at about 120 mission ds_vs. Spare -water heaters were placed

aboard the Workshop which would be installed by the crew

when failure occurred. Available current data has been used

to determine the element resistance in an attempt to predict

when failure will occur. Figure 2.2.11.2-78 shows the

change in resistance that occurred during the missions.

o. Questions were prepared for crew comment. These questions

and answers to those selected for crew comment follow.

I. Comment on being able to distinguish color using _ J

comparator on low end. Answer: It worked quite well.

It is a very acceptable way to go.

q
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2. Was temperature of water for food and drink acceptable?

Would you recommend any change for future design?
2

Answer: Yes - The CDR would have like to have had his

water hotter but the other two crewmen thought it was

just ri@ht. Suggest putting a temperature control in

the future. Cold water was really great.

3. Was there any condensation associated with the chiller?

Answer: No condensation was noticed. We got a little

leakage on the food dispenser - probably because we

didn't get the bag on right. It was no real problem -

not enough to bother about.

4. Did drink gun rubber tip remain in place? Answer: Yes.

p. Crew comments obtained from the Technical Crew Debriefing

follow: _

Waste Management Compartment Water Dump

Bean Nominal.

Urine Flush Water Dump

Bean We did not use it.

Wardroom Deactivation

Lousma The Wardroom water, when it was dumped - the pres-

sure in the dump lines didn't want to come to its

nominal value of 0.7 psi (h.8 kN/m 2) in less than

3 minutes, or something llke that. We Just pressed

on according to the ground call. I think in dump-

ing anything into the waste tank, the pressure

never does come down rapidly, as it is supposed to,

i
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._o the checklist ought to be __hangedto reflect

that and there should be a p_ocedurc as to what to

do when it Joesn't.

._ Bean They ought to change the procedure.

Deactivation of Cat Ion Cartridge

Bean Nominal.

Closeout Wardroom Water System

Lousma When you evacuate the lines in the Wardroom water

system and then turn off the flow to the tank

you're using, and then disconnect the Wardroom

water, for some reason, you don't have all the

water out of the lines and you get about a cupful

of water that comes out of the Wardroom water line

when you disconnect it from its tank. That was the

reason I had the big rags in front of me. This did

not happen when the waste management water system

was deactivated.

Deactivate WMC Water System

Bean Nominal.

Water System

Bean Water system was easy to work. Jack did most of

the work. Every once in a while they'd want some-

body else to measure the iodine and put in new.

That was straight forward. We always measured it,

told the ground and they came back and told us what

to put in and we put it in. We never used the

on-board chart that I know of, did we?

i
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Lousma I always double checked it. They always gave us

~

the right number.

Bean I found that we had to replace the sea? _n the

washrag squeezer. The washrag squeezer is going to

need to be dismantled and cleaned for the next crew.

It looked like it was picking up some sort of

grime and grit, either from dirt or soap or some-

thing on the moveable parts. Looked like a simple

l procedure, but by the time that it became rather

obvious to us that something needed to be done, we

were running out of time - optional time. So we

didn't fix it. We reported "t to the ground, but

I think they need to go up there, dismantle it,

clean it up, and reassemble it - it will be a lot

better. They m_v need some lubricants. Also one

of the things we noticed is, if you don't have that

handle fully extended so that the piston is all the

w_y out, then when you close the lid on the squeezer

you stand a good chance of tearing the seal or

folding it back and once you've done that, it Just

isn't the same. So it's important that when you're

_ using that squeezer to make sure the handle is fully _'

out before you lower the lock and engage it so that

: it doesn't catch the llp of the piston seal. I

found it was much more fun to bathe in there when

I did not worry about getting so much water around.

It's llke the crumbs from eating; they went around

and kind of disturbed you for a little bit. After
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you got used to it, it wasn't bad and it made things

go faster. I tended to thrcw a lot oi" water around

in there whenever I bathed and it was a lot nicer

: and it didn't hurt anything. It Just got the place

a little wet and I had to clean it up, which was a

lot better than trying to be so tidy all the time.

E. Conclusions and Recommendations - The water system provided satis-

J

factory performance during the entire mission.

i/ The iodine level at the dispensers was maintained above 2.0 ppm

as required. The water properties of the tanks checked through
1

SL-3 were within specification.

2/ The ionic species levels were expected to exceed the specifica-

tion during SL-h (based upon qualification data) downstream of

the cation filter. The allowable iron, chromium and nickel are

0.3, .050, and .050 rag/l, respectively. The measured iron,

chromium and nickel were 0.15, -.005, and <.01 mg/l, respec-

tively, during SL-h. These levels were determined to be

satisfactory by NASA medical personnel prior to start of all

Skylab missions.

3/ Water temperatures and quantities heated m_d chilled were also

satisfactory for all uses except the shower. The shower

requirements were not imposed on the water system design but it •

was reported by the crew that the six ibs (2.62 kg) obtained

from the hygiene water heater were not hcf enough [heated water

is four ibs (1.8 kg)].

i
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4/ There were reports of air in the water at the start of two

i misslons_ SL-3 determined the problem was not with the water,

! but with the food and food packages. The SL-h crew again

reported air in the water. After changing from Tank 2 to

Tank 3, the crew reported on DOY 330 that there was no longer

gas in the water.

The following is an outline of the significant problems or condi-

tions reported and the resolutions:

i/ The SL-2 crew sampled the 12 level in Water Tank Nos. I and 7

as a part of the water system activation and found the 12 level

was much lower than predicted. They recharged Water Tank No. i

with an additional input of the high concentration 12 solution

to raise the 12 level in the tank by h ppm. Subsequently, the

12 concentration anomaly was investigated at MDAC-W and it was

proved that the low 12 reading obtained by the SL-2 crew was

because the water in the tanks was hot due to high cabin tem-

perature. As the water temperature decreased, the measured 12

concentrations again were approximately as predicted.

Although the SL-2 crew reported adding additional 12 to the

water tanks because the concentration was low while the water

was hot, after the tanks and the water had cooled off, the 12

concentration was not above the predicted values. This anomaly

could have been caused by the iodine injector assembly not

injecting 12, or the 12 could have been inadequately mixed in

the tank. The equipment was later used with no problem

2/ On DOY 167 a decrease in flow from the WMC dispenser was re-

ported. The crew replaced the assembly with the spare unit and

|
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reported flow to be normal. Evidence of contamination on the

replaced unit was reported. The unit was returned by the crew

for failure analysis.

The failure analysis of the WMC dispenser returned from orbit

disclosed th_.t the seal in the WMC dispenser was undersizea fer

the seal that was supposed to be installed. Further investiga-

tion disclos,:d that the material of the seal was neoprene

rather than viton. When the dispenser was disassembled at

MDAC, a white powdery residue caked on the inlet snap ring and

a white, flaky residue in all outlets that looked like a soap

residue was observed. However, analysis determined the sub-

stance to be a corrosion product from iodine attacking the

beryllium copper retaining ring. New seals of the proper

material were supplied and a reworked spare dispenser was

launched on SL-3.

3/ Near the end of SL-3 (Mission Day 56) the vashcloth squeezer

seal (Bal-Seal) was replaced to eliminate leakage. Upon exam-

ination by the CDR the seal was folded back in at least one

area, allowing water leakage past the squeezer piston. It was

also reported that the squeezer was beginning to get difficult

to operate because of "grit, grime, dirt, or soap" on the move-

able parts. A procedure was prepared for cleanup and lubrica-

tion during SL-h. Also, three additional Bal-Seals were sent

i up as spares. The _queezer was serviced and the bearing screws

loosened as planned on SL-h, Subsequent operation was sails-

factory throughout SL-h.

l
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As stated above, the water system performance during the entire Lt

mission was successful and, therefore, only a few recommendations Ican be made for a f_:ture similar water system.

l/ The complexity of the OWS water dispenser is primarily due to

I the requirement to dispense to +l percent accuracy for medical
!

i experiment reasons. Assuming the medical experiments were

eliminated, at least the drink dispensers could be simplified
_ to an on-off valve design.

i 2/ The shower water quantity and temperature requirements were not
imposed on the water system. Indications are that the water

i quantity heated for hygiene purposes would be increased if a

I similar showe_ _ were used on a future application.

3/ The crew reported a little difficulty holding the food packages

on the ,econstitution dispenser. Future food packages should

include an improved holding area, Consideration could also be

given to addition of some restraint on the table top or

dispenser.

4/ The washcloth squeezer was _ntended to be a low cost improve-

ment to the washcloth bathing scheme. The hardware performance

and overall scheme were reasonably successful but it is felt

that this is an area for improvement for future design. The

OWS design did not eliminate cross contamination between crew-

men since only one squeezer was prov_d. Also, it would be

desirable to reduce the crew effort. A future scheme should

allow w_inglng of a washcloth in much the same way as in one-g !

The development of a hi6h flow air supply and liquid air separ-

ator would be an approach to consider.

m
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5/ The problems noted in the mission results Section 2.2.11.2 i/

related to the failure of the water heater element were

expected because of results obtained during long duration

qualification tests. Spare water heaters were on board to

allow replacement if lequired (but were not required on SL-h).

A redesigned heater element incased in metal (Cal-Rod type)

was designed and tested for the Backup OWS. The new configura-

tion should be considered for any future project.

F. Development History - The configuration of the water system was

changed after the Critical Design Review (CDR) because of require-

ment changes which resulted in Engineering Ch_.nge Proposals (ECP's)

and because of problems encountered during the dew_lopment and

qualification program. Table 2.2.11.2-4, OWS Water System Problem

Summary, lists the significant problems encountered in the develop-

ment s_'.dqualification program and a summary of the solutions. The

solution in so_ cases was a material or configuration change. The

approved ECP changes since CDR follow:

i/ i_itrogen Gas Supply for OWS Water System Pressurization,

Metabolic Analyzer and Experiment Support System - This change

necessitated connection to the AM nitrogen system rather than _

oxygen system. Also, use of nitrogen allowed use of materials

which were rot compatible with pure oxygen but with better

performance characteristics.

2/ Optical Iodine Comparator Redesign - _e optical iodine com-

parator was previously a cabinet mounted device. This change

made the unit a hand-held device with a light d_ffuser that was

illuminated from behind utilizing existing Workshop lighting.
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3/ Addition of Washcloth Squeezer Test - A washcloth squeezer and

w&qte water collection b84I were added to the water system as _

result of action items during the Progressive Crew StF_ion

Reviews. Th_ initial design agreed was a _ponge and piston

type wringer. It was subsequently found that the sponge concept

was unacceptable and as a result the washclo.h and squeezer

approach was developed and accepted.

h/ Design Fabricate and Test a Centrifugal Separator Urine PooLing

System - The requirements inlt_ally established calle_ _. a

urine capability. A complete urine flush waste metwork and

dispenser was designed and teste; Subsequent test of the url_te

system showed that the flush capability was net neede_ and the

water network _as wever used in flight.
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i1.3 Personal Hygiene System

A. Design Requirements - The design requlrements for the personal

hygiene equipment were:

• i/ Toilet Tissues (Utility Wipes)
%,

a. Toilet tissues and a dispenser shall be provided for use

in the WMC.

b. A dispenser for the toilet tissue shall be easily acces-

sible to an astronaut positioned on the fecal collector

"_ seat.

c. The chemical composition of the toilet tissues shall not

alter the collected sample constituents.

; 2/ Waste _torage Containers - Storage containers for the waste

mmlagement supplies and for processed samples she/] meet the

following requirements:

a. All supplies for sanitary operation of the WMS shall be

located in appropriate qtorage containers, within easy

reach of an astronaut while positioned on the feca/ col-

lector seat.

b. Storage containers shall house the tissues and clean

waste collection vehicles to be used for fecal, urine,

vomitus, and debris collection.

c. Storage containers shall be provided for used waste col-

lection vehicles and the processed contents of each.

3/ Personal Hygiene Water Dispenser - The requirements for

water to be used for personal hJgiene activites were:

a. A supply of water shall be provided in the WMC for

personal hygiene activities,
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b. The water supply shall include a dispenser which delivers

• water at a temperature of 125 __O_oF.(52 +5°__3o_Jfor skin

cleansing.

c. The personal hygiene water dispenser shall be designed

; tO prevent cross-contamination between astronauts.

4/ Personal Hygiene Equipment - Personal hygiene equipment was

provided for the maintenance of skin health, personal clean-

liness, grooming, and the collection and disposal of body

particulate matter. The personal hygiene activitieE and _-

equipment, with the exception of those related to tooth i

brushing, will be accommodated, within the WMC.

_ _ Specific hygiene activities to be accommodated shall include

body cleansing, brushing of the teeth, shaving, and nail and

hair cutting. Provisions to accommodate tooth brushing shall

be made in the wardroom. Special emphasis shall be placed on [

the prevention of cross-contamination between astronauts,

between the astronauts and various pieces of equipment, and

between different pieces of equipment. The major components _

of the personal hygiene equipment are:

a. Common personal hygiene modules

b. Individual personal hygiene modules

c. Skin cleansing equipment

5/ Common Personal Hygiene Module - A Common Personal Hygiene

"_, Module (CPHM) shall be provided and shall incorporate the

following equipment : "

a. The CPHM shall contain equipment items and supplies that

will be shared by the astronauts, it shall be located
>

in the WMC.
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I b. The CPHM shall contain:

i. General purpose tissues and dispenser

2. Wash cloths

3. Bath towels

h. Utility towels (wipes and dispenser)

5. Disinfectant pad dispenser (biocide wipes)

c. Dispensers for general purpose tissues and wipers shall

bc easily accessible to an astronaut seated on the fecal

collector seat.

d. Wash cloths and bath towels shall be identified for each

crewman's use.

e. The capability shall be provided to dry washcloths,

towels, and toothbrushes.

f, InsLaiied and portable holders shall be provided for the

temporary restraint of the towels and washcloths.

Portable holders shall be xttached by means of snaps.

g. Pre-moistened disinfectant cotton pads, chemic:_l]y

treated with a 0.50 percent (nominal) solution of ?tee

iodine, shall be added for control of microbial growth.

6/ Individual Personal Hygiene Module - Individual Personal

Hygiene Modules (IPHM) (GFP) and contents shall be stowed as

specified in I-SL-008.

7,I Mirrors - An _breakable mirror approximately I0 in. by 15 in.

(25h by 381 mm) shall be mounted on the back side of the top

locker door at each sleep station. An unbreakable mirror

approximately 12 in. by 16 in. (300 by h00 mm) shall be mounted on the
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WMC wall above the indentation opposite the fecal/urine

• collector. There shall be an unbreakable mirror covering '

the upper door of the WMCwater module locker (except in

the area of the hinges and latch).
?

8/ Body Cleansing - Skin Cleansing Equipment - The capability

and supplies to wash, rinse and dry the whole body shall be

provided. The "washcloth" concept shall be employed.

9/ Water Subsystem Expendables - The following requirements

are from Saturn System Engineering Study Report OWS

l_endables (I_C C,0068-P, January 29, 1970).

a. Personal Hygiene Requirement (WMC) - Personal hygiene

consists of a "sponge bath" using moistened washcloths.

An allocation of i.O ibs. (O.h5 Kg) of water per man-day

is made for this type of body cleansing. If this method

were used for the entire mission, the water requirements

would be 1.0 x 3 x IkO " h20 Ibs. (190 Kg).

b. Cleanup Renulrement (WMC) - WMC cleanup consists of _

use of the utility wipe_ (_o.stbly with a bactericide)

for daily compartment cleaning. Four (h.O) ibs. (1.8 Kg)

o_ water per day is allocated in order to cover contingen- _

cles during fecal and urine collection, k.O Ibs. (1.8 Kg)/

3 men/day x ikO days • 560 Ibs. (250 Kg) ....
$
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B. System Description - The Personal Hygiene Subsystem pro-
tj

vided all the supplies and equipment necessary for the skin

and dental health, good grooming and the hygiene needed

for the three missions. The major hardware and equipment

used for personal hygiene is listed as follows:

o Wipes and Tissues

o Biocide Wipes

o Towels and Washcloth_

J

o Washcloth and Towel Drying Equipment

o Hygiene Kits (GFE)

o Mirrors

o Washcloth Squeezer and Water Dispenser

o Soap

Overall personal hygiene equipment location is illustrated

by Figure 2.2.11.3-1.

i/ General Purpose Tissues and Utility Wipes - General

purpose tissues were contained in fireproof aluminum foil lined

pasteboard packages. There were ii tissue packages each with

?
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a minimum of 392 tissues per package. This provided a usage

rate of 12�man�day with a i0 percent contingency. Tissues

were used for equipment and compartment cleansing, for per-

sonal use, and for small cleaning tasks. Upon completion of

a given operation, the tissue was disposed of in a trash bag.

Each tissue was fabricated from Kimberly Clark "Kay bn_'"

material and measures 5 by 8-7/16 in. (127 by 206 ram). The packages

were provided with tear-out front sections and tear-out rear

sections. The tear-out front section formed a cutout, which

exposed the tissues when accessed through the opening in the

dispenser. The tear-out rear section allowed the spring-feed

device in the dispenser to advance the remaining tissue into

an accessible position, replacing the removed tissue. There

were ii general purpose dispensing locations: six in the sleep

compartment, four in the wardroom, and one in the WMC.

Utility wipes were contained in a package identical to the

tissue packages. There were 23 wipe packages provided with

a minimum of 196 wipes per package.

This provided a usage rate of i0 wipes/man/day with a 10%

contingency. The wipes are used as toilet tissue, for equip-

ment cleaning and for compartment cleaning. Each wipe was

fabricated from Kimberly Clark "Kay Dry" material and me. ures
I

5 by 16-7/8 in. (127 by h18 ram). The wipes are twice the length

of the tissues. The psckages are provided with tear-out

front and rear sections as described for tissue packages.

l
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Upon depletion of a wipe package, the package was removed

from that dispenser and replaced with a frcsh package obtained

from wardroom stowage compartments. There were ll utility

wipe dispensing locations: seven in the wardroom, three in

the sleep compartment, and one in the WMC. When used as

toilet tissue, the wipes were obtained from their dispenser

while the crewmember was seated on the fecal/urine collector.

The tissue was then deposited in the fecal bag. The wipes

that are used for equipment and compartment cleaning are

deposited in a trash bag after use.

A wipe holder was provided as an aid when cleaning in con-

fined areas and permits the restraint of the wipe while the

crewman manipulates the holder into hard to get at areas.

Each tissue and wipe package had nomenclature, part numbers

and serial number.

Figure 2.2.11.3-2 shows tissue and wipe dispensers.

2/ Biocide Wipes - Biocide wipes were contained in fireproof

aluminum foil lined pasteboard packages. There were 5 bio-

cide wipe packages provided each with 70 wipes per package.

This provided a usage rate of 2/man/ds_v with a 10% contingency.

Biocide wipes were used for housekeepin_ tasks requirin_ dis-

infectin_ other than food spills. Each biocide wipe was fabricated

from 6-1/2 by 7-1/2 in. (165 by 190 m_) Webril e-2201 (Cotton)

and contained _2.0 ml Betadine solution in water. The

Betadine had 5000 ppm available iodine. Each biocide wipe

was wrapped in conolon 6000 film before being stowed in a

package. The packages were provided with tear-out front

N
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sections and tear-out rear section. The tear-out front

section formed a cutout which exposed the tissues when

accessed through the opening in the dispenser. The tear-out

rear section allowed the spring-feeding device in the dis-
i

penser to advance the remaining blocide wipes into an acces-

sible position, replacing the removed biocide wipes. There

was one blocide wipe dispensing location in the WMC. (See

Figure 2.2.ii. 3-2.)

3/ Washcloth and Towels - Washcloths were provided in sheet

aluminum boxes. There were 30 washcloth boxes provided each

containing 28 washcloths. This provided a usage rate of

2/man/day. The washcloths were used for personal hygiene

and vehicle cleaning. Each washcloth was 12 in.2 (300 2),

and fabricated from rs_vonpolynosic terrycloth. Each wash-

cloth was edged with stitching of the crewman's color code;

however, light blue stitching was used for the SPT color code
i

of white.

The washcloth boxes had a 3 in. (76 mm) dieter hole in the face

that allowed retrieval of individual washcloths. A spring-

feeding device, integral to the box and located at the rear,

advanced the remaining washcloths to an accessible position

behind the opening, replacing the removed item. Three

removable boxes, each having a crewman's identification color

coded "Snoopy" decal on its face, were located in the W/4C in

the stowage compartment adjacent to the handwasher. A

depleted box was replaced with a fresh box obtained from one

of nine wardroom stowage compartments containing washcloth

i
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boxes. Washcloths are slightly moistened from the hot water

dispenser in the handwashcr. Then a small amount of soap is

applied directly to the washcloth. After washing, the _;ash-

cloths are transferred to the washcloth/towel drying area to

be dried in preparation for another use. At the end of each

d_y, the in-use washcloths are disposed of in a trash bag.

Towel s were individually rolled and banded with three paper

bands. The paper bands were easil_ removed and disposed of

when a towel was put into use. There were 126 towels stowed

in Locker $900 and 20h towels stowed in ring contained DhI8.

Towels were also provided in a three-tiered aluminum towel

dispenser that stowed 18 towels in their rolled and banded

form. There were a total of five full towel dispensers pro-

vided. This provided a usage rate of 1/man/day for personal

hygiene. Each towel was lh by 32 in. (360 by 810 ram) in size and

fabricated of rayon polynosic terrycloth. Each towel is edged

with stitching of the crewman's color code; however, light

blue stitching is used for the SPT color code of white.

One towel dispenser was located in the WMC, directly above

the washcloth modules, and four towel dispensers were stowed

in wardroom stowage compartments. The towels were dispensed

from the WMC towel dispenser which was removed when eruptied

and replaced with a wardroom-stowed towel dispenser. The

emptied towel dispenser was then refilled with towels from

the D418 or $900 and then stowed in a wardroom stowage

compartment for eventual reuse in the WMC.
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The washcloth and towel dispenser are shown in Figure 2.2.11.3-3.

After use, the towels were transferred to the wash cloth and towel

drying area to be dried in preparation for another use. At the end

of each day, the in-use towels were disposed of in a trash bag.

, 2.2.11-388
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_/ Washcloth and Towel Drying Equinment - Fluorelcarbon .'ubber

towel and washcloth drying cups (rowe2 ._oiders) were provided

in high usage and accessibl, areas in all compartments of

OWS. Portable towel cups (6) were located in compa_"_ment

E625 which would interface with snaps that were provided

throt_ghout the vehicle. Each cup had _n _'K"shape slit which

accepted and retained an item to be tried. Design provizions

were incorporated to facilitate clean;n_ of cups. Typical

towel holders are shown in Figure 2.2.11.3-_.

5/ Hygiene Kits - GPE - One personal hygiene kit was provided

in each of three lockers (H830, H832, H83_) in WMC for the

first mission. Locker $935 in the sleep compartment contained

personal hygiene kits (6) for second and third mission crew-

men plus hygiene resupply kit for all missions. The personai

hygiene kits/pouches contain equipm nt for shaving, skin care,

dental care, halr grooming, nail care ._._dbody deodorizing.

The hygiene klt pouch had velcro _ttached to interface with

mating velcro provided Jn varicus locations. The hygiene kit

configuratlon Is illustrated by Figure 2.2.11.3-5.

6/ Mirrors - Unbreakable polished stainless steel mirrors were

located in the WMC and the sleep compartments. The two

mirrors mounted In the WMC were used by the crewman for per-

forming partial body cleansing, hair-brushlng and trimming,

and n_il clipping. A O4-_pe articulatinE mirror was

permAnentl_ attached '.o the stowage compartment door It was

I
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movable and easily reached while the crewman was seated on

the fecal collector. The crewman used the articulating mirror

during f_cal collection functions. One mirror was bonded

inside the top stowage compartment in each of the sleep areas :

for personal use by the crewman. Mirror locations are

illustrated by Figur@ 2.2.11.3-6.

7/ Squeezer and Water Dispenser - A partial body clea_Ising

facility was provided in the WMC water module locker of the
[

;_ _ WMC in the form of a handwasher unit. The unit consisted of !

the WMC H20 dispenser and washcloth squeezer. Used in con-

Junction with the unit were soap bars, washcloths, towels

and squeezer bag (with squeezer filters).

Hot water was dispensed through the WMC water dispenser valve,

for use with washcloth and soap bar for cleansing.

The washcloth was placed in the washcloth squeezer and the

squeezer handle was pulled down towards the crewman. This

0

squeezed the excess water out of the washcloth into a squeezer

bag. The water collected in the squeezer bag was _h'ained

through a squeezer filter into the waste tank via the normal
%,

drain (vacuum pump) system. Figure 2.2.11.3-7 depicts the

....ii. 3-8squeezer location in the W]MCwater module. Figure ')o

illustrates the squeezer and WMC H20 dispenser operating

characteristics. See section 2.2.11.2 water system for

detail on squeezer and water dispenser.

8/ Soap - Soap was provided in bar form, individually packaged

in aluminum foil. One soap bar was allocated to each crew

man per two weeks for personal hygiene and five soap bars _

2.2.11-393
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per month were allocated for compartment and trash disposal airlock

cleaning. Each soap bar measured 1 by 2 by 3 in. (25 by 50 by 75 mm),

and contained Neutrogena, which acts as a mild antibacterial

agent. Imbedded in the center of each soap bar was a stain-

less steel disc which provided a restraining mechanism for

the soap when mated with the magnetic soap holders in the

handwasher.

The handwasher contained four of these post-type soal holders,

three for crewman soap restraint and one for the soap used in

compartment and equipment cleaning.

The total soap provision of 55 bars was made readily available

to the crew, in a soap module installed above the tissue dis-

penser in the WMC (Figure ?.2.11.3-2). The soap module was an

Armalon bag compartmentized by dividers into eight segmentz.

Each segment contained approximately seven soap bars banded

together with a velcro-lined strap. The crewman used the

strap to feed the bars of soap into an accessible position

at the front of the module. After removal from the module,

the soap was transferred to the handwasher for in-use
%

_'estraint. At the end of each two-week period, the in-use

soap was disposed of in a trash bag.

C. Testing - There were three line item tests performed for personal

hygiene:

Line Item HS 17 Personal Hygiene Subsystem Qualification

Line Item HS 33 Cleansing Solution Test

Line Item HS 7h Biocide Wipe Packet Assembly

I
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The Personal Hygiene Subsystem Qualification Test Line Item

HS-17 (ltl8h30-1 TCD, Log 3299 CTCA, TM-DSVT-SSL-R-6993-TC) corm

sisted of functional testing of various items of personal hygiene

equipment, towel dispenser, washcloth dispenser, tissue and wipe

dispensers, soap dispenser, towel and washcloth drying restraints,

toothbrush and dental cream stowage restraints trash bag container.

All testing was conducted under ambient conditions in the High

Fidelity mockup or in a simulated locker compartment.

During the course of testing, the following Failure Reports,

FO4h02, FOh42_, and F0h406 were initiated against the washcloth

dispenser, toothbrush/dental cres_nstowage restraint 8.ndthe trash

bag container, respectively.

The fs/lure reports on the washcloth dispenser states that addi-

tional velcro fastener tape is required to keep the washcloth

dispenser in place during the removal of washcloths, using one

hand operation. Additional velcro tape was added to washcloth

and towel dispensers.

Toothbrush and dental cream restraints failed due to lack of ten-

sion capability. The metal restraints were rebuilt using 1/2 hard

stainless steel. Y

The personal hygiene subsystem hardware:

]383297 Towel Dispensers

IB80720 Washcloth Dispensers

1380900 Tissue and Wipe Dispensers

IB86303 Soap Dispenser - _

IB80705 Towel and Washcloth Drying Restraints

2.2.11-398
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1B8060_ Toothbrush/_ntal Cream Restraints

1B80905 Trash Bag Containers

IB82542 General Purpose Trash Bags

This hardware was qualified for use in the Orbital Workshop. Their

qualificaton is achieved in part by the functional testing of

_ HS-17 because of hardware similarity.

The trash bag container has two retainer springs which provides a

locking device to retain the general purpose trash bags. These

two retainer springs lacked preload and therefore failed to retain

trash bag in use position. The springs were redesigned.

After the above corrective actions were implemented testing con-

tinued to completion and no further anomalies were experienced.

The conclusion of HS-17 testing program pro_ed that all dispensers

functioned smoothly during a one-handed operation, and all

restraints adequately retained its hardware within the

compartments.

The following tests were performed in Line Item HS 33 test:

(1T17782 TCD, Log 2860 CTCA, 2M-DSV7-SSL-R-6993 TC):

1. Optimum liquid retention (water transport capability) of the

Apollo washcloth.

2. Optimum quantities of water and cleansing agent required to

perform OWS astronaut body cleansing activities.

3. Effectiveness of different soap forms (liquid, gel, solid)

and to develop procedures associated with their use.

h. Drying rates of Apollo washcloths at different relative

humidities.

. 2.2.11-399
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The following are the conclusions of HS 33:

i. The optimum liquid retention of the Apollo washcloth is

I00 cc.

2. For total body cleansing the material requirements were

1 washcloth, 2 rinse cloths, 1 towel, 320 cc of water and

3.h ginsof bar soap or 310 cc of water and 15 cc of liquid

soap.

3. Both liquid and bat"soap forum are suitable for use. Other

forms are less desirable. Procedures associated with soap

forms required usage of washcloth for water transport. A

hand water transport technique was evaluated and found

adequate for partial (but not total) body washing.

h. Washcloth drying rate (water weight vs. time) differs

between 9.8 grams per hour at h0 percent relative humidity)

_nd 6.8 grams per hour at 80 percent relative humidity,

Based on the results below of the Qualification Tests, Line Item

HS 7h (iTh3h25 TCD, Log 3536 CTCA; TM-DSV7-SSL-R-6993 TC) tests

have satisfactorily demonstrated: (1) the OWS Biocide Wipes

Dispenser, and the OWS Biocide Wipes retained all functional

qualities after exposure at the OWS launch pressure profile;

(2) the available iodine loss rate during a prolonged storage

period at ambient temperatures was highly acceptable for the

]391023-503 Blocide Wipes, questionable for the -501 wipes, and

unacceptable for the -1 wipes.

On the basis of superior iodine retention properties, the -503

Bloclde Wipes are selected for Skylab flight usage.

2.2,ii-hO0
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REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR.

OWS biocide wipes, P/N's IB91023-I, -501, and -503; and the OWS

biocide wipes dispenser, £/N 1B91924-1 were subjected to a series

of qualificstlon tests to evaluate: (1) the functional effects or

exposure to the OWS launch pressure profile, (2) the available

iodine loss rate during prolonged storage.

The OWS launch pressure profile tests did not result in any

change in the functional qualities of the dispenser or any indi-

vldual biocide wipe.

The llfe/shelf test results on available iodine loss rate arc

summarized below for the three different biocide wipe configura-

tions. The packaging material was Conolon 6000 for all wipes.

Initial Test Final

Biocide Iodine Period Iodine %

No. Substrate (ppm) (Days) (ppm) Loss Notes

)23-1 21ex Pak 2,500 182 133 94.6 Failed test at

Crepe Paper 15h days, below
min. of 250

ppm.

)23-501 Flex Pak 5,000 137 3,O73 38.5 Acceptable rain.

Crepe Paper 2,500 ppm but
stability not
established.

:)23-505 WEBRILL 5,608 98 5,298 5.5 Loss rate indi-
R2201 cared level of

(Cotton) h,bOO ppm at
end SL-4.

Flammability tests were run on aluminum foil covered pasteboard

boxes used to show tissue and wipes. These tests were performed

to ensure that the flammable tissues and wipes were protected and

a waiver was obtained to use the tissues and wipes upon the

positive results of the test.

Waivers were obtained for the use of the flammable washcloths and

.. _owels because they were stowed in metal lockers.

' 2.2. Ii-hOl
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D. Mission Results

i/ General Purpose Tissues and Utility Wipes

The general Furpose tissues and utility wipes apparently did not

elicite an_ crew co.-.ents except for noting that cloth rags (used

clothing) work better than paper wipes for housekeeping cleanup.

Dispensing of the tissues and wipes was accomplished without any

problems. The general purpose tissue and wipe packages were

resupplied in dispenser locations without any difficulty.

2/ Biocide Wipes

Dispensing of biocide wipes from dispenser was accomplished with-

out any problems. The biocide wipes package was resupplied into

the dispenser location without any difficulty. Due to elevated

temperatures inside the 0WS, tests were run on biocide wipes to

determine effect on the iodine solution in the biocide wipes.

Mission Support Test Request (MSTR) 043 (AI #263) was run to

analyze the thermal degradation of three biocide wipes that had

been subjected to comparable 0WS temperatures at JSC. It was con-

eluded hy the test that the iodine was stable with acceptable

amount of concentration depletion. A second test MSTR 050 (AI #287)

was run on biocide wipes. Thi3 test analyzed the thermal degrada-

tion of t}_ree biocide wipes returned by the SL-2 crew. T_e con-

clusion of the test was no detectable change in the depl_tlon rate

of available iodine of ONS biocide wipes over expected normal

temperature depletion rates.
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3/ Washcloths and Towels

The washcloths and towels were usedln a normal manner for personnal

hygiene. They were also used for cleaning windows and for spillage

wipe up. Towel consumption was greater than anticipated and required

: resupply from the CM.

I

b/ Washcloth and Towel Drying Station

The washcloth and towel dryin6 ]tatlon worked well. The towel and

washcloth restraints were convenient and effective. The crews

reported that relatively dry humidity and ventilation airflow

dried washcloths and towels in a very satisfactory manner.

5/ Hygiene Kits (GFE)

The hygiene kits were used with no apparent problems. Items had

to be resupplied on SL-3 because of damage to some of these items

due to extreme environment seen inside OWS.

6/ Mirrors

The wall-mounted mirrors were used in a normal manner. Some. crewmen

noted that the surface finish was too dull for good visibility. The

crew reported that the articulating mirror in the WMC was extremely

useful and necessary for ._ygienlc cleaning after fecal collec_ion.

7/ Washcloth Sq,,eezer and Water Dispenser

The washcloth squeezer and water dispenser were used frequently

vi%h a few small problems discussed in 2.2.11.2, Water Management

System. The crews stated that the washcloth squeezer and water dis-

penser are basic requirements. The SL-_ crev expressed a desire for

an enclosed water module to permit washing the hands in a more normal

1-g fashion. They noted that this could also be used t'or safety razor

cleaning.

m
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8/ Soap

The soap bars were adequate for personal hygiene. The soap bars

were used while taki_-g a shower insl.ead of the liquid soap supplied

for shower use. The soap consumption rate was far below _nticipated

levels.

E. Conclusions and Recommendations

1/ General Purpose Tissues and Utility Wipes

The general purpose tissues and utility wipes were adequate. Th_

second mission crew reported using rags (oid shirts and shorts) for

cleaning instead of a general purpose tissue since cloth was faster

and _re esthetic_lly pleasing. On f_ture flights, a cloth sh_ld

be considered for wiping up spills and cleanin& _asks.

2/ Biocide Wipes

The biocide wipes left an iodine coloration on a wiped *,ea that

comes off with little or no problem. The second mission crew

reported that their hands became yellowed during deactivation

biocide cleaning but that it faded away several days later. The

iodine solution used in the biocide wipes Is an acceptable biocide.

3/ Washcloth and Towels

The washcloths and towels were assessed as adequate functionally.

There were 89 extra tovels launched on the SL-2 flight and 30 extra

towels on the SL-h flight. Towel allocations shou£d be avaluated

Main for future flights.
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4/ Washcloth and Towel Drying Station

The drying station provided a convenient and effective means

of drying the towels and washcloths. The restraint approach

should be standard equipment on future missions for towel and

washcloth drying as well as a general fabric restraint.

5/ Hygiene Kits (GFE)

Hygiene kits were reported satisfactory. However, the crews

requested personalized kits.

6/ Mirrors

Mirrors were reported positioned well for the activities requir-

ing their uses. The polished stainless steel mirror surface was

marginal. FUture missions should consider a higher quality surface

finish requirement.

7/ Washcloth Squeezer and Water Dispenser

The washcloth squeezer and water dispenser provided a satisfactory

\

method for partial body cleaning and housekeeping. A desire for

an enclosed water module for more convenient hand-washing on future

missions was expressed by the crew. See 2.2.11.2, Water Management, _
i

i for a more detailed discussion of the dispenser and squeezer.

8/ soap

, The soap was used with no apparent medical problems. The metal disc

in the soap held the soa_ bar to the magnetic post in the water module

sufficiently for zero-g application. Because of bacteria growth

reported on terrestrial commerciaJ samples, investigations should be

made into this possible problem before the Neutrogena soap is used

for future flights.
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F. Development History - The personal hygiene system underwent relatively

few changes during development. The washcloth and towel drying station

_ was originally a cage-like area with elastic "bars" to house free

floating washclothes and towels. The rubber drying cups were developed

to individually restrain the wet towels and washcloths to assure more

efficient drying.

Development history of the washcloth squeezer is covered in 2.2.11.2.

The personal hygiene soap was originally liquid in a dispenser mounted

near the water ralve in the WMC. Bar soap was chosen because of the

more desirable characteristics of Neutrogena.

?
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1.4 Body Cleansing System

A. Design Requirements

i/ Skin Cleansing Equipment - The capability and supplies to wash,

rinse, and dry the whole body shall be provided. The "wash

cloth" concept shall be employed. Reference Paragraph 2.2.11.3

Personal Hygiene System for a discussion on the design and

equipment used.

2/ Whole Body Shower (WBS) - The WBS shall provide a facility for

the maintenance of personal cleanliness, skin health, and

grooming for three astronaut inhabitants of the Skylab. The

general functional characteristics of the WBS are:

a. Permit three astronauts to shower at least once a week

during Skylab missions or a total of 60 times.

b. To be ope1"ational at users convenience.

c. Easily attached to Skylab structur_ and capable of being

easily folded down to minimum space when not in use or

for installation at alternate locations.

d. Light weight construction.

e. Materials selection to consider minimal bacteria growth

and ease of cleaning.

f. Adequate aids and restraints to assist astronauts in

deployment, supply, use, or cleaning of the WBS.

g. Sanitary disposal of waste through the Skylab trash airlock.

h. Shall be capable of successful operation after countdown

holds in excess of 12 hours.

I
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The WBS shall be capable of delivering a flow of water at the

shower nozzle of 800 ml/min, to 2 ml/min, for a minimum of

3 minutes. The WBS shall be capable of rccovcring the wast_

water during and after the shower with a suction head using

the Skylab atmosphere. The waste water shall be separated

from the atmosphere with a centrifugal separator. A hydrophobic

separator shall be used as a backup to prevent any inadvertent

escape of waste water. The waste water from the centrifugal

separator shall be collected in disposable bags capable of

being ejected through the Skylab trash airlock.

3/ Water Bottle Module - The water bottle module shall be portable

and be capable of being pressurized from the Skylab nitrogen

pressurization system, receiving water from the Skylab waste

management system water heater, and delivering the water to

the shower enclosure. These connections shall be made with

quick disconnect couplings. The module shall be capable of

receiving and expelling a minimum of 6 ibs (_.72 kg) of water.

The module will be refilled with water each time the shower is

used. The maximum operating pressure shall be 40 psid (276 kN/m2).
?

Norms/ _perating pressures shall be from i0 to 25 psid (69 to 172 kN/_ i_

The module will receive the full hib (1.81 kg) capacity of hot
o o

[140 F (60 C) maximum] water from the heater plus the additional

cold water which follows the hot water. There shall be 3-waM vent

and shutoff valves on both the water and nitrogen portions of

the module. When in the VENT position the gas valve shall

allow the pressure inside and outside the water bottle to

2.2. ii-408
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equalize during boost pressurization and subsequent venting.

: The TEST position of the water valve will be capped for flight.

Venting will be accomplished through the water disconnect and

mounting plug. When in the CLOSED pcsition the valve shall

isolate the couplings to allow safe uncoupling. The valves

shall be Jn the OPEN position for normal operations. The

valves shall have detents in each position. The nitrogen

portion shall have a pressure gauge. The nitrogen portion

shall have a relief valve which cracks and reseats in the

range from 30 to 35 psid (207 to 2hl kN/m2).

h/ Shower Enclosure - The shower enclosure shall consist of two

end ring closures and a translucent Beta cloth skirt with

: stiffening rings. One end ring closure, the floor closure,

shall be attached to the floor grid in the crew quarters area.

During storage, the other end ring closure, the ceiling

closure, shall be attached coaxially to the floor closure with

quick release fasteners. In this condition the skirt shall be

compressed between the closures. For operation the ceiling

closure shall be raised, extending the skirt_ and attached to

the ceiling with quick release fasteners. The skirt shall be

permanently attached to the floor closure. The ceiling ring

closure shall include the shower spray nozzle, the suction

head, and the associated flexible hoses and quick disconnect

couplings. The ceiling closure shall also include the stowage

provisions for this equipment. The skirt shall have straps

2.2.h- o9
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for handholds and restraints. At the option of the OW8 i

crewmen the shower enclosure may be detached from the launch

position using available hand tools.

5/ Centrifugal Separator - The separator shall be gear driven by

a brushless direct current motor. The separator shall be

capable of separating the entrained waste water from the air

stream. There shall be a maximum of BOO ml of waste water

per shower at a peak delivery rate of llO0 ml/min. The

separator shall have a llquid/gas inlet, a liquid outlet, a

a gas outlet, and an equalization pickup tap for the collec-

tion box. The pressure drop across the separator from the

liquid/gas inlet to t_e gas outlet shall be a maximum of h.0 in.

(10.16 kg) H20 at a flow rate of 5.0 cfm (.lh0 mS/min), an inlet

pressure of 5.0 psia (34.5 kN/m2) and an inlet temperature of
O O

70 F (21.1 C).

6/ Collection Box - The collection box shall have a replaceable

impermeable elastomerlc bag. The bag will be replaced each

time the shower is used. The collection box shall have a

hinged lld which is to be fastened with quick release fasteners. _

The bag shall be capable of containing 3000 ml of waste water.

The inlet to the bag shall have a pinch clamp. ,e bags shall

be supplied in a collapsed condition ready for installation.

The bags after being filled with either water or gas and sealed
¢

in an overbag in a 6.2 psia (42.7 kN/m2) atmosphere shall be

capable of being expelled from the trash airlock into a zero _

psia atmosphere without rupture.

2.2.11-hi0
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7/ Hydrophobic Separator - The hydrophobic separator shall prevent

any inadvertant waste water from entering the Skylab. The

hydrophobic separator shall have a minimum water retention

capacity of 5 in.3 (81.9 cm3). The hydrophobic element shall be

replaceable. The lid to the hydrophobic separator shell be

attached with quick release fasteners. The pressure drop

across the hydrophobic separator shall be maximum of h.O in.

(10.16 cm) H20 at a flow rate of 5.0 cfm (.140 m3/min), an inlet

pressure of 5.0 psia (3h.5 kN/m 2) and an inlet temperature of
O

70 F (21.I°C).

8/ Power Module - The WBS shall use the Skylab power module with-

out modification to provide the suction for recovery of the

waste water.

B. System Description

i/ Location of Hardware - The whole body shower is a GFE system

installed in the experiment compartment near the wardroom -

experiment wall (reference Figure 2.2.11.h-i). Shower supplies

consist of soap dispensers, hydrophobic filters, clamps and clips,

various connectors and handles, and collection bags.

2/ Hardware Design Description - The shower is an enclosed com-

partment with a continuous airflow as a gravity substitute for

"moving" water over the crewman in a somewhat conventional

manner. A water bottle is filled from the WMC water system

and is attached on the ceiling at the shower location. The

water bottle is pressurized with GN2 which serves as a force

2.2.11-411 m
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to expell water into the shower. A crew operated spray
nozzle in the shower is connected to the water bottle by a

transfer hose. When the crewman operates the spray nozzle

the pressure In the water bottle expels water through the

_pray nozzle onto the crewman. A suction head is provided

to suck up water from the crewman and the shower interior.

The suction head is connected to a centrifugal separator by

hoses. A collection bag is connected to the separator to

collect the water that is vacuumed up by the suction head. A

power module is used to pull the air from the separator and a

hydrophopic filter is placed between the separator and the

power module to trap contamlnance. This precludes contam-

inance through the power module into the OWS atmosphere.

Shower configuration and schematic is illustrated by Figures

2.2.11.h -2 and 2.2.11.h -3.

J
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C. Testing - Various tests were conducted by MSFC on the whole body

shover (WBS) to develop and qualify the equipment and techniques

needed for successful body cleaning.

1/ Developmen._ - A study was made of a zero-gravity, whole body J

shower for use during the extended, manned orbital flights of J
]

the SkTlab series. Subsystem components were developed a_d

tested to verity conceptual proposals and to provide engineer-

ing data for system design. A large effort was devoted to the
!

development of an air-water phase separator. Three concepts

of air-water phase separation wel-e investigated with a mechani-

cally driven centrifugal design chosen over two passive types,

A functionally high fidelity shower system was assembled using _

plexiglass shower enclosure for laboratory testing. Shower

water was collected using a vacuum pick-up system and subse-

quently removed from the airstream for disposal with the cen-

trifugal - type air-water phase separator. The system was

tested in earth gravity and at both atmospherxc and reduced

air pressures. Test results indicated that the system design

was feasible for the orbital vork,qhop environment, and that

an effective shower system could _, assembled largely from

modified 0WS =omponents.

2/ Qualification - The qualification test was performed on the

Orbital Workshop Whole Body Shover, Water Bottle ModuJe Assembly

! (KSFC Dvg. No. 20M32509, S/N 002). These tests were performed
[
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to determine if the Water Bottle Module Assembly could meet

the requirements established by the MSFC Specification Control

I)wg.20M33020 and detailed in test procedure DOP-TMM_72-11.

One specimen was subjected to qualification testing. A summary

of all testing is given in Table 2.2.11.h-i.

Two components malfunctioned during the qualification testinK.

During the life cycle test of the relief valve, the reseat

pressure decreased from the required 29 psig (200 kN/m2) dow:_

to 22 psis (152 kN/m2). After 20 cycles of the required I_

installation cycles, a retaining sprinf in one of the quick

release fasteners failed; however, the test was completed without

further malfunctions.

In addition, an apparent leak in the di_phraRm was cause by

entrapped air which required approximately 3 hours to disperse.

This condition was verified by S&E-QOAL.

: The CCOH and destructive tests were performed after the system

tests. Results of these tests were satisfactory.

The failure of the quick release fastener spring was _on_idered

insignificant since the water bottle could still be mounted

satisfactorily. Also, there are three quick release fasteners

on the bottle and one was sufficient to hold the bottle in

zero "G". The low reseat prersure on the relief valve is a_Iso

a minor problem; therefore, the water bottle was considered

qualified ann recommended for use on the OrbltAl Workshop Whole

Body Shover System.
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D. Mission Results

I/ Hardware Anomalies - No anomalies were reported.

2/ Hardware Assessment - The first mission crew reported that

th_ shower worked very well, but it took longer thau expected

for post shower cleaning.

The second mission crew reported they did not like the

shower. The following are subjective observations of the

mission crews:

On DOY 15h the SPT reported: "And as for the zero-g

shower, it's a pleasant experience and I think it proves

the feasibility and the principle that man can live in

small close space. With water, he is not going to drown

because the water does not fly through the air, it sticks

to whatever is there, mostly you, partly the walls. Again

I think the airflow in there is grossly inadequate. The

method of containing the water and getting it into a compart-

ment where you can throw it away is not good. It takes

forever to dry both one's self and the walls using the

inadequate little vacuum cleaner that we have. Some better

method ought to be thought of. But the principle of crawling

inside a shower and spraying yourself is great."

2.2.11-h23
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On DOY 154 the CDR reported: "The shower _orked very well,

but it took longer than expected. The amount of water is

adequate. It sprayed the water on and it's very good. The

only thing is the amount of time it takes to dry it up

: afterwards, which is a fair amount of time. There could be

improvements to the water container and that on the back

side of where the controls are. And other than the fact

that it takes a little while to glop up the water, I think

it's very good."

First Mission Crew Debriefing: There was no problem with

soap in the separator or the filter clogging. Two times

out of four when the shower H20 collection bag was pulled

out, water was in the line. Both times when the CDR had

towels ready there was no H20. When he didn't there was

H20 and it had to be cleaned up. No filter was installed

in the unit for the first three showers, the:'efore, it works

with or without filters. The shower really worked well and

we felt good after showering. You froze your tail off

getting to a towel.

The first time we showered we used H20 on]y. We weren't sure

six lbs (2.71 kg) of water was enough to take _ normal shower,

The second time we showered we got in, soaped up and washed.

Each time we used more water - six ibs (2.71 k_) of HgO was enough.

I We us_.dmore and more soap in later showers. You probably ?
left some soap on your body after you rinsed off.

, 2.2.11-42_J
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The following second mission crew comwents are from the

Technical Crew Debriefing:

SPT - I would have (taken a shower) if I'd had more time

Just to fill the square and see how it went, or for the fun

of it. But you Judged the time it took; I guess it took

between an hour and an hour and a half. Is that about

right? i

Including setup, take a shower, and then tear down again.

I Just didn't want to spend an hour and a half on something

that was socially unnecessary for personal cleanliness.

There is the towel and washrag bit, which I think was quite

adequate to really maintain personal cleanliness.

PLT - It did take a lot of time. It seemed like the suction

device didn't suck up near as much water as was sqairted in

there. One of the other reasons I dich_'t take any more

showers, beside it taking Just too much time and not doing

that much better a Job, was that the soap stuck to you and

it stung. It had an odor that persisted for a couple _ays

after you took the shower. I didn't like it so I didn't

take any more showers.

CDR - I found that it was Just too distasteful. Two parts,

one is it took you a while to rig it up and usually by the

time you rigged it up, you could have had a washrag bath. " "_

In the second part, it was right after you finished the

shower part you were standing aro __d inside that can trying

mm
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to vacuum it and you'd bump into it and you'd get cold.

It Just was unpleasant; it was like taking a shower in a

place where there was a draft. After you finished the

shower and instead of being able to dry off you had to stand

around inside the shower for an additional lO minutes and

halfway freeze. So it turned out to be easier Just to

forget the whole thing. Although it gets you nice and

clean. I would recommend to have a shower in the future

space station, but they have it connected into the plumbing

Just llke the rest of the water. When you stey in to take

a shower and then when you get finished, turn off the shower

and get out. You Just leave the shower with water around

on that area; you have revisions made so that the water's

automatically sucked off.

PLT - I would like to have t_ken a shower and highly

recommend having one in the future but the one that we had,

I didn't like and I didn't like the soap.

On DOY 231 the CDR reported: One thing about that shower

last night was klnd of interesting - water tends to get in

the crevices and in your hair and under your armpits o_

any place where there is an acute angle. First of all when

you get the soap on there and then spray a little water on,

the soap doesn't wash off; it sort of Just hangs there in

a glob, So when you open your eyes, you're looking right

through soapy water, or you open your mouth to breathe, your

breathing tastes of soapy water, which is a little bit

2.2.ii-426
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unusual. Also, if you're not careful, you can get a big

bubble in your mouth and nose and when you breathe in

through either, you start taking a lot of water down. When

you shake, the water doesn't appear to come off to easy;

you have to sort of brush it off. When you get finally

rinsed, and you want to dry off, you've got this water all

over you now. And there must be a quart of it, kind of

hanging on you, so you shake a bit, and some of it flies

off, and some of it Just sort of distends a little bit.

It doesn't have a level surface anymore, but then when you

stop shaking, it sort of comes uack in contours around you

again. You end up having to brush it off or put your hand

around your arm and kind of swish it off; try to get it

over on the walls where you can vacuum it. It makes you

feel real good and _lean at the end, but it's almost like

bathing in kind of warm Jello; it's not that rigid as Jelly,

but when it gets on you, it doesn't want to get off. It

takes a couple of towels to get the water off because there

is so much on you.

The following are third mission crew comments on the shower:

CDR - The only shortcoming of the shower, I would say, is

the - is the suction head. It's Just not flexible enough

and it doesn't flow over the body well enough to remove the

water. There's a reason I - necessary there and I don't think

that's too difficult a thing. I think it could be very easily

redesigned into something quite - quite nice end useful.

2.2.
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I suspect that what we'll need is a selection of heads

Just llke we have for the vacuum cleaner. Because I

think when you start cleaning up the shower and - and

scooping up water around the shower that you probably

need a wide head. But for the body you certainly need a

sof_ head that'll follow the contours of the body a little

better and pull the water off of you.

SPT - Shower: I have not used it yet. I use sponge baths,

and what's good - I guess I really can't give you a rating;

I guess I'd give it an adequate, but what scares me off is

all the frapping (?) time it takes Just to go in and get

the - the thing set up and to clean up after. I find I

could go on in and give myself a good sponge bath, and

can do the Job, Just as well as that shower in about half

the time. We've been pushed for time up here, so I just

haven't had the - haven't had the time to, - the luxury

to go on in there and try that. Looks like fun and I'll

probably - I'm sure I _ill try it quite a few times.

SPT - What is the aos_ disconcerting personal hygiene

problem you have encountered? Probably, one is that you

Just don't have time to take a shower everyday. It takes

a good 45 minutes to an hour. I like to enjoy that, but

we don't have time for it. The other sponge bath works but

it's not anywhere near as efficient. And ... clean and

healthy feeling state that you can on the ground, usually

exercise. - after exercise taking a good soap bath, but here

"- it 's not ._ossible.

I
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As a general assessment, shower airflow was not completely

adequate and the method of collecting water at the con-

clusion of a shower accounted for the extended length of

the shower periods. It took considerable time to dry one-

self and the walls, using the hard rubber suction head and

the inadequate vacuum cleaner. Improvements in controls

for the shower are needed - the shower curtain has crevice

rings which were almost impossible to remove water from.

The first crew reported that the basic principle is great

and should be operated more frequently.

The second and third crews did not assess the shower as

favorably as the first mission crew.

E. Conclusions and Recommendations - The shower system proved that

taking a shower in somewhat a normal manner is pract_ _i in

zero-G. The crews did comment that the system as designed took

too long to vacuum up the water and the water temperature could

be higher, and the quantity of water could be larger. It should

be noted that the system was provided as an experiment using the

water heater and blower that were available and not designed

specifically for the shower system.

For future systems larger quantities of warmer water should be

provided and a rapid means of collecting the water, possibly high

velocity warm air, should also be provided. " _

' 2.2.11-429 ,
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: F. Development History - During the latter period of waste

management hardware deliveries, a NASA design shower was

implemented. This shower contained components of _he Waste

Hanagement System. A centrifugal separator similar to the

urine separator but with a large Pitot tube and no filter was

used and the spare blower was allocated to the shower.

m
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.Lii.5 Food Management System

A. Design Requirements

I/ Contract End Item Specification (CP2080JIC)

• Food Mar.agement - The Food Manugem,mt Subsystem (FMS)

shall be incorporated into the OWS and shall provide the
[

equipment and supplies required for the storage, prep-

aration, service, and waste collection of _ooI for the

three-man crews on Missions SL-2, SL-3, and L',n-4. Food

supplies for the SL missions are grouped into the general

categories of (1) dehydrated, (2) intermediate moisture

and wet pack, and (3) frozen. Food shall be stowed in

the OWS prior to launch.

• GFP Components - The GFP components of the food system

shall include Skylab food, food neating/serv_ng trays,

SMMD, and eating utensils. Meal size portion_.;of indi-

vidual foods will be packaged in smal_ cans which, in

turn, will be packaged in larger canisters designed to

provide the necessary protection agaiust pr_._ure. _Wo

thousand two hundred (2,200) ibs (i000 Kg) of packaged t'ood

will be suoplied. The food/heating tray will attach to the

table, aa_dwill contain all controls necessarj fo2 food

heating. The SM_D shall be mounted in the food prepara-

tion area.

• Food Management Fquipment - The food preparation equip-

ment shall incorporate the following pcovisions:

- Food preparation equipment shall be adequate to

accommodate three crew members to eat

simultaneously.

2.2,ll-_31
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- The utensils sh,_] be reusable and provisions nhall

be made to clean the utensils.

- Fo,,d preparation uquipme_,t _hal! fit into the ward-

room with rigid attachments while in use.

- Trash bags for the storage ol food wastes and

wrappings shall be provided.

%

- Crew time required to operate the food preparation

equlp_nt shall be limited to a maximum of

5 minutes.

• Beverage Tra_s - Six beverage tre_s shall be provided in

the Food Management Compa__tment.

• Internal Su_face Temperature Variations - Maximum sur-

face temperature of the fcod table in the area adjacent

to table interface with food trays is 130°F (327.6"K).

• Interior Color Requirements -

War@room Table - Off White (TFE)

- Clear Anodize (STP0302-0201)

• Identiflcatior. - The equipment inside the habitation

area shall be marked or labeled, as required, to enhance

crew perforn_nce e_nd to pr_ote crew safety.

2/ Interface Control Document (13M20926A) - Skyiab Food to OWS,

Physical and Functioned

• Galley Provisions - The OWS provides a galley in the

W_rcLro_. The galley will consist of the following

provisions :

- Compartment for the stowage of three (3) food tray

covers. The covers will be retained in the

compartment _y spring clips. . #

2.2.II-h32
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- Area for the stowage of three (3) large and three

(3) waste overcans. The waste overcans will be

retained by spring clips at the base and a pliable

orifice at the top. A spring-loaded door will

cover open ends.

- One (i) Standard Stowage Compartment

- Three (3) trays for the stowage of beverage packs.

The beverage packs will be secured in the trays.

- Eighteen (18) trays for the st_age of three hundred

' sixty (360) food cans (large and small).

- One (i) tray for the stowage of eighteen (18) pud-

ding cans.

B. System Description - The Food Management Subsystem consisted of the

equipment and supplies required for _ne storage, preparation and

consumption of SW9 foods. The three crewmen were provide£ with a

140-day supply of food and beverages and used the wardroom as a

kitchen.

Food was stored in food boxes, galley trays, food freezers, and a

food chiller. A galley, components of the food table, food trays

and utensils were provided for the prenaration and consumption of

the meals.

i/ Food (GFP) - Food w%s provided in two fo_ms: ambient temper-

ature food and frozen food. The ambient temperature food

consisted of dehydrated food and beverages, thermo-stabilized

fooa (pre-prepared, moisturized food), dry bites and puddings.

The frozen food consisted of thermo-stabilized food, some of

which had to be heated Drier to consumption. Food for all

""_ 2.5.11-433
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the Skylab missions was launched aboard SL-I. Ambient

' temperature foods (excluding beverages) and frozen foods were

vacuum packed in single meal portions in food cans. Beverages

were stored in the dehydrated state in beverage packs which

collapsed (accordian style) to facilitate storage and

drinking. Each can and beverage pack was labeled as to its

contents and rehydration water quantity. (See Figure

2.2.ii. 5-1)•

2/ Food Storage - Food cans and beverage packs were grouped and

i
packed in menu form in food overcans. The overcans were

stored in bundles in food boxes and in food freezers. Ward-

room located galley trays and a food chiller permitted tem-

porary stowage of food when preparing meals and when managing

leftovers (Figure 2.2.11.5-2). (Reference: Section 2.2.13,

Stowage System; and Section 2.2.11.7, Refrigeration System).

3/ Food Preparation and Consumption - The crew used the galley

(in the wardroom) to provide their daily supply of food and

also used the galley located equipment to prepare and d_spose

of food. At the food table the crew made final preparation

of the food, and heated and ate their mesls. Meals were

eaten from food trays, using utensils.

• Galley - Initial food preparation was conducted at the

galley. The seven stowage compartmeuts and 22 galley

trays which made up the galley permitted the galley to

be the central area for mc_l pr?paration. The galley _ ._

stowed the equipment and suppJies used for meal prepa-

ration, consumption and cleanup after the meals.

m
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(Figure 2.2.11.5-2). The 22 galley trays, which

stowed food cans and beverage par _, consisted of

5 galley trays per crewman for their individual menus,

, i galley tray for the weekly pudding supply, i galley

tray per crewman for snacks (dry bites) and i galley tray

per crewman for beverages. Each galley tray slid out on

a track and could be completel_ _ removed from the _;_l!ey.

Each galley tray held 20 items: large ana small foo_

cans, pudding cans, or beverage packs in partitioned

segments. Galley tray identification to particular crew-

man was accomplished using the color coded "Snoopy"

decals. The galley trays initially stowed in food over-

cans. Upon removal of the food cans and beverage packs

from the food overcans, the overcans were transferred to

three of the stowage compart._,lents within the galley

allocated to stowage of empty overcans. Six of these

emFty overcans were installed in the food can dispossl

wells in the galley (Figure 2.2.11.5-3), This facility

contained 6 food c_l disposal wells, 3 for large over-

cans and 3 for small overcans, which were accessed

through separate spring-loaded, hinged lids. Empty food

cans and beverage packs were disposed of in their

appropriate size ov_ecans in the disposal wells. When

full, the overcans were placed in a disposal bag and

replaced by empty overcams. A utensil stowage compart-

ment in the galley stowed the eating utensils _'or all

crewmen snd a supply of food supp]6 _ents. Two tissue

,! 2.2.11-437
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dispensers were also provided to support the cleaning

of the various food system implements and the galley

equipment. A SM/_Dwas stowed in the galley to welgh

unconsumed food for documentation purposes.

• Food Table - Final food preparation and the consumption

of the food was accomplished at the food table. The

food table allowed 3 crewmen to simultaneously h_,at their

food and to eat the meals in an efficient and comfortable

manner. It also supported components of the water system

(Figure 2.2.11.5-h). The food table pedestal houses

the water chiller and the wardroom H20 heater. The water

chiller provided cold water to a cold gardroom water

dispenser valve on the table's upper surface f__ chilled

reconstitution of dehydrated foods and beverages. In

addition, the water chiller provided cold water to 3 H20

guns for drinking water. One H20 gun was allocated to

each crewman and was mounted on the periphery of the

table's pedestal. The wardroom H20 heater provided hot

water to a hot wardroom water dispenser valve on the

table's upper surface for hot reconstitution of dehy-

drated foods and bevers s. Three eating stations at

the food table served as a separate food heating _d

consumption facility for each crewman. Each eating

station had a foot and thigh restraint to restrain the

crewman in a comfortable manner. One H20 gun was located

at each eating station. A food tray which heated the

crewman's food was provided a mount at eac_ eating

2.2.11-439
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I station. OWS Bus 1 and OWS Bus 2 zero-G outlets were
located at each station to provide bus power selection

oz that particular eating station's food tray. A

removable table cover was stowed above the food table on

the ceiling grid when not in use. A thigh restraint and

foot restraint were located at each eating station to

stabilize the crewman in a semi-seated position. (Ref-

erence: Section 2.2.1.2, Astronaut Aids).

• Food Heating/Serving Trays (GFP).- One portable food

tray per crewman was used to heat frozen food in large

food cans and to serve the crewman with his entire meal.

The food trays contained 8 food can cavities, h for large

food cans and h for small food cans (including pudding

cans and beverage packs). Three of the large food can

cavities were heated: indi¢idual cavity power s_itches

and a timer controlled heater use. A rel cable food tray

lid was used when the food was heating and was stowed in

the food tray lid stowage area in the galley when not in

use. Each of the three food trays and food tray lids

were color coded with "Snoopy" decals. Two dial-type

latches were located on the food tray to secure the

tray to the food table mount. A zero-G receptacle was

locaued _mder the food tray to supply power to the tray

from the food table power outlets via a high power

accessory adapter cable.

' 2.2.11-4hl '
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• Eating Utensils (GFP) - Reusable eating utensils were

supplied in sets. One utensil set was allocated to each

crewman and three additional sets were spares (12 total).

A set consisted of a k_fe, spoon, and fork, all 3/h

size, and was made of magnetic stainless steel. The

knife had a pointed tip to pierce and slice the flexible

membranes contained in some food cans. The utensils

were retained on the food trays with magnets and in the

utensil stowage container in the galley or personal

preference lockers, with utensil restraints (Figure

2.2.11.5-3). Disinfectant-moistened pads, obtained

from a galley located tissue dispenser were used to

cleanse the utensils after each use.

• Food Overcan Lid Removal Tools (Can Openers) (GFP) - Two

sets of can tools were supplied to aid opening of the

screw-type overcan lids in the event that they were too

tightly screwed on. One set was for large overcans and

one set for small overcans. One tool of each set was

for grasping the overcan, the other was for grasping the

overcan lid. The tools were stowed in the galley Just

below the waste cans (F_cure 2.2.11.5_3).

• Can Crusher (GFP) - In the event the trash airlock

became d aabled, it would have been ,A¢cessary to dispose

of opened food cans by storing them in empty stowage

freezers. To ensure adequate volume, the food cans

would have been smashed flat in a manually operated can

crusher prior to insertion into empty overcans.

2.2.11-.4_2
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I C. Testing - A portion of the Crew Restraints Development Test
HS-I, was performed to determine the most appropriate restrai_ing

technique and table height for crewman positioned at the food

table. Test results called for a hO in (101.6 cm) table height, and

adjustable foot and seat restraints. In the final design con-

figuration, an adjustable "H" bar thigh restraint at,_ fixed Coot

restraint were employed (Reference: Test Control Drawi:_ (TCD)

IT16801, Component Test Control Authority (CTCA) Log. No. 3345,

Test Report TM-DSV7-SSL-R-690]. )

" 2.2.11-hh3
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D. Mission Results

in general, the galley and food table received favorable comment

by the crew. However, th_ arrangement by menu of the food in the

galley sto_age was crltlciz_d by the second crew who preferred a

general pantry scheme wnich would group all foods of a like kind

in the same area. The crew also found chat the access to _alley

stowage was awkward for the crewman assigned to the food table

position opposite the galley. When the two cre_nnenwere at the

table on the galley side, the third crewman had to position him-

self over the table to gain access to the narrow space between

the table and galley to reach his food supply.

The stowage restraints Cor small food cans and beverage packs

would not hold these items in place in the galley drawers.

The restraints for on-orbit stowage of the food utensils were

also inadequate. The crew felt that the utensiles could have

been more convenisntly stowed with the food trays instead of in

lockers. They also reported a need for a place to stow menus

where they could be seen.

Control of food w_stes was the most frequent crew topic. Food

residue collected regularly on the six waste can covers in the galley.

The covers were difficult to clean and had a tendency to _enera,,,eodors.

This area reoulred more freouent cleanin_ than all other bio-wast_ areas

in the spacecraft. Because of their small volume, the waste cans (food

overcans) reoulred too frequent removal and disposal. A better method

of cleaning utensfls was al._o desired by the crew.

2.2.1£-t_
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The table proved to be a cnnvenient place to do mission plannin_

activities, llowever, the crew noted _ need for higher intensity

lighting over the table and for _arious restraints on the talie

to retain papers, pens, etc.

Crew opinion was divided on the table height. Some felt it was

too low and should be raised to chest height to facilitate eating.
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E. Conclt_ions and Recommendations

Although the primary elements of the food managemen_ system per-

formed satisfactorily, minor operational and design features be-

came sources of irritation to the crew. Because of its frequently

repeated use, food equipment deserves grest attention to detail

during the planning and design phase. A l-ealistic evaluatior_

through repeated usage cf prototype hardware and operation _l

prr_°@ures An a high fidelity interior mockuf, is a necessity.

The food table, whc._ not used for food service, became the center

of mission operations activity. Being the only convenient work

surface with adjacent body restraints, i _ was used for a va:'iety

of functions which were not considered during d.s±g!. Becauze

of this potential usage, similar to the traditio:_ul kitchen table. •

future designs should be based on total system need; end not i"i

limited to those solely associated with food mana,ze_.".,_nt.

Since the operation of food storage and preparation faci]iti._

so subjective, _ _ IF_h de _ee cf f2exihility should be a design

requirement. It should be possible for each crew to rearrange

the pantry to st' t their own needs and desires.
%

Detailed attention should be giver, to ra_ ,:iz_ng the si_nllclty

of clean Up of equipment associated with food,

i
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F. Development History - The food management equipment wa_

redesigned as part of the wet to dry conversion and the

incorporationof the wardroom. The initial wardroom

installationhad the food heating equipment mounted to

the ceiling over the table. Subsequently, NASA directed

that the food heaters be part of a GFP food tray, Thin

: _hange was associated with changing the food from plastic

\ packs to metal cans.

=

The initial dry workshop design also included a perishable

food chiller. The perishable food was subsequently deleted

but the chiller was retained to suppor the Inflight Medical

Support System (IHSS) and to keep prepared snacks or drinks

cold during flight.

2.2.Zl-hh7
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2.2.11.6 Sleep Support System- The Orbital Workshop provided three (B) indi-

vidual sleep compartments, each containing a sleep support system (see

Figure 2.2.11.6-1). The sleep support system equipment contained the

; following items :

]

Qty Description

3 Sleep Restraint Assemblies

27 Stowed, Comfort Restraint/Top Blankets

12 Stowed, Bottom Blankets

27 Stowed, Pillow Covers

12 Stowed, Large Body Straps

24 Stowed, Small Body Straps

3 Privacy Curtains

3 Light Baffles

2 Privacy Partitions

A. Design Requirements (Ref: CF20[0JIC) - Sleep equipment shall be

provided in the sleep compartment to support sleeping for three

astronauts. The sleep restraints shall not attempt to provide

thermal protection for the crewman. ;Uly thermal protection

required shall be provided as GFP equipment. The sleep compart-

ment shall consist of the following:

o Sleep restraints

o Privacy partitions (2)

o Light baffles

i/ Sleep Restraints

a. The sleep restraints shall provide body restraint for the

astronauts while sleeping.

2.2.ll-hh8
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b. The sleep restraints shall be identical in design but shall

be adjustable to permit the astronauts to assume a sleeping

position of their choice, including one similar to the fetal

position.

_ c. The sleep restraints shall be secured in a manner which will

minimize restraint movement, drifting and gyration. The

sleep restraint shall be secured in a manner which will pre-

clude the crewman from strking his head on adjacent structure

during uncontrolled motions during sleep.

d. A zipper, if employed, shall be operable from outside of the

bag.

e. Fne sleep restraints shall be vented, when blankets are not

in use.

2/ Privacy Partitions - Two privacy partitions shall be provided

which will provide visual separation of the three sleep stations.

Light Baffles - Light baffles shall be provided for on-orbit

installation in each sleep compartmenL. The baffles shall as a

minimum:

o Be ventilated to permit air circulation.

o Prevent light from being directed onto the head area of the

sleep restraint.

o Minimize transmission of reflected light.

9 Accommodate repeated installation and removal

3/ The MDAC-W sleep restraint baseline design requirements and pro-

duction efforts were deleted by ECP 300 in March, 1971. The same

ECP directed MDAC-W to evaluate the JSC designed sleep restraint.

: This action gave MDAC-W the responL_ibility to simplify the JSC

2.2.n-h50
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design for production purposes, and to investigate new materials

that met the flammability and offgassing re_ _irements of the

Orbital Workshop, and document the new design with customer review

changes on production drawings.

_/ ECP 300 directed MDAC-W to build two prototype sleep restraints.

One made from glass fabrics, and the other made from poly-

benzimidozole (PBI). Later direction from the customer deleted

the glass fabric restraints and ordered (PBI) fabric restraints

for Production.

B. System Description

i/ Sleep Restraint Assembly - The sleep restraints provided for each

of the three crewmen were identical in dosign; they provided vari-

able thermal comfort and body restraining capability for each man.

The sleep restraint consisted of the following hardware items:

a. Sleep Restraint Frame - The restraint frames were installed

in a vertical position, mounted to the floor and ceiling

grids via spring snaps and webbing assemblies. This attach-

ment hardware gave the restraint the capability of being used

and supported in a variety of locations, such as the Forward

Compartment, MDA, and Experiment Compartment (see

Figure 2.2.11.6-2). The three frames were approximately 30 x

72 in (915 x 1830mm), and utilize tubular w-.Idment constructlon. :

b. Thermal Back Assembly - The thermal back combines teflon

coated glass fabric, durrette batting, PBI fabric and fluorel

coated webbing, materials which provide crew thermal protec- --_

tion. The back assembly was attached to the sleep restraint

frame via one of the two rows of snaps located arcund the
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periphery. The second row of snaps provided adjustment

capability (see Figure 2.2.11.6-2).

c. Comfort Restraint and Top Blanket - The comfort restraint was

basically a sleeping bag made from a PBI loose knit fabric.

This materiel provlded limited ventilation to the crewman. A

stretchable knit fabric provided the upper or top blanket.

The crewman's head was placed through the expandable opening

which allowed the blanket to be spread cver the shoulders and

chest area of the crewmen,. The restraint and top blanket are

attached to the thermal back by two zippers, one around each

side of the periphery (see Figure 2.2.11.6-2). There were

27 comfort restraint/top blankets stowed in the sleep com-

partment. This provided a changeout --very14 days for each

sleep restraint, i_e comfort restraint/top blankets were

stowed in quantities of ii, 8, and 8, in Lockers S90B, $902

and $901, respectively.

d. Bottom Blanket - The bottom blanket _as made of heavy PBI

fabric containing two spandex "wee" panels. This blanket

attached to the bottom half of the thermal back by two

zippers. The blanket was designed with a zippered pouch,

located near the bottom of the frame. The nouch

restrained the blanket during launch and when not in use (see

Figure 2.2.11.6-2). There were 12 bottom blankets stowed

($901-6; $902-6) which provided a change out every 28 days

for each sJ_ep restraint.

e. Panel, Pillow Insert - The pillo_ inserts consist of a PBI

covered, heat resistance foam panel. The sleep restraint
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I contains six pillow inserts at launch, These inserts were

kept in place by the attached pillow/head restraint cover.

When in use the crewman selected the number of panels which

provided the best head support. (See Figure 2.2,11.6-2.)

f. Pillow Cover/Head Restraint - The pillow cover stretched over

the number of pillow panels used by the crewman. This cover

was made of PBI fabric and attached by a zipper to the

thermal back. The head restraint provided a means to

restrain the head from drifting during sleep. This restraint

was fabricated from PBI loose knit for ventilation. The

restraint was placed over the crewman's forehead or over the
r

entire head, at his option. One side of the restraint was

, attached to the pillow cover and the other side was attached :

via velcro by the crewman (see Figure 2.2.11.6.2). There

were 27 pillow covers stowed in Locker $903 which provided a

change out every 14 days for each sleep restraint.

g. Strap, Body - Three body straps were provided for each sleep

I restraint and were constructed from strech knit PBI fabric,

spaudex, PBI webbing, and fluorel coated webbings. The

I design of these belts allowed them to stretch as the crewman
i

changes his sleeping positions during the sleep period.

Adjustment in length is possibly by releasing the buckles.

These straps were used to restrain the crewman's body while

inside or outside the comfort restraints. Soiled straps were

changed periodically, removal is accomplished by releasing -"

the buckles at one end and disengaging snaps at the other end

(see Figure 2.2.11.6-2). There were 12 large body straps and
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24 small body straps stowed in D414 which provided a change

of body straps every 28 days. One large and two small body

straps are required for each sleep restraint.

2/ Privacy Curtains - A Teflon coated glass fabric privacy curtain

was provided for each crewman's sleeping area. Each curtain

stowed against a locker or wall which allowed the crewman's egress

and ingress into the sleeping area. When placed in use position,

the curtain separates each crewman's sleeping areas from the sleep

compartment passage way. The curtain also served as a barrier to

block light emanating from other sources in the crew's sleep auarters.

The privacy curtains were not designed to block or reduce sound

from entering the sleep compar_unents. Each curtain was held in the

closed position with _elcro, which mates to velcro on the lockers or

walls. This feature was simple to operate and provided for break-

away emergency egress from sleeping area (see Figure 2.2.11.6-1).

Light Baffles - A fabric light baffle was provided for each crew-

man's sleeping area. The light baffle was designed to be sup-

ported by snaps snd velcro that mate to snaps on the ceiling and

velcro on the walls and lockers. When the baffle was installed

it provided a light barrier from the forward compartment area. It

was designed to allow ventilation while providing a non-re_ective

surface for the crewmsn. The light baffle in the center sleeping

area has a section the size of the emergency escape exit, that

was fastened with velcro for breakawsy emergency egre_s. The

light baffles were constructed from two layers of fabric. The

inter-l_ver (side facing sleep compartment) was white Teflon

coated @lass fabric. The layer facing the ceiling was black

5
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Teflon coated glasI3fabric. The louveres contain 4 is_vers of the

above fabrics which provided stiffness (see Figure 2.2.11.6-3).

, 3/ Privacy Partitions - _L_oprivacy p_rtitions were provided in the

sleep area. One w_s installed between sleep compartment _ze and

two. This partitiml consisted of an aluminum corrugated panel

and a standard stowage locker The second partition was installed

between sleep compartment two and three. This partition is made

up by the installation of two standard stowage lockers, adjacent

each other (see Figure 2.2.11.6-1).

C. Testing

i/ Sleep Restraint - The glass fabric sleep restr'_int test (HS-69)

was released on 10-11-71. This test was constructed to evaluate

the following design considerations:

(Ref:) Line Item HS-69

CICA, Log No. 3108
i

Test Control Drawing 1T427_7

a. Function Operation - Verify functional operations of

restraint components, ingress, egress, adjustment of body

straps, comfort and capability to chang soiled components.

b. Material Weight Loss - Examine for particulate loss during

folding, stowage, installation and life cycling.

c. Material Abrasion - Verify that abrasion of sleep restraint

will not generate excessive particles.

d. Stowage - Stc_age test to verify fit and accessibility of

sleep restraint components. . _

Testing of the (HS-_9) glass fabric sleep restraint had Just

started, when NASA issue_ direction to MDAC-W to stop and delete

2.2.11-_56
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all testing on HS-69. New direction then was issued to MDAC-W to

provide a new design of thc sleep restraint utilizing PBI fabrics,

with no testing required.

All PBI sleep restraint fabrics were subsequently approved by

NASA through flammability waivers.

2/ Privacy Curtain Testing - No testing required other than fit

check.

3/ Light Baffles Testing - No testing required other than fit check.
i

4/ Privacy Partition - No testing required.
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D, Mission Results

i.' Sleep Restraint

The sleep restraint frame was designed in such a way as to allow

the crew to use the restraints In different locations within the

vehicle. Mission 1 PiT and Mission 2 CDR took advant_e of this

design consideration, when temperatures of airflow was uncomfort-

able. The cro_ rPported numerous times on the fact that the sleep
(

restraints allo_tS them tc sleep on their back, right side, left

side, and stomach in a comfortable manner. The upper and lower

blankets were used b_"all crew members when temperatures droppc .

within the vehicle and no problems were expressed during changeout

of these soiled components. SPT Mission 2 reported that the envlron-

mental factors within the Workshop such as noise, temperature, air-

flow and illumination did not interfere with his sleeping. The

variable height, pillow insert, design nroved to be very useful to

the crew. Most of them used different quantities of pillow inserts

during the course of their missions. The head restraint was used

moat of the time by Mission 2 PiT and Mission 3 CDR, howevcc, other

crewmen expressed their usage as very little, or none. All the crew

used their body belts throughout the sleep periods with ease and no

discomfort. The SPT (Mission I) called the restraint "an excellent

third" and he would llke to add one additional body a_rap in the

lover le_ area. The CDR (Mission 4) remarked "the sleep re,traint, . .

I think, it wor_s very well." _e also suggested the body straps

should have been designed a_ ole large body cover, rather than three

belts. PiT (Miaslon I) thinks the restraint was "very ,nod for

sleeping" and he liked the soft (bo_y straps) elasti: restraint;.
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Later on in Mission i the CDR said the OWS sleep restraint was much

better than the Apollo bag, becaus_ he could assume many comfortable

! positions. During Debriefing (Mission i) PLT stated that he used

his restraint ic locations other than the sleep compartment, and

:_ this indicated the design was very functional. PLT (Mission 2)

remarked "I enjoy sleeping in the bag." He suggested the addition

_ of another body strap and the addition of second lower blanket

CDB (Mission 2) liked the way his head was restrained to the

c

pillow. He would also like a method to restrict or reduce the

volume inside the blankets, for better thermal control. The FLT

(Mission 2) reports "the sleep restraints are very adequate." He

was able to "sleep all night and very hard." The Mission 3 crew

, rcported that they obtained excellent quality and duration o_ sleep.

Mission 3 PLT felt that a zipper entry would be better than the

elastic neck. The Mission 3 CDR said that a possible improvement

might be to use a one piece elastic blanket instead of straps.

, 2/ Light Baffles

The light baffles were not used as often as planned due to the

sleep configuration used by the Skylab missions. All OWS lighcs

were off and the window shades were closed. The CDR (Mission i)

reported that the light baffle worked satisfactorily. He talked

of using the baffle during reading. It is assumed he also used it

during the sleep period. The PLT (Mission 2) used his light baffle

and he stated that it blocked light very well but created a venti-

lation problem. He suggested the baffles should be improved by

; stiffening the fabric louvres in such a way as to prevent them from 1

collapsing during use. The third crew used the ligh_ baffles but

did not experience any difficulty with airflow. They rated the -,

• 2.2.ll-460 ! i
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light baffles as "very good" to "excellent."

3/ Privacy Curtains !

Privacy curtains were not used as often as intended because the

normal sleep configuration was with all lights off in OWS, the

wardroom shades were closed and all _hree crewmen scheduled to

sleep simultaneously. The curtain was used by the SPT every

night and no problems were reported. The PLT (Mission 2) sai_ _:
<

"curtain works okay, I've no complaints about it at all."

On DOY 22T, SPT said the privacy curtains were very useful to
[

keep out light. The Mission 1 SlY11reported that he used his

curtain every night. CDR used his curtain on occassion and the

PLT d_d not use it at all. Second crew stated that curtains

were very useful and they did act as a light barrier. The PLT

sometimes left his curtain half way open during sleep period.

There were no anomalies reported regarding privacy curtain

hardware. The CDR (Mission 2) stated that the curtain worked ;

fine for light control and privacy but that it should really

be a door with sound-proofing. He expressed the need to shut

off outside nolaes and to be able to play loud music without

disturbing other crewmen. The Mission 3 crew rated the curtains

"very good" to "excellent."

h/ Privacy Partitions

The crews have made no reports on usage or anomalies in regard

to privacy partitions, therefore, it is assumed that the lockers

: and panels functioned as partitions as planned.
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E. Conclusions and Recommendations

f I/ Sleep Restraint Assemblies

The sleep restraints provided an excellent means for providing

i whole body restraint during sleep. The crews had no di_fi-

! culcy in obtaining comfortable, restful sleep. The adJustaL_

; features of the restraint accommodated most of the individual

preferences of the various crewmen. Design changes that

would enhance the utilization of the sleep restraint on future

missions are:

:L _ a. Provide an additional adjustable blanket for more thermal

• control.

b. Add additional adjustable straps and/or adjustable blanket,

for additional variation of amount of restraint.

c. Provide adjustment to minimize dead space inside the

restraint for thermal control.

2/ Light Baffles

The light baffles were effective in blocking light from the

forward compartment from entering the sleep compartments. The

J

fabric air flow louvres had a tendency to collapse and
J

restrict air flow. The light baffles are probably unique to

the Orbital Workshop configuration. Future mission sleep

l compartments should have inherent capability to pro_-Ide a dark -_

en'_ironment, i !_
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• _ 3/ Privacy Curtains

/

• The privacy curtains IPerformed satisfactorily. They provided
J.

visual privacy and light control. Sound control was not a

requirement but fUture missions should provide for reasonable

sound isolation.

4/ Privacy Partition

The privacy partitions functioned as designed. Sound isola-

tion of the sleep areas should be a requirement on future

missions.

5/ Sleep Restraint Position

: The airflow was designed to go from the feet toward the head.

One crewman inverted his restraint to solve the effects of low

humidity by having air flow down across his nostril as opposed

to flowing up the nostril. The restrain and all body clearances

should be such that will allow flexibility of positioning.

Proper illumination should also be part of this consideration.

F. Development History - The sleep support system was evolved from two

crewmen sleeping in a common compartment (the third slept in the CM)

utilizing Apollo type sleepin_ bags. Individual sleep compartments

were established as part of the wet to dry conversion. The light

baffles were initiated to provide concurrent sleep and work capa-

T bility. The baffles were originally metal louvers and evolved to

fabric covers. The sleep restraints were originally Armalon fabric.

To increase comfort, JSC designed a sleep restraint utilizing more

comfortable fabric such as PBI net and Duret_e. Considerable effort

was expended on developing comfortable beta cloth fabrics with only
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marginal success. The new sleep restraint also allowed better

adjustment of thermal characteristics and allowed greater indi-

vidual selection of the degree of body restaint.

A
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1.2.11.7 Refrigeration System

_ A. Design Requlreme_ts - The CEI design requirements imposed _'pon

the refrigeration system are shown in Tables 2.2.11.7_i and

2.2.11.7-2. The final requirements were a result of system

; evolution and Customer re-evaluatlon of his own needs. In addi-

tlon there were many implied requirements and commonly agreed to

philosophy guldllnes that were used in the design of the refrig-

eration system. They were as follows:

• 0WS designs should include maximum usage of "off the shelf"

hardware.

• 0WS designs should minimize development of new hardware and

advancing the "state-of-the-art".

• The refrigeration system, in particular must be designed for

a minimum of crew activity to maintain system control and

maximum of ease in usage (using freezers and chillers).

• All crew hazards should b= eliminated or reduced to an

acceptable hazard level. (Pump enclosure for protection

against leaks from B-nuts.)

• Sufficient instrumentation should exist to verify design

requirements have been met.

Design parameters on components as a result of the implemented

configuration are shown in Table 2.2.11.7-3.
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TABLE 2.2.11.7-1

REFRIGERATION SYSTEM DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

Verification

CEI Paragraph Requirement Method

3.3.1.10.2.2.e Urine Collector

"The urine collector shall provide the capability Test HS41

to extract representative samples of 122 ml (min) Freezer
from a homogenous pool for freezing."

3.3.1.10.2.2.i Urine Collector

: "The 24-hour urine pool shall be maintained at a Test HS 62

temperature below 59°F (288°K). The temperature Waste

_ of the pool shal_ not exceed 59°F (288°K) for Management
more than an accumulated time of 3 hours during Test.HS19,
the 24-hour period." Specimen 1

Refrig. Sys

3.3.1.10.2.5 Urine and Blood Freezer

"A freezer shall be provided to freeze urine and Test HS41
blood samples. The freezer shall be capable of Urine

reducing the temperature of the samples to below Freezer
+27°F (270°K) within 3 hours, to O°F (255.5°K)

within 6 hours, and to below -2.5°F (25h°K) with-
in 8 hours after simultaneous insertion of the

samples into the freezer. The freezer wall or

sink temperature shall be no more than -6°F
(252°K).

The Wardroom food freezer, which will also be
used for urine and blood sample storage during

the 56-da_,mission, shall have a wall or sink l

temperature of no more than -2.5°F (254°K)."

3.3_1.10.2.6 Urine and Blood Return Container

"A return container shall be provided for trans- Test HSh2

ferring the frozen urine and blood samples from Urine Speci-
the OWS to e_rth via the Command Module (CM). men

The container shall have • thermal control capa- Container

bility to maintain the urine and blood samples

after removal from a freezer at temperatures not
to exceed 17°F (259.50K) for 22 hours."

3.3.1.10.h.1 Water Subsystem General Requirements

"Positive protection against freezing during all Test HSI9

mission phases shall be provided." Specimen 1
Refrig. Sys

I

i
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Table 2.2.11.7-1

REFRIGERATION SYST_:4DESIGN REQUIREMENTS _ontinued_

Verification

CEI Paragraph Requirement Method

3.3.1.10.7.3.e Food Stowage and Use Plan

"Frost buiJdup in the food freezers HS19 Specimen I

shall not impair removal of the food
packages during normal use."

B.3.1.10.9 Refrigeration Subsystems

"An active, closed-loop ref_:igeration HS19 Specimen 1
subsystem using a space radiator

shall be employed to provide the
environmental conditioning required

for water chilling and for food

cooling and freezing."
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TABLE 2.2.ii.7-2

ICD 13M20 )26 FOOD STORAGE REQUIRF_TS

FUNCTION REQUIREMENTS

Frozen Food Storage The OWS provides five freezer compartments for
frozen food storage.

Freezer Compartment 1. Physical envelope: 13.03 in. (.331 m) x
Limitations 16.56 in. (.h21 m) x 17.07 in. (.h33 m)

(Nominal).

2. Weight: Compartment will support lO0-1b
(h5.h kg) (Maximum).

3. Temperature: -lO°F +lO°F (250°K +.5.55°K).

Frozen Food Temperature Frozen food will be supplied and installed at
a temperature of 0 to -hO°F (255°K to 233°K).

Fit Requirement of Food Food package shall be sized to fit freezer
Package to Freezer compartment minimum dimensions at -20°F

(2hh°K). Food package shall be shimmed, or

otherwise restrained, as required to eliminate
loose fit in the freezer. Shims or alternate

method of reztraint shall be proviaed by JSC.

Allowable CG Tolerance Minimum allowable CG tolerance of food package
from geometrical CG is +h.O in. (.lO16 m)

along all principal axes of each compartment,
except for the thrust axis in the aft direc-

tion for which no limit is imposed.

Refrigerator S_orage The OWS provides one refrigerator compartment
for food storage.

Refrigeration Compartment 1. Physical envelope: 13.00 in.(.33m)x16.60in.

Limitations (.h22 m) x 17.0 in. (.h32 m) (Nominal).

2. Weight: Compartment will support 100-1b
(h5.h kg) (Maximum).

+O°F (280 +O°K
3. Temperature: h5 _12OF -6.67°K)

Fit Requirement of Food Food package shall be sized to fit refrigera-
Package to Refrigerator tot compartment minimum dimensions at 33°F

(27h°K). Food package shall be shimmed, or

otherwise restrained as required, to eliminate

loose fit in the refrigerator. Shims or
alternate method of restraint shall be

provided by JSC.

Allowable CG Tolerance Maximum allowable CG tolertmce of food package
from the geometrical CG is +h.O in. (.1016 m)

along all priucipal axes of compartment,
except for the thrust axis in the aft direc-

tion, for which no limit is imposed.

Food Temperature Food will be supplied and installed at a tem-

perature of 45 to 330F (280 to 27h°K).

mm
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TABLE 2.2.11.7-3
MAJOR I£S.[GNPARAMETERS

COMPONENT/FUNCTION REQUIREMENTS
Frozen food O°F (255°K) maximum

Frozen urine -2.5 ° (254°K) maximum

Chilled urine +50°F (288°K) maximum

Chilled water +33 to +45°F (274 to 278°K)

Chiller temperature control
valve outlet temperature 36 to 42°F (275 to 278°K)

Detailed Sys & Cc_ponent Para.

System flow rate (design) 125 +ll lb/hr (56.7 kg/hr) at 55 psid
(37--9kN/m2)

System heat load 1,482 Btu/Hr (1565 x 103 J/hr) (est. max.)

Radiator capacity (nominal) 1,680 Btu/Hr (1783 x 103 J/hr)
Coolant volume (per loop) 1,O16 in3 (1663 x 10-5 m3)

Pump Unit

Operational life 2,250 hr (minimum)
Pump inlet temperature 40 to 85°F (277 to 302°K)

Pump pressure rise 55 psid (379 kN/m2)

Pump inlet pressure 19 to 49 psia (131 to 338 kN/m 2)
Design di_charge pressure lO0 psig (689 kN/m2) (maximum)
Power izlet (from inverters) 32 watts at 36 Hz
Accumulator volume (bellows

compressed) 53 in3 (8.68 x 10-5 m3) a_ 47.5 psls.
' (328 kN/m2)

Relief valve cracking/reseat

pressure 95 to 105 psid (655 to Y25 kN/m2)

Pump Inverter

Supply voltage 24 to 30 vdc

Output frequency 36 +0.35 Hz

Efficiency 40 percent

Maximum allowable operating
temperature 180°F (356°K)

Regenerator Htr & Controller Para.

Heating capacity ,'per loop) 75 w at 22.5 vdc

Voltage 21.5 to 27.5 vdc
Thermostats (overtemperature)

open/close 165 +5°F (347 +2.8°K)/100 +lO°F (311 +5.5°K)

Fluid inlet temperature bO to 80°F (2y_ to 300°K) -- --

Fluid control sensor 37 +l°F (275 +.55°K)

Regenerator Heat Exchanger

Fluid temperature range hO to 90°F (276 to 305°K)

Flow capacity

Hot side 125 +ii ib/hr (56.8 +5 kg/hr)

Cold side 0 to--136 ib/hr (0 to--61.8 kg/hr)
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TABLE 2.2.11.7-3

MAJOR DESIGN PARAMETFRS (Continued)

COMPONENT/FUNCTION REQUIREMENTS

Chiller Temperature Control Vlv

Outlet temperature 39 +3°F (277 +1.67°K)

Flow ca_,_clty 125--+..i1lbs/hr (56.7 +__h.98kg/hr)

Radiator Bypass Vlv & Controlle;

Flow capacity 125 +__lllb/hr (56.7 +h'98 kg/hr)
Temperature range (in-orbit -5 to 25°F (252 to 2_90K)
Solenoid voltage 12 to 16 vdc to radiator

24 to 32 vdc to bypass
Controller voltage 24 to 30 vdc

Thermal Capacitor

Melting point (solid to -14.07°F (247.5°K)
liquid)

Heat of fusion 66.47 Btu/lb (31.9 x 103 J/kg)

Capacity 1,900 Btu (2005 x 1034)

Flow capacity 125 +..lllb/hr (56.7 +4.98 kg/hr)

Radiator Relief Valve

Crack pressure 30 to 38 psid (207 to 262 kN/m2)

Relief pressure reseat 26 psid (179 kN/m2) minimum1

Relief flow capacity 136 lb/hr (61.7 kg/hr)
Differenti_l pressure at

flow capacity 38 psid (262 kN/m2) maximlun

Radiator Assembly

Heat reJe."tion capacity

(Nominal) 1,680 Btu/hr (1775 x 103 J/hr)
Flow capacity 125 +ll lb/hr (56.7 +4.98 kg/hr)
Differential pressure

Minimum l0 psid (68.9 kN/m2)

M_imum 36 psld (248 kN/m2)
Area 84 ft2 (7.8 m2)

Emissivity (degrade_ 0.90
Absorptivity (degraded) 0.25

Temperature
Inlet -17 to 12°F (246 to 262°K)

Outlet -85 to 10°F (208 to 2610K)

L

ii
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qABLE 2.2.11.7-3

_,t%JORDESIGN P_TE._ (Contlnued)

COMPONENT/FUN CTION REQUI REMENTS

Urine freezer

Flow capacity 125 +ii Ib/hr (56.7 +I_.98 kg/h_)

Differential pressure 2.5 +0.2 psid (17.3 +_!.38 _N/m_)
Temperature range -19 To -2.5°F (245 to 251_°K)

Wardroom food freezer

Flow capacity 125 +_ll ib/hr (56.7 +4._'_ kg/hr)
: Differential pressure 2.7 +3.2 psid (18.6 +-1.3_ _/m 2)

! Temperature range -19.0 to -0°F (245 to 256°_;)

Food storage freezer

Flow capacity 125 +ll lb/hr (56.7 +4.98 kg/hr}

Differential pressure 4.4 +--0.3psid (30.3 +'2.07 kN/m2)

Temperature range -].7._ to O°F (246 to--256°K)

Water chiller

Capacity 4 lbs (1.81 kg) H20
Flow capacity (coolant) 60 +5 lb/hr (27.2 +2.27 kg/hr)

Temperature r_ige, inlet 36 _o 42°F (275 to--279°K)

Recovery time (4 ibs H20) 1 hour

Food chiller

Flow capacity 60 +5 ib/hr (27.2 +_2.27 kg/nr)

Temperature range
Inlet 36 to 42°F (275 to _79°K)

Urine chiller

Flow capacity (coolant) 62 +.6 ib/hr (28.2 +_2.73 kg/hr)
: Temperature range
: Inlet 36 to 44', (275 to 280°K)

Outlet 59°F (288°K) (Maximum)
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V B. System Description - Thp refrigpratlon system (RS) is a 1ov-

temperatL_e thermal control system that uses Coolanol-15 in a

closed-loop circuit, dissipating heat through a ground hc _t

exchanger cooled by GSE during prelaunch operation, and by an

external radiator in orbit. The RS provides for freezing of food

and urine, and for chilling of food, urine, and potable water.

The RS controls temperature through a range of +h2°F (2790K) t_l

-20°F (2hh°K). The system has dual coolant loops and redundant

_omponents where necessary to provide a maintenance-free,

reliable system. Schematics of the system are shown in Figures

2.2.11.7-1 through 2.2.11.7-3.

Each of the cooling circuits contains four pumps, with any pump

capable of supplying ,formal flow requirements. The circuits are

essentially identical and independent of --achother, except for

common utilization of the radiator, _'ound cooling heat exchanger,

thermal capacitor, freezers, and chillers. However, these com-

ponents have separate coolant paths. Toe location nf the RS com-

ponents are shown schematically in Figure 2.2.11.7-3.

The RS utillzes a single-phase liquid coolant, Coolanol-15. The

coolant is circulated through the freezers and chillers to absorb

heat; the heat is rejected to either an external space radiator

(refer to Figure 2.2.11.7-h) or a thermal capacitor. The thermal

capacitor, which consists of three in-series phase-changing v_x

compo_u_dheat sinks (UNDEC__NE, CIIH2_), absorbs RS heat when the

surface temperature of the space radiator excGeds system operating _,

temperatures and cannot be used for heat rejection. If the radi- i

ator surface temperature reaches 15 +_2°F (26_ +l.ll°K), a control
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circuit driven by a temperature transducer on the radiator assembly

i actuates the radiator bypass valve to the radiator bypass position.

The coolant flow is then directed past the radiator directly to the
'}

thermal capacitor units, where heat transfer from the coolant to

the thermal capacitor occurs at essentially a constant temperature

of -14°F (248°K) (phase-change temperature of UNDECANE).

When the radiator surface temperature drops to 0 +2°F (2.56 +l.l°K),

the radiator temperature transducer causes the radiator bypass

valve to open to the radiator position, allo-_ing full flow of cool-

ant through the radiator. The coolant from the radiator outlet

passes through the thermal capacitor, which regenerates the phase-

change was in preparation of the next warm cycle. During this

period, a maximum temperature of -lh°F (248°K) (phase-change tem-

perature of UNDECANE) is maintained at the thermal capacitor.

As the radiator outlet temperature decreases, and the stored heat

is absorbed from the thermal capacitor, the temperature of the cool-

; ant between the first and second thermal capacitor units eventually

reach -34.5°F (236°K). At this temperature, the radiatol" bypass

valve is actuated to cause the ccolant to flow directly to the ther-

mal capacitor units sad bypass the radiator. This mode of operation

continues until the temperature of the coolant between the first and

second thermal capacitor units increases to -12.8°F (21_8°K) (first

unit melted) and the radiator bypass valve is actuated to direct the

cooJs_it back through the radiator. Details of the radiator bypass

valve are shown in Figure 2.2.11.7-5.

A 34-psid (234.5 kN/m 2) relief _alve (Figure 2.2.11.7-6) is installed

_ across the radiator. This maintains a maximum pressure differential

2.2.11-477
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of 3h psid (23h.5 kN/m 2) through the radiator in the event of cool-

_t b!ockag_ oz"near-block-.ge, which could occur whcn extremely low

temperature cool/nt exists in the radiator.

From the outlet of the last thermal capacitor unit, the coolant

flows in series through the urine freezer (H810), the Wardroom food

freezer (W756), the Wardroom food freezer (W755), food storage

freezer (F533), food storage freezer (F552), and food storage freez-

er (F551). The urine and food freezers are shown _ictorially in

Figures 2.2.11.7-7 and 2.2.11.7-8.

The coolant is then controlled to 39 i3°F (277 +1.67°K) by means of

the chiller thermal control valve (TCV), three regenerator heat ex-

changers, and a 75-watt heater (refer to Figures 2.2.11.7-9 thru

2.2.11.7-11). The 39 +3°F (277 +1.67°K) fluid temperature control

at the outlet of the chiller TCV is achieved by proportional flow

mixing of the regenerator outlet and the freezers outlet. The flow

through the three regenerator heat exchangers is warmed by a

counter-flowlng coolant path from the regenerator heater. The cool-

ant is routed in parallel paths, one through the water chiller

(Figure 2.2.7.11-12) and one through the chilled food compartment

(W75_) and urine chiller (Figure 2.2.7.11-13). The paths unite,

and a single path is routed to a pump assembly.

The pump assembly is essentially two two-pump packages in parallel.

A two-pump package consists of two parallel pumps with scharge

check valves and pump differential pressure transducers, a 53 in3

(.868 mm 3) accumulatcr and a 100-psid (689.h kN/m2) bypass relief

valve (refer to Figures 2.2.11.7-1h thru 2.2.11.7-16). The pump

assembly outlet is routed through a 15-mlcron filter (shown in

2.2.11. _8o
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Figure 2.2.11.7-17), through the inverter and heater control cold-

plate, and to the legenerator heater.

The regenerator heater provides heat to allow coola_t temperature _

regeneration to 36°F (275°K) _mder the coldest design conditions.

From the regenerator heater, the flow passes through the three re-

generator heat exchangers, and to either the radiator or thermal

capacitor for heat rejection. A transducer, located between the

chiller TCV inlet and the regenerator heat excha_ger cold side
[,

outlet, causes the regenerator heater to energize and de-energize

as the temperature reaches 37 +l°F (275._ +.b5°K).

The RS contains a control logic unit that continuously monitor._

and automatically provides system switching to rectify the follow-

ing malfunctions :

i/ A low differential pressure across the pump p_ckage. IC the

pLunp differential pressure should drop below 25 psid (l'/?.'_

kN/m2), the logic unit automatically switches off the active

pump and activates the next pump. The sequence is prim.,u'y pump

Nos i, 2, 3, and I_ and then secondary pump Nos i, _ 3_ and I_

When secondary pump No. h is operating, and a low AP signal i,._

received, the logic unit recycles back through pumps i, ._, _', _

and h of the primary loop. A 30-second del%y in AP logic is

provided to allow for pressure buildup after a pump has been

switched on.

2/ A low pump package accumulator liquid level. When any one of

the primary pumps is operating and both primary loop acc_uuulators

f

liquid levels drop below 5 in3 (8.18 x 10-5 m3), the

logic unit automatically switches from the p1"imary ]oop to
,i
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the secondary loop (pump i). When any one of the secondary

pumps is operating and both low secondary accumulators are

sensed, the logic unit automatically cycles back to the pri-

mary loop (pump 1). After loop switching occurs there will

be up to 2 minutes delay before the accumulator low liquid

level monitor is enabled.

3/ A high freezer inlet temperature. The logic unit switches to

the secondary loop (pump i) when a primary pump is operating

and a temperature equal to or greater than 1 +_I°F (256 +_.55°K)
i

is sensed at W756 food freezer inlet. There is no capability

for automatic switching from secondary loop to primary loop as

a consequence of a freezer high inlet temperature.

4/ A low chiller inlet temperature. The logic _nit switches to

the secondary loop (pump l) when a primary pump is operating

and a temperature equal to or less than 33.5 +_l°F (274 _.55°K)

is sensed at the chiller TCV outlet. During secondary loop

operation, no capability exists for automatic switching to pri-

mary loop due to chiller low temperature.

5/ A low logic unit voltage. When either loops logic voltage is

sensed to be less than 5 vdc, RS loops will be switched to pre-

clude logic errors due to amplifier malfunctions.

The RS logic unit also provides signals to the following Panel 616

malfunction indicator lights for both the primary and secondary

loops : "- _

o Pump Low AP

o Accumulator Low

I
!
u.

I
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o Inlet Temp Freezer High

o Inlet Temp Chiller Low

These indicator lights are latched on by the logic unit until the

STATUS RESET switch is actuated.

Temperature control of the RS is initiated a short time before the

mission food supply is placed in the 0WS while the OWS is posi-

tioned in the VAB. A coo]ant pump is activated, and the radiator

bypass valve is actuated to the bypass position. The heat from

the RS is transferred through the ground cooling heat exchanger to

a ground cooling cart via umbilicals. Just prior to liftoff the

coolant (Glycol) is purged from the ground loop, and power to the

RS primary and secondary logic systems is disabled, causing the

operating pump to be deactlvated. At liftoff the disconnects and

umbilicals are disconnected.

Following S-II stage separation, the RS radiator shield, which

protected the radiator surface from the S-II "plume", is Jettisoned

and the RS primary and secondary logic systems are enabled,

' causing pump No. i in the primary loop to be turned on. These

functions are accomplished by automatic IU command. System heat

loads are absorbed by a thermal capacitor until the RS radiator

temperature drops to 0 + 2OF (255.5 +l.l°K), activating the bypass

valve to flow refrigerant through the radiator.

Normal operation and control of the RS during habitation is accom-

plished automatically by the RS controllers logic, which has the

capability to select loops/pumps in the events of anomalies.

Visual displays along with refrigeration system pumps switches on

pa_el 616 provide crew monitoring and backup control capabilities.

2.2.11-_94
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The RS remains operational during unmanned phases. Pumps were to

be operated in a specific sequence during the entire mission in

order to not exceed 2250 operating hours on any one pump. Pump

No. i in the primary loop is manually turned on first prior to

loading frozen food into the freezers. Pump No. i is manually

turned off and pump No. 2 automatically turned on at the end of

SL-2. Pump No. 2 is manually turned off and pump No. 3 automat-

ically turned on at beginning of SL-3. Pump No. 3 is manually

turned off and pump No. h automatically turned on at end of SL-3

and remains in operating until end of SL-h.

I
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C. Test Program - Development, Qualification, eu:_ various special tests

were performed in support of the design of the Refrigeration System.

Summaries of these tests were presented in the following paragraphs

and in Table 2.2.11.'{-h. Significant problems occurring during the

testing and their solutions are outlined in [able °.2.11.7-5.

i/ Development Tests

These tests were conducted to optimize hardware configuration

and identify potential areas of marginal design or performance.

A limited amount of qualification testing was accomplished during

the Development Test Program in order to me,t the required pro-

gram test schedule, and solve the various problems which occurred

! during qualification testing.

a. Radiator and Plume Shield Assembly Test - HS-31:

! o Summary - The OWS Refrigeration System Radiator/Pl_me
1

Shield Assembly (HS-31), and the Radiator Thermal Control

l
] Assembly (HS-19-h) were subjected to partial qualification

and development tests concurrently in order to meet test

schedule. The purpose of these tests was to: (I) determine

the Radiator Flow and differential pressure characteristics,

(2) determine the Radiator internal cleanliness level, !

following acoustic and vibration tests, (3) verify the , i

Plume Shield Release Actuator structural and functional

integrity, and (4) determine the effect of the vibration

tests on the Radiator surface transducers.

2.2.11-_96
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NOTE: Thermal test_ of the radiator assembly were con-

ducted in separate tests defined in Line Item
J

HS-19-1C, and thermal, vibration and function_l

tests of the radiator thermal control assembly were

conducted per HS-77.

All tests were accomplished with the radiator assembly and

the thermal control a._embly interconnected, and the plume

shield and actuator in the in-flight configuration. Pre-

and post vibration leakage and functional tests were ac-

complished. Pressure differential was measured across the

radiator at flows from 25 to 175 ibs (11.35 to 79.5 kg) of

Coolanol-15 per hour. FLuid sampling was accomplished

throughout the tests. The plume shield actuato _ was sub-

: Jeered to teardown inspection, proof and load tests,

spring rate and functional response time tests and func-

tional endurance and burst pressure tests. Primary and

secondary pistons were actuated individuelly, as well as

simultanecusly, at pressures from 250 to 510 psig (1723 to

3520 kN/m2). One actuator was functionally cycled a tctal

of 500 times, and another i000 t_mes at high, low, _d

ambient temperatures.

o Test Conclusions - The results i_dicated that (i) the

radiator flow/pressure drop eharacteristlcs were satisfa¢-

to_, (2) the internal radiatol cleanliness level "_aJ
c

below the maximum allcvable; (3) the radlator/plume shield

- assembly suffered no visible degradatlon due to exposure

t¢ simulated launch environments (acouatlc and vlbratlonJ,

(_) the plume shleld release actuator perfor_rd satisfac-

torlly folloving exposure to simulated launch environments,
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and (5) there was no change in the calibration of tem-
perature transducers due to expcsure to simulated launch

:_ environments.

Based upon the Engineering evaluation of the test data

_resentad above, it was concluded that the HS-31 devei_f-

zen_ ttst=- _atisfactorily verified the design reuu_re/_nt_

of the 1379875-1 Radiator Assembly, the 1B80667-i Plume

'; Shield Assembly, and the IB84978-I PltLmeShield Pelease

_ Actuator Assembly. However, because of subsequen_ rework

of th_ Radiator Assembly, all three of these Stems were

subjected to additional vibration tests per Line Item

HS-77, TCD No. IT43295, Section I.

b. Urine Freezer,'Tr%v Frost Test - HS-64:

o Summary - This development test was performed at MDAC-W

at H_ntington Beach, Ca. during June, 1971. The test

J specimen was comprised of a iT41666 Urine Freezer and four

(4) iT41720 Urine Sample Trays. The purpose of this _e_t

was to determine the amount of frost buildup on a slmulated

urine freezer and on simulated urine sample trays as a

result of OWS 56 day mission simulated flight crew pro-

cedures. This test was conducted in accordance with Test

: Control Drawing IT41723.

Prior to test start, the weight of each urine sample tray

was determined. During this test, the urine freezar con-

taining the fotu- (4) urine s_mple tray was stabilized at

! a _emperature of -5° to -15°F (252 to 2_70K). A_r circulated

across the freezer doox Just prior to and durfug each tray

2.2.11-502
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-----" handling operation. The air was controlled within a dr_

bulb temperature range of 60 to 80°F (289 to 300°K) with

a moisture content of i00 +i0 grains of water per pound i

of dry air (294 x 10-5 +__29.4x 10-5 kg of water per kg

of dry air). Airflow was adjusted to maintain a static

pressure of 0.14 in. (34.8 N/m2) of water at the diffuser

inlet. Each urine sample tray was removed halfway from

the freezer and exposed to the humid air for 60 +lO

seconds, reinserted in the freezer, and the freezer door

closed. Freezer internal temperatures were then allowed

to restabilize at -5 to -15°F (252 to 247°K). This pro- _

cedure was repeated until a total of seven (7) handling i_

7

procedures had been performed on this tray. The tray was

then rotated 180 degrees and seven (7) handling procedures J

performed on the opposite side of the tr_y. This proce-

dural technique was duplicated on each of the three (3)
4'

remaining trays to simulate the 56-d_y mission. At the

conclusion of this test, each tray was weighed to deter-

mine the weight attributable to frost buildup.

A supplemental refreeze test was then performed. This

test consisted of removal of all four (_) urine trays from

the freezer m_d allowing the tray frost accumulations to
J

melt at ambient conditions. The wet tr_vs were then re-

inserted in the freezer and the _ray temperatures allowed

to reach -10°F (250°K). The tr_ys were then removed from !

the freezer to evaluate possible removal difficulties.

_" 2._.ii-503
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Additionally, a urine "spill" was simulated by depositing

120 ml of water on the freezer interior. All four (4)

tr_vs were immediately inserted in the freezer and the

freezer temperature lowered to -15°F (247°K). Ease of tray

removal was then evaluated.

o Test Conclusions -The average tr_y frost thickness, using

tra_ weight increase and tr_v surface areas, was 0.059 in.

(.lh4 cm). No difficulty was encountered in trs_yr_moval or

insertion during any of the above tests. At the conclu- i

sion of the simulated "spill" test, slight sticking of the

tr_ys to the freezer was noted, however, the tr_ys could

be removed with one hand without difficulty.

c. Valve Pressure Relief -HS-66:

o St_nmary - The development tests conducted on the refrig-
i"

eration system radiator by-pass pressure relief valve were

conducted by the supplier of the valve, Sterer Engineering

and Manufacturing Company, in the supplier's test facility.

The development test program consisted of subjecting one

specimen to acceptance, low temperature, high temperature,

life cycling and burst tests.
2

?
o Test Conclusions - All tests (acceptance, low temperature,

high temperature, life cycling, burst) were completed

: eatisfactorily. No failures or other discrel}ancies occurred :

' during the tests.
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d. Radiator and Plume Shield/Radiator Thermal Control Assembly -

} HS-77, Specimen i:

o Summary - OWS radiator, plume shield and plume shield

actuator w_re exposed (as an assembly) to simulated latmch
--T

: and boost vibration and to acoustic environment. Pre and

, post tests included proof, leakage and functional tests.
%

• The radiator (reworked to incorporate the latest produc-

tion changes) and the pl_me shield actuator were diverted

from HS-31 fgr these tests. The test specimen was filled

with helium and pressurized to 50 psig (3_5 kN/m2) during
L

all dynamic testing. The plume shield was Jettisoned

following vibration and following s,coustic testing.

' o Test Conclusion - The result of H8-77 Specimen I testing i

indicated the launch configuration of the OWS Refrigera-

tion System radiator, radiator plume shield and plume

shield actuator satisfied the launch and boost vibration

and acoustic requirements, and the shield Jettison

requi remen ts.

e. Radiator and Plume Shield/Radiator Thermal Control Assembly - i

HS-77, Specimen 2: ,_
?

o A Refrigeration System radiatcr thermal control assembly

was subjected to proof and le_ tests, vibration, functional

and life cycle tests including a life cycle test of the

three-se_nt thermal capacitor in a thermal vacuum

environment. Life cycle tests were limited to the radia-

l. tor bypass valve, radiator relief valve and the thermal :

capacitor, and were c_ducted follc_ing vibration test.

2.2;ii-5o5 ;.
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o Test Conclusions - Based on the Engineering evaluation of th,

date obtained during HS-77, Specimen 2 testing, it was con-

cluded that the development tests verified the design

requirements of the radiator thermal control assembly.

f. Potable Water Chiller H_-78:

, o St_nmary - This development test was performed by

: _ AiResearch Manufacturing Company at Los Angeles,

%

; California, between December, 1971 and April, 1972 The

purpose of this test was to demonstrate the capability of

the 1B7991h-505 Potable Water Chiller to satisfy the

MDAC-W specified design requirements. One test specimen

was utilized throughout testing which included the
i

following tests: (1) proof and leakage, (2) water and

coolant sides pressure drops, (3) dispenser shutoff :

_ handle operating torque, (h) ambient heat leak, water
!f

chilldown times, and dispensed water temperature, (5)

I steam sterilization, (6) dispenser shutoff valve cycle

life, (7) biocide depletion, (8) vibration, and (9) burst i
i

! pressure.
!

: o Test Conclusions - Based upon the engineering evaluation

_- of the Development Test results, it was concluded that the

_ iBT991h-505 Potable Water Chiller satisfied the specific '

design and performance requirements.

4
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After subjecting the test specimen to a total of twelve

; (12) hours of steam sterilization, it was found that the

dispenser shutoff valve handle torque was excessive.

The unit's external shell and the insulating foam were

removed to determine the cause of the shutoff valve

problem. It was determined that the high temperature [275°F

(hO8°K) ] experienced by the unit has caused the foam to

deform sufficiently to force the valve handle against the

chiller stainless steel outer shell, causing the valve

plug to become misaligned with the valve housing. Sub-

._ sequent disassembly of the valve revealed scratches in

• the valve housing apparently caused by the forced misalign-

ment of the valve plug within the valve housing. The valve

: housing was honed smooth, the valve reassembled into the,r

unit, the chiller shell installed, and the thermal insu-

lating foam replaced. The foam around the valve stem _as

relieved by using a circular cutter and removing the loose

_ fo_un chips. A closer fitting valve stem guide was installed

on the chiller shell to provide for proper centering of

• the valv_ stem. The test specimen was then subjected to

four (h) steam cycles of three (3) hours each. The shu_ ff

: valve operating torque was checked after each cycle and

:_ found to satisfy the specified operating torque require-?

:' merits. After completion of this portion of the test, all

production and test units were modified to incorporate these

latest design features.

?
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After completion of vibration testing of the unit in two

"_' (2) of the three (3) axes, a small localized separation

was noted between the chiller shell and the end plate at

the dispenser end of the unit. The chiller shell is not

_" a structural member, but merely provides a metallic

enclosure for the internal thermal insulation, as well as

a base to which a teflon coating is applied to achieve the

required outer surface thermal emissivity. The apparent

damage was not repaired and vibration testing was completed

without further separation observed. No modifications

were made to this unit relative to this phenomenon and

_ no repetition of this was found on the HS-7 Qualification

Test unit which also underwent vibration testing. Com-

pletion of development testing verified that the occurrence

of this phenomenon in no waM d,_.gradesthe structural

integrity, interface dimensions, nor the performance of

the unit.

2/ Qualification Tests

! These tests were conducted on production hardware to demonstrate

;: that the design and production methods resulted in a product

which fulfilled the design requirements established for usage.

However, due to equipment malfunctions, some development testing

was accomplished during the qualification teqt program. The
. .._ •

qualification rationale for items listed on Table 2.2.11.7-6.

are included in the Test and Assessment Document (TAD), _,'DCG0474C.

2.2,D-5o8
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" REPROOUCIBILITY OF THE ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR.

Table 2.2.11.7,.6

REFRIGERATION SYSTEM I_EM_ (TAD)

TEST AND ASSESSMENT DOCUMENT MDC G0474C

Ref TAD

i Item Page/

1B76778 PLYING UNIT ...................... 6-!

: IB79858 PEGENERATOR CHILLER 6 3

1B79859 CONTROL VALVE, CHILLER ................. 6-5

iB79875 RADIATOR ASSEMBLY ................... 6-7

IB79876 HEAT EXCHANGER GROLND COOLING ............ 6-9

_ IB79878 RADIATOR BYPASS VALVE ................. 6-11

1B799ii FREEZER FOOD STORAGE .................. 6-15

1B79912 FREEZER - WARDROOM FOCD ................ 6-17

I_79914 CHILLER, POTABLE WATER ................. 6-19

IB80667 PLUME SHIELD INSTL RADIATOR .............. 6-23

IB83072 SWITCH, DIFFERENTIAL PRwSSURE ............. 6-25

.I]384675 bRINE FREEZER .................... 6-27

]_B8h873 TRAY, L_INE SPECIMEN RETURN (JR_E THERMAL _A.AuI_OR) 6-2)

].585112 FILTER ASSEMBLY, FLI;ID (FILTER) ............. 6-33

1885387 HEATER, REGENERATOR .................. 6-35

]385hh3 URINE SAMPLE RETURN CONTAINER ............. 6-37

IB86290 FILTER, FLUID ..................... 6-39

]389613 PRESSURF RELIEF VALVE (2 REQUIRED) ........... 6-41

]392904 COLD PLATE ASSEMBLY, GROUND COOLING HEAT EXCHanGER . . 6-_3

IB93271 VALVE ASSEMBLY, FILL AND DRAIN ............. 6-45

]394227 GROUND COOLANT DISCONNECT ASSEMBLY .......... 6-47

LBgh2h2 HOUSING RADIATOR CONTROL VALVE 6 49JJ • * • • • • • • • • • • --

_, i15_-501 CHECK VALVE ASSEMBLY .................. 6-51

_73T-hB6B-100 I00 PSI RELIEF VALVE .................. 6-53

_1A830371 THER4AL CAPACITOR ................... 6-55
%

¢S65E8-6N22A2 QUICK DISCONNECT, COOLANT ............... 6-57
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a. Refrigeration System - HS-19, Specimen l:

o Summary - The complete loop of the OWS Refrigeration

System, thermally equivalent to the flight system, was •

subjected to functional tests in prelaunch, simulated

ascent, and thermal vacuum (orbital habitation and

storage) environments. Tests were conducted in the

MDAC Space Simulation Laboratory. Test objectives were

to evaluate and verify l) initial system operation, 2j

prelaunch functional operation, 3) simulated inhabited

orbital functional operation, h) simulated storage

orbital functional operation, 5) simulated launch,

ascent, insertion and orbital recovery functional

operation, 6) control system operational characteristics,

and 7) to observe and evaluate frost buildup on freezers.

o Test Conclusions - Based on HB-19 Specimen 1 testing,

the Refrigeration System of the OWS/Skylab, as defined

by 1B79660-1, wa_ 1ound qualified to meet all mission

thermal operational requlrements.

b. RefrIEeration System - HS-19, Specimen 1A:

o Summary - A series of thermal tests were performed at

ambient pressure in the MDAC Space Simulation Laboratory

on a MDAC-ED fabricated thermal capacitor, P/N

61A830189-37. The purpose of the test was to determine ....

the thermal characteristics and pressure drop of the

unit for later use in evaluating the Refrigeration

System thermal/vacuum tests (HS-19, Specimen I). Test

2.2_iI-510
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objectives were to obtain data with which to calculate

l) overall conductance, 2) freezing and melting points

of the capacitor material (UNDECA_E wax) 5) supercool-
_j

ing freeze point and/or melting point depression

temperature (if any), h) UNDECANE crystalline change

temperature, 5) temperature characteristics during

phase change, 6) coolant side pressure drop s_ulS_

coolant inlet vs. exist temperature histories. Testing

conditions for which these data were obtained were

basic freezing and thawing cycles and simulated ascent,
2

orbital storage, and solar inertial hold at _ angles of

0° and 73°.

o Test _onclusions - The thermal and fluid flow charac-

teristics of the RS thermal capacitor were determined

at room temperature and pressure. Overall conductance

between the coolant (Coolanol-15) and the phase ¢hm_g,"

! material (UNDECANE wax) was 645 Btu/Hr/°F (379

J/hr/°_(). The freezing and melting points of the UNI_-

CANE were between -13 and -lo°F (624.8 and 624.b°_'.,)

; (freezing) and between -i6 and -13°F (246 and C45°K)

(94% thaw). No supercooling or melting point depres-

sion effects were observed. The change from solid to

crystalline structure occurred between -?_ and -3o.'p°F

(236 _na 235°K). Pressure drop through the capacitor

was 0.85 psld (5.87 kN/m2_ at -50°F (227.5°K) and 125

Ibs (>6.7 kS) per hour uuui_t ,_,...... _=^-a ,_,_,_ _:"

e

these tests the capacitor was qualified as to its the_'-

ell and fluid flow requirements. However. the cap_z[t

failed structurally when subjected to rapid heatiz,g. -"

i 2.2.11-511
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This capacitor was replaced with one of a new design

(P/N 61A830371-3) and qualified in tests identified as

Line Items ST-19, Specimen 6, and 11S-77, Specimen 2.

c. Refrigeration Subsystem -HS-19, Specimen IB:

o St_nmary - This qualification test was conducted by ,.DAC-W

at the Space Simulation Laboratory at A3 during the test

period of October 3 to December 18, 1971. The under under

test was the Refrigeration Subsystem Specimen lB. Ward-

ro_ Freezer/Chiller Part No. 1B79912, Serial No. 002.

The objectives of this test were: (a) demonstrate that

that internal frost buildup will not impair removal of

the freezer contents; (b) verify satisfactory pressure

_ drop in the coolant coils; and (c) establish that the

door hinges, latches and seals will perform as required
1

during the life cycle of the unit. Chilled Coolanol-15

was circulated through the freezer coils at operational

flow rates and inlet temperature, and inlet and outlet

pressures were measured. The surrounding air temperature,

humidity and velocity were controlled and monitored.

One of the three doors was periodically opened and

clcsed to allow frost to form in an accelerated mode,

in order to simulate the freezer life cycle. Photographs

were taken of the interior frost buildup. The door was

opened and closed a total of 200 times during the frost

test, and an additional 1000 times during the latch a_d

hinge test. Each _0 cycles in the frost tezt, the food

container rack wu removed and reinstalled to test the

2.2.11-512
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of removal. Some degree of difficulty was _xperi_nced

in the rack removal, but this was attributed primarily

to the fact that the prototype rack straps had broken

early in the test, due to the 1-G eu_ronment. Test

instrumentation (thermocouple wlres) ai_o contrlbuted.

However, the total degree of difficulty was considered

to be relatively insignificant, and _onsidered normal

for the test conditions. The total accumulated fros*

buildup was found to be relatively lo'a,thus veri_'Ing

the calculated mechanical, operational and diffusion

rates. The accumulation of frost did nut impair the

operation of the door hinges, latch and 3eals. AIL

freezer surface temperatures, interior and exterior,

were found to be in the norr.al operating range. .'he

pressure drop requirement at each coolant flc'arate was

met. No signs of wear cr d_-,agewere found on the dc_r

hinges, latch, handle and seals upon completion cf the

door c_,cletesta.

o Teet Conclusions -These tests suceessfuily quallt'iel t:-_e

IB79912 Wardroc_ Freezer/Chiller Assenhly of the ..bi.a.

Workshop Refrlgeratlon Subsyster. to operate normall¢- in

the space vehicle mi,.sion environment without significant

frosting up of %he freezer contents and without any

d_gradation of _e functions/ cozponents thereof, durlng _

the llfe e4cle of the unit. Additional thermal perfcrm-

emee and f_ost buildup verification of the Freezer/Chiller

was _ts/ne_ tram testing identified under Te.t C:ntrol

Drawin6 IT17863¥, Section I, Parts I and IA.
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d. Refrigeration Subsystem - HS-19, Specimen iC:

o Summary - This qualification test was conducted by

_DAC-W at IIuntington Beach, California during Septem-

ber and October, 1971. The purpose of this test was

to demonstrate the operational thermal performance

capability of the 1B79875-1 radiator under simulated

earth orbit thermo vacuum conditions. One 1B798"i'_>-I

radiator assembly, S/N OO1, designated as test radia-

tor 1T41060 was tested in a vacu_,m chember with

environmental conditions of less than lO"5 tort (1.333

x 10-3 N/m 2) pressure and -3200F (77.30K) wall tempera-

ture. Orbital absorbed heat cycles, simulated with

quartz lamps, were repeated while flowing RSS coolant

through the radiator at operational coola _ flowrates

and inlet temperature conditions. Radiator backface

temperatures were controlled to required value_. Tests

were conducted in accordance with Test Control Drawing

IT17863, Section I, Part h.

o Teut Conclusions - Test results indicated that radia-

tor heat rejection for a maximum abosrbed heat flux

condition was satisfactory. Coolant heat rejection of

163h Btu/hr (1725 x 103 J/hr) orbital average was ob-

served for a �¤'h�¤�(_6h°K)125 Ib/hr (56.7 kg/hr) cocl-

ant inlet. The r_.quiredminimum heat rejection is 1500

Btu/hr (1583 x 103 J/hr) at this condition. Radiator

thermal perfo.wnance for low absorbed heat flux condi-

tions (cold operc*ion) was acceptaoie _.-._aDproximately

u predicted by analysis.

2.2.11-51_
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Radiator coolant pressure drop meas_ements indicated

acceptable radiator _ characteristics in relat!or, to

RSS Ap capability.

Radiator backface heat leak va!ues obtained fra-_tran-

sient tests compared with calculated values and had the

desired negligible effect on radlat_" "_uid hcat •

rejection.

These tests successfully qu_!Ified the iB"9_75 _"('_'_._06C)

Radiator Assembly of th_ _rb_tal ;ork_hop ._efrlger_tlor.

Subsystem to reject the required -.axlm_, and minim'±:.

amounts of heat from the refrlger_tlcn subsystem ;cc___:t

under operationai conditions. A_.d_t:- _ .._r,a.vet l''"cat. _.

CJ .a..._dof the rP tator thermal uerforr..._:ceca_a'oi'.[:ywas ;_ -

from testing identified under Test "ontrol Drawing

IT17863, Section I, Parts I and IA. The radiator

struc=ural integrity had been verified in tests c_r.duc_ed

per Line Iter.ES-31, T_'D ___ _J_, ar.dLine iter._[J ,

TCD ITh 3295 •

e. Refrigeration System - MS-19, Spe=im.en ID:

o Sunmsry -The ccL_..pleteloop of the OWS .=efrlgeration

Systerl, thermally equlvalen_ to the fllg_.t system, w_%3

subjected to ther--al/vacuum testing. %_nepurpose of thp

test wu to evaluate the chiller circuit and freezer

elrcuAt heat leaks prlor to system _uallfication It.

accordance with TC._ IT17_63, Z_¢ci-e.-.". "-'t_-.obJe.'tlve:

were _:_ determlne i) chiller circuit st_.a_ heat leak at
iw

, 2.2.11-515
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ambient pressure and at room temperature and 90°F (305°K)

wall temperature, 2) freezer circuit steady heat leak at

ambient, storage, habitation and vacuum pressures, and

at 70 and 90OF (29_ _nd 305°K) wall temperatures, 3)

water _hiller ard urine chiller simulator performance,

and _) component steady heat leaks.

o Test Concllmions - Heat transfer data obtained from

thermal/vacuun tests of the Refrigeration System (as

simulated in the MDAC Sp_e Simulation Laboratory) were

used to determine total heat le_ of l) the freezer cir-

cuit and 2) the chiller circuit. These data were ob-

tained for the several combinations of pro-launch and

orbital pressure and temperatures. In addition, the

heat leak values of the individual freezers and chillers

were obtained. Results indicated that the total heat

Leak of the freezer and chiller circuits was within the

design heat rejection capability of the Refrig*ration

System assigned to these circuits, and that this portion

of the system was qualified for use in the system thermal/

vacuum tests defined as HS-19, Specimen 1.

: f. Refrigeration System - HS-19, Specimen 2 & 2A:

o Summary - Prior to Specimen 2 assembly, the coolant pump

in_mrter and regenerator heater control were subjected .._

to non-operational and opeuation low and high temperature

_' environment al tests.
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The Specimen 2 assembly consisted of a pumping and

, chiller thermal control assembi3 together with the

electrical equipment/cold plate assembly and inter-

connecting piping and wiring. Mass substitutes were

used in locations where duplicate hardware would serve

no purpose. Pre-vibration, proof pressure, leak, and

: extensive functional tests were performed. Vibration

tests ,_cre accomplished with the loops charged with

Coolanol-15, and particulate checks were made before

and after vibration. Function was verified between

vibration axes. Post vibration tests included sound

level, EMI and susceptibility, and functional. One

" pump relief valve was subjected to a crack/reseat life

test of 250 cycles. A pu_npwas operated with chilled

Coolanol-15 for a total life cycle period of 2250 hours,

during which the fluid was periodically sampled for
f

, particulate contamination. One quick disconnect on the

t

pump assembly wa_3engaged and disengaged unpressurized

: for a life test o _ 100 cycles.

Specimen 2A demonstrated the pump relief valve function

using the service panel isolation valw and operator

: quick disconnect on the pump Jumper hose.

: o Test Conclusions - The pumping and chiller thermal con-

_' trol assembly/inverter and regenerator heater control

and cold plate assembly performed within acceptable

limits throughout all testing. A pump relief valve, a

r
i
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pump assembly quick disconnect, and a pump all success-

fully completed life cycle tests. A test to develop

checkout technique demonstrated that the operator quick

._ disconnect on the pump Jumper hose did not provide ade-

quate control to perform the relief valve cracking

check. However, a GSE relief valve at the service

panel return QD with the operation of the isolatieu

valve provided a satisfactory checkout method.

g. Refrigeration Subsystem _nenns.1 Control Assembly - HS-19,

Specimen 4:

o Summa27 - The iBT987h-I Radiator Thermal Control

: Assembly, identified as P/N iT18165-1, Specimen NO. h

of Line Item HS-19 (Refrigeration Subsystem), w_ sub-

Jetted to qualification tests concurrent with and inte-

grated with the development tests of Line Item HS-31

(OWS Radiator and Plume Shield Assembly). The purpose

of these tests was to demonstrate that the thermal con-

trolling capability of the specimen assembly and the

components thereof will not be degraded by exposure to

simulated launch environment. The specimen was subjected

to: (a) pre-vibration functional tests, (b) vibration

functional tests, (b) vibration tests*, and (c) post-
L

vibration functional tests. The Radiator Thermal Control

Assembly consists of two coolant (Coolanol-15) fluid

loops, Primary and Secondary. The two specimen loops

*Also subjected to acoustic tests in conjunction with HS-31.

2.?.n_518
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contained _ common thermal capacitor and two ground

cooling heat exchangers, with umbilical connectors.

: The specimen primary fluid loop contained production

: components with the exception of the thermal capacitor,

< relief valve, and one of the two ground cooling heat

exchangers; the secondary fluid loop contained mass

simulated components equipped with fluid passages. A

number of components, located in the primary fluid loop,

satisfactorily completed the qualification tests. Th_

secondary fluid loop was qualified by similarity. The

relief valve (non-production unit) and thermal capacitor

(mass simulated) were non-qualification test components

during this period of testing. These and other componerLts

were qualified in later tests _d,mtJf_=d 'n [,_q

Item HS-77, Test Control Drawing No. IT43295, Section I[.

For the complete combined HS-19-_-HS-_I test resuSts,

see TM-DSV7-F&M-R-7060.

o Test Conclusions -'l_e following comp_ --.+s of the

Radiator Thermal Control Assembly (IB'/_ _-i) were

successfully qualified under Line Item HS-19-h tests:

Radiator Bypass Valve, P/N 1B79878-1; Ground Cooling

:: Heat Exchanger, P/N IB79876-I; Radiator Control Valve,

"_ P/N IB79879-I; coolant lines and fittings; and all

temperature sensors in the control and telemetry instru- -'_

mentation circuits (reference TM-DSV7-R&M-R-_6940-I).

As a result of anomalies that occurred in separate corn-

; ponent tests (not part of this Line Item), cer+ain

2.2.Ii-5!9
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:, _ design changes of the Thermal Control Assembly were

necessary. Consequently, additional tests of the

assembly were planned.

All components used in the current Radiator Thermal

Control Assembly configuration (1B79874-505) were planned

to be qualified in Line Item HS-77 tests (reference

Test Control Drawing No. 1T43295, Section II). z was

! therefore concluded that the HS-19-4 qualification tests

F of the Radiator Control Assembly, while satisfactory at

!_ the time, did not qualify this item for flight use on

! the OWS because of subsequent design changes.

! h. Refrigeration System - HS-19, Specimen 5:

o Summary - One complete loop of the OWS Refrigeration

! System, thermally equivalent to the flight sjstem

! (except for an interim radiator thermal control assembly

1 containing a 61A830189-37 thermal capacitor and a

i 1B79879-1 radiator control valve) was subjected to

I thermal/vacuum testing. The purpose of the test was to

obtain system thermal data and to develop necessary

operating procedures at an early date, prior to the

availability o_ the production configuration of the

radiator thermal control assembly. Test objectives were

to evaluate i) initial system activation, 2) prelaunch i

functional operation, 3) simulated inhabited orbital

functional operation, 4) simulated storage orbital !

functional operation, 5) simulated launch, ascent,

2.2.11-520 !
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insertion and orbital recovery functional operation

_: and 6) control system operational characteristics.

5 o Test Conclusions - Test results indicated that the RS

system (as simulated in the MDAC Space Simulation

Laboratory) was qualified for additional testing in

t

accordance with TCD 1T17863, Specimen l, within the

_. limited capaDility of the interim radiator _hermal

_ control assembly to control temperatures throughout the
>

rm_ge of RS operation. Complete checkout of test

facilities was accomplished, operating procedures for

i sy_tem start-up were developed, food loading procedures

were verified operationally, and freezer/chiller thermal

data verified design requirements.

: i. Refrigeration Subsystem Coolant Pump Assembly - HS-19,

Specimen 6:

o Summary - A refrigeration system pump assembly was sub-

Jected to vibration and operated for a life cycle period

of 2276.4 hours. The pump was operated in a closed test

loop with chilled Coolanol-15 at an essentially constant

flowrate. The fluid was periodically sampled for par-

ticult_te contamination. %3,e pump inlet and differential

pressures were cycled in the pre-vibration test to simu-

late a typical orbital situation. The pressures were ....

also cycled for the first hS0 hours of post vibration

operation, but thereafter the pump pressures were fixed

:o at 17 psig (117.3 KN/m2) inlet and 55 psid (379 kNlm2).

2.2.11-521
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o Test Conclusions - The p°_np assembly operated success-

fully without any abnormalities or failure trends for

_ the entire life cycle period of 2276.4 hours.

J. Refrigeration Subsystem Control Logic Unit Qualification :

Test - HS-35: :

o Summary - One unit, Part Number iB82699-1, Serial

Number 03, was tested as Line Item HS-35. The purpose !

of the Qualification Test was to verify that the part

would function within required specification limits

when subjected to the expected OWS environmental

extremes of vibration, low temperature, high temperature
t

' and electomagnetic compatibility environments. Two

Series Regulators, Part Number 1B85265 were replaced

because of cracks. The unit that went through the

environments had hairline cracks in the plasma spray

at the mounting feet. The cracks did not extend into

the bulk epoxy material. There were no functional

failures.

o Test Conclusions - Based on the results of the qualifi-

cation tests, it was the conclusion of the McDonnell

Douglas Astronautics Company that thD above unit was

qualified for its intended installation on the _,

Orbital Workshop. •....:

2.2.11-522
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k. Radiator Bypass Valve Controller - HS-B6:

o Summary - One unit, Part Number IB82697-501 (Serial

Number 0h), was tested as Line Item HS-36. The purpose

_ of the qualification test was to verify that the part

would function within specification limits when subjected

to the expected OWS environmental extremes of low and

high temperature, vibration, shock and electro-magnetic

interference (EMI) testing. EMI tests were performed

in conjunction with the Bypass Controller Monitor

Module, P/N iB80385-1, Line Item HS-76 Emd the data is

• included within the Technical Memorandum.

Pre and post tests were performed to verify that the

unit had not degraded functionally as a result of the

environmental extremes.

o Test Conclusions - All specifieat_-on requirements _'or

the Radiator Bypass Valve Controller qualification

testing were met. Failures are ex_,lained and retest

noted below. Based on the results of the qual[f_eation

tests, it was concluded by the McDonnell Douglas

Astronautics Comp_uny that the above item w_ qua[i find

for its intended installation on the Orbital Workshop.
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Pertinent information regarding anomalies noted during

the testing period is as follows:

i) During qualification testing the Voting Logic and

_ Switch Module, P/N 1B80359-i, failed in two separate

conditions. The output suddenly drew excessive

current while it was operating in a random vibration

environment.

Failure reports F0791h and F06209 were issued

against assembly P/N 1B82698-501 (S/N Oh) and

P/N 1B80359-1 (S/N 09) respectively for investi-

gation of the first failure• A new module

P/N 1B80359-1 (S/N Oll) was obtained to continue

the qualification test program. This module sub-

sequently failed in the same manner as the S/N 09

module and failure reports F07951 and F03786 were

issued to perform investigation of the second

failure.

Investigation of the two voting logic and switch

modules showed the shorted outputs were caused by

a short circuited transistor, QI2 (reference SFA

WO_$; It was determined that the transistor had !•

failed due to foreign matter in the devices which

was identified as loose weld material splatter from

the case welding.

i

I
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A Loose Particle Detection (LPD) screen test for

the ST 303-2S transistor replacing IBSh_.25-1, was

: implemented as the corrective action, q%_e qua]_ fi-

F cation test was completed successfully using the

,;/N 011repaired Voting Logic and Switch Module, _'

(re-identified to P/N IB80J59-501). Engineering

drawing changes to replace tile transistors were

issued to change all next assembly usages for all

effectivities.

2) During Electromagnetic [nter_'erence (EMI) Tests,

the test specimen consisted or" the Radiator Bypass

Valve Controller (HS-36) and the Bypass Monitor

Module (HS-76). The specimen failed to meet the

broadband conducted and radiated interference tests

when the radiator bypass va/ve controller was

commanded to switch modes from rad_ ator to bypass

position or bypass to radiator position. 'I_lese

out-of-tolerance conditions were deferred unti] All

Systems Test on the Orbital Workshop to determine

if the levels interfere with other subsystems. No

interference occurred during the All Systems Test.

The specimen also failed to maet the audio frequency

}

condu:'ted susceptibllity test (reference FO8513).

When I.I I_'F/_was applied to the bypass valve con-

troller, both outputs were turned on pulling them

up to ."S volts. Although during this condition ne _

2.2.11-525
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power would be a_plied to the valve, the monitor

module would erroneously trip causing system failure.

The 1.1 VRMS, which is slighly over 3 volts peak-

i to-peak is 3 times greater than the actual noise

levels on the vehicle which were measured during

the All Systems Test.

i

_ 1 Urine Freezer HS-41:" - i

o Summary - This qualification test was conducted by

MDAC-W at Huntington Beach, California during the

period from January through March, 1972. The purpose

of the test on the XNIB84675-1 Urine }reezer included

(I) verification of the unit's ability to withstand,

without degradation, _he Skylab mission pressure pro-

: : file, (2) determination of steady state heat leak into

i the specimen, (3) establishment of coolant differential

and urine tram temperature transients, when 85°F (303°K) urin_
!

trays are inserted into the freezer, and (4) verifica-

tion of maximum allowable freezing time of 122 ml urine !

samples These tests were conducted in accordance with•

Test Control Drawing IT19778. i

J
One XNIB8h675-1 Urine Freezer wu tested in an environ-

t

mental chamber where ambient pressure wu increased from I

lb.7 to 26 psia Ii01.3 to 179.4 kN/m2) at a rate of 0.5 I
J

i

psi (3.h5 kN/m2) per minute and held for 1 bcur 4 i

ambient pressure Was then decreased to 5 t_" (6 C7 k_,._ ) '

in 300 seconds I

2.2.11-526
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This condition was maintained for "_0 minutes, after

, which the chamber pressure was increased to i}_.'(psia

, (101.3 kN/m 2) at a r{_te of 0.5 psi (3.1_5 kN/m 2) per

i minute. No physical degradation was detected during '

or following this portion of the test.

With the ambient air temperature and chamber wail

temperature at 85°F (303°K), Coolanol-15 was circulated

_ through the primary coolant loop of the test specimen

at -12°F (248.5°K) and with a flowrate of 125 lb/hr
!

(56.7 kg/hr). After inlet to outlet coolant differ-

ential temperature had stabilized, a differential tem-

perature of 3._-5°F (25'[°K) was measured. Based on ,,

this data, an ambient heat leak into the freezer of

; approximately 167 But/Hr (176.5 x 103 J/hr) was calcu-

lated [a unit heat leak of 16h }Itu/Hr (173.3 x 103

J/hr) was p,'edicted, based on _u_ 80°F (300°K) environ-

sent and a-lh°F (21F[°K) coolant inlet temperature].

After the test specimen had thermally stabilized, two

urine sample trays at a temperature of 85°F (303°K)

were inserted into the freezer. Temperature rise of

the coolant and tr%y surfaces were recorded for a

twenty-four hour period to define coolant differential

and tray transient temperature/tlme characteristics.

_ Full size urine samples (122 ml), prechllled, to 59°F

(289°K), were inserted in selected cubiele_ of the !

urine tri&ys to verify that these s_mple :
>

temperatures cLn be lowered to-2.5°F (25,°K)

in a maximum of three (3) hours. This portion

2.2.11-527
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of the test also established the transient temperature

characteristics of previously frozen adjacent samples

in the same tra_. The time required to lower the urine

sample temperature to -2.SnF (254°K) ranged from 5.5 hrs to

6.35 hours Although these freezing times did not satls_

the requirements of Test Control Drawing ITiOT"rg,,these

freezing times were acceptable per t_he re'_"_sedr._,:,ir_-

ments of Ccnfiguration Control Board Directive 312-'[2-

0127, dated 6-12-72. These revised requirements allow

a r.aximu: time of eight (8) hours for a sample to reach

-2.5°F (25_,°K).

o Test Conclusions - Tl_,ese tests successfully qualified

the IB84675-I (XNI_84675-1) Urine Freezer of the Orbital

Workshop Refrigeration Subsystem to withstand the Skylab

mission ambient pressure profile without degradation,

and to freeze full size (122 :i) urine samples withLn

the maximum time allotted under operational condlt_ons.

Additional verification of the Urine Freezer performance

capability was obtained from testing specified in Test

Control Drawing IT17863 1,LineItem HS-19, Specimens i,

ID, and 5).

m. Urine _ple Ret_n Storqe Container - HS-42:

o Su=aary - These quslifieatlon tests were conducted by

MDAC-W at Huntington Beach and Santa Monica, California,

during the months of Ju4_ through November 1972. The t

r. purpose of :hese tests vss to verify the struel.u._-..1

•_ 2.2.11-528
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: integrity and thermal performance capabilities of the

1385443-1 Urine Return Container. The te_e_swere

designed to demonstrate the container's capability to

withst_d sim,ulated mission ascent environments and to

withstand _escent enviror,ments while preservi:_ a quan-

tity of urine samples at a given temperature range over

a specific length of time. Follo_,ing launch pressure

and vibration tests, the container was filled with

fro .n samples of urine, and subjected to functional

test, conducted in environments simulating the maximum

temperatures during activities required to pack in orbit

end return the samples to earth. Testing was concluded

by subjecting the specimen container to mechanical shock

tests. All tests were conducted in accordanc_ with

Test Control Drawing No. IT19777.

The test results indicated that the urine return con-

: _ainer can successfuli,,-survive the vibration _,d pres- L

sure levels associate,',with m%ssion ascent, and pre._sure

and shock levels associated with descent. Fun_.tlonal

test results indicate tha_ the container's insulating

capability is sufficient to provide the specified urine

sample return time without exceeding the maximu_ allow-

able sample temperature.

. ..a

L
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¢ Test Conclusions - These tests successfully qual_ eied

the __B_54_3-1 Urine Return Container to withstand the
/

miszion requirements including thermal performance,

pressure, vibration mid mechanical shock. Additional

requirements to add blood and half-size urine samples,

and to reduce the number of full size samples resulted

in a new thermal test, designated as Line item HS-36,

Test Control Drawing No. 1ThB93h. This test was also

completed successfully.

n. By_ass Controller Monitor Module - HS-76:

o Summary - One unit, Part Number 1B80385-1 (Serial

Number O1), was tested as Line Item HS-76. The purpose

of the qualification test was to verify tilat th_ part

would function within specification limits when subjected

to low and high t_ %per:_ture,vibration and shock testing.

EMI tests, performed in conJuncticn with the Radiator

Bypass Valve Controller, was submitted within the Line

Item HS-36 Test Report.

Pre and pcst tests were performed to verify the module _,

did not degraJe functionally as a result of the environ- "

mental extremes.

i o Test Conclusions - All specification requirements for

the )_ypass Controller Monitor Module Qualification

, Testing were met. Based on the results of the

m
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_ qualification tests, it was concluded by the

McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company that the?

above item was qualified for its intended

installation on the Orbital Workshop.

Pertinent information regarding anomalies noted during

the testing period is as follows:

i) During low temperature-operational testing, three

abnormal state _hanges occurred. Connecting a

ground strap from the specimen case to the 28 vdc

: power return, creating the same configuration as

: would be on the vehicle, lessening the modules

: susceptibleness to erroneous signals, was accomp- _

lished. Retests were performed and the results

were ,_atisfactory.

2) During shock testing-operational instrumentation

disclosed relay contact discontinuities of ? milli-

seconds in the radial axis, 30 to 50 microseconds

in the thrust sxis and 200 microseconds in the

tangential axis. Analysis showed that as long as ?

the relay contacts did not change state or remain
:
:

open beyond the shock pulse duration, the rele_

chatter was acceptable.

e
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o. Urine Freezer (Urine and Blood Samples) - HS-85:

o Summary - This qualification test was conducted by

MDAC-W at Huntington Beach, California, during the

period from August to October, 1972. Phase I testing

was performed to determine the maximum urine full size

sample vol_ne which can be frozen in the ±B8h_7_ Urine

Trays without causing tray distol'tion or sample pro-

trusion above the tray top. The purpose of the Phase II

test on the XNIB84675-1 Urine Freezer included (i)

determination of the maximum time required to lower urine

sample temperatures to -2.5°F (254°K), when stored in the

same tray cubicle as blood samples, (2) verification of
[

mission procedures for loading samples in the freezer,

(3) determination of the temperature-time characteristics i_

of the blood samples, and (h) evaluation of the thermal

effects on s cubicle containing frozen urine or frozen

urine and blood, when the adjacent cubicle is filled

with warm urine samples. Phase III testing determined

the feasibility of freezing 40 ml half samples in full

size sample bags without protrusion of the half samples

above the urine tray.

o Test Conclusions - Based upon the engineerin_ evaluation

of the qualification test results, it was concluded that

the above item was qualified for flight use on the OWS.

[
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Phase I testing estao]ished that I_0 m] was the ::_:_xim,_,

full size urine sample vel_ne that cm1!d be frozen with-

out urine tr_y distortion or s_np]e protrusion above the '!

tr%v top. ,

: Phase II testing was performed on the XNIB84675-1 Urine

• Freezer with inlet coolant temperatures and flow rates

simulating mission conditions. Air flow across the

_. freezer door was al_o maintained throughout this test

phase to simulate mission conditions. Initial Phase II

testing was started with full size urine samples of

122 ml _nd half size samples of 55 ml. The early stages

of tasting revealed that the half samples protruded above

the top of the urine tr%v. Testing was suspended, the

half sample volume reduced to h0 ml, _nd Phase II testing

reiniti ated.

Sequential insertion of urine and blood samples into the

freezer was performed to procedurally simulate the 28

d_y s_nd56 da_rmissions. Procedural techniques were
?

verified during this test and time-temperature character-

istics of newly inserted urine and blood samples, as well ,_

as temperature transients of adjacent frozen urine and _

blood samples, were determined. The maximum times required

to lower full size urine sample temperatures from 59 to 27°F

(289 to 270°K), 0°.F (255.5°K), and -2.5°F (254°K) were 3.2

hrs, 5.3 hrs_ and 6.2 hrs, respectively. The maximum times

required to lower half size urine sample temperatures

2.2.11-533
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from 59 to 27°F, F, and -2.5°F (289 to 270°K, 255.5°K,

and 2_4°K) were 1.7 hrs, 3.2 hrs, and 3.4 hrs, respec-

_ tively. The meXimum time required to lower the 5

instrumented blood samples from room ambient temperature

to -2.5°F (25h°K) was h.7 hrs. However, the equivalent

time require_ for the other i blood samples averaged

approximately 2 h_s. Thez_ freezing times satisfied the

contractual requirements for this unit, except for the

maximum time required to lower the urine full sample

temperature from 59 to 27°F (289 to 270°K), The require-

ments for this freeze time was 3 hrs maximum; however,

the 3.2 hours observed _as deemed acceptable when all

test tolerances were considered.

Phase -_.I testing was performed on one urine tray using

urine half samples and blood samples only, to determine i

if a half s_nple urine volume of 40 ml could be f1'_'en

without protrusion above the tray top. Protrus _n was

noted on the majority of the frozen half samples, thus

failing to meet the test criteria. Half sample urine [

bags we_'e subsequently redesigned, and acceptability

verified under Line Item HS-90 (Reference: Waste

Management System Qualification Test Program).

L
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p. Urine and Blood Sa_ple Return Container - HS-86:

o Summary - This qualification test was performed in the ;.

Space Simulation Laboratory of the McDonnell Douglas

Astronautics Company-West, Huntington Beach, California,

during the period i0 through 28 October 1972. The test

was conducted in accordance with the requirements of

_. Test Control Drawing ITh3934-A. The purpose of the test

was to veri.fy the IB85443-I Urine Return Container's

: capability to preserve biological specimen samples of
,¢

urine and blood at or below the temperature of +I7°F (26h,5°K)

for a minimum period of 22 hours, in environments simu-

. lating the maximum temperatures during activities

required to pack the container in orbit and return the

samples to Earth. The container was previously tested

in accordance with Line Item HS-_2 requirements, with

urine samples only. The addition of blood samples was

a new requirement for this test. Reference: TM-DSV-7-

SSL-R-7061. ,

o Test Conclusions - This test successfully qua±ified the i.

IB85h&3-1 Urine Return Container to return from the

Earth's orbit, biological specimen samples of urine and

blood, at a temperature of +17°F (26h.5°K) (or below) for

" minimum period of time of 22 hrs, with a 1 degree (.555°K)

tolerance, per the requirements of CP208OJIC, Change -_

Order 817, ECP W555-C2. This unit was previoL'sly quali-

• / fied to withst_d mission environments, including pres- ;

L• sure, vibration and mechanical shock, per Line Item HS-h2,

T.C.D. 1T19777. Ref: MDC No. G3973; TM-DSV7-SSL,.R-7061.
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q. Coolant Pump Inverter - HS-88:

o Summary - One (i) unit, part number IB82698-505 (S/N 03)

was tested as Line Item HS-88. The purpos¢ of the qual-

ification test was to verify that the part would func-

tion within required specification limits when subjected

to the expected OWS environmental extremes of vibration,

high and low temperature, and electromagnetic inter-

ference testing. Pre and post tests were performed to

verify that the unit, which consists of nineteen (19)

modules, associated connectors and wiring, had not

degraded as a result of environmental exposure.

o Test Conclusions - Based on the engineering evaluation

of the qualification test results, it wss concluded

that the above item was qualified for flight use on

the Orbital Workshop. Pertinent information regarding

the anomaly which occurred during EMI testing is as

follows :

i) During Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) testing,

the inv _er output cable bundle exceeded the con-

durted and radiated interference specification limits.

This condition was anticipated since interference

levels of this m_gnitude had been experienced pre-

viously on this cable; that is, the inverter rede-

sign would not have affected the interference levels

of the output cable.
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2. Since no interference was no+ed with other sub-

systems during All Systems Test on the Orbital

Workshop, this out of tolerance condition was con-

sidered acceptable.

3/ Special Tests

These tests are categorized as special tests since they do not

meet the requirements of the standard 0WS Development or

Qualification Test Program.

a. RSS Component Evaluation - ST-19:

o Summary - This special test was performed by MDAC-W at

Huntington Beach and Santa Monica, California between

February, 1972 and June, 1972. The purpose of this test

was to establish a Refrigeration Subsystem (RSS) cpera-

tional configuration which would eliminate structurally

destructive "hot" coolan_ pulses at the inlet to the

thermal capacitor and/or verify that a new capacitor

design could withstand these operational conditions.

This special testing was performed on six (6) separate

and distinct _st specimens, which were RSS components

or candidate components for RSS usage.

2.2.11-537
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o Test Conclusions - Based upon engineering evaluation

of the special test results, OWS Refrigeration Sub-

system modifications were implemented to achieve an

acceptable system configuration. This special test

was necessitated by a previous qualification test

failure of the Refrigeration Subsystem 61A830189-_7

Thermal Capacitor (reference: Line Item HS-19,

Specimen l).

1. Test Specimen 1 - 61A830189-37 Thermal Capacitor.

Structural and thermal testing was performed on this

test specimen under various mission simulated con-

ditions of coolant _'lowrate and inlet coelant

temperature rates of change. Based on analytical

criteria for structural f-ilure, the original

failure phenomenon was duplicated. Further testing

was performed u_ing different phase change materials;

however, this test phase was terminated when the new

thermal capacitor design o_ Test Specimens 5 and 6

was availabl_ for test

2. Test Specimen 2 - IB89613-I Radiator Relief Valve
t

Testing of this test specimen at simulated mission

radiator differential pressure rates of change and ....

system flow rates established resultant coolent _.
c

temperatures at the thermal capacitor inlet during

"frozen bypass" conditions. Test specimen

stability, cracking, full flow, and reseet _.

2.2.11-538
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characteristics could not be precisely evaluated

due to dissimilarities between the test setup and

RSS characteristics.

3. Test Specimen 3 - IB79879-1 Radiator Control Valve

Performance testing of this specimen did not con-

clusively verify that this unit could operate,

without structural degradation, at cold port inlet

temperatures as Io_"as -12O°F (188.5°K). Apparent valve

sleeve movement was observed during test runs in this

cold inlet port temperature range, but the detection

of possible "sticking" is only capable of subjective

evaluation. This component ,_assubsequently deleted

from the system baseline configuzation and further-

development of the unit terminated.

4. Test Specimen 4 - IB79878-! Radiator Bypass Valve

This test specimen successfully completed mor_ than

two-hundred actuation cycles under simulated mission

conditions. Open port differential pressure, closed

port lea/,'.age,studactuation pull in voltage and

current were within specified limits throughout

testing. One anomaly was observed on the tw_r.ty-

ninth actuation cycle when three (3) attempts were

required to effect a valve poppet position change.

This may have been caused by internal valve contam-

ination subsequently found upon disas___mbly by the

valve supplier.
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. 5. Test Specime:l 5 - 61A83037h-i Thermal Capacitor

f

The 61A83037h-1 Thermal Capacitor (prototype) was

subjected to simulated mission conditions, primarily

to verify the unit's structural integrity "__en used

in conjunction with the system modifications under

consideration. The unit successfully completed all

tests and measured ur.itsurface strains during these

tests were insignificant.

6. Test Specimen 6 - 61A83OB71-B Thermal Capacitor

Three (B) 61A830371-3 Thermal Capacitors arranged in

a series flow cra'iguration successfully completed

all phases of the specified performance tests.

Thermal recovery, first series capacitor coolant

_. outlet temperature, _hird series capacitor coolant

outlet temperature, and test specimen coolant

pressure losses were acceptable under all simulated

mission conditions.

2.2.1i_5_0
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D, Mission Results

" Refrigeration system flight data was recorded continuously

throughout the total missions. Assessment of this flight data

illustrating the effentiveness of the Refrigeration System (RS) is

presented in the following paragraphs.

i/ Recorded flight data through SL-4 is shown in Figures 2.2.11.7-18

through 2.2.11.7-29 indicating the daily max,mum and minimum

values for pertinent RS parameters. A comparison of the system

minimum and _axlmum temperatures with their respective CEI

limits is summarized in Table 2.2.11,7-7. As shown, the

Refrigeration System operated satisfactorily in maintaining all

the required constituents within their respective CEI limits,

except during the anomaly on day of year (DOY) 173, a low

temperature excursion during SL-3 and a high temperature ex-

cursion during mission de_ (MD) bb, SL-4. These are discussed in

paragraphs 2.2.11.7.D._/a_/ and o/.

o The Refrigeration System was designed with a heat rejection

capability compatible with a maximum OWS internal environmental

temperature of 90°F (305°K). However, as shown in Figure

2.2.11.7-19, the RS maintained all temperatures within their

limits even at OWS internal environments greater than 120°F

(322°K). This was attributed to the orbital incident heat

flux to the radiator with less than the +30"desig _._lue;

therefore, the radJator rejected more system heat.

o The flight _atm available in the short period following launch

was limited by the i_;k of continuous ground station coverage.

However, from this minimal data, the slope, trend, and

probable minimum and maximum values of pertinent RS

parameters for the time period of launch +6 hour*8could

be ascertained. Refer to Figure 2.2.11.7-30.

; 2.2. Ii-._'i
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Evaluationof thisflightdata from lift-offto approxi-

matelyb hoursGET indicatesnominalrefriqeratio._ysten, t

performance.Wnlle the radiatorplumesrlieldjettisont!m_

couldnot be determinedpreciselyfrom the availableflluht

data, therewas verificationthat tho I:)commandfor shield

Jettisonwas sentat the nominalprescribedtim,)(uu:Ov:)7._.L[).

kefrigeratlonsystemtemperaturegd_a i,_dicatesthe shielduas

Jettisonedat, or nearthis nominaltinge.Fhlsconclusionis

based on tho follo_Ing:

a. The _S by,as;-'alvaevent data (_73Z_)inoicateda svsitcn-
Ing eventfron:byuasstn radiatorpositionconsistent.it',

the requiredPR CKT radiatorsurfacetemperature((.7_J)).

and withinthe predictedelapsedtime for a nominalshi_'lu

Jettison.

b. lhe slopeof the Pk CKT raoiatorsurfacete,perature.

(.7Z_),{Figure2.2.11.7-2Z)sho.sa continuousuec,easinn

trend to itsminimumduringthe first revolution,anu

followsthe analyticaland HS-l_-Ipredictions.,,s,i_Id

Jettisonat a timesignificantlylaterthannominal.Lut

beforethe timeof minimumradiatortc_npuratureow:ould

appearas a changein slope at tni_jettisontin_. lhi_

slopechangedid not occur. FurthernQre.a changein

slopewould resultin a radiatorte,_)peraturehistoryt,,at

is inconsistentwlth the actualfligr,t data.

c. A heatbalanceon the thermalcapacitorfrom launchtu first

capacltorrefreezefollowi,glaunc)_furthersubstantla_es

radiatorsurfacetemperature,capacitorinlettm,_perature

: and bypassvalveevent data. Any sioniflcantchaagein

slopedue to a lateshieldJettison.or failureto jettison.

would not showa heatbalancebasedon the thermalcapacitor

outlettemperature,¢7279,for the same timespan.

It should be noted that a backup des ccnnand was sent at

01:34:27 GET; however, J_tlsoh at this time could not have
occurred based on evaluation of available data as indicated _bovr.

2.2.11- 5_6
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o On DOY 136 and 137, various vehicle maneuvers were

performed in order to lower the internal OWS environ-

ment. As a result, the RS radiator was positioned toward

_ the sun. The maximum _ood freezer temperature, C7283,

history is shown in Figures 2.2.11.7-31 and 2.2.11.7-32

for these periods, indicating the maximum CEI limit of

0°F (255.5°K) was not exceeded.

o Prior to DOY 173, the radiator bypass valve functioned

normally as described in paragraph 2.2.II.7B. This is

illustrated in Figure 2.2.11.7-33 showing a typical

,_ orbital cycle of the primary loop thermal capacitor

inlet temperature during the early portion of the mission.

As SL-2 progressed, the OWS internal ambient temperature

decreased to a stabilized value. The radiator inlet

(C727_) and outlet (C7299) temperatures subsequently ".

lowered. Consequently, the radiator "Cold Bypass" _'

cycle decreased to one per orbit.

o During SL-2 all the Z-LV (E) maneuvers were performed

while the RS was coincidently in "Cold Bypass." Thus,

the higher radiator heat flux due to these EREP maneuvers _:

had no effect upon the internal RS temperatures (urine :

and food).

o Daily RS trend data for activation, EREF maneuver sequences,

and deactivation periods for SL-3 is shown on Figures _

2.2.11.7-3_ through 2.2.11.7-38. During sequential EREF

maneuvers, i.e., "back-to-back" EREF's within a 2_-hour

_ period, as illustrated on Figure 2.2.11.7-36, the RS main-

:, rained temperatures within their allowable limits. The _,

_ maximum food temperature rise was under 5°F (258eK) with a

20-hour recovery. For a single EREP maneuver, the maximum _...j

rise wu under 3°F (257°K) with an approximate 12-hour

recovery.

) ] 2.2.11-557
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21 There was no apparent performance degradation or malfunction

• tn any of the RS componentsother than the occurance of the

_" _.r._',nalyon OOY 173. Summaryof the major c_nponentperformance

_ characteristics are as follows:
7

: °Thechillercontrolvalve controlledwithin its requiredlimits

; [39 +-3°F (277.5 +-1.6T°K)] throughout the mission. Reviev of

the chiller control valve outlet temperature trend, _W296,

shown on Figures 2.2.11.7-20 and 2.2.11.7-24 does not _
lndtcate any perfomance degradation.

°There was insufficient instrumentation to fully detemtne

if radiator surface optical properties had degraded.

However, the radtat,)r surface temperature history _)
/

(Figures2.2.11.7-18and 2.2.11.7-22)failsxlthln ,

a range that can be reasonably predicted for each portion :-

of the mission (manned, unmanned;high, "lowIB angle).

> Consequently, it has been concluded that there was no _,

radiatordegradation.

°Primary loop pum_number1 accumulated 7270 hours_nin8 .i

) time which exceeded the qualification life of 2250 hours.

Review of the pump_P and of the system temperature :

:_ difference (C7F_75and 67279) as illustrated in the RS trend

data, Figures2.2.11.7-21 and ?.2.11.7-25, indicates _
y

,: no performance degradation. _rtng SL-2, primarypump

number2 was operated for a totalof 300 _,rm _th no

: degradation of performance. _

_ 3/ Evaluation of the RS pressure and temperature data through the

SL-3 mission indicates that there was no detectable Coolanol
15 leakage from either the primary or seco,dary coolant loops, i

Figures 2.2.11.7-39 thro_h 2.2.11.T-h2 are plotm ot lO-4a_ sverqie ,:.

leakage tracking data for both RS loops. As shown, both loops .._
have e_sentially constant "measurementerror" and are me11within _

the band of measurement tolerance. The allowable RS leakage rate _i

ts less tkan the allowable 12 tn.3/_r (19,65 x lO'Sm3/_r),

1974020217-605
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The methodof predictingRS leakagewas:

a. The loop pumpinlet pressure was calculated based on

a weighted average loop temperature distribution from

flightdata, and the known accumulatorperformance.

b. Thiscalculatedpump inletpressurewas comparedto the

flightrecordedpressure. The averagedifference,based •z

on sampleddata for DOVs176 to 219,was found to be 2.967

psi (20.h5 kN/m 2) lower than flight pressure for the primary

loop, and 2.25 psi (15.53 kN/m 2) lower for the secondary.7

c. The "lowerband of measurementtolerance"shown in Figures

; 2.2.7.11-39 through 2.2.7.11-_2 includes the pressure

tlansducerleastbit error and a 0.3 psi(2.07 kN/m2) pressure

"_ transducer repeatibility. Data above this "lower band of

measurementtoleranceline" indicatesno detectablecoolant

leakage.

:; 4/ RefrigerationSystemOperationwas nominaluntil UOY 173. The

i only priorreportedconcernwas duringMissionDay 9, wi_enthe

CDR reportedthattwn of the crewmenhad beenawakenedby a

i pitchchangeattributedto one of the motorsin the cluster.

_ A middleof the night searchindicatedto the crew that the

changewas centeredin the area of the RS pump package.
?

An evaluationof possiblecausesfor the pitchchangewas made.

RefrigerationSystemdata indicatenormalsystemperformance

duringthe timein question. Past experienceindicatesthat

small changesin pumpcurrentare not detectablefrom TM data •
?

: due to resolutionand samplerate. Possiblecausesfor a change

in pumpfrequency are:
T

a. Pump responseto changein(_Pcausedby valve switchingfrom

bypassto radiator. Valveswitchingtook placetwice per

:: orbit. The valve typicallyremainedin the radiatorposition

for 60 minutes and in the bypass modefor approximately 34 .... _;
:_ minutes. Switchingdid occurduringthe timeof the crew ;

report, as expected.

: 2.2.11-571
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• b. Previously observed momentarychanges in inverter

characteristics significant enoughto cause an audible

change in pumpoperation have not resulted in detectablet
:_ ! changes in system performance via telemetry. These

changesin invertercharacteristics(relatedto noise

) inducedclock pulses)weremomentaryratherthansteady

stateas reportedby the crew. Noneof the abovenoted

changeswere observed(duringscreeningor KSC checkout)

from the presentflightinverters.

Becauseno degradationof systemperformancecouldbe associated

wlth the pitchchange,the decisionwas made to continueusing

PrimaryLoop Pump I. RefrigerationSystemperformancewas

nominalduringPrimaryLoop Pumpswitchingfrom Pump#I to

Pump #2 on MissionDay 16.

• The crew performedthe procedureproperlyat 18:llZand Primary
c

Loop Pump2 was activatedby the onboardlogicas Pump l flow

and_P decreasedin responseto the crew'soperationof the pump

switch(PNL616). No interruptionof flowor_P decreasewas

! detectedvia T/M.

Uataobtainedvia MOPS indicatedthat at approximately173:02:03
I

(at a timewhen a radiatorbypassvalveswitchedfrombypassto

radiatorpositionwas expected)an abruptdecreasein pumpdelta

pressurewas noted. Thisdecreaseindicatedthat the flow path

of the coolanthad suddentlychangedbut not in the expected

manner(a chang_to the radiatorpositionwould exhibita rapid

_! lncrease in delta p_essure). Subsequent to this event, the thermal

, capacitorinlettemperaturebegan a rapid rise. Thisevent led to

thawingof the thermalcapacitorand the refrigerationsysten

freezerseventuallyexceededspecification,

The onboard logic eventually sensed thts failure and switched

loopswhen the food freezerinlettemperaturereachedI°F (256°K).

However, the secondary loop, while operattn K for approximately k5 -'_

minutes, exhibited more rapid temperature rises than the primary.

2.2.11-572
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A radiaLor freezeup was suspected because tne Skylab was

+ approaching the maximum_angle which results in the coldest
RS radiator radiation environment. A decision was made to

' pitch the radiator into the sun (approximately4b°) to warm

++ (and possibly thaw) the radiator coolant.

Significant radiator surface warming was indicated by approxi-
@

mately 6:40 GMT, DOY 173, with the maximum radiator surface temper-

attirereaching approximately -20°F (24_.5°K) before the SWS was

returned to the solar inertial orientation at approximately

7:40 3MT, DOY 173. There was no apparent improvement in

performance as a result of the maneuver,

: Since the suspected low flow condition in the radiator may

also have been caused by a malfunctioning bypass valve and/or _

the radiator relief valve, Ground Control decided to function

the only components they had control of (Radiator Bypass Valve

: and Loop Flow). •

:! The radiator bypass valve was cycled by enabling and disabling

the primary loop by Qround command, with the secondary loop

: disabled. This was done during the remainder of DOY 173 and

; the first ii hours of 174. When a loop is disabled, the bypass

• , valve switches to the bypass position and when a loop is enabled, •

._ the logic votes and in this case, switches it to the radiator

position. Therefore, this loop switching resulted in cycling

i the bypass valve. The primary loop was cycled 113 times and
i

the secondary loop 41 times before the primary loop pump l was

allowed to run continuously beginning at 174:10:50:20. Average

system temperatures began to exhibit a slow but consistent J

decreue.

' By DOY 19h, a thermal capacitor inlet temperature (C7115 was

cyclin8 between -14 and-2_°F (2_7.5 a_d 2_2°K), the urine freezer

was cycling between-ll and q3OF (255 and 253.5°K) and food

freezers varied between -6 and -15°F (252 and 2_7°K). The

radiator bypass valve never again automatically cycled to the _

bypass position.

2.2.11-573 .'
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i The onset of refrigeration system temperature excursions was

_ accompanied by a 5 psid (3_.5k_/m 2) drop in system differential

_ _ pressure which indicated a possible fluid flow uath around th_

Y I refrigeration system radiator. Calculationsusing flight data
indicated that approximately 35% to 68% of the total expected flow

{

; [125 lblhr (56.7 kglhr)] was passina throuah the radiator.

Preliminary test results using the HS-19 refrigeration system

test specimen indicated that approximately 35% to 55% of the

total expected radiator flow was required to duplicate flight
t

: temperature data. (The test radiator bypass valve was outfitted

with a poppet micrometer adjustment). ,_

_ It appeared from the above data that coolant flow was being

bypassed around the radiator and was mixing with the reduced

:; quantity of radiator flow prior to entering the thermal capacitor.

The net result was a higher temperature of fluid entering the

) thermal capacitor.

Analytical results, using the Gl8g refrigeration system math

model, were able to duplicate observed data and to predict

expected on-orbit performance. A probable cause was leakage

_ past the bypass poppet seat with the valve positioned in the

; radiator flow position, "

: Pressure drop and _low data developed in a radiator bypass

valve test indicated the potential for large bypass leakage /

flows [greater than 20 lb/hr (9.08 kg/hr) for a relatively small

_i displacement of the poppet off its sealing seat. Bypass valve

seat openings in excess of 25 microns could cause significant

valve leakage and would account for the observed on-orbit system

performance.
,J

The sensitivity of the radiator bypass valve to flow and external

valve pressure drop is documented in Ai 299-R29. The valve

proved to be insensitive to flow forces _o Car as poppet move-

ment was concerned.

2.2.11-57_
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The sensitivity of the bypass valve to particulate contami-

nation was evaluated. Results for a 400 MIL-STD-12h6A r

particle distribution, which is greater than refrigeration

i system design requirements, indicated that a force of

_ approximately 0.13 ibs (.578 N) would be required to seal a :

" contaminated seat. The bypass return spring force available

has been calculated to be 0.5 ibs (2.22 N). :

The HS-19 refrigeration system test specimen was used to

" duplicate on-orbit temperatures by bypassing fluid aro,md the

radiator. Predicted performance for the actuation sequence for

SL-3 was determined. No adverse effects on the RS during

activation was expected, nor did any occur.

: 5/ Following the anomaly on DOY 173, the radiator bypass valve

circuit breaker was "opened." This prevented the valve from

switching from the radiator position. Consequently the frozen !

food temperature varied as a function of OWS internal environ-

merit. Refer to Figure 2.2.11.7-h3. During the unmanned portion ,:

of SL-3, the OWS internal temperature dropped to approximately

63_F (291°K). Consequently, the food temperatures oscillated

:_ about the specification limit, as indicated in Figure 2.2.11.7-h3.

Prior to SL-h activation, the coldest freezer returned within

: specification limits due to an increase in OWS internal

! temperatures.

6/ During SL-_, MD 65 (DOY 019), the food storage freezer temperature

C7283 exceeded 0OF (255.5°K) by approximately l.O°F (.55°K) for

a short period. This was due to an increase in O_rS internal
environment above 80°F (2_°K). The food freezer temperatures

!

' vary directly as a function of the OWS internal environment -

reference para 2.2.11.7.D/_. However, this short food freezer

temperature excursion above OeF (255.5@K) wu of no consequence

as all of the remaining frozen food at thi_ concluding portion

of the mission was stored in the wardroom freezer. During this

period the wardroom freezer temperatures were below O°F (255.5°K). i

2.2.11-575
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7/ During SL-_ de-activation procedures on DOY 039 there was a

real time indication of possible movement of the primary

refrigeration system loop bypass valve.

It was reported during the SL-4 crew debriefing that the

Refrigeration System post mission test setup procedure during

DOY 039 was done correctly per procedure by positioning the

primary loop bypass valv-_ circuit breaker to "closed." It is

assumed that this occurred at 03:5_:2h.

The following is an explanation based on available Mission

Operations Planning System (MOPS) dat_, of the temperature,

pressure and event trends which occurred after C/B activation.

a. Prior to 039:03:52:23, the RS performance was the same

as tha_ observed following the SL-3 activation, i.e.,

temperatures were within specification, the primary

loop bypass valve circuit breaker was open, and the

valve was locked in the radiator position. K7326

indicated BYP, which was normal with power removed from

the valve contrcller.

b. It is assumed that at 039:03:52:24, the crew moved the

valve circuit breaker to "closed", at which time K7326

indicated NOR. This was a proper indication _ince the

valve had been in radiator position since DOY 173.

c. At 039:03:52:25, for some unexplained electrical and/or

mecbanica! reason, the valve moved towards, or to the

bypass position (K7326 indicated BYP). This appears to

be a valid conclusion since the system delta pressure

(DTO01) decreased 2 psid (L3._ RN/m2) from 32 psia (220.1, kN/m2)

to 29/30 paid (200/207 kN/m2). Later events substantiat _

a valve movement.

2.2._-5N
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d. Between 039:03:52:52 and 039:04.55:00, the delta

pressure remained constant at 30/31 psid (207/214 kN/m 2)

but the T Cap out temperature (C7279) warmed from -23.1

to 15.6_F (2_2.5 to 2h6.7°K), the melt temperature of

the capacitor wax. This is consistent with the valve

in bypass position as indicated by K7326 = BYP. T_,e

radiator inlet temperature (C7275) appears tc have

increased very little, from 7.0 to 7.7°F (259.2 to 259.7°K).

e. At 039:04:55:27, the valve position changed from BYP to

NOR (K7326) and the system delta pressure simult&neously

Jumped approximately 7 psid (h8.2 kN/m2) to 37/38 psid

(255/262 kN/m2). These are normal system responses if

the capacitcr was in a melting condition and the temperature

of the control sensors at the T Cap first segment outlet

reached -12°F (2_8.7°K). Analysis of the end-of-mission

test results led to the conclusion that a split flow

condition also existed with the valve in the BYP position

(valve poppets possibly both open simultaneously). Such

a flow split could explain why it took 1:03 hours to get

the -12°F (2_8.7°K) thermal capacitor signal which normally

causes the bypass valve to move to the full radiator

position. A full bypass flow would normally melt the

first segment of the thermal capacitor in approximately

30minutes with T Cap In=7.7°F (259.7°K). A split flow

with a radlator/bypass flow mix of about -lO°F (2_9.8°K)

could account for the 1:03 hour bypass time.

With respect to paragraph c. above, there is one possibility that

could cause the system to react as noted. When power was applied

to the bypass valve controller, the initial "radiator" indication

is valid. However, system reaction is as follows:

2.2.11-578
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o Bypass valve controller monitor comes up looking for a

bypass signal.

o The sensing bridges in the controller could have come up

requesting bypass. This combination would then cause -u

_ immediate sw_tch to bypass. The system would continue toJ

operate in the bypass mode until the sensors internal to

the thermal capacitor _armed to -12°F (2hS.7°K) requested

radiator approximately one hour later as indicated by the

data. The sensors, being basically resistive in response,

" could have randomly sent a bypass signal since they were

temperature-wise closer to a cold bypass [-3h°F +- 2°F

(236.5 +-l.l°K)], than a radiator request at -12 ° +-2°F

_ (2h8.7 +-I.I°K). It is estimated that at turn-on with a

_ thermal cap outlet temperature (C7279) of -23°F (2h2.6°K),

: the internal temperature of the thermal capacitor was

approximately -2b to -28°F (2h0.9 to 239,8°K). This

might cause the sensing bridges in the controller to re-

quest bypass at turn-on. This is a random type occur-

ence. However, testing On the 0WS backup controller

showed that in whichever state the controller was found to

come on (bypass or radiator), it would always thereafter come

on in that mode. It, therefore, appears possible that the

primary bypass calve controller would always come on looking

for a bypass signal, and dependent on the thermal capacitors

temperature, could have gone to the bypass position.

8/ RefTigeration System (RS) - End of mission (EOM) tests were

performed to: (1) further evaluate system performance and

to (2) determine whether the primary and secondary loop

radiator bypass valves can be returned to their normal mode

of operation. In order to accomplish (1), the system was

operated for 2 hrs h5 min h5 see (39:17:13.0 to 39:19:58:58 GMT) - --

with both the primary and secondary loops running and then

3 hrs h9 mln 17 lee (39:19:58:58 to 39 :23:h8:15 OMT) with the

2,2.11-579
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secondary loop on]ff running. During the dusl locp operation

no trend of increased performance was noted. During _

: secondary loop on_.y operation data indicated that the

theru_l capacitor was melting and a split flow condition,

vorse than not._d in the pz.L_ary loop, _xisted. In addition,

secondary loop performance vas not sufficient to sustain the

_' loop vlthir, prescribed limits. At 39:23:_9:18 GHT the
primary loop RS flush procedure va8 initiated and at

: _0:01:3_:25 GHT the secondary loop flush procedure was

initi_ted. After completion of the RS primary and secondary

looT, flushes, the split flov condition still existed and

syste_ performance did not improve.

9/ The pertinent RS action items are summarized for SIP1 through

SL-3 in Tables 2.2.i1.7-8 and 2.2.11.7-9.

f

4
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_ E. Conclusions and Recommendations

' I i/ Review of the Refrigeration System performance data from lift-

' off through the present Skylab mission indicated the following:

o The Refrigeration System operated _atisfactorily and main-

tained all the required constituents withln their respective
j'

CEI limits as defined in paragraph 2.2.11.7 A, except for

(1) an anomaly which occurred on DOY 173; and (2) a low

temperature excursion during SL-3 storage. However, there :

were no resulting consequences on the basic requirement

_ of the refrigeration system as a result of these occurrences. _i

! These are discussed in paragraph 2 below.

)

o Assessment of the flight data indicates no apparent per-

formance degradation or malfunction in any of the RS corn-

; ponents other than the occurrence of the anomaly on DOY 173.

o there was no detectaole leakage (Coolanol-15) from either

the primary or secondary loops.

,_ 2/ A sunnary of the refrigeration system flight anomalies is _ :

follows :

,,: o On DOY 173 a continuous increase occurred in the food

freezer and radiator inlet temperatures. Assessment of

the data indicated that a split flow condition existed

between the radiator and radiator bypass branches. This

was probably caused by a malfunctioned radiator bypass _,

2.2.11-590
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valve in which both radiator and bypass poppets were in a
/

full flow position. "Cycling" of the valve was performed

which resulted in an increase of performance due to an
/

apparent partial closing of the bypass poppet. The RS

was operated in this mode; however, the system performance •

i.
i from the standpoint of temperature control was equivalent

1 to the nominal performance observed prior to the anomaly.

i

o The data obtained during the SL-3 storage period indicated

; the coldest freezer wall iempersture decreased to approximately _

-2h°F (2h2°K), which is below the CEI specification limit of

-20°F (2h4°K). FollowinK the anomaly on DOY 173, the rad'_ator [

bypass valve circuit breaker was "opened" which prevented

the valve from switching from the radiator position. Con-
J

se_uently, the frozen food temperatures varied as a function

of the OWS internal temperature. During this unmanned

period, the OWS internal temperature decreased to approximately

63OF (290.5°K). This caused the food temperatures to oscillate

about the specification limit. _ollowing SL-h activation,

the coldest freezer temperature returned well within the

specification limits due to an increase in OWS internal

temperatures. The food was loaded at KSC at -hOOF (233eK);

consequently, MDAC did not believe this low temperature warn

a problem. :i

?
a
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3/ AS a result of evaluation of the flight performance of the

: Refrigeration system, the following recommendations can be

; made:

o A one-element version of 15-micron filter, P/N 1B85112-1

: should be added upstream of the Radiator Bypass Val_c (RBV).

The addition of this filter will prevent debris in excess

_ of 15 microns from reaching the RBV, which was a suspected

cause of RS problem on OWS No. i.

o An orifice should be added in series with the existing

radiator bypass branch orifice. The orifice will increase

the radiator flow in the event of a split flow condition,

caused by either a relief valve open m._,lfunctionor an RBV

poppet position anomaly.

' o _e lO0-m/cron filter, P/N 1B87205-i should be removed from

the downstream flo_ side of the thermal capacitor. This

filter is a potential source of pressure increase due to

ice plugging the filter element as the water in the coolant

'_ freezes out. The filter is no longer in the system since

its original purpose was to protect the radiator control .:

valve which was deleted. ,:

F. Development History - Prior to the change from a wet to the final

! dry OWS design in mid-1969, the cooling/freezing requirements for

; food, water, etc., were handled by four separate Wet Workshop

systems. Not all the requirements were introduced Into the OWS :,.

prosram at the same time; hence, unique systems were developed to

2.2.11-592
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meet each requirement as it was introduced. All systems had to be

;
C portable to enable movement from their launch storag,e locatlon in
3

: the Airlock Module into the passivated S-IVB stage or be capable

of surviving a cryogenic enviro_nent. All wet refrigeration systems

.had to fit throufh the h3 in. (1.09 m) LH2 tank forward dome door.

i The vehicle orbited with the X-axis perpendicular to the orbit

! plane, and was orbit stored in a gravity _radient mode without roll

control. The techniques used to achieve temperature control were

liquid ammonia evaporation, sublimation s_d thermoelectric heat

pumps.

With the chan_e to a dry Workshop, the equipment no lonfer had to

be portable or survive a cryogenic environment. All systems could

be permanently mounted inside the S-IVB sta_e (OWS). An access

door was added to the vehicle which eliminated the maximum wet

workshop limit. The vehicle orientation was fixed into an in-

verted hold +Z axis sun orientation for manned and storage phases.

L

This meant that a predictable radiation environment existed.

_ The wet to dry workshop chanqe allowed a different approach to

meet refrigeration requirements because most system requirements

, were available and a predictable radiation environment existed, t
t

i Since most of the cooling requirements fell into two categories,

-IOOF (2h9.8c"() and ��8)˜�¼�(277.6°K).a new refrigeration system

was designed to (1) provide an integrated thermal control system, "_

_i (2) eliminate the wet system problems of excessive powe- drain i

and cabin heat addition, (3) provide a method of maintaining, food :

during extensive groun_ hold time periods, and (_) use standard

I.
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techniques and materials, i.e., insulation and proven heat transfer I

mechanisms.

Design changes and system modifications that occurred during the

progx'am were:

1/ Deletion of the requirement for a microbiological sample

freezer. This freezer was being designed to utilize thermo-

electric heat pumps as well as the circulating coolant loop.

Deletion simplified th_ system by eliminating the thermo-

electrics and their associated electronic controls.

2/ Addition of the requirement to chill and freeze urine samples,

and return them in a temperature controlled container. Satis-

faction of the requirement added hardware, interfaces within

the '_orkshop and the Co, znand Module, and additional testing.

3/ Redesign to increase the area of the radiator to provide equi-

valent margin wL_h incre_sed heat loads (item 2/ above).

Increased area was feasible because of an update in the

clearance envelope between the radiator and the aft skirt

with a on-.-retro rocket out separation configuration.

h/ Deletion of the requirement to store dry food in a conditioned

environment. This chan_e was concurrent with the addition of

six dry food boxes and the decision to condition the OWS in-

terior duri_ ground checkout prior to launch. Two refrigerated

dry food boxes were thus eliminated, and since one of the boxes

also served tc boule the refrigerant pumps and associated equip-

ment, a new design was initiated to house all refrigeration

mechL_lcal equipment in a sidle, evacuated enclosure. Crew

2.2,Ii-59_
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safety was enhanced since many potential leak paths for

Coolanol 15 were, in effect, outside the Workshop environ-

i ment.

5/ Redesign of the potable water chiller to eliminate a metallic

" ion problem. The chiller was a gold brazed plate-fin heat

i exchanger. Bioclde tests indicated that both the _old brazinC

: and the CRES material reacted adversely with the water btocide

a_ent (iodine). The chiller was redesigned for all-welded

construction of a different, ies_ _sceptible CR£_ material.

b/ Addition o£ double O-ring seals in the food £reezer mechanical

connections to the flvid loop, Failure of some Inte£rally

brazed Joints to pass leak tests led to a flttin_ redesi_

to provide a redundant seal.

7/ Redesign of the thermal capacitor to provide adequate u]lace

volune. Thermal tests of an all-aluminum, all-brazed caracitor

resulted in mechanical failure when rapid expansion of the

undecane wax overstressed the brazed joints. The ca_acitor

was redesigned to provide enough ullage volume in each of the

closed wax cello to prevent overpressurization.

_ 2.2011-595
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t _.,.ii.8 Atmosphere Bystem

A. Design Reouirements, Habitation Area Vent ._ystem- This system

i
was designed to permit"

i/ Overpressure protection for the OWS during all ground

pressuration operations.

2/ Initial rapid non-propulsive venting of the OWS after pass-

ing maximum e_ Q.

3] Additional non-propulsive ventinf, as required throughout the

remainder of the Skylab mission.

_/ Minimizing atmosphere leakage.

B. System Description - The habitation area vent system included two

sets of valves: (i) a pair of parallel redundant, norm_iy

closed, pneumatically actuated vent and relief valves used for

ground operations and initial b_wdovn, and (2) a set of quad-

redundant solenoid valves used for venting for storage (Figure

_.2.ll._-l).

The pneumatic valves were identical to those used on the Saturn

S-IVB except for a reduced relief setting. The latching, vent

valve is shown in Figure 2.2.11.8-2. These valves provided relief

protection for the habitation area during launch and also _ro-

vided for rapid blovdown of the habitation area aftec passing

maximum e_Q. The command venting function of the pneumatic valves

could be operated o_ly by the IU command system. The Skylab-2

crew placed a sealing device in the pert for the pneumatic valves

to minimize leakage of habitation area l_tmosphere.

2.2.zl-5_
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The solenoid valves (Figure 2.2.11.8-3) provided the capability

for venting of the habitation area by ground action at any time

during unmanned portions of the mission. The port for the sole-

noid valves was also provided with a sealing device which could

be used during habitation periods.

The vent valves passed gases into two equal-length wrap-around

ducts, each of which terminated in an orifice p]ate at the for-

ward skirt. The orifice plates were in a plane parallel to the

OWS centerline and were directed 180 degrees apart so that vent-

ing was nonpropulsive (Figure 2.2.11.8-4). The orifice plates

were sized to control the rate of habitation area venting.

C. Testing - The h_itation area vent subsystem was certified for

the Skylab mission after successful completion of the following

qualification test programs.

o EC-4 Sealing device

o EC-13 Solenoid latchin C vent valve !
i

o EC-15 Vent duct

o EC-22 Vent and relief valve, and latching vent and relief valve

o EC-38 Flex hose

o EC-39 Hatch check valve

The purpose of each test program, problems encountered and resolu-

tlon are listed below: _

!/ EC-h Sealing Device - The purpose of test was to determine

if the planned installation cf the sealing device was within

2.2.11-599 '
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the astronauts capability and that the sealing device,

after installation, would not leak beyond the established

limits. The test specimen, sealing device and adapter, was

subjected to proof, temperature and life cycling, vibration,

thermal vacuum and leakage. The test specimen was successfully

qualified for OWS usage. The problems and resolutions are

: noted below:

Problem: Retainer pin in handle dropped out during life cycle

: of -I configuration. Cause of problem was breakage

of retaining ring holding pin in place.

_ Solution: Redesigned pin to include threads. This allowed

pin to be retained by nut instead of retainer ring.

Reconfigurated sealing device to -501 and retested.
2
r

Problem: Fxcessive chips generated on adapter spring latch

during life cycling. These chips deposited on seal

but did not degrade sealing capabilities of sealing

J device. Could possibly contaminate breathing gas.

": Solution: Changed material of latch on adapter to aluminum.

The latch was corrosion resistant steel.

? i
2/ EC-I3 Habitation Area Solenoid (Latching) Vent Valve - The

purpose of the test was to verify the ability of the solenoid

latching valves to function properly after exposure to launch ___

and boost flight environments, and the temperature extremes

_i: encountered in-orbit. The test specimen included a downstream

_ 2.2.11-602
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flex tubing and a production module with valves installed

in a quad/redundant configuration. One leg of the module

i
used production valves and the other leg used dummy valves.

[ The specimen was subjected to proof, electrical, le_age,

I.

flow, repeat cycles, vibration, thermal vacuum and cycling

tests. The test specimen successfully completed the qualifi-

cation test program without failures or problems.

3/ EC-15 Habitation Area Vent Duct - The purpose of this test

was to qualify the fuel tank vent duct assembly to be uscd

in the OWS to the higher dynamic environment expected. The

vent duct was subjected to proof, leak and vibration tests.

The specimen was successfully qualified without failures or

problems.

4/ EC-22 Habitation Area Vent & Relief Valve, and Latching Vent

& Relief Valve - The purpose of this test was to qualify the

vent and relief valve, and the latching vent and relief valve

to the higher _ynamic enviror_nent expected in the Saturn V

• OWS vehicle. The test specimen was subjected to proof, leak,

i
functional life cycling and vibration tests. The specimen

was successfully qualified after initial problems with the
;; ?

shift in crack and reseat pressure in the vent and relief

valve. After extensive analysis, the problem was attributed

to improper stress relieving of the pilot poppet spring.
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5/ EC-38 IIabitatlon Area Flex Hose - The purpose of the test

wa_ to demonstrate the integrity of the habitation area

T

_ vent flex hose after exposure to launch and boost flight

environments. The test specimen was a production assembly

[

containing three inline flex hose sections located between

the forward dome and forward skirt. The specimen was

subjected to proof, leak, vibration and burst tests. The :.

specimen was successfully qualified without failures or

problems.

6/ EC-39 Habitation Area Entry IIatch Check Valve - The purpose

of the test was to qualify the existing S-IVB cryogenic

check valve for OWS usage:. The test specimen was a swing-

type check valve with a metal-to-metal seat. The specimen

I was subjected to proof, leak, functional, and vibration
i

i tests. The specimen was successfully qualified without fail-

I ures or problems.
| :.

I D. Mission Results

- !

I i/ Pneumatic Vent Valve Operation - The pneumatic vent valves

! operated normally under IU command. The habitation area was

} vented from 23.1 to i.i psia (1.59 X 105 to 7.58 X 103N/m_)

prior to initial orbital pressurization.

2/ Solenoid Vent Valve Operation

a. Prior to Initial OWS Habitation - During this period the

__ OWS was subjected to high interior temperatures due to !

, 2.2.ll-604 i
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loss of the meteoroid shield during boost. The SWS

i was purged of amy potentially toxic gasses by alternately

pressuriz.ng and venting five times. Solenoid vent valve

operation was norms/ throughout these operations except

that the OWS depressurization rate grew gradually slower

toward the end of the five cycles. The SL-2 crew dis-

: covered that the solenoid vent inlet screen was partially

clogged with debris. At the conclusion of the vinal vent,

: the talkback for valves 1 and 3 did not indicate CLOSED.

Since valves 2 and h did indicate CLOSED, troubles|:ooting

of this anomaly _;aspostponed until Mission Day (MD) 162.

b. During SL-2 tlission - On MD 162 the crew conducted a

troubleshooting procedure. All four solenoid valves were

commanded OPEN and the crew reported flow. Then valves 1
!

and 3 were commanded CLOSED, and the valves responded

normally; valves 2 an(]h were then closed. Fxact cause

of the anomaly is unknown; probable failure mode was par-

' tieulate contamination.

At the conclusion of SL-2 the solenoid vent system was

used to depressurize the SWS from 5.0 to 2.0 psia ,[_

J o •
(3.1_5X 10h to 1.38 X lO_N/m _) for storage. Prior to re-

pressurization for SL-3, the SWS was vented to 0.5 psia

(3.1_5X 103N/m_). Both vents were normal. -.--_

;. :
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c. During SL-3 Mission - The solenoid vent system was

used at the conclusion of SL-3 when the SWS wss vented

from 5.0 to 2.0 psia (3.45 X 10_ to 1.38 X lOhN/m2)

prior to repressurization with N2. The pressurization

procedure was modified to provide a _-5 psi (2.75 X i0_ -

3._5 X 10hN/m2) atmosphere during storage to aid in "six-

pack" cooling. On DOY 318 the SWS was depressurized to _

0,8 psia (5.52 X 103N/m2) and repressurized with 02. Both _

vents were normal. /

d. Post SL-_ - After undocklng, the SWS was vented from 5.0

to .7 psia (3.h5 X i0_ to h.8 X 103N/m2), Again vent

operation was normal.
r

3/ Atmosphere Leakage - The solenoid vent valves and the pneumatic

vent port _ealing device contributed to maintaining the level

of SWS leakage well below the allowable, as compared with a

spec allowable of 5 ibm/day (2.3 kg/day). Combined leakage for

the OWS/AM/MDA was measured at 2 Ibm/day (.9 kg/day) for the

OWS alone.

E. Conclusions and Reco,_endations

1/ The pneumatic vent valves fulfilled all ground and orbital

design requirements.

2/ The only anomalies in the solenoid vent system performance

were slow venting on DOY 1_5 due to a clogged filter and

failure of valves 1 and 3 to give a closed indication on

DOY 1_6, probably caused by particulate contamination. The

use of an inlet screen with a finer mesh (finer than 100 micronb)

allowing more flow area might have prevented both problems.
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3/ The overe_l low cabin atmosphere leakage rate verified

the manufacturing a,ld testing techniques used to assure
L

OWS habitation area pressure integrity.

_ F. Development History. - The habitation area vent system on the wet

vorkshop consist_ of the SIVB pneumatic vent valves and a crew

operated valve for venting the residual hydrogen vapor. At the

time of wet-.to-dry conversion, i_ was decided to add capaLllity to

vent by ground com_nd at any time in the mission. Since it is

felt to be impractical to maintain a pneumatic supply throughout

the mission, it was decided to replace the manual valve with a
t

set of solenoid operated vent valves.
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2.2.11.9 Vacuum SystemA. Design Requirements, Waste Tank Systems - These systems werc

designed to provide mean_ for disposal of solid, liquid, and

gaseous waste materials without contaminating the Skylab optical

environment or imposing a significant demand on the attitude

control system and to provide a controlled vacuum source and

large capacity reservoir for the collection of excess moisture

from the cabin atmosphere.

t B. System Description - This section describes the waste tank andT

, the vacuum provisions which interfaced with the waste tank.

These vacuum provisions were the two water dump systems, the

: I waste processor exhaust line, the liquid urine dump system, and

I the refrigeration system pump enclosure vent line. The OWS

portion of the condensate collection and dump system which

interfaced with the WMC water dump system is also described.

A schematic of these systems is shown in Figure 2.2.11.9-1. i

(
l

i/ Waste Tank - The S-IVB LOX tank was utilized as a waste 1
I

tank for disposing of all wet and dry materials and refuse

collected in habitable areas of the orbital assembly. The

waste tank was maintained below the triple point pressure

of water by a non-propulsive vent system so that liquids

entering the tank would i_ediately freeze. Fine mesh

t filter screens removed solids from the vent flow to avoid

external contamination. The two vent ducts were equipped

with heaters to prevent ice blocka_,e iF the _riple point of

water should be exceeded or from condenstn_ water vapor. T
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: 2/ Liquid Dump S_stems - Both water dump systems and the urine

i dump system were essentially Identlcal. The water._,,m.._..:- ................

', systems were primary systems and the liquid urine dump
,!

li system was a backup method of disposin_ of the daily accu-

mulation of urine into the waste tank,

A separable connection was provided at the interface of

each liquid dump system and its dump module in the wardroom

or waste management compartment and was connected to a 1/2

in, (1,27 cm) hand operated ball valve located on a panel

adjacent to the dump module, A 1/h in, (,635 cm) stainless

steel tube carried the liquid from the dump module to the

valve and do_rn to a liquid dump probe which extended into

the waste tank through a flanged fitting in the ccmmcn

bulkhead, The dum_ probe had redundant heater elements to

prevent blockage by ice, Separate control of each heater

element was accomplished through use of a switch located on

the control panel,

3/ Naste Processor Exhaust - The waste processor vacuum exhau=_

system provided a vacuum source necessary to operate six

waste processors, Gsse_ were vented from each of the waste

processor chambers through an integral chamber vacuum valve

assembly to a manifold, The manifold was connected to a i

one in, (2,5_ era) hand operated ball valve located on a ! ....

i 'panel belov the waste processors, The valve vu used to

isolate the waste processors from waste tank pressures _ .

during launch. Gases passlng through the valve from the i

Ji
............... _ ........ ,tin m -
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processors were directed _hrw,_h _ --_t_"" '_ .,,,- (3,o_ cm)

stainless steel tube and a flexible line to a fitting on

the waste tank/habitation area bulkhead.

_/ Refrigeration Pump Enclosure Vent - To minimize the possi-

bility of refTi_eration system coolant leakage into the

habitation area, the pumpin_ and chiller thermal control

aasemblie,J were enclosed within a pressure-ti_ht container

and vented overboard via a 1/4 in. (.635 cm) line fr_ the

container to a fittin_ on the waste tank coen_on bulkhead.

A normally open, hand operated ball valve was located in

the vent line. The valve was used to isolate the y_p

enclosure from the waste tank in the event that an atmospheric

leak developed. The vent lines were Joined by brazed fittings

to minimize leakaKe.

5/ Condensate Collection and Dump - The OWS portion of the

condensate collection and dump system consisted of a con-

densate holdinA tank (identical to an O_ water tank) and a

series of flex hoses with separable connectors. The tank

was ev&cuated to a pressure of 0.5 ps;a (3.5 X l03 N/mE ) or

less through the WMCwater dump system and the anti-solar

SAL to provide a vacuum source for the MOL SIEVE condensinA

heat exchanger water separator plates l_:ated in %he AM.

When the tank became Full of liquid and/or _as, it wu

duBped throuKh a flex hose to a conntction on the _C water

du_ systen and on into the waste tank. A backup condensate

dump line [1/_ in. (._35 cm)] allowed direct connection,
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utilizing a flex bose, between the AM eozlden_ate system _d

i the WMC d_..r ey_t_.

C. Testing - The watts management vrcuum outlet subsystem was certi-

fied for the 5kylab mission a_ter successful completion of the

followin_ development and qualification test program:

o Development Tests

HS-25 VacuuT outlet valves

HS-73 Waste _ank screen

HS-80 Condensate dump system

HS-81 Waste tank - small scale screen baffle

_S-92 Backup liquid dump probe

o _mll flcatlor.Tests

HS-7 Water system

HS-26 Vacuum outlet system

Phase I Urine and processor_ lower portion, Sys.

: Phase II Urine and processor, upper _rtion, Sys.

Phase III Urine dump system complete

Phase IV LB|IP aJld metabolic analyzer system

HS-65 I_ng tern vacuum exposure- 1/2 !n. (1.27 cat) ball valve

HS-87 Dump probe and condensate dump system

The _urposn of each test program, prohl_s encountered and reso-
J

lutions are listed as follows: l :

l/ HS-7 Water Subsystem - The washcloth squeezer filter and

flex hose (dump system) w¢re qualified under this line item. !

t
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The basic test program was to subject the test specimen

through its simulated usage and washwater dumps, to one

28-day mission and two 56-day missions. The filter was

i successfully qualified ana the d_Ita-P across the filter

' was well within the acceptable limits. However, the hose :

developed a leak during the testinc which was attrib,_t l�to

the re_nforcing spring breakin_ through the silicon liner.

/ A new configuration hose wa_ procured for retest and was

successfully qualified fu_ the OWS mission.

2/ HS-25 Vacuum Outlet Valves - The purpose of the test was to

demonstrate the performance characteristics of the vacuum

outlet system during simulated launch eundorbital conditions

of the Orbital Workshop. The urine dump system was tested

to demonstrate its capability to operate in a vacuum environ-

ment _md _;ithstsmd the corrosive effects of urine, iIo

major problems were uncovered in ball valve testing or with

testing with urine.

3/ llS-26 Vacuum Outlet Systems -Thc objectives of this test

:' were to demonstrate " _ capability of the systems to function

V properly after exposure to launch and boost flight environ-

me_._s and the capability of performing these orbital functions

i satisfactorily for a period of 28-days.

_r Thu test s_ en consisted of the urine dump system, two :

dump probes processor exhaust system (upper portlon), refcig-

eration pump enclosure vent valve, and portions of' the

2.2.11-613
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metabolic analyzer experiment and LBNP systems. To accom-

modate the different vibration tests and various system tests,

_ the HS-26 program was _ivided into four phases:

L

o Phase I - Those po_ ._ns of the urine dumD and processor

exhaust system_ }at were mounted on or adjacent to the

common bulkhead, plus the r-frigeration pump enclosure

vent 1/2 in. (1.27 cm) ball valve mounted on the common

_, bulkhead.

o Pha_e II - The urine dump 1/2 in. (1.27 cm) ball valve

and processor exhaust i in. (2.5_ cm) ball valve mounted

on a c_mmon panel together with associated flex hoses

: and plumbing.
f_

o Phase III- The complete urine dump system from the

collector bag sm.dmanifold to the dump probe. •

• o Phase IV - A portion of the metabolic analyzer system

i

and that portion of the LBNP experiment station that

! included the flex hoses =Ad i in. (2.5h cm) ball valve.

The OWS structure and support brackets were used or simulated

.: during each of the test phases to provide realistic vehicle

• installation conditions. The test program was successful

except for burn-through problems with the heater element on °_

the liquid dump probe. This problem was resolved by a

dump probe redesign effort and the new probes were qualified

under Line Items HS-_7 and HS-92.

i
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A problem associated with Phase IV testing is noted in

° the vacuum experiment section.

4/ HS-75 1/2 in. (1.27 cm) Ball Valve - Long Term Vacuum Ex-

posure - The purpose of this test was to demonstrate

: functional capability of the 1/2 in. (1.27 cm) ball valve

after vacuum exposure for periods of; operational 28-days,

non-operational of 65-days and operational of 5-days. The

ball valve demonstrated successful operation during vacuum

" exposure without failures or problems.

} 5/ HS-73 Waste Tank (Filter) Screen - The purpose of this
{

; development test was to determine the flow and pressure

drop characteristics of different filter screens while
l

}
: flowing nitrogen gas, water vapor, urine and water to

evaluate the effects of the residue and/or ice on the filter

screen flow. No major problems were encountered during the

test program. The test result_ in conjunction with }{S-81

testing were used in the selection and design of the pro-

i duction filter screen in the w_ste tank.

6/ HS-80 Condensate Dump System - The purpose of this develop-

ment test was to determine th_ performance of an improved

dump probe in the urine dump system and the AM/OWS con-

:. densate system. The basic test program wab to subject the

probe to electrical, proof, leak, functional, vibration,

urine dumps and condensate water dumps. The test results

,_ indicated that the urine dump system performance was
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acceptable. IIowever, the AM/OWS condensate system water

/ ]

dumps were considered to be marginal. This problem was

t

< attributed to the high pressure drop in the system plumbing :

! :
:, and the inability of the heater to consistantly vaporize off
J

the ice bridging over the exit port. The condensate plumb-
: L

ing and dump probe were redesigned and retested under Line

: Items HS-87 and I[S-92. ?

r

7/ HS-81 Waste Tank - Small Scale Screen Baffle - The purpose

2 of the development test was to determine if a polyester

cloth baffle could satisfactorily protect the filter screen

from ice impingement and damage. Also, the effect of con-

tamination on the filter screen was investigated, The test

was for data only and the results were as follows:

J

o No damage to the cloth baffle or screen was visible.
}

o The cloth baffle did not prevent ice from impinging on

the screen.

o The addition, of a rubber baffle under the cloth baffle

prevented ice from reaching the screen directly

o Ice formed directly on the rubber baffle materiai :ould

initially stick and then break loose. Ice formed on the/

cloth baffle would adhere tenaciously.

'_ 8/ HS-87 Dump Probe _d Condensate Dump System - The purpose
{

of this test was to qualify the redesigned liquid dump

probe for use in the OWS condensate dump system. The test

specimens were subject to extensive pretest and qualification
<

)_ test programs to demonstrate the units were able to function J _

2.2. ii-616
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properly under simulated vehicle operating conditions in a

space environment after Oeing ezposed to flight and boost

vibration. There were several failures of the probe durin_

the test program. All of these failures were subsequently

attributed to the high acidity of the potting compound which

attacked the heating element wire, causing an open circuit.

The probe was redesigned with new Dotting compound and the

¢ test specimen was qualified with no failures o2"problems.

t

:- _/ hS-92 Backup Liquid Dump Probe Heater - The purpose of tilts

test was tc evaluate and qualify a backup liquid dumb probe

using a Cal-rod type element for pos&ible use in the OWS

Program. The specimens were subjected to a test program

similar to HS-87, tilebasic heater probe qualification test

program. The specimens were successfully tested with no

failures or problems and this configuration probe was

selected for flight usage.

D. Mission Results - All flight data indicate that the waste tank

system was con;pletely effective in ;,roviding for disposal of

liquid and solid waste materials outside of the habitation area

without interfering with optical experiments or imoosinR a load

on the attitude control system. Discussions with MSFC Contami-

(
nation MSG personnel have indicated that no _races of waste tank

effluents were uncovered in any of their experiments. Evaluation

of APCS data shows no measurable unbalanced venting, even during

the largest liquid dumps into the waste tank.
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The wardroom (WDM) and WMC water dump systems were each used

once during each activation and once during each deactivation.

_ In addition, _he WMC water dump system was utilized approxi-

mately once every three days to dump waste wash water which

had been collected in the wash cloth squeezer bag. On SL-2 the

WMC water dump system was used once to dump AM condensate water

using the OWS backup condensate dump line, and once to dump the

_ OWS condensate holding tank. On SL-3 the WMC water dump system

was used approximately 35 times for OWS condensate holdin_ tank

z dumps due to a leakage problem in the condensate system. Three

condensate holding tank dumps were performed during SL-4. In

addition to this usage, the WDM and WMC water dump _ystems were

used during SL-3 and SL-h, respectively, for cabin atmosphere

pressure mans4_ement in support of experiments on M509 and TO20

_ (astronaut maneuvering units). By installin_ a purge fitting

: in the water d_mp line, cabin atmosphere could be vented slowly

to a desired pressure.

The liquid urine dump system was not used durin_ SL-2 or Zl,-3,

except as required to pull a vacuum on the urine bags prior

to their use. However, due to the extended SL-4 mission, the

lack of urine collection bags, and the crew-reported problem of

excessive force required to dispose of full urine bags through

the trash airlock on SL-h mission day 50, the liquid urine dump

_ system was used approximately 17 times durin_ the remaining

• portion of SL-h to dispose of liquid urine. This use was in

addition to its normal usage of evacuating the urine ba_,sprior

to their use.
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The OWS condensate holding tank provided the capabilit,! for

long periods of unattended condensate collection (as ]onl, as

_O days at one point in the mission). Flight data indicate

leakage of cabin air into the tank (which could have increase,]
i

: required dump]no frequency) was an order of magnitude lens than

spec. for the OWS port]oz, of the system.

All vacuum systems performed as expected and without significant

anomalies except for the followini::

i/ The waste tank pressure resc|_ed the triple point press_re

of water aurinr some large quantity dum_s, apparently due

to a hi_,herthan expecte0 rate of sublimation of the ice

formed during the dumps. I_o adverse effects were el,served

resulting f'romthis high pressure.

; 2/ The _._,ICwater dump probe orifice became blocked on DOY L'44.

: It was replaced with an on-board spare and no additional

problems were experiereed with this system. Subsem_ent

investigation indicated that the problem was temporary

blockage with ice and the p_'obecould be kept on board as

' a spare.

3/ The urine dump system incurred a brief tempora_r blockage

on DOY 005.

E. Conclusions and Recommendations - With the exeention of the

anoms_lies described above, which were of little consequence,

: the OWS vacuum systems performed well throughout the three

missions. This smooth performance was the culmination of a

long and difficult development program. It is recommended for

: future developmen_ of systems of this type, that a stron_
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emphasis be placed on system development testing under condi-

tions that simulate the in-fll_ht environment as closely as)

possible.

F. Development History

Waste Tank - The waste tank concept originated in the days of

the wet workshop. The original plan was to dispose of urine by

dum_pin_ it overboar_= through a fittinE installed by the crew in

the side of the fuel tank. When NASA te_ts revealed that this

would be detrimental to the solar arrays, it was decided to

ha,,ethe crew punch a hole in the common bulkhead ant install

• a heated dump probe so thct urine could be dumped into the LOX

<

tanK. The LOX tank was to be vented through the existinF non- i

propulsive vent system and a second latchinF vent valve w_s

added for reduncancy.

In the wet-to-dry conversion studies, the LOX tank (now called

the waste tank) was found to be a desirable place to dump all

_ sorts of waste materials. Tiletrash airlock was installed in i

the common bulkhead and two additional heated dump _robes were

added for flushin_ and drainin_ various water systems. Also

added were fittings for venting w,-te nrocessor exhaust l,ases

and ref_....._ti_..v_,_i,coolant leakage into the waste ta_nk.

Since propellants were no longer being carried, it was possible i

to pre-install all of this hardware.

In the original OWS LOX tank non-propulsive vent system, flow

parsec through one port in the tank, two parallel valves and

_.2.11-620
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two 20 ft. (6.09 m) long wraparound ducts to nozzles on opposite

; sides of the tank. Analytical stuides showed that one of the

two wraparound ducts would be subjected to temperatures well ';

below the freezing poing of water so that the duct was likely
L

to become partially or completely blocked, leading to unbalanced

thrust. Since this would have placed a large load on the APCS,

it was decided to redesign the vent system to its present con-

figuration. The power cost for heating the _resent one ft.

(.305 m) long duct to prevent freezing was an order of magnitude

less than what would have been required for the original wrap-

around ducts.

The original waste tank vent system had a small filter screen

• covering the vent port. Because of concern that this screen

would become completely blocked with trash bags, it was

replaced by large area screens which separated the waste t_nk

into compartments. The largest compartment received trash ba_s

from the trash airlock. Each vent outlet was in a separate

screened-off compartment and these two compartments were

connected by a duct made of screen material to assure balanced

venting. The liquid dump outlets were separ&ted by screens

from the trash area to prevent trash bs_s from freezing to the

dump probes and possible blocking them.

The original large screens were rather coarse (16 mesh) since

their objective was to control migration of the trash ba_s.

: It was later decided to use the screens to prevent overboard

venting of any solid waste that might interfere with optical

ex_r_nents and the 16 mesh screen was replaced with Dutch .,

2.2.11-621
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twill woven screens having 2 micron filtering capability.

Extensive developmental tests verified the filtering capability

of the new screens but indicated that they could become blocked

: when urine was dumped o_ them. A baffle was then added to pre- :

vent direct impingement of the dumped urine on the screens.

The extensive desiRn and developmental work involved in the i

waste tank concept paid off during the mission where vast

quantities of waste materials were disposed of with very little

difficult and with no discernible effect of the optical

environment.

Waste Tank Heated Liquid Du_,pProge - The original heatec

probe was 3 1/2 in. (_.89 cm) long and extended only 1/2 in.

(i._7_,cm) beyond the waste tank bulkhead. A Ka_ton heater

blanket was wrapped around the i/h in. (.b35 am) diameter

silver tube and held in position with a coil sprin_. Front

and back heaters were sized at 7 112 watts each. )

r

During qualification testing, the heater blanket overheated
1

and failed due to poor gbermal contact between the blanket and

silver tube. Two attempts to improve the thermal contact

(using Eccobond to bond the blanket to the OD of the silver

tube and using Nomex yarn woven over the heater blanket to )
I

hold the blanket against the silver cube) wer_ unsuccesstul. !

A decision was made to redesigr,. The basic objectives were i '_

to double the heater power and _o increase the heat flux to the !

probe tip. The length of probe \vas increased 6 in. (15.2_ cm) !.

2.2 .'i1-622 _
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to reduce ice brid_ing potential. Reduncant heater circuits L

were maintained and each circuit waB positioned lengthwise

over the entire length with a watt density of 3 watts/in at

the probe tip and a watt density of 1 watt/in at the upper end

of the probe. The orifice at the tip was angled and located

radially to expel liquid parallel to the waste tank baffle, u

thereby preventing ice buildup.

The heating element was located between an inner and outer tube

[3/16 in. (.h76 cm) x 3/8 in. (.9_ cm) OD]. Two parallel design

J

approaches were taken for the heater element. Brief details of

each configuration are as follows:

i/ Ceramic tubes and wire ribbon he_ting element - This method

used twelve 1/6 in. (.15_ cm) diameter alumina tubes

located radially around the 3/16 in. (.h76 cm) diameter

silver tube. The nichrome wire ribbon was threaded through

T
the alumina tubes in a confi_uratlon necessary to vroduce

the required watt density of the heater element. Sub-

L
assembly of alumina tubes and ribbon was bound to the silver j.

tube with Ncaex thread; then the total assembly, inner and

J outer silver tubes, were brazed to_etber.
C

21 Cal-ro4 type heater element - This method consisted of a

spiral wound cal-rod type nearer consisting of a 1/16 in.

/

(.159 em) dSameter nickel tube filled with silicate quartz

which lns,Alates an_ hermetically seals the ntchrome wire

heater element. The meta_ sheathed element is then vo,_d

J
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arou_S the inner 327 cres tube and furnace brazed in posi-

tion, Complete assembly was then accomplished by addition

of the outer 327 cres tube.

Both probe configurations were built, qual tested and delivered.

A decision was made to install the cal-rod type configuration

on the flight vehicle because of its superior strength.

Condensate Collection - It was originally planned to dispose

of waste water collected in the A_ condensate system by daily

dumping through the AM water dump system. Concern over the

impact of this dumpin_ on nearby optical experiments led to

dex#lol_nent of a system for dumping the condensate water into

the waste tank. An attempt was made to install a set of plumb-

ing to dump water accumulated in the AM reservoir directly into

the waste tan_-through one of the existin_ dump probes. Develop-

ment testing showed that pressure drop through the lon_ length

of line and the several components involved resulted in insuf-

ficien_ driving pressure at the probe to insure conbinuous flow

without freezing. It was found possible to solve this problem,

and also significantly reduce the amount of crew effort involved

in condensate disposal, by in_tallin_ a large reservoir (similar

! to the existing watez tanks) in the OWS, sufficiently close to

the probe to ellm_nate the pressure drop problem. The _arge

reservoir provided capability to ccllect for up to i00 days i

before dumping was required. !
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2.2.11.10 Pneumatic C_ntrol System

A. Design Requirements - Pneumatic Control System (PCb) - This sys-

tem was designed to provide pneun,,_ticpower for operation of the

following:

l/ The Habi+ation Area (HA) pneumatic vent valves (2).

2/ Th- waste tank vent actuators.
}

3/ The Refrigeration System (RS) radiator shield Jettison

mechanism.

B. System Description - The system consists of (i) a h.5 _3 (,'.Ix

i0-2m3) storage sphere_ (2) four actuation control modules; (3)

assc_lated piping, two pressure transducers and a quick disconnect

fitting for pressurization. (Figure 2.2.11.i0-i.) The sphere vas

pressurized to hSO psla (3.1 x 106 N/m _) prior to iiftol'f.

C. Testing - Since the OWS pneumatic cu,,_cl system was essentially

•_e same as the S-IVB stage system, no qualification or develop-

ment testing was required.

D. Mission Results - The pneumatic control system operated normally

under Instrument Unit (IU) control to perform all design require-

merits. The storage sphere was then vented to 35 psia

(2hl x l03 (/m2).

E. Conclusions and Recommendations - The pneumatic control system

fulfilled all ground and orbital design requirements.

F. Developmeh% History - The OWS pneumatJ c system was essentially the

swae as that used on the Saturn S-IVB Stage except that the

re_tlator was removed. This simplific&tion was the result of a

; shorter required operational life (1 hr. vs. 7 hrs. ca S-IVB) and

i
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_ confidence in the system's low leakage capability built up during

the S-IVBProgram which permitted lowering the supply _ressure to

_ a level within the operational range of the actuators.

}

Y
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